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NJUTATED CDRDIVEM4 ESIGN RUIREMENTS

SECTION 1
MCTION

1.1 / DOCUMENT PMRFOSE

"1 This document specifies the structure and content of the

Automated CDRDIVEM Design Requirements. It provides the CIODIVEM functional

* descriptions which will be used to develop the model System Design. It is a

dynamic document which will accommodate the iterations necessary to achieve a

• "balance among the combat items to be simulated, the user requirements, and the

resource constraints. This initial issue of the document provides the basic

structure, organization, and description of content for all future iterations.

In particular, it provides an explicit framework and a procedure for deriving

and describing the model functional requirements for specific model versions.

In this sense, it provides information for decisions concerning subsequent

development of Automated ORDIVEM with respect to scope, manpower, and

timeframe.

1.2 M0DL DEV EOPMENT BACKGROUND

Significant advances in lethal and non-lethal weapons

system's technology in both the U.S. and aggressor nations have resulted in a

highly dynamic situation in which force structures are changing to meet

reactive threats. With the advent of a complex and ever growing collection of

new direct and indirect fire weapons, sensor systems, communications devices,

and computer systems at the disposal or potential disposal of Army commanders

in the field, the scope and complexity of decision-making have increased

tremendously. This new collection of systems and subsystems presents a new

- analysis and evaluation burden on the Army in terms of systems acquisition

. decisions as well as strategic and tactical decisions. New systems are being

.



considered, studied, and rejected or modified on a continuing basis. To date,

the Army has not developed an adequate set of evaluation tools or concepts to
support making comprehensive assessments. The problem is further complicated
by the number of diverse groups which are addressing different facets of
individual systems problems. These studies, related to specific assessment or

design issues, are often independent of the total system evaluation issues.

The value of new weapon systems, doctrine, tactics, or

training depends on their contribution to overall combat effectiveness of the
integrated force. Studies which require system, force structure, or tactical

comparisons make extensive use of force-on-force models to estimate combat
effectiveness of alternatives. The Review of Army Analysis Study recommended

in 1979 that a hierarchy of new combined arms and support models be developed
to provide comprehensiveness and consistency in Army studies. This

recommendation was approved by the Joint SELCOM (Select Committee) and
promulgated in Army Regulation 5-11.

The Army Model Improvement Program Management Office (AMMO)

is managing the development of the hierarchy of models. Two agencies are
participating in the development: the Concepts Analysis Agency (CAA) is

developing a theater-level model called FO(REM; the TRADOC Operations Research
Agency (TORA) is developing the corps/division level model called WORDIVEM,
and the battalion-level model called CASIUREM. To date, (fRDIVEM has been
developed as an interactive simulation. Although contractual efforts are

underway to automate some of the command and control (C2 ) representations in
CORDIVEM, a decision has not been made concering the development of a
separate, fully automated corps/division level model. A plan for the

development of Automated (DRDIVEM has been prepared by JPL.

Army organization descriptions and system descriptions with
respect to the development of an Automated CORDIVEM are mixed in terms of

levels of detail. Existing Army documentation provides a relatively complete
identification of most of the current equipment items such as information

support system equipment and lethal and non-lethal weapon systems. Recent
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documentation, Functional Area Requirement Objectives (FARO), has been

developed by the Army to describe the various elements of combat and their

characteristics for both Red and Blue. These documents identify a major

portion of the combat systems and their basic operation in combat. Other

existing Army documents such as Tables of Organization and Equipment (OE),

and Field Manuals, provide additional data for weapon systems and for the
support systems equipment. However, given the extensive set of all possible
Army organizations and structures as well as the unlimited level of detail

which could be used to describe them, the particular subset to be addressed in

the Automated (CORDIVEM must be identified.

Another development which supports combat system definition

has been a joint AMMO/JPL effort to define the command and control functional
objectives. That description provides a basic structure for describing the

functions required for a combat organization or unit in a given functional
area, for example, force control, maneuver control, fire support,

intelligence/electronic warfare, combat service support, and air defense. It
provides an organizing principle which, when combined with the particular

command and control items and interactions provides an explicit definition of -

the command function and an explicit definition of the specific staff

activities and relationships necessary to support the commander in
accomplishing the unit mission. Such a process of definition is based on the

application of specific criteria or mechanisms concerning the interactions and
relationships of the physical elements. Identification and description of the

criteria and its application provides the definition of the processes required
for transforming command and control system descriptions into model

descriptions.

Existing Army documentation does not address the

interactions and relationships of battlefield items in as much detail as it
does individual physical elements. Consequently, a primary emphasis in this

requirement document will be on specifying the criteria and characteristics of
those interactions. The identified criteria and characteristics shall be
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-developed in such a way as to permit derivation of the Automated CORDIVEM
System Design Requirements.

1.3 DOCUMM SMNJCTURE

The JPL Plan for Automated CORDIVEM identifies three key
requirements areas: user requirements, combat system requirements, and
functional requirements. Documentation of these areas represents the primary
product for the problem definition phase shown in the Automated CORDIVEM
Program Chart at Figure 1-1. This document is organized to reflect those
principal areas. The user requirements section describes the way in which
the Automated CORDIVEM will be used by three principal groups: decision-
makers concerned with Army organizational design and system development;
systems analysts concerned with developing that decision information; and
model developers concerned with the modification and execution of the model in
order to provide supporting data for analysis. The combat systems requirements
section describes the universe of combat elements, the interaction of those
elements, and the environment in which they operate. The functional
requirements section defines the model functions, the system description
detail with respect to the model functions, and the model interfaces with the
hierarchy of Army models. The level of detail described reflects a balancing
of user requirements and combat systems requirements. In order to achieve a

balanced set of functional requirements which provides an equivalent level of
resolution across all combat functional areas without excess detail, an

iterative requirement description process is to be used. The development of a
documentation structure identifying the critical elements and their

interactions at the highest level is implicit in this approach. Further, the
structure must allow for incorporating progressive levels of detail without
restructuring the basic documentation. It must be suitable for direct
application to whatever model design is selected.

User requirements serve as the primary driver for
. determining the resolution, application input, and output of CORDIVEM.

Further, they provide guidelines and constraints on what constitutes a usable,
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effective model for the Army analysis and evaluation community. Several

existing Army documents provide guidance in the development of the user

requirements, for example, Army Model Improvement Program Task 1-User

Requirements, 31 March 1982; Army Command and Control Master Plan, 1982
[:. Update; and Command and Control Evaluation Methodology Development Task Force

Report, February 1982. These documents contain various levels and types of

descriptions which shall be used as the basis for developing a general set of

user requirements which can be particularized to support any specific study.
Development of those specific requirements is broadly described as a

successive process of (1) indentifying issues and objectives, (2) determining
measures of effectiveness to support decisions concerning the objectives,

(3) determining measures of performance to provide the measures of
effectiveness, and finally (4) determining the level of resolution necessary
for the particular model version to provide the identified measures of

performance. The measures of performance are reviewed to ensure an equivalent

level of representation in all model functional areas. This broad,
generalized process must be balanced against the resource and response time
constraints before a final requirement for a specific model version can be

developed.

A clear, unambiguous procedure is required for translating

user requirements into specific model functional requirements. For the
Automated CORDIVEM Design Requirements, the following procedure has been
identified and incorporated into the combat system requirements section.

The process for determining the model functional

requirements is one of first identifying the particular command and control or
combat items to be considered; second, identifying the command and control and

combat interactions among those items; third, identifying the mechanisms by
which the interactions occur; and fourth, identifying the specific factors
which particularize the mechanisms for the specific item interactions. The

descriptions of the factors and their representations are to be developed in

the model functional requirements in terms of specific algorithms and
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mathematical processes during the design phase. These factor descriptions

define and describe the model information needed for each battlefield item.

I4
The user requirements interact with the above process by

providing limiting assumptions on each stage. For example, user study

requirements will result in assumptions concerning particular weapon systems

to be considered in the model The assumptions will dictate which systems can
be combined and which must be treated separately. Likewise, the user study

requirements will result in assumptions that determine the significance of the
interactions and thereby dictate which interactions can be legitimately

ignored and which must be carefully considered. In a similar fashion, such

assumptions will drive the selection of mechanisms, factors, and the

descriptions of the factors. Specific definitions of terms and explanations
of processes and procedures are presented in the appropriate sections of this

document.

Functional requirements represent the final melding of the

* .combat processes to be modeled or simulated, and the user requirements for

* %T analytical data. These requirements include the functional requirements for

both the Automated OMDIVEM and the total software environment required to
support it. These functional requirements are described for the model

functions which will be used to design the actual computer code that will be

implemented and executed and for the support functions which will aid in model
modificati6n, set-up, and execution. The model functions will necessarily

represent all of the combat functions in such a way as to permit the

derivation of analysis data; however, the model functions will not necessarily
be identical to the combat functions. The model functions will be developed

to accommodate an efficient means of supporting analyses of Army combat
elements, not to accommodate a replication of the combat elements above. The

process for developing functional requirements for Blue is the same as that
for Red, although differences in resolution may exist.

1-7
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- 1.4 DOCUMNT UPDAING

The iterative process for developing the final set of

functional requirements depends upon several considerations: the content and
structure of associated model documentation; the processes for transforming
system descriptions into model descriptions; the current state of related Army

organization and system descriptions; and the need to actively manage future
model changes. An assessment of these considerations will form the basis for
decisions by the Army and JPL relating to the-need for additional supporting
Army documentation; the form to be used for model input; and the procedure for
determining successive levels of detail to be incorporated into the Automated
CORDIVEM development documentation. A well considered and well managed
configuration control process must be developed to support the current
documentation and to support the future model modifications necessary for
analytical studies. The final section of the documentation addresses this

area.
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SECTION 2

USER RE0uIwEmE
2.1 ANALYSIS R3UIEMENTS

The User Requirements serve as the primary driver for

determining the scope, resolution, input, and output of Automated OORDIVEM.
Further, they provide guidelines and constraints on what constitutes a usable,

effective model for the Army analysis and evaluation community. The Automated
WRDIVEM will be used by three groups: decision-makers concerned with Army

organizational design and system development, system analysts concerned with

developing that decisional-information; and model developers concerned with
the modification and execution of the model in order to provide supporting

data for analysis. Development of the user requirements can be broadly
described as a successive process of identifying issues and objectives,
determining measures of effectiveness (MOE) to support decisions concerning
the objectives, determining the measures of performance (MOP) to provide the
measures of effectiveness and finally determining the level of resolution
necessary for the model in order to provide the identified measures of

-- performance. The measures of performance are reviewed to ensure an
appropriate level of representation in all model functional areas. The
selected level of resolution, in turn, drives the content and description of

the combat elements as contained in the combat system requirements section of

the Design Requirements document. The actual model representation of the
system elements are described in the Functional Requirements section of the

Design Requirements document.

This overall process of developing user requirements is

pursued with awareness of two major considerations. The Automated OORDIVEM is
a dynamic tool which will be used for numerous types of Army analyses which

will each contain additional, special user requirements. Therefore, various

versions will be developed for the various studies, that is, the user

requirements identify a simulation environment in which frequent model changes
are the norm. These changes will result in computer code as well as data
changes; however, each specific version must be identifiable in terms of
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* systems, interactions, and processes represented. The second consideration is
that the Automated CURDIVEM is one model in a hierarchy of models to be used
by the Army. As such, it must be amenable to interfacing with the other
models while providing stand-alone results relative to the specific Corps and
Division issues.

The following paragraphs discuss a broad range of identified
Army issues which the Automated WORDIVEM may be required to address. These
issues will be assessed to identify and scope the set of user requirements for
the model. During the design of the basic Automated WORDIVEM, the full scope
of requirements should be accommodated to the maximum extent possible.
Detailed user requirements in terms of MOE and MOP must be developed and the
basic model modified as necessary for specific studies.

2.1.1 Army System Decision Support

Limitations associated with current Army corps and division
level models hinder comprehensive development of information to support
decisions concerned with corps and division force design and employment.

These limitations are associated with several areas, for example: general
flexibility and speed (ability to investigate an adequate number of

alternative scenarios, systems, and conditions); command and control fidelity
(ability to represent an adequate level of corps and division command and
staff functions); scope (ability to accurately represent the correct mix of
systems and their interactions). The Automated CORDIVEM should support the
development of useful, accurate information about the following:

2.1.1.1 Force Structure Trade-offs-

The basic issue is to maximize the combat effectiveness of
the force within various resource constraints. Various weapon mixes, air
assault mixes, and variations of brigade/division organizations, maintenance
organizations, supply distributions, etc., need to be considered. Trade-offs
need to be made among maneuver, combat support, and combat service support

2-2
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assets in terms of numbers of battalions, numbers of weapon systems, and

amount/mix of intelligence systems. These trade-offs must be made in the
total context of Corps operations and incorporate the essential components of
the various system interactions. Incorporation of the essential components

implies addressing all aspects of Airland Battle 2000: the electronic

battlefield to include jamming, homing systems, intelligence gathering,
communications, command, and control; new technology systems such as fire and
forget systems with passive seekers, unmanned weapon systems, and directed

energy weapons.

2.1.1.2 New Systems Acuisition

Of interest is the measurement of the combat effectiveness
of new corps or division level item system assets, either a new class of

systems or an improved system. Measurement of the combat effectiveness of
such systems focuses on those aspects of the systems as they relate to the
corps. That is, the representation of the system performance may be

aggregated in terms of direct fire effects, but will provide direct

measurement of corps/division related issues, for example, supportability and

how that influences total corps/division effectiveness.

2.1.1.3 Changes in Doctrine. Tactics. and Training

The related issues are concerned with such items as second echelon

interdiction, control of the separate brigade, nuclear employment, resource
allocation, force organization, interface with theater and adjacent corps,
intelligence collection and dissemination.

2.1.1.4 Types of Issues

The following list of issues is representative of issues

likely to arise in the immediate future at the corps/division level of
analysis. They can be expanded by referring to current study directives and
plans. Issues of this type provide the basis for determining the measures of

2-3
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effectiveness to be provided by Automated CORDIVEM. Performance factors for

individual systems and components are determined by other means: item level
tests, operational tests, performance area models, etc.

2.1.1.4.1 Force Canmand. Control, and Communications

1) What contribution does satellite relay support make

to tactical communications?

2) What is the effectiveness of alternative

organizational and operational plans for rear area

combat reconstitution?

3) What effects do training, fatigue, and variation in

human response have on the effectiveness of commands,

staffs, and operators?

4) What is the relative combat effectiveness of

different means used to ensure the continued

operation of C2 in degraded modes? Should technical

solutions be incorporated in systems design and

development, or in product improvement, as

appropriate; or should other solutions be adopted

through organizational and procedural changes, such

as dispersed or distributed command posts?

5) How should different functional areas (for example,

fire support and air defense) be linked?

6) What is the relative combat effectiveness of

alternative doctrine, tactics, and procedures, versus

acquisition of new equipment?
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7) What is the effectiveness of alternative operational

C2 processes and procedures implemented within

realitistic TME personnel and equipment constraints?

8) What effect does jamming of friendly C3 systems have
on friendly force combat effectiveness? How

effective is enemy jamming? What countermeasures can

be employed?

9) What trade-offs between c3 systems and firepower

systems would produce a more combat effective

friendly force?

2.1.1.4.2 ClosCb

1) How does the use of nuclear and chemical weapons

affect conduct of offensive and defensive sustained
operations?

%7 2) What is the impact of uncertainty of nuclear release

on scheme of maneuver?

3) What is the optimum alternative role of Army aviation

in supporting the maneuver commander? Should this
role include deep interdiction?

4) What is the relative effectiveness of alternative

doctrine for the Air Land Battle to exploit

capabilities of maneuver forces?

5) Can the deployability of armor and mechanized forces

be accomplished entirely by sealift with new type

carriers within a reasonable time frame?
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6) What is the relative effectiveness of alternative

mixes of weapons for light/heavy forces?

2.1.1.4.3 E

1) What is the relative combat effectiveness of

alternative concepts for engaging different target
types at different ranges and rates?

2) What will be the potential effectiveness
contributions of proposed weapons systems to be

fielded between 1986 and 1995? What fire support
deficiencies still remain?

3) What is the relative effectiveness of alternative
CSWS (Corps Support Weapon System) units organized
and employed on the battlefield? What are the force
structure implications of each?

4) How survivable are the fire support means available
to the Corps/Division? How effective are enemy

air/missile defenses against each?

5) What is the most effective alternative means to

accomplish second echelon interdiction? What percent
of available fire support assets can be diverted away

from the FLOT to attack second echelon forces? Is
this an effective and prudent tactic?

6) What is the preferred alternative mix of nuclear,
chemical and conventional weapons (by type and

quantity) for close-in support, counter-fire, and

interdiction?
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7) What is the relative effectiveness of alternative

fire support requirements for the Rapid Deployment

Joint Task Force?

8) What is the relative effectiveness of alternative

numbers of ground designators in each Fire

Integration Support Team?

2.1.1.4.4 Air fens

1) What is the effect of alternative trade-offs of

divisional air defense assets versus corps general

support air defense battalions?

2) Is a SHORAD system capability required to support the

missions of light infantry/airborne/airmobile

divisions and, if so, what is the most effective

alternative?

3) What is the preferred mix and quantity of divisional

SHORAD and MANPAD systems in the light
infantry/airborne/airmobile divisions?

4) What is the relative effectiveness of alternative

sensor requirements for Army Air Defense (AD)?

Should Army AD be linked to Air Force sensors and

to the Battlefield Data System (BDS)? Should Short

Range Air Defense Systems (SHORADS) be linked to the

sensors of High-to-Medium Air Defense System

(HIMA)?
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5) Is the lightweight air defense gun required, as a

component of the air defense family, to support the
light infantry, airmobile or airborne divisions in

the near time frame?

6) Can a medium range LOAAD system provide adequate

complementary defense for these divisions or is the
HIMAD system essential (considering AF contribution)?

2.1.1.4.5 Engineer Suort

1) What is the effectiveness of alternative types of

minefields in terms of delay, mobility kill, and
firepower kills?

2) What are the effects of Red mines on Blue forces with

and without early warning of mine presence and then

with and without various types of minefield

breeching equipment?

3) Identify the engineer organization and equipment

implications attendant to the increased mobility
support needed on the integrated battlefield.

4) What is the value of attaching engineers to task

forces at various levels?

5) What is the relative effectiveness of alternative

nuclear and chemical decontamination concepts?

6) What quantity and type of mines can be emplaced in a
corps area during a 180-day battle?
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7) What combat power increases are achieved by equipping

all combat engineer units with armored vehicles?

2.1.1.4.6 Logistics Su&ort

Realistic logistical constraints and representation of all

classes of supply are essential to address force structuring and trade-off

decisions. Typical issues are as follows:

1) Is resupply to key combat elements adequate in terms
of numbers and mix of items and timeliness of

delivery for alternative resupply concepts?

2) What are the relative improvements in the alternative
ATP/ASP concepts to improve resupply processes in the

different contingency areas?

3) What is the relative effectiveness of alternative

concepts for battlefield recovery of damaged vehicles
and weapons?

4) What degree of attrition is inflicted on friendly

resupply vehicles and from what source?
S

5) What are the significant problems related to the

replacement of personnel and major end items?

6) Do commanders receive reports of the status of their
units in time to perform successful reconstitution

actions?

7) What are the implications of nuclear and chemical

weapons employment on reconstitution?
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8) What is the relative effectiveness of using or not

using helicopters to provide logistical support to

front line wnits?

2.1.1.4.7 Personnel Su =ort

1) Should personnel support be standardized at corps

level and/or division level? Can the geographical

support concept used at corps level for non-

divisional units be employed at division/separate
brigade level?

2) Is unit replacement a more effective technique to

respond to MACRO losses than individual replacement
to disabled units?

2.1.1.4.8 Inte I igence Suijgr

1) What is the capability of the corps, division, and
brigade surveillance and intelligence activities to
accomplish their mission on the integrated

battlefield?

2) What are the critical intelligence nodes and links

and how secure are they? What is the relative

effectiveness of alternative networking technologies

to reduce their vulnerability? What means can best

enhance CP survivability; options include: cellular
CP, dispersed CP, hardened CP, signature reduction,
size reduction, and electronic deception?

3) What is the relative effectiveness of alternative

concepts for data exchange between systems in order
to satisfy commanders' information needs? What is
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the minimum data limit such that commanders,

operations, and communications networks are not
overloaded?

4) What is the relative effectiveness of alternative

automated systems and processes to fuse tactical

intelligence, target acquisition, and combat data

into information useful to commanders?

5) What is the relative effectiveness of alternative

sensor systems at corps and division levels to
perform the joint intelligence mission?

6) What is the effectiveness contribution of a single or
group of sensors by echelon?

7) What is the appropriate alternative mix of

intelligence, artillery, aviation, FSE, people in a
targeting cell at corps and division?

8) What is the most effective alternative information

(intelligence) inputs for the commanders' decision
making? Which are more useful than others?

9) What redundancy of processing and communication is
required to ensure delivery of adequate intelligence

to decision makers on a timely basis?

2.1.1.5

Existing combat models do not satisfy all user needs. Often

the time and manpower required for scenario set-up, input data preparation and
model verification or authentication, run time, and output analysis are so

great that study alternatives may be examined in only a few tactical
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situations and for only a few performance variations. Army decision making is
centered around study processes such as cost and operational effectiveness
analyses, and mission area analyses whose initiation precede major Army and
Defense system acquisition reviews by approximately one year. Many force- 0
level analyses are performed on an annual basis commensurate with the budget
cycle. Major program requirement updates such as the Army Command and Control
Master Plan are required every two years. Given the requirement to fully
investigate all aspects of a given set of issues, application of the full 0
complement of the hierarchy of models may be necessary. Automated (XRDIVEM
must be able to produce timely results which can be efficiently integrated
with the total analysis process.

2.1.1.6 exibility

Automated CORDIVEM must be able to investigate alternative
systems, forces and doctrinal concepts in any region in the world under the U
full spectrum of anticipated environmental conditions including the integrated
battlefield. Combat in cities, jungles, the desert and the arctic should be
played with facility. There must be the capability to examine and readily
assess alternative operational concepts, tactics, and formations.

2.1.1.7 rann

Battlefield functions (e.g., field artillery) will be
represented in FOURM, O)RDIVEM, CASTFUOEM and the (fire support) functional
area model The level of detail represented will differ among models - hence
common algorithms and common data may be minimal - but consistency in
functional representation (both in methodology and data) must be maintained.
Within the resolution constraints, changes to order of battle, tactics and
weapon system performance should produce similar results at each stage of the
model hierarchy. This will facilitate the aggregation of battle outcome data
and its passage up the hierarchy as well as support the validity of trade-offs
among functional area assets.

2
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2.1.1.8 ra-;/f + e-ria-

Automated CORDIVEM must permit clear understanding by the
user of why outcomes change when parameters are varied. It must be possible

to determine by analysis of model output the effects of changes in weapon

system performance, and changes in organization and tactics on combat

effectiveness and support requirements. A graphic portrayal of the battle as

it unfolds may be an important aid to interpreting model outcomes.

2.1.1.9 Time Period Simulated

Automated (fRDIVEM duration must be sufficient to stress all
corps and division functions to include all aspects of combat service support:
reconstitution, battle support, and personnel replacement and evacuation. The
relationship between control, command, communication and battle outcome must
be accurately portrayed.

2.1.2 System Analysis Support

Army analysts are responsible for developing the necessary
data and information to support Army management decisions concerning Army
systems design and organization. Therefore the analysis and evaluation issues
are closely related to the decision issues (contained in Section 2.1.1) in

that they are concerned with ensuring that as complete and accurate a set of
information as possible for the decision maker is provided by the analysis.

2.1.2.1

The proper context for the study must be established by:

1) Identifying the necessary scenarios, timeframe,

mission profiles, and threat. Implicit in this
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process is the user requirement to adjust the model
to accommodate any changes from the basic model
representation.

2) Reviewing the specific program or system decision

issues to ensure that the correct problem is being
addressed, and that the appropriate measures of

performance (MOP) and measures of effectiveness (MOE)
are identified. The effectiveness of each system or
alternative must be measured on the basis of its
contribution to the accomplishment of the tactical or
strategic mission of the force under consideration
which is utilizing that system or alternative. While

the measures of effectiveness relate to the overall
combat results achieved by the Army unit under study,

the measures of performance relate to the manner in
which the individual subsystem and elements

contribute to those total results.

a) In general, the MOE for assessment are all

related to a few major items: ground gained or
lost; mission duration (time to accomplish the
mission); friendly and enemy attrition; forces
used (ability to allocate and apply forces);
force ratios achieved (ratios of RED to BLUE
forces); consumables supplied and consumed; and

the force status (ability to conduct further
operations). Although these measures are

present in any good representation of combat,
their utility for assessing a given system is
dependent upon the degree to which they support
the description of mission accomplishment. Most

importantly, the MOE should be the same for all
types of systems and thus provide a means for
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comparisons and trade-offs with other systems.

Table 2-1 provides a suggested set of MOE.

(1) Secondary MOE or MOP should be developed as

a function of the particular user issues
for a given study. For example, issues

concerned with air defense assets would

result in comparing alternative air defense

systems. A ranking of these alternatives
would require comparison of the major MOE

just as a study of armor systems would.
However, the air defense study would

require assessment of the specific assets
defended by air defense in terms of their

relative contribution to the major MOE. In

contrast, the armor system study might note

vulnerability to air attack but would not
require that variation in air defense be

considered.

(2) Specific new model representations may be

required to provide suitable resolution for
the selected secondary MOE and MOP in a

given study. The model structure should
provide a clear audit trail of the

significant interactions resulting from
resolution changes.

b) The role of C2 in the model representation,

application, and interpretation is particularly

critical Representation of C2 is essential to
the overall model representation due to the

significance it has for combined arms combat.
That representation is necessarily more tenuous
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Meerarks~

i. Mission Scenario dependent, stopping

Accaplishments RED main attack, destroying

attacking force, defending
for X-days, etc.

2. Ground Gained or Determined by critical

Lost sector(s)

3. Mission Duration Time to accomplish or fail
mission(s)

4. Attrition RED and BLUE weapons, support

systems, command and control

elements, etc.

5. Force Ratios Final force ratio in

Achieved critical sector.

6. Forces Used RED and BLUE bns and other
forces committed to battle.

7. Supplies/Anmunition Major items: tank, TOW,

Expended artillery, POL.

8. Force Status Unit strength and location
at end of battle; supplies

on hand.

Table 2-1. Measures of Effectiveness
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than the weapons and mechanical systems

representation. Further, due to the discrete
nature of the tactical decision making process,
its effects are more prone to producing dramatic
swings in battle outcome (just as in actual

combat). Therefore, regardless of the purpose
of the study, the influence of C2 must be

understood and factored into the total analysis.

The MOP for C2 related items should be carefully
identified. Just as with weapon systems,
studies directed toward C2 may require

developing special purpose MOP or aggregating *
existing data in a particular manner.

(1) The MOP for C2 assessment are divided into

several layers with regard to the tactical
decision process. They are selected so as
to explain and clarify the effectiveness

data by providing a clear audit trail of

how and why decisions were made as a

function of the C2 system performance.

Further, the careful and detailed analysis

of these MOP is necessary to identify

potential changes in system,

organizational, and operational plans to
provide insights on systems to decision

makers, and to ensure correct
representation of the total C2 system

operation. Table 2-2 provides a suggested
set of MOP.

The first layer of MOP addresses the
quality of specific information which is
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Level 1: Quality of Decisional Perceived Situation

Information Enemy Intent

Delays in Critical Events

Level 2: Quality of Staff Time Delays and Manpower for:

Processing Estimates, Orders, Resource

Allocation, Coordination

Level 3: Efficiency of Message Preparation

Data Handling Message Quality

Coamunications Availability

Level 4: Performance of Detailed Performance

Data Source/ Characteristics:

Parameters Camunications Bquipment Delays

Detection Probabilities

Sensor Coverage

Transmission Rates

Table 2-2. Measures of Performance
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provided by the several staffs to the

various commanders. The MOP include such
items as the quality of the perceived

friendly and enemy situation
(identification, location, status,

strength, activity): the accuracy of

knowledge of enemy intent (direction,

location, timing, size of enemy attack);
the delays in timing (time of enemy

attack); the delays in recognizing critical
events (second echelon commitments, first

contacts, weakened or destroyed friendly
units, resupply needs), etc.

The second layer of MOP addresses the staff
processes which provide the information to
be used by the commander in making

decisions. The MOP include such items as
the time delays and manpower required to

produce estimates of the situation, plans,

orders for movement, maneuver and resource
allocation, and coordination processes.

The third layer of MOP addresses the data
handling and communications which provide

the input to the staff processes. The MOP
include such items as the message

preparation and handling delays; quality of
messages and products; and communications
availability.

The fourth layer of MOP addresses the

detailed performance characteristics and
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features of the data sources. The MOP

include such items as the communications
equipment characteristics and delays;

automated data processing characteristics
and delays; combat element reporting

criteria thresholds and delays; ground

station performance and reporting criteria;

detection probabil ities/ranges; movement

rates; sensor coverages; transmission

rates; system vulnerabilities; etc.

2.1.2.2 Model Re- ntatons

The particular MOE/MOP determine the specific assumptions

which are applied in restricting the representation of C2 and battle

interactions and effects as described in Appendix A of this document.
Specifically, the assumptions concern the degree to which similar equipment

can be grouped; the interactions of items which can be ignored; the factors

which can be ignored; and the descriptions which can be simplified.
Coincident with these efforts is the requirement to identify the sensitivity

studies which bound areas where data or information cannot be adequately

obtained in order to limit the necessity for other assumptions. The Automated

(ORDIVEM documentation structure as well as the model must accommodate such
analysis activities in the timeframe allowed for the total study process as

noted in Section 2.1.1.

2.1.2.3 Input Specification

Virtually all analyses using the model will require defining

and incorporating new engineering system performance data and representations
or defining and implementing the necessary human factors representation. The

human factor representations will include parameters for a variety of items:
man/machine interfaces, intelligence aggregation and creation, cognitive

processes, operations data handling, communication handling, morale, fatigue,
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and training. Changes should be accomplished by data input to the maximum

extent possible.

2.1.2.4 Tactical and Operational Decision Processes S

Both the model documentation structure and the model code

must accommodate changes to the C2 decision processes and the associated

information categories and data elements which support the identified decision
types. The changes should be accomplished through data changes.

2.1.2.5 Oraanizational and Operational Plans

Both the model documentation and the model code must

accommodate changes to the Organization and Operational Plan through data

changes.

2.1.3 Model Authentication

Senior level Army personnel concerned with Army system

design and development decisions do not have the time nor the resources to
assess the validity of model results which are used to support their
decisions. These decision makers must rely on qualified military experts to
assess model validity for purposes of supporting the particular issues. Given
the inevitable large size and complexity of the Automated OCRDIVEM, a totally
complete and comprehensive assessment is not feasible for each study.

Therefore, a less comprehensive assessment process must be developed. This
process must provide a full overview of the model behavior and allow detailed

assessment in selected areas. In particular, the model must either be
intuitively satisfying to the miliary expert or provide sufficient information

to e . ablish its validity as a logical consequence of the model structure and
inputs. Such a process of military authentication is assisted by clearly

identifying model assumption, limitations, constraints, and by incorporating
adequate traceability for model actions. These model and documentation

features support testing of the model.
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The true test for military authentication of any combat

simulation should be capability of the model to accurately represent the

effects of the application (or lack thereof) of the basic principles of war.

"Doctrine and tactics" are the manifestation of these principles for a given
situation (mission, threat, environment, weapon systems, etc.). Since

commander decision is a critical event influencing combat outcome, it is

essential in force-on-force simulation that the modeler understand and

realistically represent these principles. To this end, the following

discussion of each principle of war with respect to model authentication is
provided. Automated CMDIVEM must incorporate these principles:

Every military operation should be directed toward a

clearly defined, decisive, and attainable objective.
iL  Simulations must provide both friendly and enemy

forces and their component units with a single,

overall objective. All analyses of courses of action

generated in the simulation must consider the risk to
the objective as well as potential combat outcome.

All orders must be attainable, decisive, and

contributory to the ultimate achievement of the

objective.

2)
A combat force must seize, retain, and exploit the

initiative. In simulations, forces must be capable

of perceiving an apparent advantage in the combat

situation at any echelon that is modeled and the
commander and staff must be authorized to initiate

immediately the necessary actions to conduct and/or

continue an attack. In this context, as situational

changes occur, potential courses of action should be
analyzed by the staff and subsequently initiated with
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offense operations taking precedence over defense

operations. Defense postures should be considered

temporary stations where forces await the opportunity

to seize the initiative. Additionally, it is

imperative that forces in the model react

realistically to the influences of opposing forces.

3) Ba
Combat power must be concentrated at the decisive

place and time. In simulations, forces must be

capable of initiating actions that allow increased

density of those weapons engaging opposing forces.

As a minimum, this increased density should be
accomplished through coordinated multiple unit
movement, reinforcement by additional forces and

fires, and/or contraction of areas occupied.

Increased density should result in a higher kill rate

for the involved units. Although massing can provide
the opposing force with a target-rich environment,

the susceptibility of units being defeated through
piecemeal commitment is reduced. Essential to

modeling this principle are (1) the requirement for
the various sized, representative units to occupy

realistic areas in the simulation, and (2) a
realistic representation of the command and staff

coordination and control problems for a joint
movement or fire direction of multiple, smaller

units.

4) Economy_ of Force

Minimum-essential combat power must be allocated to

secondary efforts. The corollary of concentrated

combat power is economy of forces. This principle
requires the modeled forces to decrease the density
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of weapons capable of engaging opposing forces by

expanding the occupied areas, or by lateral or depth
dispersal. This should result in a lower kill rate

for the involved units. Although a unit may be more
vulnerable to defeat when committed by piecemeal, its

attrition rate should be reduced because of target
paucity in a given area. Essential to modeling this

principle is the requirement for the command and
staff to be on guard constantly to prevent decisive

engagement of units performing in this role and to be

prepared to alter their missions and/or support.

5)
Another principle of war is that of placing the enemy

in a position of disadvantage through the dynamic

application of combat power. The lowest echelon

forces represented in the model must be allowed to

conduct independent, variable direction movement and

V* attack with various orientations. The degree to
which the simulation represents maneuver will impact

greatly on the degree to which the simulation can
apply the principles of mass or concentrated combat

power, and economy of force. It is the positioning
of units through movement and the varying of their

sizes and orientations through strength adjustments

and formation changes that form the basis for

studying the dynamics of the battlefield. Essential
modeling characteristics also require representations

of weapon systems in variable formations and

interfaces of these systems with the terrain to

realistically depict the relationship of movement to

fires. Staff and command elements must constantly

attempt to fuse information into an up-to-date and
accurate picture of the battlefield in order to
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visualize the dynamics of the battle and aiticipate

and estimate future maneuver and resource
requirements.

0

6) Unity of Ccmand
For every objective, there should be unity of effort

under one responsible commander. Simulation of the

chain of command for the forces must be realistically •

echeloned with subordinate command elements adhering
to their higher command concept of the operation.
Subordinates must be limited in their options when
responding to changes in the combat situation.

Arbitrary or capricious actions by subordinate forces
should be allowed only to the degree known to exist

for a given nationality; this is an essential

modeling characteristic. Independent actions on the

part of subordinate commanders should be limited to
their current mission, scheme of maneuver or area of

operations, and fire control procedures and
constraints. When analyses of courses of action

indicate the need or opportunity for a change in
mission or resources, an appropriate request for

these changes should be sent to the higher c ader.-..-
I

7)
The enemy must never be allowed to acquire an

unexpected advangtage. All forces at each echelon in

the simulation must be allowed to assume protective
postures consistent with the activities being
conducted. These postures should degrade the

capability of the opposing force to find, fix, or

fight the specific force. All pertinent signatures P

associated with given activities should be
represented in the model in order to generate command
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and staff perceptions (or deceptions) of enemy

situations and intentions.

8) Sri

The enemy must be struck at a time and/or place and
in a manner for which he is unprepared. Security and

surprise taken together require that simulated forces

possess inherent detection and signature profiles.
As a corollary to security, simulations must not only

incorporate the appropriate advantages and/or
disadvantages associated with protective postures and

the signatures associated with its various
activities, but must also realistically portray the

advantages of increased or specialized sensings.

Clear, uncomplicated plans and clear, concise orders
ensure thorough understanding. Force constraint on

u: freedom of actions, required coordination, and

implementation actions for operations at each echelon
represented in the simulation should be directly

proportional to the complexity of the order or plan.
Appropriate time delays for these actions at each

critical node are to be essential modeling
characteristics to be incorporated into the

operation.

2.1.4 Analysis Requirements - Sumiary

The modeling and simulation implication of the Analysis
Requirements presented in the previous paragraphs of this section can be
grouped in terms of model scope, model resolution, and balance of model

representations. A summary discussion of the general implications is
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presented here in order to facilitate and to clarify issues which must be

resolved before initiating model design and implementation.

2.1.4.1 General Observations

The primary purpose for the development of the Automated

.CODIVEM is to provide a tool for analyzing and evaluating alternative Army

systems and concepts and architectures at the corps and division level.

Specifically, the tool is required to measure combat effectiveness as a

function of performance. Consequently, the model must provide a mechanism for

linking the outcome of two-sided battles with variations in the behavior of

the individual components engaged in those battles. The mechanisms for the

linkages can be assessed in terms of scope and resolution. Resolution refers

to the depth of detail in the simulation; high resolution implies very

detailed and accurate processes, and low resolution implies less detailed

processes in which more effects have been aggregated. Typically, the

simulation designer experiences pressure to keep increasing the resolution by

adding more and more detail because of the ever-present standard of the "real

world". In the simulation equally important requirements for breadth or scope

compete for resources and make it necessary to limit the resolution in all

areas of the model. It is important to realize in this limiting process that

an approximate balance in the level of resolution throughout the model is

desirable for a very practical reason. Any significant gain in fidelity of

one function is usually lost in the interfaces with other functions using

coarser approximations and aggregations. The apparently high resolution of a

particular function may give a misleading impression of the accuracy of the

overall result. It is the overall result obtained from considering the

essential interactions at an appropriate level of detail in the proper context

that is critical to providing valid analysis data.

The smallest organizational unit to be considered in the

simulation is a significant descriptor of the overall simulation. Whether it

be division, battalion, platoon, or individual weapon, detailed effects below

the lowest level echelon resolution cannot be represented explicitly. Studies
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requiring such effects must provide for that part of the analysis from sources
other than the model.

The resolution of the representation of the environment is
typically defined in terms of the size and shape of an area within which the
descriptors of the environment remain constant. The environmental cells are
usually squares, hexagons, or rectangles. The selected size should be based
on the detail of the maneuver effects required to do the studies balanced
against the storage required to represent the total battlefield. Data storage
depends on the size of the total battlefield and the required number of

environmental descriptors. The design decision required to establish the
environmental resolution must be made with great care because it dramatically
influences the resolution of most combat effects and determines to a large
extent which effects can and cannot be added to the model without major
redesigns.

A fundamental characteristic of any simulation is its

representation of time. Event-driven models apply situation considerations in
scheduling events to occur at specific times and the resolution refers to the

fineness (day, minute, millisecond, etc.) of its time scale. Time-driven
models schedule all events to occur at a specified frequency and use
situations to filter events which should not occur. The time resolution
refers to the smallest time interval allowed. It is also possible to use a

mixture of these approaches. In any case, the time resolution for C2 in the
model should be less than or equal to the fastest C2 response required by the
studies to be performed. For example, if the only decision processes to be
studied affect the battle in a matter of hours, then a resolution of 1/2 or
1/4 hour might be sufficient. If the problem being studied emphasizes
decisions which affect the battle in a matter of seconds, then a resolution of
1 second might be required. The decisions made when employing firepower
(tanks, artillery, air defense, etc.) are typical examples of this fast

response. Very often, the resolution of large models is such that these
decisions must be made an implicit part of the pertinent combat processes. In

this way, lower-level decisions are removed from the set of decisions to be
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explicitly represented and such a model is limited to study of higher-level

decisions and associated processes. Because of the nature of command and

control processes, the correct representation of time-sensitive processes must

be carefully and accurately accomplished. The foregoing example illustrates 0

how the resolution in one fundamental aspect, time, affects specific features

of the model Automated ORDIVEM must allow for a variable time resolution in

order to accommodate communications and sensor studies. These studies often

require a very short time step6 Examples of this include burst transmission B

and packet switching radios that will require less than one second resolution.

he level of resolution in system components refers to the

degree of decomposition of a system into separate interacting functions. For B

example, a tank might be represented as a weapon system with aggregated values

for lethality and vulnerability, or its various subsystems such as main gun,

machine guns, sights, personnel, and radios might be represented separately.

Each system considered for the model must be subjected to a simulation trade- B

off analysis to determine the appropriate resolution for the model and

available resources. This encourages the designer to describe the level of

detail of each system representation in addition to only stating that the

system is represented.

Resolution in combat events is similar to that described for

systems in that a wide range of level of detail is possible. The bare

statement, "River crossings are simulated", means very little until the level 0

of detail and the nature of the interactions with other functions in the modFl

are known. In particular, the emphasis on C2 requires that decisions,

information requirements, and impact on combat associated with river crossings

be specific in order to assess the importance of the simulation of river 0

crossings to C2 studies.

A fundamental issue for any combat simulation deals with its

breadth in terms of the combat functions that are represented. The model

should represent the Red and Blue weapons systems, command systems, sensor

systems, support systems, and their interaction with the environment. .
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Further, it should represent the command and staff elements for Red and Blue

forces with respect to the planning, control, and direction of the forces.

The omission of any one of these areas is a significant limitation to the

study of force-level issues. 0

Other limitations in the breadth of the model occur when

representations of specific phenomena are omitted. The most common examples

of such representations are related to various aspects of the environment:

effects of variations in intensity of light (primarily night operations),

weather, natural and man-made obscuration, nuclear effects, and chemical

effects. Other such representations deal with the variations introduced by
humans in combat: suppressive effects, errors in judgment, brilliant ideas, 0

cowardice, heroism, fatigue, and attitudes toward the value of human life.

Simulated tactical decisions are the vehicle that translates

staff performance into battlefield effectiveness. Staff organization, staff 0

procedures, and communications at every echelon enhance or degrade the
decision process and thus influence the employment of the systems that fight
the battle. For example, delays can occur as a result of the C2 facilities,

processes, procedures, and communications. Improved performance in these -
areas results in more rapid reaction to battlefield events and more timely

allocation of combat power, thus improved effectiveness. A general insight

into how decisions can influence combat outcome is given here.

1) The modern combined arms doctrine is based on the
assumption that the enemy will have far greater

numbers, weapons at least as modern, and nearby

supply sources. Commanders must know where and when 0

to concentrate combat power. To be effective,
commanders must be able to see the battlefield. They

must be able to look ahead, anticipate future events,

and act in the present to influence these anticipated

events. Once forces are joined, it is all but too

late for commanders to affect outcomes of most
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engagements. The course of the coming battles is

being decided in the present; each echelon of command

must see ahead in order to have the time and space

required to maneuver and allocate resources

effectively.

2) To translate command and control into effectiveness,

the simulation must allow each echelon to plan for

future engagements. In the simulation, plans must

coordinate maneuver, fire support, I/EW combat

service support, and air defense. Each functional

area can impact effectiveness in several ways.

a) Maneuver: The maneuver plan concentrates forces

in critical places at critical times. It is

designed to maintain or regain the initiative.

A defense must allow for counterattacks in the

defended sector which must be planned in detail.

Attacks should be planned to strike weakness and

avoid strength. The maneuver plan must also

coordinate the movement of artillery, air

defense artillery, engineer support, combat

electronic warfare intelligence, and logistic
units.

b) Fire Support: The fire support plan coordinates

the employment of mortars, rocket artillery,

tube artillery, and close air support. The

support plan can effectively support the

maneuver plan by rapidly massing firepower and

attacking enemy formations in depth without

shifting maneuver units.
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c) Intelligence and Electronic Warfare: The

intelligence plan coordinates and organizes the

employment of intelligence-gathering systems in

support of providing the commanders essential

elements of information. The EW plan can

complement the operation by deceiving th.e enemy,

locating electronic emitters, and intercepting

enemy transmissions.

d) Combat Service Support: Combat service support

provides the resource for conducting continuous

combat operations by resupplying expended

resources and maintaining the availability of

war materials.

e) Air Defense Artillery: Air defense artillery

must be positioned to protect the most valuable

assets of the maneuver commander.

3) The fundamental problem of modeling C2 is faithfully

representing the interactions between combat effects,

information, and decisions. This problem is

illustrated here in nature, if not in degree.

Consider the combat effect that depends on the

environment: artillery lethality with respect to

targets in open, wooded, or urban terrain. Suppose

the simulation selects targets based on information

such as type, size, and range of the target, but not

terrain. Suppose further that two different systems

with different capabilities are being studied. The

high-performance system might select a target which

would normally provide the better result, but because

of the wooded terrain, the lethality is degraded.

The low-performance system might select a different
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target which would normally provide a worse result

but because of open terrain, the lethality is not
degraded. The low-performance system might appear

better in this case because not all the factors B

included in the combat effects were considered in

making the decision. Such interactions introduce

pseudorandom behavior into the measures of

effectiveness and the significance of the aberrations
increases with the significance of the combat effects

that are involved.

2.1.4.2 Q B

The overall scope required of the model is seen by

considering the Army System Support issues. The most encompassing requirement

is the "Incorporation of .... Airland Battle 2000". This requirement and its S

related issues dictate the following:

1) General

a) Representation of each threat Front and Army and

friendly functional area of corps and division

operations, for example, force control, maneuver

control, fire support, intelligence and I

electronic warfare, combat service support, and
air defense.

b) Representation (or the potential fir) of new S

technology systems as well as all nuclear,

chemical, and biological weapons. All

conventional ground and air weapons are

included.
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c) Representation of all external corps and

division interfaces with adjacent units and

superior echelons.

d) Representation of environments which represent

virtually every conceivable theater of

operations in the world.

e) Representation of all corps and division types
to include armor, airborne, mechanized,

contingency, and infantry.

2) Implications

The complexities associated with this wide range of

requirements is related to several items: the size of

the terrain data base and its associated descriptors;

the variety of systems, their interactions, and their

descriptors; and the expansive range of possible
strategic and tactical decisions. An efficient

automated data management scheme and sufficient

manpower can provide model input for terrain and

environment without stressing state-of-the-art

software or machine design or size. The problem
arises with the system interactions and decision

processes associated with the wide variety of forces
and environments. An efficient, automated means for

pre-model input processing must be developed to

assist in developing the system descriptions and

interactions. Further, an on-line, generalized,
tactical decision-making process which operates from

basic principles common to all military operations
must be developed. This process currently does not

have a military or commercial counterpart in computer
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code. Its scope can be somewhat ameliorated by

efficient handling of the descriptions and input of
missions and operations plans. In turn, the

development of these plans can be accomplished off-

line with the aid of automated processes. Given the

potential number of alternatives, the alternative of

developing an a priori set of specific decision rules

and thresholds for each new scenario or alternative

system is clearly prohibitive in both time and expert

manpower.

2.1.4.3 Reso

Both the Army System Support and System Analysis Support

contain numerous issues which dictate two key resolution factors: company-

level maneuver forces and individual messages for command and control.

1) Company-level maneuver forces are required in order

to correctly and adequately represent the necessary

general tactics as well as the tactics and effects of
NBC weapons.

2) Individual messages for command and control are

required in order to.adequately represent the

phenomena connected with the degradation,

interruption, and reestablishment of communications

associated with electronic warfare, contingency

operations, destruction of command posts, and
continuity of operations. Further, individual

messages are required in order to assess virtually
any command and control system alternative or to make

assessments concerning trade-offs between command and

control systems and weapon systems or to assess

alternative concepts for enemy deep interdiction.
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2.1.4.4 Rlance

Determination of the resolution and representation of most

of the other items in the model are driven by the two items discussed above: S

maneuver companies and individual messages. Resolution of these

considerations should precede discussions concerning environment, time

increments, other system components, or combat events.

2.1.4.5 Sizing

The user requirements provide the basis for assumptions

which limit the number of required descriptions of model elements. The maximum

number of descriptions without these limiting assumptions can be estimated by

considering all possible combinations of the number of items, the number of

interactions, the number of interaction mechanisms, and the number of factors.

Assuming for battle interactions and effects: 50 items equivalent to "company

level", 7 interactions, and 12 mechanisms with two factors each, there could

be as many as 84,000 descriptions. Assuming for command and control

interactions and effects: 5 commander levels, 5 staff elements, and 10 types

of "forces"; 5 interactions; 11 mechanisms with 5 factors; there could be as

many as 68,750 descriptions. Considering that for both battle and C2 each

description could be an algorithm or process as opposed to a single number,

the potential model definition problem could be prohibitively large and

ccmplex. S

1) Clearly, all items do not interact in all possible

ways with all other items, however, this analysis

demonstrates the potential model definition problem

unless careful attention is given to the user

requirements and their related assumptions.

2) By addressing the limiting assumptions and

considerations, a precise definition of the model
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limitations can be established. Further, the process

of identifying the items and their interactions,

mechanisms, and factors provides an accurate basis

for sizing the final model prior to detailed design.

2.2 PERFORMANCE

This subsection is primarily concerned with the model

developers and their requirements for modification and execution of the model

to provide supporting data for analysis. The requirements address the total

simulation environment with respect to hardware and software. The emphasis in
the requirements is on developing an efficient means for model maintenance

which will satisfy the time constraints of supported analyses. The principal

impact of these requirements will be felt during the system design effort when

the actual computer program hardware and software support environment are

designed.

2.2.1 Runtime

The model shall run in 12 hours wall clock time executing 72

hours of battle time; it will not require human intervention.

2.2.2 Model Operation

The model shall provide an operational environment which
facilitates initialization, execution, and capture of analysis data.

2.2.2.1 Set Uxp Time Limit

The model shall be set up for individual runs within a one

person day. Modification of setups shall range from weapon system to complete
scenarios. Method for performing set up shall be an interactive expert system

which shall provide natural language dialogue to assist the user.
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2.2.2.2 Execution

The model shall be initiated by an authorized user from

specified terminals. The model shall run without support until completion 0

unless the user intervenes. Post run activities shall include verification of

data base integrity, off-line loading of specified reports and retention and
backup of specified files.

2.2.2.3 E

Automated CORDIVEM shall run in a multi-user,

multiprocessing environment with the capacity to switch data files and data 0
bases as necessary to support concurrent execution of different scenarios.

2.2.3 Resource Utilization

A minimum of special purpose support shall be required to

operate and execute the model.

2.2.3.1 Efficiec Birementq

Automated CORDIVEM shall execute in the required space using
specified off-line storage and data base facilities.

2.2.3.2 Personnel

Operation support shall require two people. The model

shall be available on a twenty-four hour basis to perform analysis. Model P 4

turnaround shall be limited only by set up times and space availability on the

computer system.
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2.2.3.3 Hardware

There shall be sufficient resources available such that only
non-interactive tasks need to be postponed to second shift operations. All

interactive devices, such as graphics equipment, shall be such that the
processors which support the model are not responsible for those tasks which
can easily be supported in an independent device (such as refreshing of

displays).

2.2.4 Reliability

Software and hardware failures shall absorb no more than 3%
of possible run time. Model shall be reconfigurable to run without all

modules should it prove necessary due to software or hardware failure.

Validation of the model performance shall be accomplished using specified

criteria established during model design. Sufficient backup and duplication

of software and hardware elements shall exist to support restoration or

relocation of the model and its data bases in the event of catastrophic

failure of any element. ....

2.2.4.1 Hardware

Large scale integration technology is to be preferred over " 4
discrete components in order to minimize connections. Off-the-shelf
equipment, especially that with a proven track record, is to be preferred over
newly designed equipment unless performance or cost considerations outweigh

the risk factors involved.

2.2.4.2 Software

The software design shall include extensive trace-back

features to aid in both analysis and error detection.

2-3-
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2.2.5 Maintainability

Two to five staff shall be provided to maintain this model.

Data management shall be provided through centralized data base administration
that will maintain maintenance rules, data locations, linkages, and the data
element dictionary. Data security shall be provided by limiting user access,

constricting user update controls, and maintaining transaction logs for

relevant systems. Hardware shall be supported and repaired or replaced within
24 hours of failure for peripheral and 72 hours for CPU. Software shall be

sufficiently modular with built-in logic tracing (where appropriate) to ease

software error identification and correction.

2.2.5.1 Hardware

All equipment shall be capable of being supported by the

vendor and where mixed vendor equipment is deemed necessary, all components
must be easily disconnected so faults may be isolated. It is preferred that

off-line testing of equipment be available and repairs should be able to be

implemented by exchanging boards rather than on-board repairs.

2.2.5.2 Software

The support software for the model shall include automated

development facilities.

2.2.6 Modifiability

The model shall be modular in design to support modification
of model configuration for analysis purposes. Functions shall be

compartmentalized to support modification of model elements to change model to

reflect changing user requirements. Compartmentalization of functions shall
also assist in development of enhancements to model features and

representations as necessary during the model's life cycle.
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Equipment that is acquired shall be able to interface to any

model of the processor family without modification. This applies to both

current and future models and thus requires that only interfaces supported by

the vendor be used.

2.2.6.2

Automated processes shall be provided to assist in

establishing the impact of software changes.

2.2.7 Transferability

There is no requirement that the model be transferable

between hardware types, computer language compiler, or different computer

configurations.

2.2.7.1

The ability to run tasks on any of several machines in the

system requires that adequate networking equipment shall be available. In

order that processes may be dynamically dispatched to processors, there is a

need for multiple processor access to mass storage devices.

2.2.7.2
S]

The software shall use standard techniques which are not

system dependent.
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2.3 DATA TRANSMISSION RQDU IREMENTS

2.3.1 Local Transmission

Local transmission requirements are 1/30 of a second

response time for terminal communications.

2.3.1.1 Communication Protocols

Communication protocols shall conform to American National

Standard Instruction (ANSI) standard.

2.3.1.2

Throughput shall consist of 9600 baud transmission.

2.3.1.3

To support classified and unclassified running of Automated

CORDIVEM terminals shall be linked to a security system. 5

2.3.2 Remote Transmission

Communications shall be through a military communications

net. Signal processing shall be performed to validate signal accuracy between

stations. In the event classified data are transmitted, data shall be encoded

and decoded.

2.4 GRAPHIC DISPLAYS

2.4.1 Generic Requirements
D

The following generic requirements shall be accomodated.
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2.4.1.1 iiblt

Graphic displays shall be visible from a distance of ten

feet in ordinary room light; the capability of deploying multiple monitors

with identical images shall be available. All display monitors shall be at

least 19" in size with a minimum display resolution of 525 lines; resolution

requirements shall be studied to determine if higher resolution is required.

2.4.1.2 Disi.vMoes

Graphic displays shall normally be in Red, Green, Blue (RGB)

mode; the capability to display images in NTSC mode shall also be available.

2.4.1.3 Archival Recording

All graphics display hardware shall be capable of being

recorded on a video tape recorder for later playback and analysis as required.

If resolution higher than 525 lines is determined to be necessary, then

conversion equipment to enable recordings to be made shall be supplied.

2.4.2 Hardware

Graphics hardware shall be available off-the-shelf; no

hardware development is expected. If any requirements give rise to designs

not available off-the-shelf, then these requirements will be iterated.

2.4.2.1 Interacie

Each display station shall contain one or more of the

following devices:

Digitizing Tablet

Trackball

Mouse

Foot Pedals

2
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Control Dials

Function Switches

Joystick

Touch Panel

Piano Keys

These devices shall be available to control menu selection,

picking, and other activities. The specific choice of devices shall be made

after study of project needs. It is anticipated that at most, one or two of

the above devices will be required to serve the needs of the automated portion

of the model development and model preparation.

2.4.2.1.1 Post Processing

History files shall be maintained during model execution for

post processing; displays shall be updated at intervals not to exceed one

battle time minute during the execution of a run at the option of the model

analyst.

2.4.2.2 Itrace

All interactive devices shall be interfaced either through

the associated graphics display terminal or to the executing process via

RS232-C lines to the host computer. The graphics display processor shall be a

dedicated processor connected to the host computer by a high-speed line

transferring data at a rate no less than 1.2 megabytes/second.

2.4.2.3 Rlution

The minimum acceptable resolution is 512 by 480 visible

pixels viewable if a raster display is used, and 4000 by 4000 points if a

calligraphic display is used. A minimum of 64 colors shall be displayable in

i
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7

a single image with a design goal of 256 colors. If realistic rendering of

terrain is determined to be necessary, then a minimum range of intensities in

monochrome shall be 256.

2.4.2.4 eR=Tm

The processor shall be capable of refreshing at least

250,000 pixels/second if a raster display is used, and 25,000 vectors/second

if a calligraphic display is used.

2.4.2.5 Multiple Displays

The graphics processor shall be capable of displaying at

least two distinct views of a given image on from one to six monitors.

2.4.2.6 Maintainaihility

All graphics display equipment shall be capable of being

supported by a single vendor and where mixed vendor equipment is deemed

necessary, all components must be easily disconnected so faults may be

isolated. It is preferred that off-line testing of equipment be available and

repairs should be able to be implemented by exchanging boards rather than on-

board repairs.

2.4.3 Software

Graphics display software shall make maximum use of graphics

equipment vendor-supplied and other vendor software to the extent possible.

2.4.3.1 Mchine-Independent Interface

Host graphics software shall be developed using ANSI

standards to the extent possible; either the Special Interest Group in

Graphics (SIGGRAPH) Core Standard or the Interaction Standards Organization
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(ISO) Graphics Kernel System shall be used if the ANSI Standard for graphics

is not approved in time for development.

2.4.3.2 High-Level Language Support

Graphics programming required in the graphics display

processor shall be possible in a high-level language; a cross-compiler shall

be available to run on the host computer.

2.4.3.3 Concurrent Execution

The graphics display processor shall be capable of executing

programs concurrently with the host without host support with the possible

exception of graphics input devices connected to the host.

2.5 USER INTERACTION

The man/machine interface for the model shall accommodate

both off-line and on-line access.

2.5.1 Hardware

The following hardware items are to be provided.

2.5.1.1 Devics

The standard device used for interaction shall be an

alphanumeric computer terminal. The preferred terminal is one manufactured or

supported by the host computer manufacturer but any compatible terminal may be

used.

2.5.1.2

Terminals shall be ANSI X3.64 compatible.

2
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2.5.1.3

Terminals shall be configured using the RS232-C protocol. A

single terminal shall be able to interface to any portion of the model even if

networking is used to connect multiple computers.

2.5.1.4

An alphanumeric terminal shall respond to a user input

within 1/30 of a second.

2.5.1.5

Terminals shall have an effective failure rate no greater

than one per year. If a terminal is chosen that has a higher failure rate,

then appropriate spares shall be acquired.

2.5.1.6 Maintainability

Terminals shall be capable -I repair by board replacement.

2.5.2 Software

2.5.2.1 Menu-Driven Interaction

The standard mode of interaction shall be via a menu-driven

system usable by both novices and advanced users. The standard operation of

the system shall be via a tree structure with escape facility for experienced

users.
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2.5.2.2 Standard Module Interface

To support the menu-driven system, all software shall

observe a standard module interface for parameter passing; inputs to a module

shall be possible using the standard interface either interactively or via

command files.

2.5.2.3 Standard Help Utility

A standard "help" utility shall be provided for instructions

on how to use the menu-driven system, individual programs, and general

capabilities of the host operating system. The utility shall be available 'o

users both within the menu system and in individual programs. It is a design

goal to provide help to the user "automatically", that is, based on the length

of time elapsed waiting for a user input and an input received in error.

2.5.3 Operation

2.5.3.1

2.5.3.1.1 CQnfi gurLi

The user station may be ombined with the graphics display

station or may be a distinct area. It is anticipated that there will be many

more user stations than display stations.

2.5.3.2 Operating Modes

The user shall have the capability of interacting with the

set-up module of the model as well as the capability of operating on the

output of a run.
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2.5.3.2.1 Post Processing

History files shall be provided to enable an analyst to

evaluate the results of a run; graphics and plotting capability shall be

provided. Trace back to model design shall be provided for each functional

area of the model.

2.5.3.2.2 On-Line Monitoring

An analyst shall have the capability to monitor the progress

of a run with intermittent alphanumeric and graphical displays.

2.5.3.2.3 Interrupt and estart

A simulation shall be capable of being interrupted and

continued at a later time.

2.6 RETENTION, RESTART, RECOVERY

2.6.1 Retention

2.6.1.1 Setus

Model setups shall be retained for a complete study period.

Identified historical benchmark setups will be retained indefinitely.

2.6.1.2 Input Data Bases

Input data base retention shall correspond to setup

retention.
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2.6.1.3 Output Data Bases

Output data bases are retained indefinitely until deleted

by study staff.

2.6.1.4 Transitional Data Bases

Transitional data bases are retained for 30 days maximum.

2.6.1.5 Analysis Files

Analysis files are retained for 30 days, duration of study,

or by user request.

2.6.1.6 Analysis Reports

Analysis reports are retained the same as analysis files.

2.6.2 Restart

2.6.2.1JoFalr

Log files shall support restart of the model from

checkpoints based on battle time in the event of software or hardware failure.

2.6.2.2 Staed Analysis

Staged analysis shall be supported by user controlled model

execution where user-specified time intervals or milestones are used to

produce requested documentation reports and/or displays. The model shall stop

and restart execution as specified.
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2.6.3 Recovery

2.6.3.1

In the event of catastrophic failure at the system level,

sufficient backup shall be retained to recover lost files and software.

2.6.3.2 DataDa=

Data bases shall be copied after each update and archived

until the next successful update.

2.6.3.3 Transaction Files

Transaction files shall be retained 90 days after data base

update.

2.6.3.4 Current Program

Copies of a current program source shall be archived for

system recovery.

2.6.3.5 kr.Qcdures

Recovery procedure shall conform to data center standards.

2.7 ACTIVITY TRACKIN AND LOCGIN

2.7.1 Security and Privacy

To support security for classified studies, transaction logs

shall be retained of user access attempts against model's software and data

bases.
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Attempts at unauthorized access shall provide identity of

terminal location and the nature of access attempt.

Data base modification shall be restricted to authorized

individuals and access shall be limited to specified terminals. Transaction

histories shall be retained of modifications made to data bases by identifying

modification mode and modifier.

2.7.2 Analysis Support

Logs shall be kept of specific model functions necessary to

validate model performance. Logs will provide time-lapsed synopsis of model

activity including decision rule, mapping, maneuver activities, attrition,

etc.

Software shall be provided to generate reports from the

activity logs for use in Army analysis studies.

2.7.3 Validation

Activity logs shall be used to benchmark model behavior for

"classic" scenarios. These will be used to validate model repeatability.

Measures of performance (MOP) shall be developed to validate

model behavior during system testing. Measures of efficiency will be

developed to validate model performance. The MOP shall be traceable via

automatic data base handling to the model design in each functional area of

the model.
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SECTION 3

CDMBAT SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

3.1 GENERAL

This major section of the Automated CORDIVEM Design

Requirements describes the universe of combat elements, the interactions of

those elements, and the environment in which they operate. Central to the

development of this section is the realization that a combat simulation model
is developed for the purpose of examining the behavior of items on the

battlefield as they interact with one another. By focusing on the

interactions of the items rather than on the items in isolation, an efficient

process for organizing and describing combat models is obtained.

This section defines the component elements of the process
of describing the interactions and combat effects. Further, it describes the
application of the process and presents the results of its application to the 0

Automated CORDIVEM. Appendix A has been included as a reference which

contains functional descriptions of the battlefield items and a general

description of the battlefield dynamics that should be considered in a model

Specific objectives for the process include the following:

1) Completeness: Provide a clearly understood means for - -

ensuring that the appropriate aspects of combat are
considered in the Automated CORDIVEM. Implicit in

this objective is the explicit identification of what

items are and are not to be addressed in the model.

2) Balance: Provide a mechanistic approach for 0

determining the balance in model representations

among different component parts of the combat

elements. Implicit in this objective is

identification and description of all assumptions S

concerning combat representations. Further, in
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determining the balance of representations, the

specific data associated with each combat element is

identified.

3) Simplicity: Provide a means for identifying combat

element descriptions which can be developed and input

by subject area experts who do not have a detailed

understanding of the total model structure.

Associated with this objective is the concept of the

hierarchy of models and the linkages among them.

4) Efficiency: Provide a structure which is amenable to

automated means of manipulation for review,

assessment, and update.

3.2 IMPLICATION OF AUTOMATED CORDIVEM USER REQUIREMENTS

The primary reason for developing the Automated CDRDIVEM is

to provide a tool for analyzing and evaluating alternative Army systems,

policies and organizations at the corps and division level. To accomplish

this goal, Automated CORDIVEM must provide a mechanism for linking the outcome
of two-sided battles with variations in the individual components engaged in

those battles. Since it is infeasible to create a model which completely

represents the real world, those elements of combat which are to be included

in the model must be carefully selected. This selection process demands

consideration of the analyses required of the model. Because the user

requirements define the types of studies to be performed by the Automated

(DRDIVEM, the user requirements serve as the primary guide for determining

the elements of combat to be modeled.

The Army Model Organization and Description Scheme (AMODS)

developed for these requirements defines a combat systems syntax which
classifies the items and interactions involved in combat. Within the AMODS

classes, the user requirements for the model are used to specify the item
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resolution and to identify interactions for modeling. The user requirements

described in Section 2.0 of this document provide the foundation for the
present application of the AMODS methodology. A summary of those user

requirements follows to facilitate understanding of the subsequent review and 0

assessment.

The modeling and simulation implications of the user

requirements presented in Section 2.0 are grouped in terms of model scope,
model resolution and model balance. Model scope defines those aspects of

combat which must be incorporated in the simulation. Resolution refers to the
level of detail in the model. Competition between scope and resolution for
available computer resources necessitates limitations on the size of the B

model. To assure model accuracy, the user requirements specify that the

model maintain balance among its component elements. The elements of a model
are in balance with respect to a given parameter if the computer simulation of
the interaction of those elements produces model results for the given B

parameter which correspond to the results of combining those elements in

actual combat.

The smallest organizational units included in the model are S

significant descriptors of the resolution of the overall simulation. Detailed
effects below the lowest level resolution echelon cannot be represented

explicitly. Note also that effects caused by echelons above those modeled
also cannot be explicitly calculated. For combat units, the user requirements B
imply simulation of maneuver units from corps to company level. Command and
control units should be modeled with enough detail to permit simulation of

individual messages.

The user requirement for "incorporation of ... Airland
Battle 2000" defines the overall scope of the model. Modeling the Airland
Battle 2000 demands that the Automated ODRDIVEM simulate not only combat near

the main battle area but also that the model represent operations directed 5

against enemy units not yet in contact with friendly units. In this combat

environment, target acquisition, weapons, and logistics must be integrated by
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a command/control element capable of seeing the enemy second-echelon and of

obtaining near real time combat intelligence. Simulation of the Airland Battle
2000 must include nuclear, chemical, and electronic combat. Finally, the model

should have the capability to describe combat in virtually any theater of U.S.

operations.

In the current application of the AMODS structure,

specification of items and interactions reflects the user requirements. The
AMODS format permits classification of maneuver units down to the company

echelon. To allow for simulation of individual messages, the current study

describes individual commanders and staff elements in the AMODS format. To

assist the reader in interpreting the results of this review, a discussion of

the AMODS procedure follows.

3.3 AMODS OVERVIEW

The AMODS technique defines two general item classes: battle

items, and command/control (C2 ) items. By definition, battle items are those
* - items that interact physically. Command/control items interact through

cognitive activities (cognitive activities govern items' organizational
relationships and the transfer of information or commands). In the AMODS

technique, an interaction is a sequence of activities which an item performs
for the purpose of bringing about a change in any other item's physical or

cognitive state. TO further specify the items, the AMODS methodology defines

item groups for both of the general classes.

Since the physical state or activities of weapons,

communication equipment, computers, supplies, depots, vehicles, weather,
roads, troops, staff, commanders, etc. affect the battle outcome, the AMODS

methodology classifies these items as battle items. The AMODS methodology
divides these battle items into five groups: weapons system, command system,

support system, sensor system, and environment. The inclusion of the command
system as a battle item group provides for the representation of command post

physical characteristics. In general, the processes of damaging, suppressing,
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detecting, delaying, deceiving, supporting or communicating govern the

interaction of battle items. Note that some battle items, such as weapons,

primarily interact with enemy items; other battle items, such as commanders or

vehicles, primarily interact with friendly items. Hence, as a class, battle

items interact with both enemy and friendly items. Applying the AMODS

methodology, the current review records all battle items and battle

interactions addressed by the user requirements. The results of this

cataloging process are shown in Tables 1 through 1.5 which are located in

paragraph 3.7.

Items such as commanders, staff elements, liaison officers

and the fighting forces perform essential cognitive activities and so the

AMODS structure classifies these items as command/control items. For the C2

items, the AMODS format identifies three groups: commanders, staff, and

forces. Because personnel influence both combat and cognitive processes, a

complete description of the role of personnel on the battlefield necessitates

the inclusion of forces, staff and commanders in both the battle item and

command/control item classes. By detailing the cognitive interactions,

processes which organize, allocate, direct, inform or request, the AMODS

format provides a means of tabulating the chain-of-command links addressed by

the user requirements. The results of cataloging these C2 items and

interactions are contained in Tables 2 through 2.3.4. It should be noted that

for both battle and command/control items, the corresponding tables contain

several levels of resolution and so permit complete cataloging of all items

identified in the user requirements. The Level 3 resolution for Battle and C2

Items is not fully specified in this iteration of the Design Requirements. An

accurate description at this level requires further specification and

community approval of the Automated CORDIVEM User Requirements. Such further

specification will provide the specific MOE and pattern of analysis to satisfy

the User Requirements Issues shown in Section 2.0 of this document.

Additionally, it will provide the MOP and data items that are necessary to

construct the identified MOE. 5
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The AMODS technique also provides a way to record the

details which characterize how items interact and the elements of combat that

stimulate or inhibit the occurrence of interactions. To further refine the

dynamics of combat and cognitive activities, the AMODS methodology defines

mechanisms as activities which, when performed in combination with other

activities, result in the occurrence of an interaction. The AMODS identify

several mechanisms, some involved in the occurrence of battle item

interactions and others associated with cognitive interactions. Additionally,

the organization scheme defines as factors those parameters which may

influence the execution of mechanisms. Again, the AMODS methodology

identifies a variety of factors, some modifying battle mechanisms and some

detailing cognitive mechanisms. To clarify the distinction between

interactions, mechanisms and factors, consider the following example. Again,

an interaction is a process which brings about a change in an item's physical

or cognitive state. Therefore, the statement, "a friendly tank damages an

enemy tank", identifies the interaction of damaging. A more detailed

description explaining how the friendly tank damages the enemy by first moving

to position, then spotting the enemy tank, and finally, firing ammunition

identifies the mechanisms of an interaction: sense, move, engage. Finally,

note that a tank's maneuverability and lethality affect its ability to move

and engage, so these descriptors define factors. A list of AMODS

interactions, mechanisms, and factors, with definitions of these terms are

contained in paragraph 3.6; mechanisms and factors are numbered for later

reference.

Finally, following the format suggested by the AMODS

technique, the current iteration catalogs as representations any particulars

of the item/interactions shown in the tables. The a priori conditions for

executing an activity; the effects that the enemy may have on the interacting

item; and any additional consequences of performing an interaction are all

recorded as representations. Continuing the example in the paragraph above,0]
the effects of smoke and battlefield obscuration that result when one tank

engages another are cataloged as a representation of the item/interaction. All

mechanisms, factors, and representations are cataloged in directories, one
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directory accompanying each table. For each item/interaction indicated in a

table, the corresponding element (indexed by table row, table column) of the

accompanying directory records the mechanisms, factors, and representations

associated with the indicated item/interaction. Directories follow the tables.

3.4 KEY TO AMDDS BLES AND DIRECIORIES

The AMODS battle item/interaction and C2 item/interaction

tables and battle and command/control directories have similar formats and

follow the same hierarchical structure. Figure 3-1 shows the template for

reading all AMODS battle item/interaction tables. Note that the numbered rows

specify friendly (U.S.) Army battle items; the table hierarchy resolves these

items as described below. Numbered columns specify both the interaction and

the item with which the row specified item interacts. A slash in an

item/interaction cell indicates that the indicated item/interaction should be

addressed; the absence of a slash means that the indicated item/ interaction

should not be addressed. When an asterisk is located in the upper left

section of the cell, the specified friendly item interacts with an enemy item.

When an asterisk is located in the lower right section of the cell, the

specified friendly item interacts with another friendly item. For example, in

"* Figure 3-1, the symbol in row one, column one [cell (1, 1)] indicates that

friendly weapons damage the enemy weapon system; the accompanying directory

notes any particular threat weapons that are damaged by the specified friendly

weapon. In Figure 3-1, the slash in cell (2, 34) indicates that elements of

the friendly command system communicate with elements of the friendly sensor

system. Specification of the item in the command system (a person) is

accomplished by a table in the hierarchy with greater resolution; the

corresponding directory records the specific item (a person) in the sensor

system who receives the communicatio.

Figure 3-2 gives a similar key for the command/control j
tables. In Figure 3-2 the command/control table contains fewer rows and

columns than the battle table because there are fewer command/control item

groups and interactions. Also, this review, friendly command/control items
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Figure 3-2 Key to AMODS Commnd/Control Itew/Interac+- o, Tables

NK'W (ntk9a4^,, w=., rM.IWERAMCION TABLE KEY

Item Interaction Key Level

I Organize I Allocate Direct I Inform I Request I
l, ________I _ I.________ ________ _i 1__________

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 11 12 13 14 15

1 Cmmders I II I"I I I 1 I I I I I I

2 Statf I I I I I I I I I I I

3 Forces I I I I I I I I I I I I I

I I I
I1.-1 - > Camanders

_____> Staff

_____> Forces

ROWS: Specified friendly (U.S.) command/control item
(DLUMNS: Specified friendly (U.S.) item withi which ROW item interacts,

ordered as follows:
Columns 1, 4, 7, 10, 13: Commanders
Columns 2, 5, 8, 11, 14: Staff
Columns 3, 6, 9, 12, 15: Forces

INTERACTION: Specified by columns, ordered as follows:
Columns 1-3 : Organize

Columns 4-6 : Allocate
Columns 7-9 : Direct
Columns 10-12: Inform
Columns 13-15: Request

SYMBOL DESCRIFrION

Indicates that an interaction occurs by nechanism specified in
directory.

3-9



interact only with other friendly command/control items; therefore the

item/interaction cells are not divided in the command/control tables. Again,

an asterisk in the C2 item/interaction cell indicates that the specified

interaction should be addressed. Further resolution of row and columns follows

the resolution format of the battle item/interaction tables. Figure 3-2

illustrates how to read Tables 2 through 2.3.3; the asterisk in cell (1, 3)

indicates that the "commanders/organize/forces" interactions should be

addressed. The asterisk in cell (2, 10) references discussion of

"staff/inform/commanders" interactions.

As mentioned, the AMODS technique accomplishes resolution of

row items with a hierarchy of tables. Level 1 of the hierarchy contains two

tables (1 and 2) and provides an overview of the data cataloged. The rows of

the Level 1 tables define groups of battle and command/control items. Further

resolution of these item groups is given in the rows of the Level 2 tables.

Level 2 of the hierarchy contains eight tables (1.1 through 1.5 and 2.1

through 2.3). These tables contain generic items determined by the Automated

(DRDIVEM user requirements as vital for accurate computer combat simulation.

Level 3 rows, grouped by the generic items of Level 2, display the items

indicated. The Level 3 rows show the item resolution of the given data base
developed for the MOE, MOP, and data items. For detailed examples of the

systematic structure of this scheme, the reader should examine the tables.
In addition, Figure 3-3 outlines the nature of the AMODS methodology. A
hierarchical numbering system shows the relationship between tables; battle

item/interactions tables have the first digit 1, command/control tables have

the first digit 2.

The directories, one corresponding to each table, have the

same hierarchical structure and numbering system as the tables. For each

filled item/interaction cell of a table, the accompanying directory catalogs

the mechanisms, factors, and representations for that cell, indexed by row

number and column number. Whereas the table hierarchy resolves row items for

any given interaction, the directories resolve the column specified item

involved in the interaction. In a sample directory for the command/control

3-10il "- ii3-10"i
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Figure 3-3 AMODS Table Hierarchy Examples from Table 1,
Table 1.1, and Table 1.1.1

LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3
BATILE ITEM/ WEAPONS SYSTEM WEAPONS
INTERACTION AITO DRDIVEM
OVERVIEW REDU IRED ITEMS

o Weapon System o Weapons o Air/Ground Unguided
1 Weapons 1 Air/Ground Unguided 1 Atk Hel Anti-
2 Personnel 2 Air/Ground Wire Personnel
3 Communications Guided
4 Additional 3 Air/Ground Electro/ o Air/Ground Wire

Equipment optical Guided
4 Ground/Ground

Command System Direct Fire •
5 Ground/Ground

.- Indirect Fire o Ground/Ground
Indirect Fire

7 Howitzer, 155am
o Support System and 8"

8 Rocket and MLRS
* o Personnel 9 Mortar Launcher

1 10 Missile Launcher

o Sensor System

•o Communications

o Environment

* o Additional
* Equipment

311-4:1
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table of Figure 3-2, Figure 3-4 presents the format and general content of the

AMODS directories.

These tables and directories facilitate the process of

reviewing the combat system requirements by providing a simple, concise format

for data presentation. The tables and directories provide the basis for

discussing the completeness of the representation with respect to Automated

CfRDIVEM scope and resolution requirements.

3.5 BATII INTERACTIONS, MEQIANISMS, AND FACIORS DEFINITIONS

Battle interactions are defined as follows:

1. Damage: to destroy, reduce, or degrade the

capability, effectiveness, or utility of personnel,

weapons, equipment, or environment.

2. Suppress: to temporarily disrupt or disable

personnel, weapons, equipment, or effective military
L Jf operations by means of direct or indirect fires,

electronic interference, smoke, or other

environmental conditions.

3. Detect: to recognize hostile personnel, weapons,
equipment or conditions.

4. Delay: to stop, detain, or hinder for a period of

time.

5. Deceive: to mislead the enemy by manipulation,

distortion, or falsification of electronic, tactical,

or operational evidence.

3-12
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Figure 3-4 Sample Directory

Directory Sample AM)DS Command/Control Table

(ITEM, Key Level
INTERACTION) I DESCRIPTIONS

(1, 3) CluQmn tm: Mechanized Infantry

M ini.-ms: Perceive (current combat situation), Compare/Decide (operation *
concept), Select (consider advantages)

Factors: Size (of troops), Type (of troops), Status, Posture

Representations: The commander requires timely and accurate combat
intelligence from his staff.

(2, 10) 1 CQlmna It=: Division Commander

I gbaaiam: Query (obtain information), Fuse (combine data into usable
information)

1 ctors: Mission, Tine and Space, Weather

Representations: Camunication is primarily oral.

3
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6. Support: to aid, make secure, move, complement,

maintain, or provision combat forces.

7. Cammunicate: tc provide operational data,

information concerning friendly or enemy forces,

commands, or requests.

Battle mechanisms are defined below. The numbering of the

mechanisms given below is used in the tables and directories.

1. Engage: to bring direct fire, indirect fire, special

ordnance, or air and air defense fires to bear on the

enemy.

2. Move/Position: to displace from and/or locate at a

physical position on the battlefield.

3. Transmit/Receive: to generate, emit, acquire, or

Cm -intercept signals from friendly or enemy sources.

4. Inactivate: to render inoperative due to intrinsic

limitations.

5. Expend: to deplete or exhaust a resource.

6. Sense: to search for and acquire visual, aural,

electromagnetic, or chemical signals from friendly or

enemy forces.

7. Jam: to prevent the reception of electronic signals

by electronic means.

8. Sustain: to repair, replace, rearm, refuel,

reconstitute, or decontaminate friendly forces.

3
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9. Obscure: to inhibit sensing by the attenuation of

visible light or by interference with other forms of

electromagnetic radiation.

10. Conceal: to protect from enemy observation.

11. Impede: to hinder or interfere with movement by

means of a natural or man-made barrier.

12. Cover: to protect from enemy fire.
]

13. Activate: to provide the means, power, or capability

to perform a task.

Battle factors are defined below. The numbering given below

f or the factors is used in the tables and directories.

1. Lethality: the accuracy, rate of fire, destructive

radius of munitions, range of projectile or

emissions, acquisition rate, engagement rate or

wattage of a weapon system.

2. Susceptability: the visual, aural, or electronic

signature of an item; or the hardness or thickness of

cover or armor for an item.

0
3. Maneuverability: the speed, manageability, or range

of a vehicle.

4. Sensitivity: the rate of detection or scan, or the

size of the search area, or detection capability of a

sensor.

3-15
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5. Availability: the basic load, reliability,

maintainability or fitness of a system.

3.6 COMMAND AND CONTROL INTERACTIONS, MECHANISMS, AND FACTORS

DEFINITIONS

1. Organize: to cause to develop an organic structure;

to arrange or form into a coherent unity or
functioning whole; or to set up an administrative

structure for either command and control staff or for
military forces.

2. Direct: to request or enjoin with authority; to

dominate and determine the course of staff or
military elements.

3. Allocate: to apportion military resources for a
specific command and control or combat operation.

4. Inform: to give information or knowledge or to

communicate knowledge to command and control or force
elements.

5. Request: to seek or ask for intelligence or

operations data or information, or to seek or ask for

support.

Command and Control mechanisms are defined below. Precise
definitions of the component elements of this category are currently being

developed by the Army. The following list of mechanisms has been established

as a complete set; tentative definitions are provided. The numbering of the
mechanisms is used in the tables and directories.
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1 . Fuse: to combine data related to either/or both

enemy and friendly forces into a usable set of data

or information for incorporation into situation

description.

2. Perceive: to incorporate available data and

information into a current combat situation
description.

3. Compare/Decide: to compare the current or potential/

anticipated situation with the desired or planned

situation; and to determine a new set of actions to

develop or obtain an improvement or adjustment to the

subj ect situation.

4. Select: to determine and assess the advantages and

disadvantages of alternative courses of action.

5. Plan/Order: to develop operations plans, warning

orders, fragmentary orders, and directives.

6. Disseminate: to prepare and initiate the

transmission of messages, reports, plans, and orders.

7. Coordinate: to ensure that a full understanding

exists among all concerned military personnel and I
units.

8. Initiate: to assign responsibility for, or direct

staff or subordinate elements to begin specific I
actions.

3-17
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9. Query: to identify and seek or ask for operations or

intelligence data and information.

10. Supervise: to analyze reports and messages

concerning subordinate elements and their progress in
accomplishing their mission.

Command and Control factors are defined below. The

numbering given below for the -factors is used in the tables and directories.

1. Size: number of enemy and friendly force components.

2. Type: component elements of friendly and enemy

forces.

3. Location: the battlefield coordinates of enemy and

friendly forces.

4. Identify: the key characteristics of enemy and

friendly elements.

5. Time and Space: estimation of friendly and enemy

component movement.

6. Activity: identification of unit actions, for

example engagements, movements, emissions, etc.

7. Order of Battle: intelligence pertaining to
identification, strength, command structure, and

disposition of personnel, units, and equipment of any

enemy force.

8. Intent: estimation of enemy unit plans.

3-18
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9. Status: assessment of friendly and enemy unit

personnel, equipment, supplies, and morale.

10 Posture: assessment of friendly and enemy force

deployments with respect to cover, concealment, and

fortifications.

11. Terrain: identification of key terrain features,

avenues of approach, observation, and fires.

12. Weather: identification of essential aspects of

weather as it relates to operations.

13. Mission: identification of tasks, objectives, time
constraints, sequencing of tasks and operations.

14. Product: any staff generated estimate, plan, order,

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP), or document

which supports operations.

15. Responsibility: accountability assigned by higher

authority to specific staff officers or staff

elemnents.

3.7 TABLE 1, BATILE ITEM-INTERACTION (LEVEL 1)

The item--interactions indicated in Tables 1 and 1.1-1.5
present the key combat elements which should be represented in an Automated

CORDIVEM model. Table 1 (Level 1) provides an overview of the interactions
considered. Further details concerning mechanisms, factors and

representations are given in Tables 1.1-1.5 (Level 2) and the accompanying

directories. Items and entries in Tables 1 and 1.1-1.5 have been selected to

reflect Army doctrine, present day technologies and the user requirements
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presented in this document. Several of the specific issues considered in the

development of the table structures are outlined below:

o Weapon systems, physical characteristics of the

command system, support systems and sensor systems

(intelligence acquisition) are separated into

distinct items to facilitate trade-off studies

between development in these different systems (this
document, p. 2-2).

Personnel using or operating weapons, sensor or

communications equipment are located in different

item classes. This distinction allows for

effectiveness studies between new command and control

procedures (tactics, etc.) and the acquisition of new

equipment (this document, p. 2-4, #6).

0 Weapons, sensors, and communication equipment are

classified according to technological characteristics

(that is, projectile guidance mechanisms, type of

emission sensed, etc.) to permit straightforward

classification/incorporation of new weapon, sensor,

or communication systems (this document, p. 2-33,
#b).

0 Separate classification of environmental effects

allows for representation of virtually any

conceivable environment, natural or man-made (this

document, p. 2-33, #d).

o At level 2, weapon system personnel are represented

to the company level to provide sufficient model

resolution (this document, p. 2-35).

3-20
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o Items considered particularly susceptable to enemy

attack (command posts, depots, communication relays)

are distinctly classified.

everal assumptions have been made in the process of

establishing the table entries. These assumptions are listed below:

0 Maneuver, fire support (artillery) and air defense

weapons are all included in the weapon system.

0 Electronic warfare assets are considered as part of

the non-lethal weapons system.

0 Intelligence functions are included in the sensor

syste

o Lethal weapons are used to damage, suppress, or

delay.

o Computers "communicate" with personnel.

o Depots "locate/position" of their respective

supplies.

o Support personnel are classified by function, not

echelon.

o Roads, railroads, and cities are part of the

environment.
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Directory 1.1 Battle Item-Interactions (Weapon System)

(ITE4, iLEVEL 2
(£I21& ION I DESRTIPTION-

(1, 1) I tm: Personnel, vehicles, weapons
,,. - j: 1

.Factors: 1,3,4
*r Ia r Specify weapon and warhead

(1, 2) Sam as (1, 1)

(1, 3) Item: Personnel vehicles, weapons,.-. MehIni: 1
"- Factors: 1,3,4
I ereftsentationg: Specify weapon and warhead

(1, 4) Item: Personnel, vehicles, sensors

'act=g: 1,3,4
I BreUtations: Specify weapon and warhead

(1, 5) IJ:m: Roads, bridges, railroads
Mechnim: 1
fa==tg : 1,3,4
1 Bpresntakmia: Specify weapon and warhead

(1, 6) U"m: Personnel, vehicles, weapons
A MM21: (Same as (1, 1)

SReprsentations: Shooting causes target obscuration. Specify
weapon and wrhead.-

(1, 7) Sam as (1, 2)

(1, 8) Same as (1, 3)

(1, 9) Save as (1, 4)

(1, 16) Same as (1, 6)

(2, 1) Item: Armor, hard targetsI enjm: 1
f=agt : 1,3,4
I Bpremntakiona: Warheads are fired from helicopters

(2, 6) Same as (2, 1)

(2, 16) Same as (2, 1)
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Directory 1.1 Battle Item-Interactions (Weapon System) (Continued)

(ITEM, I LEVEL 2
(InTERACr& O) I DESCRIPION

(3, 1) =Ite: Armor, hard targets
Mechanis: I
FaItors: 1,3,4
I Represnaktigg: Currently experimental weapons that are

I helicopter launched (CDPEM , HELLFIRE)

(3, 6) Same as (3, 1)

(3, 16) Sam as (3, 1)

(4, 1) Itm: Armor, hard targets

I act=r: 1,3,4
I B ientatigna: Air Force weapon systems used for air
interdiction (MAVERICK).

(5, 1) Itm: Personnel, vehicles, weapons

Factors: 1,3,4
epresentations:Used against line of sight targets. Specify
weapon and warhead.

(5, 5) Itm: Roads, bridges
I Bodni= 2-
I !ata: 3

I Bpruestat~iong: Damage interferes with resupply

(5, 6) Same as (5, 1)

(5, 16) i=: Personnel, vehicles, weapons

I act=rg: 1,3,4
Rresentations: Used against line of sight targets. Specify
weapon and warhead.

(5, 26) Ite=: Infantry
I Jnmt=: 2I actora. 3 .

egpreentations: Includes vehicles such as APCs and IFVs.

(6, 2) Same as (1, 2)

(6, 3) Same as (1, 3)

(6, 4) Same as (1, 4)

(6, 6) Same as (6, 6)
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Directory 1.1 Battle Item-Interactions (Weapon System) (Continued)

(ITEM4, ILEVEL 2
' (INTACTI DESCRIPTION

(6, 7) Same as (1, 7)

(6, 8) Same as (1, 8)

(6, 9) Same as (1, 9)

(6, 16) Same as (1, 16)

(6, 17) Same as (1, 17)

(6, 18) Sane as (1, 18)

(6, 19) Same as (1, 19)

(7, 1) Itm: Fixed and rotary wing aircraft
Mani jm: 1

I tora: 1,3,4
I Brmne ia~ona: Usually used with air warning system. Has a
."longer range than IR guided.

(7, 6) Sam as (7, 1)

(7, 16) Same as (7, 1)

(8, 1) Ijm: Fixed and rotary wing aircraftMechanim: 1
I r.ora: 1,3,4
"I Bprantaons: Heat seeking (SrINGER, CRAPARPAL)

(8, 6) Same as (8, 1)

(8, 16) Same as (8, 1)

(9, 1) It=: Fixed and rotary wing aircraft
Mecha~nism: 1
Fatrs: 1,3,4
Repreentations: VULCAN/DIVAD GUN

(9, 6) Same as (9, 1)

(9, 16) Same as (9, 1)

(10, 1) It1=: Primarily helicopters

IF£a~ors: 1,3,4
I B R~pre kati~na: IR guided
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Directory 1.1 Battle Item-Interactions (Weapon System) (Continued)

(ITEM, I LEVM 2
INEAIONI I DFSCRIPTION

(10, 6) Same as (10, 1)

(11, 16) Item: Tanks, vehicles, personnel
Mechanim: 11
Factors: 1,4
epresntationsa: Abatis, booby-traps, mines

(12, 1) It=m: Nuclear: tank concentrations rear area; chemical:
personnelI ~.bani4: 1
I aaora- 1,4
I Bpregenkakion: Nuclear fires must be authorized at the

I highest level. MADOC Pam 525-5 states, "Nuclear weapons are
used by defining forces to disrupt and destroy follow-on
echelons to create the time and space for maneuver against
assaulting echelons. Attacking forces use nuclear weapons
against defending enemy first-echelon divisions to create and
extend gaps through which they can maneuver into enemy rear

I areas. Delivery systems accompany the attacking force.
.,Nuclear weapons are also used to destroy emIy divisional

reserves before they can influence the battle."

I-Nerve gas is highly lethal and its use must also be authorized
J at the highest level. Mustard and choking or blood gas,

which my be protected against with nerve gas, require
special authorization. Again, from TRADOC Pam 525-5:

"Chemical weapons are used againsts enemy command and control
centers, logistical support activities, etc. They are used to
deny rapid movement of enemy forces through a designated area.
Chemical weapons can be employed in selected areas to canalize
attacking enemy or where nuclear weapons can be used.

Chemical weapons can be used by attacking forces to deny
selected areas to the enemy; for example, checkpoints along
avenues of approach for enemy divisional counterattack forces
and favorable locations for artillery positions."

(12, 2) IJ=m: Command posts, communications centers
I Mcnism:1

-' 1 £acora: 1,4
presentatis: Sane representation as (12, 1)

(12, 3) IUem: DepotsI" n:m 1 i

I actrs: 1,4
I epreentations: Same representation as (12, 1)
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Directory 1.1 Battle Item-Interactions (Weapon System) (Continued)

(ITEMD, ILEVELj 2
.LU&MIQN)I DESCRTEMION

(12, 6) ISam as (12, 1)

(12, 7) ISame as (12, 2)

(12, 8) ISame as (12, 3)

(12, 16) 1=.~L: Tank concentrations, personnel

Z actma: 1,4
I Bgpmnkakgng:Same representation as (12, 1); movement of

1friendly nits into contaminated areas may be delayed.

1:(12, 17) ISame as (12, 2)

(12, 18) ISame as (12, 3)

(13, 6) 2=1k: Personnel, vehicles
I cb~niin: 9,1

I BmzuAtak~~g:Smoke; tear and vaiting gas

(13, 7) I =k: Cammmication equipment
I ebanim: 7
I frt=u: 4

I Epga~nat~gia:Janmrs (transmitters, reflectors); activities
Iinclude electronic warfare (that division of the military use
Iof electronics involving actions taken to prevent or reduce an
Ienemy' s effective use of radiated elect romagnetic energy, and
Iactions taken to ensure effective use of radiated
Ielectrcmagnetic energy) and electronic warfare suport. measures
I(that division of EZJ involving actions taken to search for
Iintercept, locate, record and analyze radiated electrcmgnetic
Ienergy, for the purpose of exploiting such radiations in
Isupport of military operations. ESM provides a source of EW
Iinformation required to conduct electronic countermeasures
I(ECK), electronic counter-countermeasures (E004), threat
ldetection, warning, avoidance, target acquisition and homing).

(13, 9) 2=Ik: Sensors
I bnim: 7
I Ia=g : 4

I Barf5t~tt~inI:Jammers, decoys

(13, 16) I =k: Personnel, vehicles
I ~bnim:1, 9
f .act=r: 9,1
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Directory 1.1 Battle Item-Interactions (Weapon System) (Continued)

(ITE4, LEVEL 2
(IINTERACTION) I DISMIPT ION

Re~resentatioQns: Smoke, tear and vomiting gas; friendly units S
movement into contaminated area may be delayed.

(13, 17) Itim: Cammnications equipment
I ehanim: 7
F actors: 4

RePresentationa: Cammunications may be delayed by janmming.

(13, 21) I1±=: Personnel
Mechansm: 9,10
Factors: 2
Reprsentaions: Deceptive smoke screen

J=: Sensors
M Wbdam: 7
factors: 4
Reresentatins: Radiation, re-radiating, alteration or
reflection of electrcmagnetic energy may be used to mislead
the enemy in the interpretation or use of information received
by a radar. PM 44-90 explains,

"Transmitted deception signals are produced by special
I radiofrequency transmitters which cause false or inaccurate

echoes on the radar and confuse the operator. The signals
from the deception transmitter can range fran a single target
of inaccurate position to targets representing a large
formation of planes or targets scattered all over the

I indicator to make it difficult to discern the true target.
TWo types of transmitted deception are acquisition false
targets (spoofers) and track breakers.

Reflected deception is produced by objects capable of
reflecting electromagnetic energy so the return echoes will
present false or inaccurate information to the radar operator.
These objects will create false targets, conceal the action of
true targets, and cause errors in radar operation and
measurement. This may cause the true target signal to slip by
undetected or unidentified when the radar is bombarded by a
multitude of misleading signals from the vicinity of the
target. The most comonly used reflectors are chaff, rope,
corner reflectors, and decoys."

(14, 1) Itm: Personnel, vehicles, weapons
M: 1
Factors: 1,3,4
Represtations: As entmerated in the FAROs, corps personnel
include the following:
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Directory 1.1 Battle Item-Interactions (Weapon System) (Continued)

(ITEM, I LEVEL 2
S(INTERACTION) I DESCRIPTION

I Armored Cavalry Squadron (ACR)
I Air Cavalry Troop (ACr)
. Attack Helicopter Battalion(s)
." Separate Brigade(s)

Corps Level Jammers
General Support Battery
Aircraft Sorties
Battlefield Air Interdiction - Mission Package
Ships (General or Direct Support)
GS HIMAD Battery
SHORAD Battery

These personnel have access primarily to surface-to-surface
missiles (LANCE): 155 m, 175 mm and 203 mm howitzers; AHs;
VULCAN/DIVAD Gun/Chaparral missiles (HAWK missiles assigned by
EAC). TRA OC Pam 525-5 states, "The corps plans and allocates
resources for operations generally found within about 150

L kilaeters of the forward line of own troops. Corps generally
conducts offensive operations by massing fires or forces
against enemy flanks, gaps, or rear; by seeking to avoid enemy
strength; by going against enemy weak areas; and by using
economy of force in areas from which forces have been drawn in

I order to mass."

(14, 2) Im: Personnel, vehicles

Factors: 1,3,4
Representations: Units with access to indirect fire weapons
damage comuand systems.

(14 3) ite=: Personnel, vehicles, depots

Factors: Same as (14, 2)
ntins: Same as (14, 2)

(14, 4) Im: Personnel, vehicles, sensors

Factors: Same as (14, 2)
IRpresetations: Same as (14, 2)

(14, 6) Same as (14, 1)

(14, 7) Same as (14, 2)

(14, 8) Same as (14, 3)
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Directory 1.1 Battle Item-Interactions (Weapon System) (Continued)

(ITM , I LEVEL 2
"" (E ZQION I DESCRIPTION

(14, 9) Same as (14, 4)

(14, 11) Itm: Personnel, vehicles, weapons
I adiian: 6Factor: 2 :-

I Bmrenkatkn: Aerial observers, forward observers with
arty units. (Note: These nay also be considered as part of
the sensor system.)

(14, 21) Itm: Personnel
I bmnisanm: 2,10
Fatrs: 2,3
I _Presentations: Feints, displays, ruses

(14, 31) Itm: Personnel
HadmAM: 3
Factors: 4
I BprgantatL±Q : Radios (single channel TM, line of sight,
sky wave, ground wave), wire, cable, messengers

(14, 32) ItUm: Corps commander, Staff
I cniwn 3

I ACt=r: 4
RBeprsntaions: Same as (14, 31)

(15, 1) IUem: Personnel, vehicles, weapons
I wbanian: (Sate as (14, 1)

RereBsntations: As enumerated in the FAROs, division
personnel include the following:

Divisional Attack Helicopter Battalion(s)
Divisional Cavalry Squadrons
Division Level Jammers (CEI BN)
General Support Battery
Air Sorties
Ships (General or Direct Support)
I GSR HIMAD Battery
SIORAD Battery

The primary assets of these personnel include arty (105 nmm,
155 mm and 203 mm howitzers, MRLS); AHs; VULCAN/DIVAD

I GUW HAPARRAL missiles. The scope of division activies is
described in EM 71-100: "A division may be armored,
mechanized, infantry, airborne, or air assault. It is a self-
sustaining force capable of independent operations, even for
long period of tine, when properly reinforced. A division
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Directory 1.1 Battle Item-Interactions (Weapon System) (Continued)

(ITE4, I LEVEL 2
( MCTION) I DISCRIPION

I usually fights as Fart of a larger force, most often a corps.
Divisions, however are the backbone of the Army and the land
battle is won or lost by their battalions."

(15, 2) Same as (14, 2)

(15, 3) Same as as (14, 3)

(15, 4) Same as (14, 4)

(15, 6) Same as (15, 1)
(15, 7) Sam as (15, 2)

(15, 8) Same as (15, 3)

(15, 9) Same as (15, 4)

(15, 11Y Iem: Personnel, vehicles, weapons
Mehanim: (Same as (14, 11)Factors:
IRereentations: Same as (14, 11), range of detection is less

I than for corps.

(15, 16) Same as (15, 1)

(15, 17) Same as (15, 2)

(15, 18) Same as (15, 3)

(15, 19) Same as (15, 4)

(15, 21) Same as (14, 21)

(15, 31) Same as (14, 31), range shortened

(15, 32) Same as (14, 32), range shortened

(16, 1) 1Itm: Personnel, vehicles, weapons
Mel~ai: 1
Factors: 1,3,4
SI resntatiQs: As enumerated in the FAROs, brigade
personnel, most often assigned to lower level battalions,
include:
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Directory 1.1 Battle Item-Interactions (Weapon System) (Continued)

(ITEM, I LEVEL 2
(INTERACTION)[ ESCRITPTION

Maneuver Battalions
o Infantry
o Mechanized Infantry
o Tank
O Air Assault Infantry
o Airborne Infantry
o Attack Helicopter

Direct Support Battery
DIVAD Gun/STINGER Battery

These personnel use primarily direct fire weapons;
REMEY-W/STINGER missiles and arty support assigned by divi-"
command units. The brigade is a combination of tank an.-
mechanized infantry task forces and other units groupe ..der
command of a brigade headquarters.

(16, 6) Same as (16, 1)

(16, 11) IJm: Personnel, vehicles, weapons
I abanim : 6

=actor: 2
I £ e~prentations: Visual detection

(16, 16) Same as (16, 1)

(16, 21) Same as (14, 21)

(16, 31) =Itm: Personnel
Mchanism: (Same as (14, 31)

I BrcntatiZps: Same representation as (14, 31), shorter
range

(16, 32) Same as (16, 31)

(17, 1) Im: Personnel, vehicles, weapons
Mechanim: 1
F £actors: 1,3,4
I £eDentations: Include mission-oriented battalion task
forces. FM 71-2 explains, "The battalion task force is a
combination of tank and mechanized infantry companies and
other units grouped under command of the headquarters of a
tank or mechanized infantry battalion. Frequently, attack
helicopter units may operate with-the battalion task force,
which will normally be supported by field and air defense
artillery. Sometimes it's supported by USAF tactical fighter
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Directory 1.1 Battle Item-Interactions (Weapon System) (Continued)

(ITEM, I LEVEL 2
( ImeCrION I DESCRTIPON

bombers. A wide range of engineer, signal, and logistics
support is available and may, from time to tire, be part of
the battalion task force. The battalion task force is then a
combined arms team . . .

The tank with its cross-country mobility, its armor
protection, and its formidable firepower, has been and is

I likely to remain the most important weapon in the battalion
task force. The accuracy of tank guns gives them a high
probability of a first round hit and the lethality is such
that if the target is hit it will be killed . . .

Mechanized infantry plays an important role in the operations
of combined arms forces on the modern battlefield. The
infantry's mobility is sufficient to enable it to maintain the
pace of highly mobile armored warfare and it is equipped with
a broad spectrum of weapons ranging from highly sophisticated
AIG (Antitank Guided Missiles) to rifles . . .

Modern AIGM have very high hit and kill probabilities against
point targets at long ranges . . .

I In the near future, the task force will have an indirect fire
tank killing capability in the cannon launched guided
projectile (CLGP), and also the ability to effectively emplace
mine fields with artillery munitions as the tactical situation
develops. To gain additional time, the task force should use
mines to canalize and slow the enemy, thereby multiplying the
effectiveness of the tank and AGM fires. In the past, the

I laying of minefields required great expenditures of manpower
and time."

(17, 6) Same as (17, 1)

(17, 11) Same as (16, 11)

(17, 31) Same as (16, 31)

(17, 32) Same as (16, 32)

(18, 1) Item: Personnel, vehicles, weapons

Factors: 1,3,4
R~eprestaions: Primary weapons are 80 mm mortars, machine
guns, grenade launchers, anti-tank missile launchers, rifles,
pistols, tank guns, REDEYE/STINCER missiles
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Directory 1.1 Battle Item-Interactions (Weapon System) (Continued)

(ITE!4, I LEVEL 2
(ITEACTION) I DESCRIPLTON ,

(19, 32) I1tm: Ccmnders, staff
I anjan: 3
F actors: 4

weaesnkaAtions: Bde FASC, Divarty MtC signal center, main CP
signal centers

(20, 31) =Itm: Personnel
Mechanism: 3
Factors: 4
Bepesentations: Primarily radios and wire or cable are used.
EM 71-2 describes, "The enemy has a significant electronic

I warfare capability. He can block out radio transmissions
I during critical periods in the fight. He can listen to

transmissions to gain information. He can give false
instructions through imitative transmissions. The commander
must be able to camand and control the battalion task force
throughout the battle, in spite of enemy efforts to disrupt

I the system. To do this, the force must effectively counter
I enemy electronic warfare efforts against command and control

systems by:

o Planning for control through alternate means in case
I-- the primary means is suppressed messengers, personal

contact, prearranged signals and visual means should
be used whenever possible.

o Using radio only when necessary and then transmitting
as quickly as possible.

(20, 31) Some confusion in battle is certain to occur. However, if the
commander has positive control and issues clear, concise
orders, confusion and misunderstanding will be minimized.

(21, 26) I2em: Personnel
Mebanism: 2
Factors: 3
I epresn&tations: Include jeeps, trucks

(22, 26) 1Ite: Arty personnel
Mecan±m: 3
Factors: 4
ep~resentations: TACFIRE (computes trajectories), man
transportable terminal linked to computers at fire direction
centers.
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Directory 1.1 Battle Item-Interactions (Weapon System) (Continued)

(ITEM, I LEVEL 2
JION DESCRITION

(23, 15) Item: Winds, temperature
Factors:

epresentations: Balloons, radars used by arty personnel
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Directory 1.2 Comand System

(IE1, I LEVEL 2
MUEPCTIOIN) I TV-qRIPTDN

(1, 32) I1m: Commanders, corps staff
I wbaim: 3

ars: 2,3
epresentations: Corps commander representation should
reflect the following observation made in ThAIDC Pam 525-5:
"The corps ommander locates himself where he can best direct 0
corps operations. This may be at a corps tactical command
post or at the corps main coumand post. If a corps tactical
command post is used, staff assistance-intelligence,
operations, fire support necessary to make assessments, issue
instructions, and follow the battle must also be located
there.

(2, 32) ite=: Ccmmnders, division staff
Ewbn*: 3
I actor: 2,3
I BB sAntakio: As stated in FM 71-100: "Depending on
circumstances the division and brigade commanders leave their S
ommand posts and locate themselves at a vantage point well
forward. The effect of the commander's presence at critical
tires and at locations may make the difference in battle and
is carefully considered. It is at the "moment of truth" where
great battle leaders can turn defeat to victory and a tactical
window of opportunity into an operational advantage."

(3, 32) I1m: Commander; brigade, group or regiment staff
lb r aij : 3
Z==tor: 2,3
Representations: As stated in FM 71-100: "Depending on
circumstances the division and brigade comimanders leave their p
camAnd posts and locate themselves at a vantage point well
forward. The effect of the comiander's presence at critical
tines and at locations may make the difference in battle and
is carefully considered. It is at the "moment of truth" where
great battle leaders can turn defeat to victory and a tactical
window of opportunity into an operational advantage." 

(4, 32) Itm: Comanders; battalion command group; fire support
liaison
MeIhanbi: 3
FaQors: 2,3
I BDre~ntatignI: The following description of a battalion
task force ccmmand group characterizes both commander and
staff mobility. FM 71-2 states: "Because of the rapid tempo
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Directory 1.2 Cummand System (Continued)

(ITEM, I LEVEL 2
INERACrjINJ DECRIPTION

of operations on the modern battlefield, the battalion task
force ccunander frequently operates with a mobile command
group.

The command group moves to where the task force conmander can
best control operations. In an attack, this is most often near
a lead team. In defense, the command group is usually where
the enemy's main effort is being made. The remainder of his
staff operates from a task force tactical operations center

I (TOC) and with the task force trains.

In a task force organized around a mechanized infantry
I battalion headquarters, the command group rides in armored

personnel cariers (APC).

In a task force organized around a tank battalion
headquarters, the group rides in tanks from the battalion
headquarters cumpeny tank section or in armored personnel
carriers. A tank battalion headquarters section has an APC
designated for the USAF tactical air control party. Other
APCs which can be used by the cummand group are available in
the combat support company. When the command group operates

I-from APCs, the headquarters canpany tank section can be used7A to overwatch. The command group would then be similar to
other small units moving about the battlefield.

Squadron commanders operate in a similar manner."

(5, 27) I1=g: Camianders, staff, communications equipment
Mechbanim: 2
Factors: 3
Represenaios~: Jeeps, trucks (usually 1-1/4, 1-1/2, 5 or 8
ton), M-57Bs, M-577s, M-202s, M-113s, M-88s, TM launchers,
fuel servicing trucks, ambulances. Numbers and types of
vehicles depend on echelon.

(6, 31) Item: Commanders, staff, forces
Sechanis: 3
Factors: 5
Reipresnat.ion: Communications with weapon systems personnel
at higher echelons occurs primarily through the tactical
cummand post and at lower echelons through the main cunand
post. FM radios, in operation 24 hours a day, are the most
cumon communications link with the forward area.
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Directory 1.2 Commnd System (Continued)

(ITEM, I LEVEL 2
(InTERAfmCTI I IECRIPTION

(6, 32) 11m: Cumanders, staff, forces
Mecnim: 3

R t : Staff commicate with written reports and
orally. As stated in TC 101-5, current trends are to minimize
hard copy messages and reports: "Complex operations at azaand
posts produce an irreducible minimum of files and records that
must be maintained for current reference and historical
purposes. Recordkeeping is reduced by minimizing formal
written reports, eliminating unnecessary and duplicate files
and records, removing unnecessary functions from the main
ummand post, increased emphasis on oral reporting, and
efficient journalkeeping."

Use of electronic communication means is usually limited to
information of imediate operational necessity. FM 71-100
outlines electronic communication means: "The main CP keeps

I abreast of the current tactical situation by monitoring the
two FM secure nets when possible but basically relies on
multichannel means for contact with the tactical CP. If both
EM and multichannel are inadequate because of distance, the
chief of staff initiates necessary displacement to establish

Iminimum ommication.

I The . . . multichannel communications system is the secure
backbone of the . . . communications system and is installed
and operated . . . at the tactical CP, the pre-positioned CE

I site, and the main CP. . . Secure multichannel voice
"ommumications pass highly perishable intelligence data from

the main CP to the forward elements. Based on circuit
priorities, the tactical CP establishes circuits through the
main CP . . . Ccmmnnd posts my be relocated if line-of-sight
requirements exceed the capabiity of the available relays.
Multichannel provides general user, point-to-point, hard copy
teletype, and other capabilities in its 12-channel
capability."

(6, 33) Im: Cbanders, staff, forces
Mechnim: 3
21==: 5
I Bwrnamnkatigna: Occurs primarily in the rear area.
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Directory 1.2 Cmcmand System (Continued)

(IT13T, I LEVEL 2
.nsTRCrMq I nlcmPrmN

(6, 34) Itm: Sensors
mechanism: 9,10
Z a : 2,5
I eBresentations: Requires dedicated communications between
cummand posts. Such communications are usually provided by a
secure EM net.

(7, 9) Itm Sensors
MI hanim: 9,10
IFaors: 2,5
I gresentatliona: As much as possible, command posts should
have reduced electronic signatures. This may be achieved by:

o Use of directional antennas
o Prudent distribution of equipment
o Three or more frequency/call-sign changes per day
o Maximumn use of remote radio operations
o Innovative techniques such as changing radio

operators concurrent with frequency changes.
o Careful planning of CP and communication site

locations, displacements, and use of terrain masking
I techniques

o Message-shortening techniques
I o Stressing ommunication security, with particular

emphasis on limiting traffic and on radio/telephone
discipline

(7, 27) It=,: Cmumnders, staff
I buim: 10
Zac=o: 2..°"..I £a nt~ati 2 : Terrain masking, vegetation and man-made

camouflage are used to cover and conceal ccmand posts from
the air. RADOC Pare 525-5 discusses additional survivabiity
options: Oln addition to concealment through masking of the
ommand post commuications, survivability of the command post
will be significantly enhanced by empicying both duplication
and dispersion. For this reason, the command post
configuration that follows is a dispersed one. To provide a
measure of survivability, the command posts will be organized
functionally into cells - redundant cells and, as required,
major cells which will be further broken down into subcells.
A minimum distance of 500 meters must be maintained between
cells to ensure survivability against current nonnuclear
devices. There should be 5 to 8-km distance between redundant

Icells [e.g., main and tactical command postal.
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Directory 1.2 Command System (Continued)

(ITD4, I LEVEL 2
nTh IQ&T I M F IPMON

Added survivability can be achieved by making use of existing
- buildings that further aid in masking actual command post
I-locations. The cellular command post concept provides the
Icaummander with a degree of flexibility not previously

available. The cmmander may, at his discretion, mass the
various cells into the more traditional ccauend post
configuration and establish a TAC CP based on the perceived
degree of the threat and situation.*

At the corps and division level, main command posts are
located outside the range of enemy medium artillery. At the
brigade, the main cmmand post is located out of range of
enemy direct and mortar fire, often within range of enemy
artillery.

(8, 27) Itm Commanders, staff
I danim: 2fac=: 3I _rseati n: Vehicles are usually armored

(9, 31) UM: Commanders, staff, forces
Mech.anism: 3Sctaa=: 5I .prst~atins: Usually via secure FX nets, capable of

operation 24 hours a day and available on two independent sets
of equipment. Two sets are aintained to guarantee
commaunication service even during displacement. For
survivability, the two sets are usually not collocated. Enemy
DF efforts require strict communications security measures.
AM radios (nonsecure) are used when extensive distances develop
between main and tactical CP.

(9, 32) Same as (9, 31)

(9, 33) Same as (9, 31)

(9, 34) Same as (9, 31)

(10, 24) Sam as (7, 24)

(10, 27) Item: Comanders, staff
M ehanin: 10
I actors: 2
I Rp~p entatignn: See (7, 27). Tactical command posts move
frequently. These posts are located within FM range of
subordinate forward troops.
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Directory 1.2 Ccmiand System (Continued)

(ITEM, I LEVEL 2
(D=ACrMy In DC@IPrION

(11, 27) Same as (5, 27)

(12, 31) 1 Same as (6, 31)

(12, 32) 1m: Ccumnders, staff, forces
Mechanism: (Sane as (6, 32)Factors:
Rearesentations: Same as (6, 32). Compters are in common
use for assistance in resupply of item in constant demand
(POL, ammunition, food, etc.).

% (12, 33) I2m: Comeanders, staff, forces
Mechanism: (Sane as (6, 33)

Ie Darmntatioa: Information of a critical nature (status of
fuel, weapons, crews, etc.) is reported on secure nets. Other
information is provided through logistics nets over RATT

1equipment.

(12, 34) Itm: Ccmmanders, staff, forces
I _.manim: (Sae as 6, 34)

IEagr~s atlgn4: Limited in extent

(13, 24) IJ=: Sensors
Mechanism: (Same as 7, 24)

Rgsbaentaticns: See (7, 9). Threat doctrine currently
emphasizes disruption of rear area activities, hence
increasing the necessity of a reduced rear CP signature.
I RADOC Pam 525-5 explains: "A major element of Soviet military
doctrine is disruption of the opposing force's rear area
operations that include, but are not limited to, command and
control centers, communications networks, supply facilities,

I airfields, and reserve echelons. Such disruption may be
carried out either in the rear area in what appear to be
independent operations, or immediately behind the main battle
area closely coordinated with the initiatives of maneuvering
forces. Enemy forces employed in the rear area include
airdropped or airlanded conventional units, special operations

I teams specifically trained for reconnaissance and sabotage,
I and activated sleeper-agent cells and networks."

Rear convand posts are usually located about the same distance
I fran the FWDT as the main cmmand posts of the next higher
I echelon.
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Directory 1.2 Ccommand System (Continued)

(ITEM, I LEVEL 2
(INTERACION) I DESCRIPTION

(14, 27) I em: Ccmmanders, staff, forces
I kbaniW: 3
Factogrs: 5
I RePreations: FM 24-. says, "The signal unit is
responsible for installing, operating, and maintaining the
facilities to provide communications to a command headquarters 0
or units in a specific geographical area. A signal center is
made up of a Telecommunications Center, Switchboard, a
Caumunications Nodal Control Element, and External
Commications Means

All signal centers perform the same functions and, for the
mst part, render the same services. But, you will run into
two categories of signal centers to support you during the
fight. These are Cammand Signal Centers and Area Signal
Centers.

o Cmmand Signal Center - As indicated by its name, the
Camand Signal Center is dedicated to providing
cmuumications to a specific command headquarters.
It can provid cummunications to other units in the
area, if enough facilities are available. In the

Idivision ccmmunications systems, cmuand signal
centers give the commander the backbone network for
cxmnand and control of his subordinate headquarters.

o Area Signal Center - An Area Signal Center serves a
geographical area. It is tasked to provide units
located within an area the facilities to supplement
their organic C-E means. In the division 0
coamunications system, area signal centers will be
located in the forward division area, adjacent to
the brigade transportation area. The coaand and
area signal centers are interconnected and form the
backbone of a comunications system."

(14, 31) Same as (14, 27)

(14, 32) Same as (14, 27)

(14, 33) Same as (14, 27)

(14, 34) Same as (14, 27)
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Directory 1.2 Cuumand System (Continued)

(ITEM, LEVEL 2
HIN ERACTI. I DFSCRIPTfION

(15, 27) Item: Commanders, staff, forces
Mchn M : 3
Factors: 5
Representations: Primarily radio transmitters and receivers
are used when communication over long distances is required.

(15, 31) Sam as (15, 27)

(15, 32) Same as (15, 27)

(15, 33) Sane as (15, 27)

(15, 34) Same as (15, 27)

(16, 27) Item: Staff, forces
Meanism: 3
Factors: 5
I eBresentatiorna: Easily transportable equipment set up near S
helicopter landing areas.

(16, 31) Same as (16, 27)

(16, 32) Same as (16, 27)

(17, 27) Itm: Commanders, staff, forces
Mehais: 3
Factors: 5
EeprgsentaZtigna: Host nation telephone services

(17, 31) ISane as (17, 27)

(17, 32) Same as (17, 27)

(17, 33) Same as (17, 27)

(17, 34) Same as (17, 27)

(18, 22) Im:Personnel, sensors
I dai: 3
I artors: 4
I urenat~ion: This includes electronic deception, employed
primarily by corps or division level personnel. RB 100-33 0
defines electronic deception, "electronic deception occurs
when the enemy misinterprets what is received by his
electronic systems. Electronic deception falls into two broad
categories:
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Directory 1.2 Conmand System (Continued)

(ITE4, I LEVEL 2
(INTERACTIoR I ) ES PION

o Manipulative deception - deceives the enemy as he
listens to friendly cammunications which
intentionally provide incorrect or misleading
information.

o Imitative deception - deceives the enemy by entering
his camunications net while pretending to be one of
his stations.

Normally, electronic deception is part of a larger operation
designed to accomplish a deception objective. It is seldom,
if ever, conducted alone."

(18, 24) Same as (18, 22)

(18, 27) Item: Ocamnders, staff, forces
I kbanim: 3
Factors: 5
Reresntations: FM 24-1 gives the following outline of radio
uses in combat:

"Main Features:

"o Wireless - can operate while mobile
0 Fast and can handle a large number of messages
0 Uses include-

Voice
Radiotelegraph (Ge)
Radio Teletypewriter (RATT)
Multichannel

o Types of modulation it uses are -

Amplitude Modulated (AM)
Frequency Modulated (FM)
Single Side Band AM (SSB)

o Primary frequencies used are -
High Frequency (HF)
Very High Frequency (VHF)
Ultrahigh Frequency (UHF)
Super High Frequency (SHF)
Extremely High Frequency (EHF)

0 Transnission paths include -
Ground Wave
Skywave
Line of Sight
Tropospheric Scatter
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Directory 1.2 Camand System (Continued)

(ITEM, I LEVEL 2
(T ERACTION1 DESCIPION

Strong Points:

o Can span great distances.
o Remote Operations can be used.
o Retransmission can i- used to increase range and

overcome obstacles.
o Requires minimum manpower and minimum space for

equipment.
o Integrate with wire systems.
o Can be secured.

Weak Points:

o Unsecured radio is the least secure means of
comunications: It can be jammed or intercepted.
Deceptions can be used.

o Radio is subject to interference from the atmosphere,
the terrain, and manmade sources.

o Radio operation requires common frequencies,
compatible equipment, and common range."

I Multichannel radio links are widely used in combat operations,
however these systems do require considerable time (up to 15

hours) to install. FM 24-1 says,

"Multichannel systems (or links) are used to provide
communications or combat operations and tie units into the
area communications system. Multichannel links miake use of
multiplexing - a system of transmitting several messages over
one transmission path can be either radio or wire.

Main Features:

o Meets increased demand for circuit expansion.
o Cuts cable ost and maintenance.
o Can be extended over great distances.

Strong Points:

o Increased circuits over single path.
o Increased range.
o Builds up weak signals.
o Adds and drops circuits along system.
o Can be secured.
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Directory 1.2 Conwand System (Continued)

( ITE1, ILEVEL 2
(INTERACTION) DESCRIPTION

I Weak Points:

o Loss of cable or radio path drops all circuits.
o Large equipment reduces mobility.
o Large power requirements."

(18, 31) Itm
I MaceanaD: Same as (18, 27)Factors:

Eaepetations: See (9, 31) and (18, 27).

(18, 32) Same as (18, 27)

(18, 33) Same as (18, 27)

(18, 34) Same as (18, 27)

(19, 27) Item: Commanders, staff, forces.
I eranim: 3
F=tors: 5
IReresenta-ions: FM 24-1 states,

"Wire and cable are same of the most dependable means of

1 camnunications.

Main Features:

0 Interconnects closely located activities.
o Uses field wire and cable, telephones, and switchboards

to provide person-to-person conversations.
o Joints teletypewriter terminals.
o Extends subscriber equipnents from multichannel

terminals, and provides transmission path for
multichannel.

o Integrates with radio systems.

Strong Points:

o More secure than radio.
o Reduces the probability of interceptions.
0 Key in river crossings.
o Cc zercial circuits can be exploited.
o Desirable in defensive operations.
o Backup for radio.
o Used during surprise attack.
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Directory 1.2 Cmmand System (Continued)

(ITEM, I LEVEL 2
(INTERACTION1 1 DESCRITIION

Weak Points:

o Ccmpared to radio, wire requires more time, men and
equipment to install and maintain.

o Loss of signal over long distances.
o Subject to damage from tracked and wheeled vehicles.
o Subject to wiretap.
o Not a workable means when the force or stations

is/are mobile."

(19, 31) Same as (19, 27)

(19, 32) Same as (19, 27)

(19, 33) Same as (19, 27)

(19, 34) Same as (19, 27)

(20, 27) Item: Conuanders, staff, forces
Mechnism: 3
Factors: 5

r Rentations: FM 24-1 outlines the use of teletype:
- "Teletypewriter provides a rapid method of transmitting

I messages over multichannel circuits or by radio (RATT).
Messages are received in the form of page copy or paper tape.

Main Features:

o Variable speeds
o Accuracy
o Page copy of message

Strong Points:

o Easy to secure
o Easily retransmitted
o Point to point
o Links to higher, lower, and adjacent headquarters
o RATT is backup to multichannel radio, tropo, satellite,

and cable links
o Alert warning
o Rear area security control
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Directory 1.2 Command System (Continued)

(ITEM, I LEVEL 2
INTERACr1ION) I DESCRIPTION

Weak Points:

I o Needs higher quality circuits than voice
o Increased equipment requires more power and maintenance

than a simpler mans."
(20, 32) Same as (20, 27)

(20, 33) Same as (20, 27)

(21, 27) I 1=: Commanders, staff, forces
Embani : 3
Factors: 5
Representations: Ground based, man transportable satellite
receivers are increasing the use of satellites for combat
communications. FM 24-1 outlines satellite capabilities:

I "The communications satellite acts as a repeater station in 0
the sky. Technology has brought us to the stage where we now
have man-pack equipment for TACSATCOM.

I Main Features:

I o Single repeater to connect remote sites
o High data rate
o Difficult to jam
o Remote multiple access (simultano us links)

Strong Points:

o Mobile
o Rapid terminal installation
o Secure circuits
o Built-in test equipment
o Elimination of ground relay
o Site location not restricted by terrain

Weak Points:

o Needs wide frequency bands
I o Requires redundancy for reliability

o Frequencies must be high enough to prevent reflection from
ionosphere

o Rain causes loss in signal strength."
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Directory 1.2 Ccamnand System (Continued)

(ITEM, ] LEVEL 2
(INrERACT I DESCRIPrION

(21, 32) Same as (21, 27)

(21, 34) Sam as (21, 27)

(22, 27) Itm: Commanders, staff, forces.Mchanism-

R sentations: FM 24-1 states,

"A messenger provides a method of sending and receiving
documents by physical mans. We must make greater use of
messengers when it's practical, because of the increasing
dangers in the electromagnetic environment.

Main Features:

0 Available to all units.
o Reliable.
o Flexible.
o Most secure means available to all units.
0 Types:

Schedules messengers
I_ Special messengers

0 Modes:
Motor
Air
Foot

Strong Points:

o Handles:
Long messages
Large size maps
High volume routine messages

o Very secure

Weak Points:

0 Requires more time to deliver.
0 Subject to enemy action.
0 Physical limits on modes of transportation:

Weather
Terrain

0 a Lack of person-to-person conversation."
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Directory 1.2 Camnd System (Continued)

(ITEM, I LEVEL 2
(= TAQNf J DIS(CIPMON

(22, 31) Same as (22, 27)

(22, 32) Same as (22, 27)

(22, 33) Same as (22, 27)

(22, 34) Same as (22, 27)

(23, 27) Itm': Comanders, staff, forces.
Madim: 3
Factors: 5
Rrs n FM 24-1 gives the following description:

"The use of visual and sound communications is becoming more
and more important as Electronic Warfare activities increase.
All the combat arms are placing greater emph*asis during
training on the use of visual and sound means.

I Main Features:

o Available to all.
0 Numerous means:

Flags Armbands
-- Lights Horns

Panels Bells
Arm and hand signals Whistles
Aircraft maneuvers Weapons fire
Pyrotechnics Sirens

I Strong Points:

o Used to mark locations.
o Good for passing information to large numbers and to

isolated units.
I 0 Used in passage of lines.

o Used in link-up operations.
o Don't need electricity.
O Don't use electromagnetic emissions.

Weak Points:

o Easily misunderstood.
o Vulnerable to interceptions.

I o Enemy may use same signal for deception.
o Restricted use during poor visibility or combat noise.
0 Sounds easily confused with other battlefield noises."
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Directory 1.3 Support System

"""(I', LEVEL 2
M N) I DECRPrMN

(1, 26) I1tm: Vehicles
Mhanism: 8

Factors: 5
I Bepresenata~iQs: POL includes motor gasoline (MOGAS),
diesel fuel, aviation gasoline (JP), greases, oils and
lubricants. Fuel is handled by the theater level petroleum
distribution system. Greases, oils and lubricants are
packaged products and are distributed in response to single
line item requisitions.

(1, 27) Item: Ccmnd posts, vehicles
InwhNIU: 8

Iatora: 5
R BepresentatiQns: Includes generators as well as EOL

(1, 28) Same as (1, 26)

(1, 29) Item: Sensors, vehiclesnesui: 8
Z =ra: 5
gprsentntiona: Includes generators as well as FOL

(2, 26) I1=: Weapons

I Bmpesentatijn: Ammunition resupply is critical for
I effective combat. The following description of ammunition
I resupply is given in EM 100-10:

Operationally, conventional ammunition service is a "'
combination of supply action by logistical elements and
control by tactical commanders. The supply action includes
the functions needed to keep basic loads and theater
ammunition stocks at prescribed levels. These functions are
to requisition, receive, store, and issue ammunition resupply;

I they occur as follows:

o Ammunition is shipped from WONUS via containership or
I Lbreak-bulk transport.
I o It is moved through fixed ports or over the shore using
-. umaterials handling equipment.
I0 The bulk of this ammunition is routed by rail or truck to

corps storage areas (CSA), although some may be shipped
I-directly to ASPs (ammunition storage points). From the
•-.CSAs, ammunition is shipped either to ASPs, or in the
°I case of the CSAs, it may be shipped directly to ATPs
I. (amunition transfer points).
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Dixectory 1.3 Support System (Continued

(ITEM, I LEVEL 2
I INTERACTION) I DESCRIPTION

ASPs are established as close to be tactical units as
practical. In some cases, they may located in divisional
areas; however, the corps is still responsible for
receiving, storing, and issuing the ammunition. The ATPs
are located well forward in the divisional area.
Normally there is an ATP in each of the brigade support
areas. ATPs receive selected high-tonnage items, such as
artillery and tank main gun ammunition on semitrailers,
and transfer the ammunition to the tactical units'
vehicles.

o a The conventional ammunition service support structure is
responsible for supplying medium cost, high-density
missile ammunition such as tube-launched, optically-
tracked, wire-guided missile (TOW), REDEYE, STINGER, and
CHAPARRAL in the theater of operations. The CSA will
also supply Hawk, Patriot, and nonnuclear Lance (warheads
and missile main assemblies (MAs)) to air defense and
field artillery battalions.

o The special ammunition support structure provides users
with high-cost, low-density missiles such as nuclear
Lance (warhead and MMAs).

(3, 26) 1 I=: weapons, vehicles
Mechbanism: 8
Factors: 5
Reresntations: Like ammunition and fuel, repair parts are
critical for the on-going operation of weapon systems. A
large number of these repair parts are routinely supplied from
the continental U.S. by air lines and are then transferred
directly to the requesting unit.

(3, 28) Itm: Vehicles

Factors: Same as (3, 26)

(3, 29) I 2m: Sensors, vehicles

actors: Same as (3, 26)
entatios:

(4, 26) Im: Personnel (and equipment requiring decontamination)
MacbaniM: 8
Factors: 5
epresentation: Food, water and medical supplies are
required to adequately sustain fighting forces over a period
of time. Water supply is traditionally an engineer
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Directory 1.3 (Continued)

(ITEM, I LEVEL 2
(NTERACTIOQ I DE$CRIPTION

I responsibility, though this responsibility may change in the
near future. Note that a large volume of water is required to
decontaminate equipment that has been exposed to NBC
environment.

(4, 27) Same as (4, 26)

(4, 28) Same as (4, 26)

(4, 29) Same as (4, 26)

(6, 26) Item: Weapons, vehicles
Iechanim: 8
Factors: 5
Reresentations: Includes large replacement items such as
tanks and trucks. Transportation of these items is normally
by ships, rail and HETs (heavy equipment transporters).

(6, 28) Item: Vehicles
Meanim: 8
Factors: 5
Repreentation: Includes trucks, tankers, etc.

(6, 29) Item: Vehicles, sensors
I cbnim: 8
Factors: 5

-I epresentations: Includes trucks, radars, etc.

(7, 26) Item: Personnel
MbAnMn: 8
Factors: 5
Repres~enttions: New personnel usually enter the combat

I zone at the corps rear and are then transported to the
division rear CP where they are assigned to brigades and
individual weapons. Transportation is usually by truck or
APCs.

(8, 26) Item: Weapons, vehicles, personnel
I ana: 8
Factors: 5
R£epresenation: FM 100-10 states,

"To prepare for an attack, CSS (combat service support)
elements make sure that all support equipment is ready, that
sufficient transportation is available to support the tactical
and logistical plans, and that all CSS elements are informed
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Directory 1.3 Support System (Continued)

(ITEM, I LEVEL 2
(INTE RCION) I DESCRIPTION

I as to their responsibilities in the operation. Consideration
must be given to the nature of offensive operations as it

I affects CSS operations. Although ammunition expenditure is
typically lower in the offensive then in other types of
operations, responsive support is critical and is made more
difficult by lengthening of the supply lines and by the

I critical requirements for user resupply vehicles to stay close
to the firing elements. While fuel consumption usually
decreases during the defensive battle, ammunition usage will

I increase. In preparing for combats the following must be
considered.

o Ammunition ia placed close to the user.
o Ammunition supply points (ASPs) and ammunition transfer

points (AaTPs) are positioned forward to best support the
forces.

o Ammunition is stockpiled at designated firing positions.
o Provisions are made to move class V [ammunition] forward

with advancing elements and to ensure that basic loads
can be replenished quickly.

o Weapon systems are fully armed prior to the attack."

Corps personnel (headquarters at SCDSCM) include the corps POL
i " ISupply Battalion and Ammunition Battalion. Division personnel

(headquarters at DISCOM) include the division Supply and
Service Company. In light of threat doctrine targeting rear
area operations, CSS survivability at corps and division level
is increased by locating these personnel in bases. These
bases are geographically small and easily defensible with a
clearly defined perimeter and established access controls. At

I the brigade and lower echelons, personnel, vehicles and
equipment are combined into trains. As described in FM 100-10,
"Unit trains generally permit centralized coordination and
control of combat service support, assets and provide an
enhanced ecurity capability. The echelonment of units into
combat - id field trains provides more responsive CSS support

I during :apid movement and, by separating the units, provides
I increased survivability of assets. Ideally, the location of
I the trains should have -

o Defensible terrain
I o Sufficient space to permit dispersion
I o Concealment from hostile observation

o Firm ground for vehicles
o A water source

I o A suitable helicopter landing site
o A qood road net

I o Accessible communications
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Directory 1.3 Support System (Continued)

(ITE4, I LEVEL 2
(INTEACTION) DESCRIPTION

I Built-up areas may be good candidates for trains locations
because they provide cover and concealment and shelter for
maintenance operations at night. When built-up areas are
used, trains elements should occupy buildings near the edge of
the area to reduce the chance of being trapped. Proper
positioning of the trains can also help to minimize
displacements and thus increase the amount and quality of
support."

(8, 27) See (8, 26)

(8, 29) See (8, 26)

(8, 32) Item: Staff, forces
Mech1anisml: 3
Factors: 5
I re o See (16, 33)

(9, 26) Item: Weapons, personnel
echani: 2
Factors: 3
Reprsnations: At corps, personnel include the Motor
Transport Bn and Aviation Br At division, personnel include@ Ithe Transportation Motor Transport Co. The brigade has a

forward attachment of the division personnel. FM 100-10 says,
"Transportation resources can be expected to be heavily taxed
in the offense. Wide dispersion of units and lengthening
lines of communication (OC, coupled with an increased
requirement for has several characteristics, among which are
the following:

So Supply activity will be greatest in the preparation
stage. Stockpiling far forward and at successive
defensive positions.

o Positioning of facilities/installations should be far
enough in the rear to be out of the flow of battle and
relatively secure but not so far as to render the
logistics effort less effective.

So Provision of maintenance forward to return the maximum
number of weapon systems to the battle as soon as
possible.

Transportation resources are also most critically needed in
the preparation stage of the defense. They are required for
the stockpiling of supplies discussed previously. They may
also be required to shift personnel, weapon systems, and
supplies laterally or in depth to meet the probable points of
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Directory 1.3 Support System (Continued)

(ITE, LEVEL 2
(ITERACrION)I DESCRIPTION

enemy attack. Meanwhile, while conducting the defense,
planning for the use of transportation in subsequent offensive
or retrograde operations is to our advantage."

(9, 27) Ite=: Comranders, staff
Mehanism: 2
Factors: 3
Representations: Moves main and rear command posts at corps
and division levels

(9, 32) Same as (8, 32)

(10, 26) Im: Weapons, vehicles
Megbnai: 8
Factors: 5
eBresntatins: The primary thrust of the maintenance

effort is to have the maximum number of weapon systems ready
before the battle and, once the battle begins, to repair the
maximum number of damaged/inoperable systems and to return
them to the battle as quickly as possible. This thrust makes

I it mandatory that maintenance be provided at, or as near as
possible to, the intended area of operation of the system. As
in all other types of operations, it requires highly trained

I k." I personnel able to diagnose problems quickly, to make rapid
repairs, and/or make the decision to evacuate equipment to the
next level of maintenance.

The FAROs outline maintenance as follows:

There are three types of maintenance service - general
support, direct support, and organizational. General support
is the highest level of maintenance support and handles the
overflow from direct support units; direct support is provided
to specific units as a backup for organizational maintenance;
and organizational maintenance is that which is performed by

I the using units.

(10, 27) It=m: Vehicles
I Mecanism: 8Factors: 5

Reresenations: Primarily vehicles

(10, 29) Item: Sensors, vehicles
B eanim: 8
Factors: 5
ere ntions: Specialized, difficult to replace
personnel are required to maintain sensors
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Directory 1.3 Support System (Continued)

(ITE4, I LEVEL 2
(INTERACTION) J DESCIPTION

(10, 32) Same as (8, 32)

(11, 16) Iem: Weapons, vehicles
Mechnim: 11

I aL~nr--: 2
*Bepresentjatin: Countermobility includes the construction
of obstacles such as mines, abatis, boobytraps and craters and
the destruction of roads or bridges.

(11, 26) I em: Weapons, vehicles
Mechanism: 8I I £actors: 5
epresntation: Mobility engineering consists of road or
bridge construction.

(11, 32) Same as (8, 32)

(12, 26) I Xm: Personnel
Mechanim: 8
IFaors: 5
eprnta.tions: Food service operates routinely when the

I tactical situation permits. During offensive operations, high
injury and casualty rates will tax medical evacuation and

SItreatment resources. During defensive operations it is
important to locate hospitals away from points of possible
enemy penetration.

(12, 32) Same as (8, 32)

(13, 26) Item: Weapons, vehicles
Mehanis: 8
Factors: 5
p~resenatioQns: Includes mobility engineering equipment

(13, 28) Item: Support system
Mecanism: 2
Fao.trs: 3
IRpresenitations: Vehicles

(14, 33) Itm: Support personnel
I ~bdaiM: 3Facto~rs: 5
ReresnatioQns: Computers are located at CDSCOM and
DISWOM. FM 71-100 describes the use of computers for resupply

I purposes:
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Directory 1.3 Support System (Continued)

(ITN, I LEVEL 2
(TNTERACTION I DESCRIPTION

I Some information of a recurring nature can be provided by
automated data processing (ADP) equipment. Information
normally stored in this equipment includes:

o Major end items-quantities, location, and status
o Repair arts--quantities, location, demand, and full

data
o Personnel-strengths, casualty, and replacement data
o Maintenance management-input and output of shops

ADP equipment sites should be protected and procedures
established for access to alternative ADP equipment should
present equipment become inoperative.

(15, 32) =Ite: Conmunders, staff, forces
I Mabni: 3

Factrs: 5
Brpresntti ons: Includes (DSCOM signal center, DISCODM
signal center and brigade train signal centers

(15, 33) 1 Same as (15, 32)

(16, 33) Item: Personnel
j Mehnism: 3

Factors: 5

Reprmsentations: As described in FM 71-100, "Much
information of a critical nature, such as status of fuel,
ammunition, operational weapon systems, and crews, can come
fram a good battlefield information-reporting system. Other
information is provided through the administrative/logistics
net over radio teletype (RATI!) equipment. Information is
normally transmitted over this net in the form of standardized
reports or requests for assistance. It is usually more
detailed although less timely than that which can be obtained
through a battlefield information-reporting system. Combat
service support information can sometimes be delayed due to
pressing tactical requirements. When this is the case,
messenger service, normally used for bulk traffic, may be the
fastest and the most -ecure means to transmit information."

(17, 28) I1te: Supply personnel
I hbania: 2

Factors: 5
Represntat ion: Should include pipelines, bulk resupply
vehicles and mobile filling stations
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Directory 1.3 Support System (Continued)

(ITE4, LEVEL 2
ITRACTION)l DSCRIPT'ION

(18, 28) IJ=m: Supply personnel
M kehanism: 2
Factors: 5
Representations: Includes corps ammunition centers, ASPs
and ATPs

(19, 28) Item: Medical support personnel
S banais: 2

Factors: 5
Represenaion: Corps hospitals are located at the corps
rear command post. The division has aid stations at its main
command post.

(20, 28) Item: Engineer personnel
I chanim: 2
Fators: 5
Representations: Mostly mobile units

(21, 28) Same as (20, 28)

(22, 28) Itm: Transport personnel
Mcanaim: 2
Factors: 5

"Rpi Railroads are primarily provided by the
host country; airfields may be constructed (usually in corps

. rear area).

(23, 28) Item: Support personnel
I Meabanism: 2
I Factors: 5

Rre o Tactical situation determines
availability
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Directory 1.4 Sensor System

(ITEM, I LEVEL 2
INTERMMON) I DE(3IPTION

(1, 1i) Item: Weapons, vehicles
I ecanim: 6
Factors: 4
epresentations: RB 30-6 provides the following general

I description of radars:

Radars fall into four groups, ground surveillance radars
(GSR), counter-fire radars (CFR), side-looking airborne radars
(SLAR), and air defense radars (ADR). Each of these groups

I has a unique intelligence information collection capability.
The ground surveillance radar is ground based and detects and
locates moving ground targets. The counter-fire radars locate
firing mortars, cannons, and rocket launchers by detecting and
describing the trajectories of their projectiles. These
radars are also capable of supporting friendly artillery
weapons by adjustment of their fires and providing technical
data to improve their gunnery. The side-looking airborne
radar is mounted on an aerial platform and can provide two
types of sensings. Fixed target indicators (FTI) provide a
radar picture of the terrain. The moving target indicator
(MTI) mode provides detection of activity in the target area
of interest. Finally, air defense radars are designed to

- detect and track aircraft. Many of these radars have a friend
or foe identification capability. Recently the combat
development community has seen a possible potential for these
radars in the intelligence functional area in that analysis of
air traffic ratterns may provide clues as to size, location,
and intent of an enemy effort.

(1, 13) Ite=: Vehicles, vehicle trains
I hanim: 6
Factors: 4

rsentati : GSRs

(1, 14) I1=m: Vehicles
I Hn gca: 6

Factors: 4
Reresentations: GSRs

(1, 15) Ite=: Weather

Factors: 4
RepresenaiFon: Used to obtain meteorological data for
artillery units
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Directory 1.4 Sensor System (Continued)

(ITE4, I LEVEL 2
"JINTERACIIONI L DSCRIPTION

(1, 24) I =m: Sensors
I kMCbajngi: 6
I Factr-q: 4

epresnatLions: Decoy radars

(2, 11) Itm: Weapons, vehicles
I lkwbmnlim: 6
SFactors: 4
I : Technology for passive (nonemitting) IR
I systems is currently under development. RB 30-6 describes the
I presently employed IR sensors:

The infrared sensor used by the Army is the AN/AAS-14 •
improved. The IR sensor is not an area surveillance device,
as it scans directly along the flight path of the aircraft and
has operational altitude limitations (usually below 3,000
feet). Infrared missions are usually executed during hours of
darkness as the cooling of the ground permits a larger heat
emission differential from "hot targets." The system is not
all weather in that it will not receive missions through heavy
cloud layers or dense vegetation canopy. IR should supplement
other sensor imagery. It has the capability to penetrate
camouflage and is completely passive in nature. A ground data

I link system for the OV-ID IR sensor is currently under R&D.
Characteristics of the airplane carrying these sensors must be
detailed.

(2, 13) Item: Vehicle trains
I MegaajgM: 6

Factors: 4
eApresentation: See (2, 11)

(2, 15) 1 Same as (1, 15)

(3, 11) IItm: Weapons
Mechanism: 6
Factors: 4

erenttons: Sound ranging equipment cannot be detected .-. -

by enemy. Sound ranging is used by artillery units to locate
mortars, air defense and artillery. The capabilities are
limited by wind, combat noise and terrA'-. In general sound
ranging is less accurate than radar &~t=xtion.
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Directory 1.4 Sensor System (Continued)

(ITEM, I LEVEL 2
(INTERACTION) I DESCRIPTION

(4, 11) It=m: Weapons, vehicles
beghanim: 6
Factors: 4
Rpsentations: Image intensification devices are

nonemittive. The following description is from RB 30-6:

I Image intensification devices (IID) are a technologial
breakthrough that was exploited for the war in Southeast Asia.
These devices acquire the available light reflected on the
target and through an electro-optical process, project an
image on a cathode for the viewer.

These devices are still dependent on light, ambient or
projected (to include IR), but can operate under very low
conditions of light intensity. As previously mentioned, the
ambient light level can be increased by offset illumination
flares or defused searchlights to compensate for extremely low

I light levels such as moonless nights with 100% cloud cover.
I These IIDs can be configured as goggles, sights, or
I surveillance devices.

Most operational tests of these devices indicate a high level
I of troop acceptance since their presentation to the operator

is generally in common reference visual terms. These devices
.do however tend to induce operator concentration and physical
.. contact. In the case where binocular viewing and hands off
I-operation are achieved this problem is lessened.

(4, 13) Item: Vehicle trains
IMch-±Mziam: 6

F .acors: 4
- £eresenations: Same as (4, 11)

(5, 11) It=: weapons, vehicles
I cbani: 6

Factors: 4
Reresentaions: Unattended ground sensors are frequently
used by maneuver units to obtain combat intelligence.
According to RB 30-6, "[Unattended ground sensors] may be

"-seismic, which is influenced by target movement over ground;
I infrared, which detects ambient heat difference between the

air and the target; acoustic, which detects the noise created
by the target and which is usually triggered by the seismic

. sensor; magnetic, which is influenced by the movement of
-'ferrous metal; or electromagnetic, which detects the movement

of the target through an electromagnetic field. The second
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Directory 1.4 Sensor System (Continued)

(ITEM, LEVEL 2
(INTERACTION) I DESCRIPTION

part of the system, the relay, helps to overcome line-of-sight
I communications problems and enhances the range capability of

unattended ground or remote sensors. Maximum ranges on the
order of 250 miles can be obtained with relays. The last
portion of the system, the monitor, allows the operator to
receive the sensor signal for analysis on the audio and visual
display systems of the monitor. The on-line hard copy
recorder allows the operator to analyze the target in terms of
convoy size, speed, direction, and possibly content

O Sensors are usually placed in a linear arrangement along
avenues of approach and lines of communication. Normal
configuration calls for seismic sensors at each end of the
string with target confirmation sensors of other types in the
center of the string. There is usually a minimum of five
sensors in a string."

Remotely piloted vehicles (RPVs) are used by artillery units.
FM 6-20 describes these devices:

The remotely piloted vehicle system is designed to provide
real-time target acquisition and combat information beyond the

I line of sight of supported ground forces. The system can
I detect, recognize, and identify targets and assist artillery

engagement out to 20 km forward of the line of contact (LC.
Combat effectiveness will be increased, especially against
cold, nonmoving, nonemitting targets, while the exposure of
manned aircraft to the enemy will be reduced. The system can
perform airborne target acquisition, adjustment of FA fires,
laser designation for all triservices precision guided
munitions, reconnaissance, and damage assessments.

(5, 13) Same as (5, 11)

(6, 11) It=n: Weapons, vehicles
IMawim: 6
Factors: 4
Representaions: Photographic capabilities include panoramic
or strip camera systems. Cameras can use black and white
(processed directly by the Army), color, infrared photography
or camouflage detection film.

RB 30-6 further describes photographic capabilities:

The panchromatic black and white film is the least expensive.
I This film will suffice for most photo missions. Color film
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Directory 1.4 Sensor System (Continued)

(ITEM, 1 LEVEL 2
(IIERACTION I DESCRIPTION

presents natural tones and enhances the interpreter's ability
to recognize objects. Color is particularly useful in terrain

C and beach analysis. Color is a high cost film. Camouflage
detection film is a special type of color film. Vegetation

1 containing chlorophyll will register in tones of red while
those without chlorophyll will be recorded as blue, yellow,
black/green or white. IR film is a black and white film
sensitive to the blue-violet colors of the visible light
spectrum and reflected infrared rays. IR photography is
useful in haze penetration, night photography, terrain
analysis and camouflage detection. All photography except
panchromatic (black and white) must be processed in a non-Army
facility.

(6, 13) Same as (6, 11)

(7, 12) Ite=: Communication equipment
Ikbaan : 3
Factors: 4
Reresentat Signals intelligence (SIGINM collectors

I include COMINT (communications intelligence) sensors
(primarily radio receivers) and ELINT (electronic

I-intelligence) sensors (transmitters). In outlining SIGINT
I collector capabiities, RB 30-6 says,

"SIGINT is collected through the use of ground based and
airborne systems, each of which has a unique signals
intelligence collection capability. Some systems are
primarily gross detectors used for cueing of more accurate,
but less numerous signals collectors and locators. Enemy
signals emissions can be denied to SIGINT collectors through
emitter silence or shutting off of the active portion of the
system but these countermeasures cost the enemy in terms of
his total capability, especially in the areas of early warning
radars, fire control, and command and control systems. Thus,
through the technique of cueing, scarce assets are not wasted
during low intensity periods. The mission of signals
collection and signals emitter locating is a dynamic one that
requires constant updates of collection planning, allocation
of frequencies, equipment positioning, and tactical force
intelligence requirements. SIGINT equipment operators and
analysts can acquire and process accurate, timely, and
tactically valuable enemy information to the supported
command. However, when the optimum in positioning,
operational requirements, and frequency requirements are given
lower priorities, the collectors capability are often greatly
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Directory 1.4 Sensor System (Continued)

(ITEM1, I LEVEL 2
ITERACTON DESCRIPTION

reduoed. SIGINT is vulnerable to enemy deception operations,
as information obtained through intercepts and direction
locating of receivers which notionally portrays false
information will also be collected. Single source dependence
should be absolutely avoided. Additionally, offensive use of
SIGINT equipment for EW (ECM) causes a degradation of SIGINT
as a source of intelligence. When possible, other combat
means should be utilized against SIGINT targets. This
tradeoff of EMC vs SIGINT must be fully evaluated by the

I ccander."

(7, I 4) Ite: Radio transmitters
Mehanism: 6
Factors: 4
epresenations- Same as (7, 12)

(8, 11) Itm: Weapons, personnel, vehicles
I bania: 3
Factors: 5
Ieregntations: Field artillery operations are supported by
forward observers (often located at observation posts).
Indeed, the soldier who has seen, heard or otherwise sensed an

%* tevent on the battlefield is often a valuable source of
information. Timelessness and accuracy of these sources of
information are functions of training, fatigue and commander
management. Intelligence of activities shortly behind enemy
lines may be obtained by aerial observers. FM 30-6 outlines
sources of information capable of describing activities far

I behind enemy lines:

The most common sources of information for intelligence
purposes are activities, prisoners of war, local residents,
refugees, evacuees, displaced persons, civilian agencies,
recovered US military personnel, captured enemy documents and
material

(8, 12) Same as (8, 11)

(8, 13) Same as (8, 11)

(8, 14) Same as (8, 11)

(8, 15) Same as (8, 11)
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Directory 1.4 Sensor System (Continued)

(ITEM, I LEVEL 2
(M CTION) I DESCRIPTION

(9, 11) Itm: Weapons, vehicles, personnel (enemy second echelon
resources)
mechanism: 3
Factors: 2,3,4,5
REeprsnations: Includes air defense radar personnel (corps
SIRAD FAAR p/t, radar operators) and corps level
reconnaissance/surveillance personnel. The FAROs describe the

I activities of the r/s personnel:

Long Range Reconnaissance Patrols (LRRPs) sent behind the
front line of troops (FT) to report on the enemy's second
echelon elements and flanks use tactical radios for reporting
of the intelligence gathered. Because of their deep
employment, they are vulnerable to capture and compromise.
Since LRRP reports are difficult to communicate back to the
corps mission management elements due to the ranges involved
there is an accentuated need for secrecy to avoid disclosure.
Communications relays may be required LRRP reports include
not only enemy situation reports, but action unit status
reports and coordination of recovery means.

- The FAROs also outline the corps Armored Cavalry Squadron and
17 Air Cavalry Troop which are primarily involved in

reconnaissance activities. At the corps fusion center, fusion
I personnel correlate sensor reports. Note that activities of
I-corps personnel are directed primarily to detection in the
I corps area of interest.

(9, 12) Item: Vehicles, personnel
Ikehanian: 6
Factors: 2,4,5
SEpresentat.ons: IW and civilian interrogation, LRRPs

(9, 32) JIm: Staff, forces
bedkanim: 3
Factors: 5
Represnations: Requires dedicated communications between
command posts

(9, 34) Same as (9, 32)

(10, 11) Itm: Weapons, vehicles, personnel
I a nim: 6

I factr: 2,3,4,5
eprentations: Includes LRRPs (see (9, 11)). The division

I Target Acquisition Battery (TAB) may be considered as part of
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(ITMl, I LEVEL 2
(rNnMCRAIQN1 I DiSC;Q IOPQN

I the sensor system. The FAROs provide the following
I description:

1 "The principal capability of the TAB is the acquisition of
I targets, particularly counterfire targets (enemy artillery).
I Implicit in this capability is the movement and positioning of
I the unit assets. While interruption in coverage should be

modelled, the explicit representation of the sensor moving
between positions is not necessary.

I TAB assets for target acquisition are weapons locating radar
sections, moving target locating radar section sound/flash
platoon, processing section (considered as part of the

I targeting element of the divarty MC), and the communications
equipment and personnel to report target acquisition."

As with the corps, note that activities of these personnel are
directed primarily toward detection in the division area of
interest.

(10, 12) Item: Vehicles, personnel
I ackmaim: 6

IFactors: 2,4,5
Igresentaios: LERPs

(10, 32) Same as (9, 32)

(10, 34) Same as (9, 32)

(11, 11) Itm: Weapons
hI maim: 6
Factors: 4,5
Re resentations: Forward observers

(11, 31) Same as (9, 32)

(11, 32) Same as (9, 32)

(12, 29) =Itm: Sensors
Mehnim: 3
Factors: 2,3,4,5
Reresentakions: Monitors and relays for unattended ground
sensors, relays for airborne sensors.

(12, 34) Same as (12, 29)
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Directory 1.4 Sensor System (Continued)

(ITEM, I LEVEL 2
SIrERACTIO . DJSMCRIPION

(13, 29) Ij=m: Sensor system staff
Mecanism: 2
Factors: 2,5
Rerenations: Corps and division both have fusion centers
located at the respective main CP. The FAROs outline fusion
center activities:

"[These units use] sensor reports of all types along with
terrain and weather data to determine enemy location,
strength, and intent. It uses its own staff and computer data
bases to do detailed correlation and aggregation of the
reported data. While the standard effects apply, including
the high vulnerability of the process to computer damage, the
staff involved is very highly skilled and difficult to replace
if wounded or killed through enemy action. Should the corps

I fusion center be degraded more than 50% for more than 8 hours,
the EAC fusion center will establish direct channels with the
division fusion centers in the corps fusion centers's place."

(14, 29) Item: Sensors, personnel
Mechanism: 2
actr: 3

Repwresentaions: Jeeps, trucks

(15, 34) I1m: Personnel
I cban m: 3
actors: 2,5

e~Presenatiogn: Located at fusion centers; see (13, 29)

(16, 32) It=m: Commanders, staff, forces
echanim: 3

Factors: 2,5
Reresentations: Corps and division signal centers, relays

(16, 34) See (9, 32)
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Directory 1.5 Environment

(ITEM, I LEVEL 2
(INTRCTION) I DESCRIPTION

(1, 16) IJte: Mechanized forces, artillery, communication equipment
Beghanim: 11,9

I Factors: 3,4
I Representations: Tanks and APCs can move through rough terrain

only on roads. Weapons must use high trajectory angles.
Ccnmications are restricted and retransmission may
frequently be required. FM 6-20-1 describes mountain/hill
environment operations, "The important factors in mountain
warfare are the need to control high terrain and restrictions
caused by the geography. The geography restricts surface

I mobility, ground observation in some spots, positions
1 available for field artillery, communications, avenues of

approach, and large unit operations. On the other hand, it
enhances fighting from high to low levels, using long-range
organic fires from high spots, and ambushes on chokepoints.

Infantry forces, especially airmobile, are the most effective
in mountains.

Available roads will be difficult to negotiate and cause many
c mbat service support problems. Security for all convoys
will be necessary. Use of air movement is to be expected."

1 %-. (1, 17) See (1, 16)

(1, 18) See (1, 16)

(1, 19) 1 See (1, 16)

(3, 16) Im: Vehicles, personnel
Mechanism: 11

Factors: 2,5
Reresentatio~ns: Wide temperature ranges and abrupt weather
chinges (clear-to-sandstorm or clear-to-flood) adversely
affect personnel and vehicle operation. Camouflage or
concealment may be nonexistent. FM 6-20-1 says, "War in the
desert is characterized by rapid, mobile operations. These

I fast-moving battles are more suitable to heavy forces than
light forces. The heat and blowing sand will cause tremendous
maintenance and personnel problems."

(3, 17) See (3, 16)

(3, 18) See (3, 16)

(3, 19) See (3, 16)
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Directory 1.5 Envirorment (Continued)

(ITEM, { LEVEL 2
(INTERACTION) i DESCRIPTION

(4, 16) I tm: Weapons, vehicles, personnelI echani : 11
Factors: 5
Reresenta Hong: FM 6-20-1 notes, "The main considerations for
a force involved in river crossing include the following:

o Elements are canalized at crossing sites and become
highly vulnerable.

o Crossing resources are usually limited, thus reducing
courses of action available to the compnander.

o Crossing sites need extra protection.
o During crossings, the force's ccnibat power is divided

between both banks of the river obstacle.
o mmunications, command control, and traffic management

are complex."

(4, 17) See (4, 16)

(4, 18) See (4, 16)

(4, 19) See (4, 16)

%7* (5, 16) Im: Mechanized forces
I Machanism: 11

Factors: 3
I eprgefntatiol: Movement is restricted, visibility limited
and logistic support difficult to maintain.

(5, 17) Ite=: Cauunication equipment
I kbe ani: 9
Factors: 4
Rretts Ccmunications may be restricted.

(5, 18) See (5, 16)

(5, 19) See (5, 17)

(7, 16) Item: Mechanized forces, conunication equipment
I rlbanim: 11
Factors: 3,5
£epresentatiQns: FM 6-20-1 describes jungle operations as
follows:

"The two elemnts of jungle warfare having the greatest effect
on military operations are clinate and vegetation. These
combine to restrict surface moves, observation, fields of
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Directory 1.5 Environment (Continued)

(ITEM4, I LEV 2
(IN TION I DESCRIPTION

fire, cormmunications, surveillance, and target acquisition.
Conversely, they enhance cover and concealment.

Equipment used in the jungle requires more constant and
thorough maintenance than is needed in most other areas.

Light forces, supported by aviation, are the most productive
in the jungle. However, elements of a heavy division may be
used successfully in selected operations.

Road networks are usually scarce, unsecure, and pose a
constant threat of enemy ambushes.

Air movement and air resupply operations may be required."

(7, 17) See (7, 16)

(7, 18) See (7, 16)

(7, 19) See (7, 16)

(9, 16) Item: Weapons, vehicles, personnel
M ,echanismi: 11

I ~trs: 3
&.presentations: Urban environments impede target
acquisition and ccmunications. Small units must be employed.
FM 90-10-1 notes an additional effect:

"A related problem is the stress of urban combat. Continuous
close canbat, intense pressure, high casualties, the fleeting
nature of targets, and fire from an unseen enemy produce
psychological strain and physical fatigue. Stress of urban
combat places greater importance on the soldiers' and small-
unit leaders' morale and the unit's esprit de corps. Stress
can be reduced by rotating units that have been committed to
heavy fighting out of the frontlines as the situation

I permits."

(9, 17) ILem: Communication equipment
Mecbanism: 9
Factors: 4
Representations: FM 90-10-1 notes, "[A] characteristic of
urban combat is degraded radio ccmmunications caused by the
mass of buildings. This, combined with the difficulty of
observation, makes control more difficult. Urban operations
require centralized planning and decentralized execution.
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Directory 1.5 Environment (Continued)

(ITEM, I LEVEL 2
(INTERACTION) I DESCEII~ON

CboTnders must have faith in their subordinates' initiative
and skill, which can only come through training. The state of

I a unit's training is a vital - occasionally even decisive -
factor.

(9, 18) See (9, 16)

(9, 19) See (9, 17)

(10, 16) Item: Weapons, vehicles, personnel
Mechanism: 11
Factors: 2,5
Representations: Extreme cold may force troops to spend most
of their time surviving and little time fighting. Equipnent
breakdowns will probably occur more often; sone equipment must
be kept warm. Extreme heat also degrades equipment and
personnel performance.

(10, 17) See (10, 16)

(10, 18) See (10, 16)

(10, 19) See (10, 16)

(10, 26) Item: Mechanized forces
Mechanism: 2
Factors: 3
Representations: Frozen ground may be more trafficable.

(10, 28) See (10, 26)

(13, 16) Item: Weapons
M1chani : 1
FactQrs: 2
Representatin Wind complicates trajectory calculations.

(14, 16) Item: Personnel
bcbanim: 9
Factors: 4
I £greeentations: Fog, smog, dust, haze

(15, 6) Item: Weapons, vehicles, personnel
Mebanism: 9
Factors: 2,5
Representations: The FAROs note, "... adverse weather will
delay or deny ground movement and/or air flight ...

Visibility restriction caused by darkness, or adverse weather
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Directory 1.5 Environment (Continued)

(ITEM, I LEVEL 2
( ACTION) J DESCRIPTION

conditions will hamper weapons effectiveness due to degraded
target acquisition, classification and weapons guidance."

(15, 7) Iitem: Communication equipment
I rbanis: 9

Factors: 2,5
Representations: Electric storms in particular cause
attenuation of ccmunication signals.

(15, 16) Item: Vehicles, personnel
I kbanisn: 11I 3
Reprsentations: Snow, mud, flooded areas

(15, 17) See (15, 7)

(15, 18) See (15, 16)

(15, 19) See (15, 7)

(16, 16) Item: Weapons, vehicles, personnel
I cebanism: 9

-Facors: 2
Reresenations: At night, target acquisition is complicated
by the difficulty of identifying friend or foe. Also, human
efficiency is reduced by the inability to see. However,
attack at night may be beneficial as noted by FM 71-100,
"Offensive operations during such periods provide the
advantage of striking a defender when the range of his
observation and weapons is reduced, and mutual support between

I positions is limited. Such operations may be conducted to:

o achieve surprise,
o exploit earlier success,
o maintain momentum, and
o rupture strong eneny defenses."

(16, 18) Same as (16, 16)

(17, 16) 1Item: Vehicles, weapons, personnel
I k/ siim: 11,9
Factor: 2,3,5
Regresenationg : Change or seasonal storms way be increased.

(17, 18) Same as (17, 16)
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Directory ] 3 Environment (Continued)

(ITE4, [ LEVEL 2
(INTERACTION I DESRIPTION

1 0
(18, 16) Item: Vehicles, weapons, personnelI k cha ni : 11-

Factors: 3
Repreetations: Countermobility

(18, 18) Same as (18, 16) 0

(18, 26) It2=: Vehicles, weapons, personnel
I hanis: 2
Factors: 3
SReresntations: Mobility

(18, 28) Same as (18, 26)

(19, 16) Same as (18, 16)

(19, 18) Same as (18, 18)

(19, 26) Same as (18, 26)

(19, 28) Same as (18, 28)

(20, 16) I±m: Vehicles, weapons
Mechbanismn: 11
I aet-+ra: 3
Representation: Congestion points

(20, 18) Same as (20, 16)

(20, 26) 1 Same as (18, 16) S

(20, 28) Same as (18, 28)

(21, 16) Same as (18, 16)

(21, 18) Same as (18, 18)

(21, 26) Same as (18, 26)

(21, 28) Same as (18, 28)

(22, 1) Item: Weapons, vehicles, personnel
Id-ani=: 4
I Aca: 2
Rpsentation: The nuclear environment can severely degrade
opeations. FM 100-5 describes the after effects of the use of
nuclear and chemical fires:
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Directory 1.5 Envirorvent (Continued)

(ITEM, I LEVEL 2
(INTERACTIN) I DECRIPTION

"Nuclear weapons can cause tree blowdown, urban destruction,
fires, radiological contamination, and in some cases,
flooding. EMP from a nuclear explosion can burn out
unshielded electronic equipment, including radars, weapon
systems, data processing, and communications systems. Nuclear
weapons also produce long-term residual radiation from fallout
or rainout.

Chemical weapons can also produce immediate and delayed
effects. They contaminate individuals, terrain, equipment,

I and supplies. Prompt use of protective equipment and shelters
will significantly reduce casualties. But using protective
equipment and shelters can also reduce individual and unit

I efficiency.

In the past, sane units have continued to fight effectively
despite losing many personnel and much equipment over a long

- period. On the next battlefield, however, nuclear weapons and
chemical agents may inflict large losses very quickly. Such
large and sudden losses will likely shock and confuse poorly
trained or psychologically unprepared troops.

I-In addition to taking immediate losses, units suffering such
attacks will be weakened by long-lasting effects. Long-term

. residual radiation can contaminate supplies, facilities,
I equipment, terrain, and uncovered food and water. Soldiers
I exposed to different levels of radiation will vary in
I effectiveness. Wearing chemical protective clothing or

operating for long times in contaminated environments will
also affect performance. Merely carrying out normal body

I functions will be tedious and time-consuming. Commanders must
I apply the proper mission-oriented protection with the mission.

They must minimize chemical casualties on one hand and reduce
I heat and fatigue casualties on the other."

I"FM 6-20-1 details MOPP procedures:

- o All radios except those in the fire direction center and
tactical operations center will be turned off,

I disconnected from antenna and stored in an armored
I vehicle.
I o Off-duty personnel will occupy foxholes with at least 18

inches of overhead cover.
•.o All messing will be accomplished only in enclosed areas.
. o Radiological survey teams will monitor the area from
-- date-time group to DIG.
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Directory 1.5 Environment (Continued)

(ITE4, I LEVEL 2
INTERACION DESCRIPTION

I o All vehicles will be closed to dust with all doors,
windows, hatches, and canvas tightly secured.

Also note that battle-induced fire can damage weapons and
personnel.

(22, 2) I1m: Vehicles, personnel
Mechanism: 4
Factors: 2
epresentations: FM 100-5 explains, "The effects of nuclear
and chemical weapons will dramatically affect the control of
forces. Command posts will be prime targets for attack. Even

I within small units, control will be difficult. Soldiers and
leaders who are wearing protective equipment will be difficult
to recognize. Leaders will have to cope with the additional
burden of protective equipnent while they perform their
duties. Inexperienced or poorly trained small-unit leaders
could become so concerned about their own welfare that they
cease to function as leaders. Only cohesive, disciplined, and
well-trained units can function in such an envirorment."

(22, 3) Same as (22, 1)

(22, 4) See (22, 2)

(22, 6) See (22, 1)

(22, 7) See (22, 2)

(22, 8) See (22, 3)

(22, 9) See (22, 4)

(22, 16) See (22, 1)
(22, 17) See (22, 2)

(22, 18) See (22, 3)

(22, 19) See (22, 4)

(23, 16) Item: Weapons, vehicles, personnelMechanim: 11

Factors: 2
Representations: Smoke and dust from exploding shells impeded
target acquisition and movement.
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(INTRACTOM DESCRIFIION

(22, 18) ISee (23, 16)
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TABLE 2 COMMAND AND CONTROL ITEM/INTERACTIONS

ITEM INTERACTION LEVEL 1 (OVERVIEW)

ORGANIZE DIRECT ALLOCATE INFORM RECUEST

:23 JT FI0Fl1 72 13511

COMMANDERS

I FORCE * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
2 COMBAT SE VC * * * * * * * * * I* * * * ,

2 O STSERVICE

SUPPORT
3 ENGINEER * * * * * * * * ** * *

A FIRE SUPPORT * * * * * * * * * * * *
5 INTELLIGENCE/ **7

ELECTRONIC WARFARE
6 AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY ** **** ***

7 AIR-GROUND * * * * * * * * * *

STAFF

8 PERSONAL

9 CHIEF OF STAFFt0 LIAISON -U
II COORDINATING

12 SPECIAL

FORCES

13 WEAPONS * -

14 SUPPORT

15 SENSORS

16 SIGNAL

,, 6, 
, L• I 1 1 1 I 1 }. 

. ..
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Directory .2 Command and Control ItenVInteractions

(ITEM, LEVEL 1
LM INTRCION L DESCRIPTION

(1, -) User Requirements/Issues - The Automated CORDIVEM will be used
* Ito support force structure trade-offs, new system acquisition,
* and changes in tactics, doctrine, and training. The trade-offs
. will be made in the total context of corps operations and
* Iincorporate the essential components of the various system
* Iinteractions: the electronic battlefield (to include jamming,
* I homing systems, intelligence gathering, communication, conmand
* Iand control), and new technology systems. New system
* I acquisition will address direct measurement of how systems will
• Iinfluence tetal corps/division effectiveness. Tactics and
* Idoctrine issues include such items as second echelon
* interdiction, control of the separate brigade, nuclear
* Iemploymept, resource allocation, force organization, interface
* with theater and adjacent corps, intelligence collection,
* fusion, and dissemination. Specifically, the command decision
* process shall allow for representing accurately the principles

I of war. These simulation processes must be responsive to user
. needs. To this end, many of the functional requirements
I identified for the ommander (particularly those associated

with staff organization) shall be implemented in an automated
(7, -) preprocessing facility.

(8, -) User Requirements/Issues - In addition to the commander's user
I requirements, the Automated CDRDIVEM shall support command and

SIcontrol system studies which require detailed representation of
headquarters, organization and operations, staff processing,

(12, -) and individual message handling.

(13, -) User Requirements/Issues - The basic issue is to maximize the
. combat effectiveness of the force within various resource
• constraints. Various weapon mixes, air assault mixes, and

* variations of brigade/division organization, maintenance
. Iorganizations, supply distributions, etc., need to be

I considered. Trade-offs need to be made among maneuver, combat
* Isupport, and combat service support assets in terms of numbers

I of battalions, numbers of weapon systems, and amount/mix of
I intelligence systems. These trade-offs must be made in the

* I total context of corps/division operations and incorporate the
• I essential components of the various system interactions.
* Measurement of the combat effectiveness of such systems focuses

I on those aspects of the systems as they relate to the corps and
I divisions. That is, the representation of the system
I performance may be aggregated in terms of direct fire effects,
I but will provide direct measurement of corps/division related
I issues, e.g., supportability and how that influences total

(16, -) corps/division effectiveness.
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TABLE 2.1 C2 COMMANDERS

ITEM INTERACTION LEVEL 2

OlrANIZE DIRECT ALLOCATE INFORM REOUEST

FORCE

1 CORPS

2 DIVISION

3 BRIGADE/AEGIMENT

4 BATTALION
COMBAT SERVICE
SUPPORT

5 CORPS * ZJ*
4 DIVISION J j j
7 BRIGADE

ENGINEER

B BATTALION

9 COMPANY W±± J
FIRE SUPPORT

10 CORPS *

11 DIVISION "-4----J---4

2 BATTALION .
INTELLIG EN CE /

ELECTRONIC WARFARE
13 BRIGADE L

14 BATTALIONLII

AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY

15 BRIGADE

16 BATTALION

AIR -GROUND

17 BRIGADE AIR ATTACKT

17 BRIGADE AIR TTACK L I

I-.

, 6 
. -
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Directory 2.1 C2 Commanders

(ITE4, I LEVEL 2
IMMCIONM I DESCIRTPT]Nl

(1, 1) Ite~m: Ccmmnders

Factors:
Representat-ions: The commander discharges his responsibilities
through an established chain of command. The commander alone is
responsible for all that his unit does or fails to do. All
orders from a higher commander to a subordinate unit are issued
by the commander of the highest unit to the commander of the
next subordinate unit; bypass of the chain occurs only in urgent
situations. The superior also delegates the necessary authority
to the subordinate to accomplish the mission. Having delegated
the authority, he must provide the necessary guidance,
resources, and support needed to accomplish the mission.

(1, 2) It=m: Staff

Factors:
Representatio~ns: The command and control system encompasses the
personnel, equipment, communications, facilities, and procedures
necessary to gather and analyze information, to plan for what is
to be done, and to supervise the execution of operations. The
tasks of the commander are accomplished through a C2 system

I consisting of three interrelated components as follows:

1) A C2 Organization

The organization of the HQ for operations. This is how the
commander has organized his staff to accomplish the
mission. Included in the commander's organization are the
roles and relationships of the staff, the authority and
responsibilities of the staff, and the functional grouping
of staff sections. The specific responsibilities and
duties of a particular staff officer will vary depending on
the level and type of organization, mission to be
performed, and the personal desires of the commander.
Activities of the staff focus on the purpose of the staff,
to assist the commander. They center on five common
functions: providing information, making estimates, making
recommendations, preparing plans and orders, and
supervising the execution of decisions. Staff
responsibility, authority, duties, and activities are based
on specific organizational considerations and principles.

Staff officers are assigned functional areas of interest
and responsibility for accomplishing staff actions within
those areas. The assignment of staff responsibilities
carries no connotation of command authority over other
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staff officers or over any other elements of the command.
The commander specifically delegates authority to the staff
or to a particular staff officer; formal notification of
such delegation is disseminated.

Considerations in staff organization include missions and
broad fields of interest. The mission determines the
activities that must be accomplished. These activities in
turn determine how the staff must be organized to
accomplish the mission. Regardless of the command mission,
staff operations can be divided into five broad fields:
personnel, intelligence, operations and training,
logistics, and civil-military operations. The commander
establishes an effective staff organization by:

(a) Describing assigned responsibilities clearly.

(b) Delegating decision-making authority to staff
officers commensurate with their assigned
responsibility.

(c) Grouping related activities.

U I (d) Establishing an effective span of control.

(1) Organization

o This section describes the general
organization of headquarters for the conduct
of combat operations. Detailed information
that applies to specific organization levels
is contained in the following field manuals:

FM 60-20-2, Division Artillery, Field
Artillery Brigade, and Field Artillery
Section (Corps)

FM 7-30, Infantry, Airborne, and Air Assault
Operations

FM 17-19, Cavalry

FM 71-2, The Tank and Mechanized Infantry
Battalion Task Force

FM 71-3, Armored and Mechanized Brigade
Operations
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FM 71-100, Armored and Mechanized Division
Operations

FM 71-101, Infantry, Airborne and Air

Assault Division Operations

FM 100-15, Corps Operations

o The organization of a headquarters for
combat operations is designed to facilitate
the command and control process. It
includes consideration of the physical means
of accomplishing the mission - the
communications, control centers,
information-gathering systems, and the
staffs, facilities, and equipment necessary
to gather and analyze information, plan, and
supervise execution.

o The commander determines the location,
composition, and organization of the
headquarters according to the requirements
of the mission and the tactical situation.

(b) Organizational Considerations

(1) The organization of a headquarters for
combat operations is usually accomplished by
grouping staff sections, or elements of the
sections, by function to promote efficiency and
staff coordination. This process may include
dividing or echeloning the headquarters into
separate command and control elements such as a
tactical command post, main command post, and
rear command post.

(2) Command posts (CPs) and their supporting
automation and communications systems are high-
priority targets. They present radio frequency,
thermal, acoustic, visual, and moving target
signatures that are relatively easy to detect
even by an unsophisticated enemy. Unless their
vulnerability is reduced, it can be assumed that
they will be targeted for destruction or, as a
minimum, subjected to disruption by electronic
means. Actions taken to provide for the
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survivability of command posts include such
techniques as locating them out of the range of
enemy mortar or artillery systems, dispersion,
deception, hardening, and frequent displacement.
Under most circumstances, survivability requires
that a combination of techniques be employed.
Survivability measures must also be balanced
against the requirement for retaining
effectiveness.

(3) The following are some considerations that
affect the organization of the headquarters for
combat operations:

o Missions, tasks, and resources must be
in reasonable balance. The commander
considers what must be done to accomplish
the current mission and organizes and
allocates sufficient resources to each
element.

o Functional responsibilities and
authority must be clearly established. When
the command and control facility is
echeloned, the authority of each echelon
must be clearly defined in the standing
operation procedures (SOPs).

o Because large command posts are
vulnerable to detection, survivability must
be enhanced by echeloning command post
elements on a functional basis and/or
dispersing elements within command posts.

o Communications with adjacent,
subordinate, and higher headquarters and the
ability to maintain communications during
displacements must be provided for.
Echeloning command and control elements
depends on good continuous communications.
The communications-electronics (C-E) officer
must be included in the early stages of
planning for command post locations to
insure successful command and control
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(4) Organization for Planning

There are four fundamental methods or organizing
the staff for planning:

o Use the existing organization without
change.

o Create a permanent planning section or

subsection.

o Use a temporary planning committee.

o Use a combination of the above methods.

(c) Command Posts

(1) General

0 The command post (CP) is the principal
facility employed by the commander for
command and control of combat operations. A

671 command post consists of those coordinating
and special staff activities and
representatives from supporting Army
elements and other Services that are
necessary to carry out operations.

o The corps and division headquarters are
particularly adaptable to organization by
echelon into tactical, main, and rear
command posts. At brigade and battalion
levels, a main command post and a rear
element located with the unit trains are a
common occurrence. Personnel and equipment
limitations normally preclude operation of
separate tactical and main command posts on
a full-time basis below division.
Supporting commands do not normally echelon
their headquarters.

o An alternate command post may be
organized or designated in order to insure
continuity of operation during
displacements or in the case of serious
damage to a command post facility. The
alternate command post may be a subordinate
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headquarters. Provisions for alternate
command posts are normally established in
SOPs.

o Commanders frequently leave their
command posts to be present at an important
action. When this happens, they may be
accompanied by a small party called a
command group. A command group is
organized and equipped to suit the
comtander.

(2) Tactical Ccmrand Post (Tactical CP)

o The tactical CP, when established, is
the forward echelon of the headquarters.
The tactical CP generally consists of G2,
G3, fire support, tactical air control
party (TACP), air defense artillery, and
combat service support liaison (GI, G4)
elements. It is located well forward on
the battlefield so that the commander is in
proximity to subordinate commanders and can

0@ directly influence operations. At
division, the tactical CP is located within
FM radio range of the committed brigades.

o The tactical CP is limited in physical
size and electronic signature and is
capable of being displaced rapidly and
frequently.

(3) Main Conmnd Post (Main CP)

o The main CP normally operates under
the control of the chief of staff. The
main CP consists of those staff activities
involved in sustaining current operations
and in planning future operations. The
focal point for these operations is the
tactical operations center (TOC). In
addition to the chief of staff, the main CP
consists of Gl, G2, G3, and G4 elements;
fire support and chemical elements, a
tactical air control party (TACP) element,
and an airspace management element (AME)
consisting of air defense artillery and
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Army aviation staff elements. The main CP
also exercises command and control of the
current operation in cases where a tactical
CP is not employed.

o The location of the main CP is well to

the rear.

(4) Rear Ccmmand Post

o The rear echelon consists of those
staff activities concerned primarily with
combat service support of the force,
administrative support of the headquarters,
and other activities not immediately
concerned with current operations.

o Because of their functions, rear
echelons will normally be near or
collocated with combat service support
units (e.g., division support command). A
corps rear echelon may be located near the
corps support command (O0SCOM) command
post.

2) A C2 Process

The decision making process and procedures used by the
HQs. Included are the reports, records, reporting
systems, briefings, and other procedures which support
the decision making process.

(a) General

(1) This section describes the staff elements
and activities normally associated with command
posts. The number and type of functions
performed in a particular command post on a
recurring basis determine the number of elements
and personnel within those elements.

(2) The criteria used to determine essential
functions and staff elements needed in the
command post are:

o The contribution that each function
makes to operations.
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o The extent to which accomplishment of
each function depends on coordination with
other functions.

(3) Considerations in developing an optimum
command post organization are improved
communications and the enhanced ability to
obtain information rapidly and to react
promptly.

(b) G1 Section

(1) G1 activities are conducted at the main and
rear echelons of the command post.

(c) G2 Section

(1) The majority of the G2 section is located
at the main CP. These personnel process all
intelligence information and are the focal point
for the integration of intelligence from all
sources. A small G2 element is located at the
tactical CP to provide the commander and G3 the

%7o intelligence on which to base current tactical
decisions.

(2) Functions performed at the main CP are
planning, collection, management, analysis,
production, and dissemination of intelligence.
The G2 reconnaissance and surveillance (R&S)
element plans and coordinates both air and
ground reconnaissance and surveillance
activities and provides information and
intelligence collected through its means.

(d) G3 Section

(1) The functions of the G3 section are divided
between control of combat operations and
sustaining the battle. The combat operations
functions are carried on at the tactical CP,
while sustaining functions are conducted at the
main CP.

(2) The functions performed by the G3 element
at the tactical CP include supervising the
execution of operations, maintaining the current
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friendly situation and unit status, maintaining
a current operations estimate, providing the
maneuver portion and supervising preparation of
fragmentary operation orders, and recommending
allocation of additional resources.

(3) The G3 element at the main CP monitors
combat operations and coordinates available
combat support. Specific functions performed by
the element are the preparation of operation
plans; receipt, processing, and approval of
preplanned close air support requests;
coordination of tactical troop movements;
maintenance of troop lists; recommendations for
the employment of nuclear and chemical weapons;
conduct of electronic warfare; and preparation
of reports to higher headquarters.

(e) G4 Section

(1) The G4 section is divided between the main
and rear CPs. The section may also furnish a
representative to the tactical CP to ensure that

I the commander and staff are advised of the
logistic situation and the G4 current on the
battle situation and changing priorities.

(2) The element at the main CP is primarily
concerned with coordinating the logistical
aspects with the tactical aspects of the battle.
The element located in the rear echelon has the
responsibility for planning and supervising the
supply, services, maintenance, and
transportation activity required to support the
cmnmand.

(f) G5 Section

This section is normally located in the rear
echelon of the command post G5 functions
include those actions that embrace the
relationship between the comnand, civil
authorities, and the people in the area of
operations.

(g) Tactical Operations Center Support Element
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The tactical operations center support element
supports the intelligence, electronic warfare,
and operations security (OPSEC) functions of the
G2 and G3. At Corps, this element is provided
by the operations battalion of the Corps
Military Intelligence group. At division, the
tactical operations center support element is
provided by the organic Military Intelligence
battalion. It has a collection management and
disseminatioon section, an all-source production
section, an electronic warfare section, an OPSEC
management and analysis section, a USAF weather
section, a tactical command post section, and a
headquarters section. At Corps, this element
also has an imagery interpretation section.

(1) Collection Management and Dissemination
Section

Operating under the staff supervision of the G2,
this section:

0 Iovides direction and control of

intelligence and electronic warfare
operations based on requirements identified
by the G2 (intelligence,
counterintelligence, and electronic warfare
support measures) and the G3 (electronic
warfare countermeasures and OPSEC).

o Prepares the collection plan based on
G2 and G3 requirements, requirements of
higher headquarters, and requests from
adjacent and subordinate units and, as
required, forwards requests to higher and
adjacent headquarters.

o Issues mission taskings to organic and
supporting MI units and passes taskings for
other units to the G3 section for
coordination and tasking through G3
channels.

o Disseminates intelligence and combat
information to all who need it, to include
the tactical CP section, when deployed, and
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the Fire Support Element (FSE) for
immediate exchange of target information.

(2) The All-source Production Section

Operating under the staff supervision of the G2, p

this section:

o Analyzes, processes, correlates, and
integrates information from all sources
into products necessary to meet the
commander's requirements.

o Develops and maintains an extensive
intelligence data base, to include data on
enemy intelligence collection capabilities,
enemy air defense, and electronic order of
battle (EOB). p

o Identifies gape in the intelligence
effort and provides the collection
management and dissemination section
feedback for adjustments to the collection
plan.

o Maintains an analyst intelligence
situation map and target folders essential
for target development.

o Receives national intelligence p
products and sensitive compartmented
information (SCI) data from the special
security office (SSO).

o Works with technical analysts at the
MI battalion to clarify, verify, and
evaluate signal intelligence (SIGINT)
products.

o Performs intelligence preparation of
the battlefield (IPB) in coordination with
the Staff Weather Officer (SWO) and
supporting engineer terrain team.

o Assists the G2 in preparing the
intelligence estimate and maintaining a
continuous estimate of the enemy situation.
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(3) Electronic Warfare Section

Operating under the staff supervision of the G3,
this section:

0 Provides direction of electronic
warfare (EW) operations.

0 Plans for the allocation of organic
and supporting EW elements to meet
requirements.

o Passes requirements to the collection
management and dissemination section as
missions to be tasked to the MI battalion.
Target acquisition requirements for jamming

I operations are identified as collection
requirements and passed to subordinate
units by the collection management and
dissemination section and/or G3.

o Evaluates the vulnerability of enemy
emitters to electronic countermeasures(ECM4).

o Recommends enemy targets for ECM to
support planned and current operations.

o Recommends the priority of effort for
jamming by general support assets.

0 Prepares the EW portions of estimates,
plans, and orders.

o Coordinates requirements for ESM to
support ECM.

o Coordinates jamming on-off controls
for planned and ongoing jamming operations.

0 Assists the G3 in evaluating
4 effectiveness of EW operations and

recommends changes to the task
organization.
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o Evaluates enemy EW efforts and
recommends appropriate electronic counter-
countermeasures (ECCM).

(4) Operations Security Management and Analysis
Section

Operating under the staff supervision of the G3,
this section:

o Performs mission management for OPSEC.

o Plans OPSEC measures.

o Prepares the OPSEC estimate and OPSEC
portions of plans and orders.

o Compares enemy information provided by
the all-source production section with
command signatures and profiles to identify
vulnerabilities and opportunities for
deception.

Io Develops OPSEC support missions based
on enemy capabilities, operational
objectives, operational risks, deception
planning, and G3 guidance, to provide
indicators of planned or ongoing operations
to the enemy.

o Passes OPSEC support missions to the
collection management and dissemination
section for tasking of MI assets.

I Po Assists the G3 with deception
planning, and monitoring and analyzing the
effect of deception operations.

(5) Tactical Command Post Section

This section operates under the supervision of
the G2 or assistant G2. It provides
intelligence support to the tactical command
post through interface with the collection
management and dissemination section.
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(6) Intelligence and electronic warfare (IEW)
support to the brigade is provided by an IEW
support element from the division MI battalion.
This element coordinates operations in support
of the brigade, passes missions to the
collection and jamming platoon supporting the
brigade and disseminates information to the
brigade staff, subordinate battalions, and
supporting field artillery units.

(h) Fire Support Element (FSE)

(1) The FSE is responsible for planning and
coordinating fire support. At Corps, the FSE is
staffed by personnel from the field artillery
section of the Corps headquarters and
headquarters company. At division, the FSE is
provided by division artillery. Division
artillery also furnishes an FSE to each maneuver
brigade and battalion. Major functions of the
FSE are:

Io Advising on all fire support matters.

O Developing the fire support plan and
coordinating its implementation, to include
nuclear and chemical fires.

o Maintaining a current status of all
fire support means available to the force,
to include field artillery, air support,
and naval gunfire.

o Planning and coordinating fire support
suppression of enemy air defenses (SEAD).

o Recommending field artillery
organization for combat.

o Recommending target priorities for
fire support.

(2) At Corps and division, the main command
post and tactical command post will both have an
FSE. Activities at the tactical command post
focus on monitoring the current fire support
situation to ensure that fire support is
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properly allocated, assessing the need for
additional fire support, advising the commander
on adequacy of fire support for the operation
being conducted, maintaining the status of fire
support means, and expediting immediate fire
support needs. The role of the main command
post FSE is to respond to the immediate fire
support needs of the tactical command post FSE,
to plan fire support for future operations, to
respond to requests for additional fire support
from subordinate commands, to develop the
nuclear package (Corps) and subpackage
(Division), develop, in coordination with other
fire support representatives, fire support plans
and disseminate them through the G3 section, to
plan SEAD fires for both current and future
operations, and to develop options and recommend
field artillery organization for combat, target S

priorities, and fire support coordination
measures.

(i) Airspace Management Element (AME)

' 5' I (1) The AME is responsible for determining how .
the commander's airspace needs can best be met.
The AME at corps (designated CAME) and division
(designated DAJME) is a formal activity staffed
by air defense and Army aviation staff
representatives and a liaison officer from the
supporting air traffic control (ATC) unit. The 3
AME operates under the staff supervision of the
G3 and is collocated with the FSE and TACP in
the OC. When a tactical CP is employed, a
representative of the AME will normally deploy
with it. At brigade and battalion level, a
formal AME is not established and airspace
management functions are performed by the S3 Air
assisted by supporting liaison personnel (e.g.,

Air defense artillery liaison officer, fire
support officer, air liaison officer).

(2) The primary purpose of the AME is to
coordinate all airspace management functions
among Army airspace users and with other
Services. The AME also maintains the current
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status of air defense artillery and Army
aviation resources available to or supporting
the command.

(3) Major functions of the AME are:

o Identifying and resolving potential
conflicts concerning the use of airspace
through the correlation of airspace
management information.

o Developing and maintaining the
a4rspace utilization map,

o Developing, maintaining, and
disseminating recommended low-level transit
routes (LLM.

O Maintaining and disseminating
information on all restricted operations
areas (ROA), standard-use Army air routes,
weapons-free zones, preplanned field

6J, artillery fires, airmobile operations,
major aviation operations, and forward area
rearm/refuel point (FARRP) locations.

o Relaying information concerning air
defense warnings; rules of engagement
(weapons control status, hostile criteria).

o Monitoring the status of air defense
and aviation assets.

o Disseminating information concerning
enemy air defense activity.

o Providing airspace management
information relevant to development of air-
movement plans, and ensuring that airlift
requirements are included in airspace
management annexes.

o Coordinating and disseminating to the
ATC and ADA procedures to be used by
aviation units for across forward line of
own troops (FWT) operations to include
return procedures.
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o Disseminating to flight operation
centers (FOC), flight coordination centers
(FCC), and aviation units any grid matrix
systems to be used to facilitate early
warning and short-range air defense
(SHORAD) control.

o The AME will also provide the
following information as a minimum, to the
FOC/FCC:

o Low-level transit routes and standard-
use Army air routes.

o Restricted areas, weapons free zones,
air defense weapons control status, and
rules of engagement.

o Field artillery and ADA fire unit
location.

o Air defense, Army aviation, and
airspace management annexes to operation
plans and orders.

(4) The corps airspace management element
(CAME) is the principal interface for airspace
management between the Army and the airspace
control authority. The point of this interface
is the Air Support Operations Center (ASOC).
The relationship between the CAME and ASOC
consists of exchanging information on the use of
airspace. The ASOC advises the CAME about Air
Force activities that affect corps operations
and the CAME advises the ASOC on corps
activities that affect Air Force operations.

Typical products of this coordination are low-
level transit routes (LLTR) and minimum risk
routes (MRR).

(j) Air Support Operations Center (ASOC)

The ASOC is an Air Force element that provides the
focal point for joint AirLand operations at Corps.
The ASOC may be collocated with the CIOC or separated
from it. The A90C is primarily concerned with the
exchange of combat data between air ard ground forces
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concerning the planning, coordination, and execution
of tactical air support of ground operations. It also
provides fast reaction to immediate requests for
offensive air support.

(k) Tactical Air Control Party (TACP) S

(1) A US Air Force TACP is normally provided to
each maneuver command from corps through
battalion level. The TACP advises and assists
the commander, requests and coordinates tactical
air support. Support provided encompasses S
fighter, reconnaissance, and airlift (airlift
support is not provided below brigade level)
operations.

(2) The TACP supporting the Corps is directly
subordinate to the ASOC and may be collocated S
with it. The senior member of each TACP is the
air liaison officer (AID) to the supported
command. Except as previously noted, the TACP
is normally collocated with the FSE and AME.

(3) Major functions of the TACP are: S

o Assisting in planning and requesting
tactical air support, to include close air
support, battlefield air interdiction,
reconnaissance, and airlift.

o Advising on tactical air support
employment, and resources, to include
capabilities and limitations.

o Preparing, reviewing, and forwarding
immediate tactical air support requests to
the ASOC.

o Assisting in preparing portions of
plans and order dealing with tactical air
support, to include the air support
appendix of the fire support annex. S

o Coordinating the integration of other
fire support means with air missions to
include requesting suppression of enemy air
defenses (SEAD) support.
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(1) Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical Element
(NBCE)

The NB( is established at Corps and division
headquarters with resources from the chemical
section and an attached JA Team (TOE 3-500). S

The NBCE assists in the control, coordination
and supervision of nuclear, biological, and
chemical operations.

Major functions of the NBCE are:

o Receiving, processing, evaluating, and
disseminating nuclear, biological, and
chemical monitoring and survey data.

o Preparing detailed fallout predictions
for enemy nuclear weapons.

o Preparing chemical vapor hazard
predictions for enemy chemical attacks.

o Planning, controlling, and
coordinating nuclear, biological, and
chemical monitoring and surveys.

o Preparing and disseminating warning
messages for friendly chemical strikes.

o Collation, evaluation, and 3
distribution of NBC contamination data.

o Collection of NBC contamination
information in conjunction with higher,
lower, and adjacent units.

o Assisting in planning the use of
nuclear and chemical weapons.

o Planning and supervising chemical
target analysis.

I
o Planning and recommending requirements
for the use of the NBC defense company and
other attached chemical units.
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o Preparing the NBC defense annex to
plans and orders.

o Receipt, collation, evaluation,
preparation and distribution of NBC
reports.

o Effective wind-message preparation and
dissemination.

o Maintaining the NBC situation map and
overlays.

o Planning and supervising measures to
avoid or reduce effects of enemy NBC
attacks.

o Advising on the impact of NBC
contamination on tactical and logistical
operations.

o Advising the G2 on NBC intelligence
matters.

o Advising on smoke operations in
coordination with the G3.

o Advising on the implementation of
MOPP.

(m) Other Staff Elements

Communications-Electronics and Engineer staff
representatives will normally be located at the
main command post.

(n) Rear Area Operations Center (RAOC)

A RAOC is a table of organization and equipment
(TOE) organization assigned to each corps. Its
mission is to plan, coordinate, advise, monitor,
and direct the execution of the corps rear area
protection (RAP) response.
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3) C2 Facilities

Command posts and supporting automation and communication
sytems.

(1, 3) 1=: Forces 0

Mechnism:M6,M9
Factors: F14, FI5
Representations: Command responsibility and authority are
normally established through one of six standard relationships:

1) Organic

A unit that forms an essential part of a U.S. Army unit
and is listed in its Table of Organization and Equipment
(TOE).

2) Assigned

A unit that is placed in an organization on a relatively
permanent basis and is controlled and administered for its
primary function or the greater portion of its functions

I by the organization to which it is assigned.

I 3) Attached

A unit that is placed in an organization on a relatively
temporary basis. Subject to explicit limitations, the
commander to which the unit is attached exercises the same
degree of C2 .over the attached unit.

4) Operational Control (OPODN)

A unit that has been provided to another commander to
accomplish a specific mission or tasks which are usually
limited by function, time, or location. It does not p
include administrative or logistical responsibility for
the unit.

5) Operational Comand

Synonymus with OPCDN.

6) Support

A unit that aids, protects, complements, or sustains
another unit. It remains under the command of its parent
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I headquarters; however, the supporting unit is authorized
and required, within the limits of the directive
establishing the relationship, to respond directly to the
supported unit's request fo-: support.

(1, 4) I m: Conamnders

Factors:
Representations: Command is the authority that a commander in
the military service lawfully exercises over subordinates by
virtue of rank or assignment. Normally, all orders from a

I higher HQ requiring or prescribing action by a subordinate unit
of the command are issued by authority of the higher commander.
Plans and orders express the commander's decision and concept.
The procedure for planning, coordinating, and issuing orders
invariably requires some compromise between the necessity for
speed and responsiveness and the need for orderly procedure and
detailed planning. Several types of orders are associated with
or derived from the C2 planning process.

(1, 5) Im: Staff
I Mbanim:

Representations: Guidance, direction, and information normally
go from the commander through the Chief of Staff. A major
portion of command direction of the staff centers on supporting
the decision-making process.

O 1) Introduction

(a) The commander and staff continually face
situations that involve uncertainties, questionable or
incomplete data, and several possible alternatives.
They must not only decide what to do but also
recognize when a decision is necessary. A systematic
approach to problem solving assists in applying
throughness, clarity, judgment, logic, and
professional knowledge to the task.

(b) Solutions to problems result from a logical and
orderly process that consists of:

(1) Recognizing and defining the problem.

(2) Gathering the facts and making assumptions
needed to determine the scope of and the
solution to the problem.
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Directory 2.1 C2 Comnnders (Continued)

(ITE 4, I LEVEL 2
aINTERACITION I DESCRIPTION

(3) Developing possible solutions to the
problem.

(4) Analyzing and comparing possible solutions.

(5) Selecting the best solution to the problem.

(c) The military decision making process is used by
the commander and staff to arrive at and execute
tactical decisions. It is a continuous process.
Although some actions ordinarily occur sequentially,
others take place concurrently. Time available,
urgency of the situation, and the judgment of the
commander all affect the application of this logical
approach to decision making.

I (d) Often, time becomes the most critical factor
facing the commander and staff in the decision making
process. When time does not allow formal adherence to

I procedure, the commander must take action to insure
timely decisions.

ij. 1 2) The Estimate of the Situation

(a) The purpose of the estimate of the situation is
to collect and analyze relevent information for
developing, within the limits imposed by the
information and time available, the most effective
solution to a problem.

(b) The estimate of the situation is applicable to
any situation and any level or type of command.

(c) The estimate is as thorough as time and
circumstances permit. The detail varies with the
level and type of command. Information, conclusions,
and recommendations from other pertinent estimates may
be used.

(d) The estimate of the situation is a continuous
process for the commander and staff. Estimates are
revised continuously as factors that affect operations
change, as new facts are recognized, as assumptions
are replaced by facts or rendered invalid, or as
changes to the mission are received or indicated.
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Directory 2.1 C2 Conanders (Continued)

(ITEM4, ILEVEL 2
M CT I DESCRIPION

3) The caander's Estimate

(a) The commander's estimate results in a decision on
how to accomplish a given mission. It is through
consideration of the mission, enemy, terrain and
weather, troops available, and time (ME r-T) and other
relevant factors. The commander's estimate is based
on personal knowledge of the situation and on staff
estimates.

(b) Commanders of combat support and combat service
support units conduct estimates in support of
operations to determine the supportability of tactical
courses of action and the best course of action for
executing their specific mission.

(c) Based on the commander's personal knowledge of
the situation and on staff conclusions and
recommendations reached in their estimates, the
commander's estimate is completed. During this
process, the commander formulates, analyzes, and
compares alternative courses of action that are
tentatively considered feasible. A course of action
is defined as feasible if it will accomplish the
mission and can be supported with available resources.

I (d) Having decided on a course of action to
.. accomplish the mission, the commander announces his
_ decision and concept to key members of the staff.

. 4) Mission Analysis

I The mission is assigned by higher headquarters or is
developed or deduced by the commander. The commander
either initiates mission analysis at this point or
requires, requests, or develops additional information.

(a) Mission analysis is the means through which the
commander obtains an undertanding of the mission. It
involves identifying:

(1) The tasks that must be performed.

(2) The purpose to be achieved through
accomplishing the assigned tasks.

(3) Constraints on the units' actions.
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Directory 2.1 C2 Comanders (Continued)

(ITEM, I LEVEL 2
INTERACIoQ J DESCRFTION

(b) Some tasks are specified in the operation plan or
order as received from higher headquarters. Other
tasks may be implied by the situation, mission, and
purpose of the operation and must be deduced by the
commander during the analysis.

I
(c) Understanding the pupose to be achieved through
accomplishing the tasks is important for two reasons.
First, insight is obtained as to the intentions of the
superior commander. Secondly, it assists the
commander in formulating courses of action by
providing a means to determine their feasibility and
whether or not they will accomplish the mission.

(d) Constraints are limitations placed on the
command. They impose, in one way or another, on the
freedom of action of the command as to the operation
to be conducted and/or the planning process.

(1, 6) Im: Forces

Factors:
IRepresentations: Tasks are assigned to specific units in

keeping with the SOP, warning order, adminVlog order,
operations order, or fragmentary order in effect for those units.

(1, 7) 1=L. : CommandersS kedbni :
Factors: ._-

Representations: Commanders are apportioned to command
elements, i.e., corps, divisions, brigades, regiments,
battalions, groups, squadrons, and any special commands.

(1, 8) Item: Staff

Factors:
Representations: Available personnel are apportioned to
identified staff elements by unit commanders.

(1, 9) IJem: Forces

Factors:
Representation: Available personnel are apportioned to
identified staff elements by unit commander to support the
mission as stated in the current or future OPLAN.
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Directory 2.1 C2 Ccmmanders (Continued)

(ITEM, I L.EL 2

D INERAION I DESCRIPTION

(1, 10) Itm: CommandersI hanj :
ators:

Reresentations: The direct, official link between HQs through
which all orders and instructions to subordinates are passed is
the command channel. Command channels are from commander to
commander. Within granted authority, staff officers use
command channels.

(1, 1i) It~m: Staff

Factors:

Rresentation: The commander and staff exchange information
about the mission and the staff provides the commander with
information about the current situation that is needed to
conduct or complete mission analysis. Guidance, direction, and
information normally go from the commander through the Chief of
Staff.

1) Planning guidance is provided by the commander to the
staff as often as required. The frequency, amount, and
content of planning guidance will vary with the mission,
time available, situation, information available, and

1 experience of the commander and staff.

2) The restated mission results from the commander's
mission analysis. It is a clear, concise statement of the
task (or tasks) to be accomplished by the command and the
purpose to be achieved. When there are multiple tasks,
they normally are described in the sequence in which they
are to be accomplished. The restated mission becomes the
basis of all commander and staff estimates and is
paragraph 1 of those estimates.

3) Feedback of information is received through reports
and personal observations by the commander, the staff, or
subordinate commanders and staff. This information is
used to evaluate whether the mission is being
accomplished. Necessary changes to previous instructions
can be made with fragmentary orders while an operation is
in progress. Feedback helps eliminate uncertainty and in
some cases presents information not previously available,

.I allowing better decisions to be made. As the situation
I..changes, additional decisions are required and the process
.I is repeated.
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Directory 2.1 C2 Camanders (Continued)

(ITEM, I LEVEL 2
===IOM I DESCRIPTION

(1, 12) IJm: Forces

Factors:"

Rresentation: The lowest level C2 commanders provide
operational data to force elements.

(1, 13) Item: CcamandersMechanis:
Factors:
Repentations: Subordinate commanders request changes in
mission, additional resources, and combat support from higher
ccummnders.

(1 14) Item: StaffI cbaian:
Sctors:
lepresnation: Requests for intelligence information,
additional resources, and operational information are made by S
subordinate commanders to higher echelons and supporting staff.
Commanders establish essential elements of information (EEI)
and other information requirements (OIR).

(2,-) See (1,-) above.

(3, -) See (1, -) above for general functions.

(4, -) See (1, -) above for general functions.

(5, -) The CODSOM commander is a major subordinate commander to the
corps commanding general as are the division commanders. He S
provides CSS support to all corps elements in support of
tactical operations. In performing his mission, he relieves the
corps commander and staff of detailed planning and operational
responsibilities in CSS. Thus, the corps commander and his
staff can concentrate on the tactical mission and on long-term
planning. The (XSCM commanding general, assisted by his
staff, commands and controls his subordinate units in all their
activities.

(6,-) See (5, -) above for general functions.

(7, -) See (5, -) above for general functions.

(8, -) Engineer commands, brigades, and groups are organized and
tailored for long-term operations. Specific shorter term
operations may require that the system of command and control
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Directory 2.1 C2 Ccnmanders (Continued)

(ITE4, I LEVEL 2
INTERACTIOM I DESCRIPTION

be temporarily changed. Organizations are tailored for short
term operations through attachment or operational control.

(9,-) See (8, -) above.

(10, -) See Table 2.2.5, Item (i, -).

(1, -) See Table 2.2.5, Item (10, -).

(13, -) While both the corps and division have electronic combat
assets, it is the division commander and his staff who exercise
the key role in the EW battle. Many of the corps EW and
intelligence assets are normally allocated to the on-line
divisions. Because of its proximity to the enemy and its
inherent combat power, the division becomes the focal point for
electronic combat on the battlefield. The division commander
establishes EW target priorities in accordance with their
threat to his command and the target's vulnerability. Assets
are provided by the CEWI elemnts at corps and division.

(14, -) See (13, -) above.

(15, -) AD units are under the operational control of the theater AD
commander. The relationship between the ADA unit commander and
the supported unit commander is determined by the tactical
mission assigned the ADA unit.

(16,-) See (15, -) above.

(17, -) The cavalry brigade, air attack commander commands, controls,
and communicates with the brigades subordinate units in support
of air mobile and aerial logistic operations, reconnaissance,
aerial observation, etc.

(18, -) The cavalry brigade, air attack commander commands, controls
and communicates with the brigades subordinate units in support
of the maneuver unit find, fix, and destroy enemy armored and
mechanized forces.
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TABLE 2.1.1 C2 FORCE COMMANDERS

ITEM NTRA CTIO0N LEVEL 3

O RGAN IZE DIRECT ALLOCATE INFORM REOUIEST

2 FS 70=~

CORPS

1 CORPS CMDR F- T~I I -ii *7 JE L
DIVISION

2 DIVISION CMDR L W W7L
BRIGADE/ REGIMENT

3 CORPS AVN BDE CMDR *
4 CORPS ARMORED CAV *

REG CmOR

5 BRIGADE CMDR *

BATTALION

TABLE 2.1.2 COMBAT SERVICE SUPPORT COMMANDERS

ITEM INTERACION LEVEL 3

ORGANIZE DIRECT ALLOCATE INFORM REOUEST

CORPS

LWT~ LWT LW7 LWFTF LwF
DIVISION

LWL W WL
BRIGADE
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Directory 2.1.1 C2 Force Commanders

(ITEM, ILEVEL 3
I ATION)l DESCRIPTION (See note at end of Directory.)

(1, -) Corps command includes the authority and responsibility for
effectively using available resources and for planning,
organizing, directing, coordinating, and controlling military
forces for the accomplishment of assigned missions. The corps
is concerned with combat, combat support, and combat service
support functions. Primary emphasis is on planning and S
coordinating combat and combat support operations, and
supervising combat service support operations being conducted by
the corps support command. The organization of the coordinating
staff group parallels the five broad fields of interest. The
tactical orientation of the corps is indicated by separate
intelligence and operations sections. Coordinating staff S
officers are designated.

(2, -) Division command includes the authority and responsibility for
effectively using available resources and for planning,
organizing, directing, coordinating, and controlling military
forces for the accomplishment of assigned missions. The S
division is concerned with combat, combat support, and combat
service support functions. Primary emphasis is placed on
planning and supervising the execution of tactical operations.
Coordinating staff officers are designated in the same manner as

I at corps. The special staff group has a number of members whoI are both staff officers and subordinate unit commanders. •
Division and brigade commanders are concerned about an area of
influence where they need to see and fight and an area of

I interest where they seek and receive information about the
enemy. Determination of these two areas is based on the factors
of mission, enemy, weather and terrain, troops and time
available (MET-T). The camrander defines the mission, designs S
the concept of operation, assigns missions and support to his
subordinate commanders and determines where the main effort will
be made and who will be responsible for it. Although the scope

I of the AirLand Battle varies at each echelon, the relative need
for information from the depth and width of the operational
area, and the synchronization of various arms and services in
both the division and the brigade makes the decision as to where
to place command posts, carmanders, and principal staff officers
and important tactical consideration.

(3, -) See (2, -) above. Tactical unit commanders depend on their
I higher operational level cormmander to move them effectively into

and out of battles and engagements. Successes and failures at
the tactical level, when viewed as a whole by the operational
level commander, are the basis for a wider scheme of maneuver.
Small unit actions stimulate the operational level commander's
anticipation for opportunities for relative positional advantage
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Directory 2.1.1 C2 Force Commanders

(ITEM, I LEVEL 3
INTERACTION)l DESCRIPTION (See note at end of Directory.)

which will defeat the enemy and result in victory. The
perspective of the tactical commander is somewhat more
objective; his concern is the destruction of the capability of
enemy forces in his zone of action and his own force's survival.
He concentrates on executing his portion of the overall mission
effectively.

(4,-) See (3,-) above.

(5,-) See (3,-) above.

NOTE: The general descriptions of force commanders by echelon
given above must be combined with the functional properties of

I the command functions provided in Table 2.1 and Directory 2.1.
Such a process will particularize the command processes to be
represented at each echelon for each type of mission.

31
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Directory 2.1.2 Combat Service Support Commanders

(ITEM, I LEVEL 3
INTERACTION) I DESCRIIION (See note at end of Directory.)

(1, -) The CDSWDM is concerned with planning and coordinating combat
service support operations in support of the corps and internal
operations, to include combat service support of subordinate
units. The coordinating staff has a broad base and is oriented

I on logistic functions. Coordinating staff officers are
designated. S

(2,-) See (1, -) above.

(3, -) Subordinate elements of the CDSCDM and DISOM accomplish combat
service support f:-ictions directed by higher echelons.

NMTE: The general descriptions of force commanders by echelon
given above must be combined with the functional properties of
the coruand functions provided in Table 2.1 and Directory 2.1.
Such a process will particularize the command processes to be
represented at each echelon for each type of mission.

31
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TABLE 2.1.3 ENGINEER COMMANDERS

ITEM INTERACTION LEVEL 3

ORGANIZE OIRECY ALLOCATE INFORM REQUEST

BATTALION

W * I WI FI WI LW [-
COMPANY

WI W I W I W I W

1.

TABLE 2.1.4 FIRE SUPPORT COMMANDERS

ITEM INTERACTION LEVEL 3

ORGANIZE DIRECT ALLOCATE INFORM EOUEST

CORPS

DIV IS ION

coIW WIW
BATTALION

0I W
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Directory 2.1.3 Engineer Ccmanders

(ITEM, LEVEL 3
INTERACTION) I DESCRIPTION (See note at end of Directory.)

(1, -) IThe engineer battalion cummander is also a special staff officer
responsible to the division commander for all engineer related
matters. The division engineer and his staff coordinate all
engineer-related actions to ensure division requirements are
met. Actions beyond the capability of the division are obtained
through coordination with corps. The command and control method 0
is based on the corps commander's overall tactical plan and his
assessment of each division's contribution to that plan. The
corps engineer advises the corps commander in making this
decision.

Also see Table 2.2.5, Item (19, -).

(2, -) At brigade, the engineer comipany commander is the brigade
engineer and coordinates or directs all engineer activity in
support of the brigade. Engineers are attached to maneuver

I units only when time and/or distance factors prohibit control by 4

the parent engineer unit. Each cuitted brigade will have one S
division engineer company in direct support. When requirements

I exceed the capabilities of one company, additional resources
from either the division engineer battalion or supporting corps
engineer units are placed in support of the brigade under

I direction or coordination of the DS engineer company. This
arrangement provides the brigade commander continuity and a 0
centralized single source management for engineer matters. .1
Also see Table 2.2.5, Item (20, -).

NDTE: The general descriptions of force commanders by echelon
given above must be combined with the functional properties of
the command functions provided in Table 2.1 and Directory 2.1.
Such a process will particularize the command processes to be
represented at each echelon for each type of mission.

3
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Directory 2.1.4 Fire Support Ccomders

(IMm, ILEVEL 3
INTERACTION11 ESCRIPrION (See note at end of Directory,)

(1, ) ISee Table 2.2.5, Item (1,-)

(2, -) 1See Table 2.2.5, Item (2,-)

(3, -) ISee Table 2.2.5, Item (10,-)

NOTE1: The general descrip~tions of force commanders by echelon
Igiven above must be combined with the functional properties of
Ithe command functions provided in Table 2.1 and Directory 2.1.
ISuch a process will particularize the command processes to be
Irepresented at each echelon for each type of mission.
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TABLE 2.1.5 INTELLIGENCE/ELECTRONIC WARFARE COMMANDERS

ITEM NTERACTION LEVEL 3

I ORGANIZE DIRECT ALLOCATE INFORM REQUEST

123_ 3 FI 4~j 7E5

BRIGADE

ITE ,iw zw **lw*iz
BATTALION

TABLE 2.1.6 AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY COMMANDERS

ITEM ITRCONLEVEL 3

ORGANIZE DIRECT ALLOCATE INFORM REQUEST

BRIGADE 

71,F5

BATTALION

0 0
C,

TABLE 2.1.7 AIR-GROUND COMMANDERS

ITEM INTERACTION LEVEL 3

\ oRANIZE DIRECT ALLOCATE INFORM REOUEST

! ,i 1F- 1 5I1 [7T7 F ~ -
BRIGADE AIR SPT I W i~l L WI L W W*I lI[ W*Il
BRIGADE AIR ATK r-W lI W L W Wl IlI WI,

o 0

.3 12
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Directory 2.1.5 Intelligence/Electronic Warfare Coamanders

(ITEM, I LEVEL 3
INTLCTIN) [ IESCRIPION (See note at end of Directorv)

(1, -) IThe corps MI assets support the development of intelligence,
counterintelligence, electronic warfare support measures, and
target development requirements which must be satisfied to
provide the commander with information necessary to plan for
and execute an operation. Assets from MI are provided to
division and brigade.

(2, -) One intelligence and electronic warfare support element, one
communications and jamming platoon, and one ground
surveillance radar are provided to each brigade. The MI
battalion provides an I/EW support element of one officer and
one noncommissioned officer to each brigade.

Note: The general descriptions of force commanders by echelon
given above must be combined with the functional properties of
the cumund functions provided in Table 2.1 and Directory 2.1.
Such a process will particularize the cammand processes to be
represented at each echelon for each type of mission.
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Directory 2.1.6 Air Defense Artillery OCumanders

(ITMLEVEL 3
(INTERAC I1 rFSCRTPTMN (See notC af end of Directo=.)

(1, -) ISee Table 2.2.5, Item (11,-)

(2, -) ISee Table 2.2.5, Item (12,-)

INote: The general descriptions of force commanders by echelon -

Igiven above must be ccuubined with the functional properties of
Ithe ccuunnd functions provided in Table 2.1 and Directory 2.1.
ISuch a process will particularize the cmnand processes to be
Irepresented at each echelon for each type of mission.
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Directory 2.1.7 Air-Ground Camnnders

(ITEM, i LEVEL 3
(INERTION)li DESCRIPTION (See note at end of Directory.)

'.(1, -) The cavalry brigade, air attack commander directs a combat
I-support aviation battalion, two attack helicopter battalions,

and the division cavalry squadron. His mission is to find,
""fix, and destroy enemy armored and mechanized forces using

fire and maneuver. Additionally, he supports reconnaissance,
logistic, liaison, aerial observation, and MI operations.

(2, -) The combat aviation battalion of the heavy division directs a
general support aviation company, a combat support aviation
company, two attack helicopter companies, and a transportation
aircraft maintenance cwnpany. His mission is to provide
aviation support for the headquarters and other divisional
units in support of tactical operations.

Note: The general descriptions of force commanders by echelon
given above must be combined with the functional properties of

I the omand functions provided in Table 2.1 and Directory 2.1.
• Such a process will particularize the cummand processes to be

represented at each echelon for each type of mission.

S 2
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TABLE 2.2 C2 STAFF

ITEM INTERACTION LEVEL 2

ORGANIZE DIRECT ALLOCATE INFORM REOUEST

PERSONAL

1 CORPS

2 DIVISION

CHIEF OF STAFF

3 CORPS

4 DIVISION

5 &RIGADE (EXEC)

LIAISON

6 AIR FORCE

7 NAVY

8 SEPARATE UNIT

COORDINATING

9 PERSONNEL

10 INTELLIGENCE

I I OPERATIONS
12 LOGISTICS

13 CIVIL/MILITARY AFFAIRS

SPECIAL
14 FIRE SUPPORT * * * * * * * * * * *

15 AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY * * * * * "

16 AVIATION * * * * * *
17 COMMUNICATIONS- * * * * * * *

ELECTRONICS *
18 CHEMICAL* * * *-

N19 ENGINEER * -'.'

20 OTHER * * * * * * *

C%

* .-.
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Directory 2.2 C2 Staff

(ITEM, ILEVEL 2

MATO0I DE -r

(3, 5) See Table 2.2.2

(4, 5) See Table 2.2.2

(5, 5) See Table 2.2.2

(6, -) Air Force liaison elements provide assistance to maneuver
commanders in planning, coordinating, and requesting Air Force
assets. Their role in the operations, especially air space
management, exceeds that of other liaison officers.

(7, -) Naval Gunfire Officers request fires and report on the status
of forces and missions.

(8, -) The separate unit liaison elements include Air Defense which
support the maneuver unit operations officer in planning,
coordinating, and directing AM assets. The AM liaison works
with the Air Force and Navy liaison in the fire support
element.

(9, -) Extended duration corps combat operations require
consideration of the personnel functions. These functions are
primarily executed at the service support command, but provide
planning information to the corps maneuver commander and
staff. -A

(10, 2) =Itm: Forces
Mechanii: M6

I r n* Hong: Staff officers and elements prepare
recommendations concerning the organization of staff and
forces in the broad fields of personnel; intelligence;
operations and training; logistics; and civil-military
operations.

(10, 3) It=: Forces
Mechnim:

I Dep .r tatigl: The intelligence officer and his associated
staff for each echelon are major contributors to combat
operations. The G2/$2 elements interact with commanders,
staff and force elements in developing intelligence related
products for planning, coordinating, and executing unit
missions. The G2/$2 functions require extensive interaction
with other elements of the staff; they are performed at
multiple locations and are critical for logistics, fire
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Directory 2.2 C2 Staff (Continued)

(ITEM, I LEVEL 2
MHE RAC XO) I DESCRIPrION

S
support, ano engineering as well as tactical fire and
maneuver. -

(10, 5) Itm: Staff

IeAPrefnttions: The Chief of Staff exercises overall
supervision of the main command post and represents the
commander, when authorized. Other principal staff officers
coordinate staff operations in their respective areas of
responsibility.

(10, 6) Item: Forces

Factors:
S _D~sentations: As authorized by the unit commander.

(10, 9) 1tm: Forces
Mechnism:
Facors:
Repsntations: Staff officers and elements prepare
recommendations concerning the allocation of forces in the
broad fields of personnel; intelligence; operations and
training; logistics; and civil-military operations.

(10, 10) It=1 : Ccminders

Factors:
RBeresetatins. The staff informs superior and subordinate
commanders by developing and maintaining information sources
for common use and by direct exchange of information. This
exchange supports the decision-making process while
recognizing specific staff relationships with subordinate
ccmnds.

1) Staff relationships with subordinate commands
include the following:

(a) The staff must understand and support units of
the command and avoid usurping responsibilities or
prerogatives of subordinate commanders and staffs.

(b) A staff officer contacts a subordinate command
to transmit orders or instructions, to provide advice
and recommendations, to offer assistance, or to
exchange information.
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Directory 2.2 C2 Staff (Continued)

(ITEM, LEVEL 2
(INTERACTIO I DESCRIPIMON

(c) Normally, all orders from a higher HQ requiring
or prescribing action by a subordinate unit of the
command are issued by authority of the higher
conmander.

(d) Subordinate commanders and staff may accept or
reject staff recommendations, advice, or requests.

(e) Command channel is the direct, official link
between HQs through which all orders and instructions
to subordinates are passed. Command channels are
from commander to commander. Within granted
authority, staff officers use command channels.

2) The specific responsibilities and duties of a
particular staff officer will vary depending on the level
and type of organization, mission to be performed, and
the personal desires of the commander. Activities of the
staff focus on the purpose of the staff, to assist the
commander. They center on five common functions:
providing information, making estimates, making
recommendations, preparing plans and orders, and

I supervising the execution of decisions. Information
includes reports, summaries, and other products
associated with planning. Continuous feedback from
available sources supports on-going estimates and plans.
Reports and summaries are used extensively to provide
information to higher, lower, and adjacent commands.
These include journals, operational situation reports
(SITREP), as-required reports, spot reports, periodic
intelligence report (PERINTREP), periodic operations
report, and periodic logistics report.

(a) Journals

A journal is an official chronological record of
events about a unit or a staff section during a given
period of time. Journals are prepared and maintained
during combat and as directed by a commander in
accordance with AR 220-15, Journals and Journal Files.

The assembled journals of the staff sections give a
complete picture of the unit's operations for a given
period and are a permanent record.
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Directory 2.2 C2 Staff (Continued)

(ITK, I LEVEL 2
ACTION I DSCRIPTION

(b) Situation Maps

A situation map is a graphic presentation of the
current operational situation. Each staff section
keeps its situation map up to date by posting unit
dispositions and activities that concern the section. 0
A general situation map may be supplemented with one
or more overlays showing specific items (e.g.,
obstacles). When staff section personnel strength is
inadequate or when activity is light, two or more
staff sections may maintain situation maps jointly.
This is particularly appropriate at brigade and lower
levels.

Situation maps should, as a minimun, show:

o Boundaries applicable to the current
operation.

o Other control measures applicable to .,e
staff section (e.g., a logistic situation nm
should reflect main supply routes and traffic

Sk Icontrol points).

o Command posts of adjacent units and of the
next higher and lower levels of command.

o Locations of units and/or installations of
significance to the staff section (e.g., a
logistic situation map should reflect division
and brigade support areas).

o Civilian installations, allied military
installations, airfields, and rail networks, as
appropriate.

(c) Information Displays

Information displays, automated or manual, may be
required to supplement details contained on the
situation map or to make information available that
is not suitable for posting on the situation map.
Information associated with the situation map is
located adjacent to it for easy viewing and posting.

Typical displays are in the form of charts which
reflect information such as task organization,
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personnel status, status of supplies and equipment,
organization and strengths (personnel and equipment)
of the enemy, and communications status of units.

Information displays should conform to the following
guidelines:

o The purpose of the display determines
which information will be displayed.

o The display readily must show the
essential information.

o The display must be clearly understandable
to people without specialized knowledge.

o The display must permit prompt changes. A
display that is not current (or correct) is
misleading and serves no useful purpose.

3) Decision-Making

(a) Introduction

The commander and staff continually face
situations that involve uncertainties,
questionable or incomplete data, and several
possible alternatives. They must not only
decide what to do but also recognize when a
decision is necessary. A systematic approach
to problem solving assists in applying
thoroughness, clarity, judgment, logic, and
professional knowledge to the task.

Solutions to problems result from a logical and

orderly process that consists of:

o Recognizing and defining the problem.

0 Gathering the facts and making
assumptions needed to determine the scope
of and the solution to the problem.

o Developing possible solutions to the
problem.
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(ITEM, I LEVEL 2
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O Analyzing and comparing possible
solutions.

o Selecting the best solution to the
problem.

(b) The Estimate of the Situation

The purpose of the estimate of the situation is to
collect and analyze relevent information for
developing, within the limits imposed by the
information and time available, the most effective
solution to a problem.

The estimate of the situation is applicable to any
situation and any level or type of command.

The estimate is as thorough as time and circumstances
permit. The detail varies with the level and type of
command. Information, conclusions, and

Irecommendations from other pertinent estimates may be
used.

IoThe estimate of the situation is a continuous process
for the commander and staff. Estimates are revised
continuously as factors that affect operations
change, as new facts are recognized, as assumptions
are replaced by facts or rendered invalid, or as
changes to the mission are received or indicated.

(c) Staff Estimates

The staff assists the commander in reaching a
decision by making estimates in their assigned areas

Q of responsibility. The staff estimate results in
conclusions and recommendations which identify
feasible courses of action.

Based on the commander's restated mission and
planning guidance (if provided), the coordinating
staff officers prepare their estimates assisted by
special staff officers, who may prepare their own
estimates. These estimates result in recommendations
to the commander as to the actions that should be
taken to accomplish the mission. Preparation of
staff estimates is continuous, with staff officers
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(ITEM, I LEVEL 2
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exchanging information with each other as they
develop their estimates concurrently.

Besides supporting the commander's estimate, staff
estimates ass. jt the staff officer in determining the
detailed actions necessary to accomplish the overall S
mission. Staff estimates include the following:

o Intelligence Estimate. The intelligence
estimate analyzes the characteristics of the
area of operations and the enemy situation as
they can affect the accomplishment of the S
mission. It draws conclusions and makes
recommendations, as appropriate, concerning the
effect of the area of operations on friendly
and enemy forces, probable enemy courses of
action, enemy vulnerabilities which can be
exploited, and the feasibility of various S
friendly courses of action.

o Operation Estimate. The operation
estimate analyzes factors affecting the
accomplishment of the mission to determine all -

reasonable courses of action and the effect of S
these courses of action on friendly forces. It
recommends a course of action for accomplishing
the mission. The operation estimate and the
commander's estimate use the same format and
generally have the same content; however, the
operation estimate culminates in a
recommendation rather than a decision.

o Logistic Estimate. The logistic estimate
analyzes logistic factors affecting
accomplishment of the mission. It draws
conclusions and makes recommendations
concerning the logistic feasibility of various
courses of action and the effects of each
course of action on logistic operations.

o Other Staff Estimates. Staff estimates
are not limited to those described above.
Every staff officer makes an estimate of the
situation as it pertains to his area of
responsibility. Examples are the Fire Support
Coordinator (FSCDORD) and the Communications-
Electronics Officer (CEO).
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It is the duty of the staff to keep the
commander continuously informed of those things
he needs to know but to avoid burdening him
with unnecessary information. The choice of
what to communicate to the commander is based
on the staff officer's knowledge of the
situation, the commander's instructions, and
good judgment.

The commander and staff exchange information
about the mission and the staff provides the

-I commander with information about the current
situation that is needed to conduct or complete
mission analysis.

4) Feedback

Refinement of plans and orders takes place
constantly. After a decision is transmitted to units
for execution, facts and situations that pertained
when the order was published may be altered.
Feedback of information is received through reports
and personal observations by the commander, the

-- staff, or subordinate commanders and staff.

(10, 11) Item: Staff

-" '"Factors:

IB=presntatins: The staff informs superior, subordinate, and
internal command staff by developing and maintaining
information sources for common use. Estimates and plans
developed by the staff are particularly important items for
transferring information.

I 1) Staff relationships with subordinate command staff
I include the following:

(a) Staff officers are assigned functional areas of
interest and responsibility for accomplishing staff
actions within those areas.

(b) The assignment of staff responsibilities carries
I no connotation of command authority over other staff
.. officers or over any other elements of the command.
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(c) The commander specifically delegates authority
to the staff or to a particular staff officer; formal
notification of such delegation is disseminated.

(d) The staff-to-staff link between HQs for
coordination and transmission of information in the
staff channel.

(e) The link between two commands used for
transmission of technical instructions in the
technical channel.

2) Reports and summaries are used extensively to
provide information to higher, lower, and adjacent
commands. These include journals, operational situation
reports (SITREP), as-required reports, spot reports,
periodic intelligence report (PERINREP), periodic
operations report, and periodic logistics report. Maps
and displays also serve as means of communication.

(a) Journals

(1) A journal is an official chronological
record of events about a unit or a staff
section during a given period of time.
Journals are prepared and maintained during
combat and as directed by a commander in
accordance with AR 220-15, JoIurnaland

(2) The assembled journals of the staff
sections give a complete picture of the unit's
operations for a given period and are a
permanent record.

(b) Situation Maps

(1) A situation map is a graphic presentation
of the current operational situation. Each
staff section keeps its situation map up to
date by posting unit dispositions and
activities that concern the section. A general
situation map may be supplemented with one or
more overlays showing specific items (e.g.,
obstacles). When staff section personnel
strength is inadequate or when activity is
light, two or more staff sections may maintain
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situation maps jointly. This is particularly
appropriate at brigade and lower levels.

(2) Situation maps should, as a minimum, show:

o Boundaries applicable to the current
operation.

o Other control measures applicable to
the staff section (eg., a logistic
situation map should reflect main supply
routes and traffic control points).

o Command posts of adjacent units and
of the next higher and lower levels of
command.

o Locations of units and/or
installations of significance to the staff
section (e.g., a logistic situation map

; should reflect division and brigade
I support areas).

-o Civilian installations, allied
military installations, airfields, and
rail networks, as appropriate.

(c) Information Displays

(1) Information displays, automated or manual,
may be required to supplement details contained
on the situation map or to make information
available that is not suitable for posting on
the situation map. Information associated with

A the situation map is located adjacent to it for
easy viewing and posting.

(2) Typical displays are in the form of charts
which reflect information such as task
organization, personnel status, status of
supplies and equipment, organization and
strengths (personnel and equipment) of the
enemy, and communications status of units.

-I (3) Information displays should conform to the
following guidelines:
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o The purpose of the display determines
which information will be displayed.

o The display readily must show the
essential information.

o The display must be clearly
understandable to people without
specialized knowledge.

o The display must permit prompt
changes. A display that is not current
(or correct) is misleading and serves no
useful purpose.

3) Staff message control is the system of processing
messages and correspondence within a headquarters. The
principal purposes of staff message control are to:

(a) Receive, dispatch, and record messages and
correspondence entering and leaving the headquarters.

I (b) Reproduce and route copies to proper staff
I members for action and information.

(c) Maintain controls to ensure prompt action by
action agencies.

(d) Establish priority of action.

(e) Control the use of security classifications and
precedence designation on outgoing communications.

4) Routing and distribution of messages and
correspondence are dependent on effective control
procedures and a continuing sense of urgency on the part
of messengers and message center personnel. The
communications-electronics officer and adjutant general
have specific responsibilities for maintaining staff
message control and ensuring that efficient routing and
delivery procedures are established and followed.
However, individual staff officers must not rely
completely on others; they must assume direct
responsibility for ensuring that critical messages are
processed expeditiously and reach their destination
promptly.
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5) Staff Estimates. Based on the commander's restated
mission and planning guidance (if provided), the
coordinating staff officers prepare their estimates
assisted by special staff officers who may prepare their
own estimates. These estimates result in recommendations
to the commander as to the actions that should be taken
to accomplish the mission. Preparation of staff
estimates is continuous, with staff officers exchanging
information with each other as they develop their
estimates concurrently.

6) Plans and Planning

(a) Necessity for Planning

(1) Planning is a continuous process in
preparation for future assigned or assumed
tasks. It involves a detailed and systematic
examination of all aspects of contemplated
operations.

(2) Planning and preparing plans are integral
- parts of the military decision-making process.

Planning makes future operations easier by
permitting subsequent rapid coordinated action
by the staff and other elements of the command.
It also keeps subordinate elements of the
command informed of possible requirements and
keeps the command in a better position to
respond to rapidly changing situations.

(3) Adequate, practical planning is essential
to the success of any military undertaking.
The larger the unit, the greater the need to
foresee and plan for longer range future
operations.

(b) The Staff in Planning

(1) The staff continually plans for future
operations. The extent of this planning varies
with the level of command.

(2) In planning, each staff member considers
those features of the operation that are in his
areas of interest. He investigates the effects
of these features on unit operations and on the
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plans of other staff sections. Normally, he
prepares the plans that are in his area of
staff responsibility.

(c) Plans

(1) General

A plan is a method or a scheme for a military
action. It is a proposal to carry out a
command decision or project. As part of the
planning process, a plan represents the
command's preparation in a specific area to
meet a particular event. Although plans are
based on specific conditions or assumptions,
they are not static. Plans are changed,
refined, and kept current as a result of
continuing estimates and studies.

(2) Operation Plan

-.- This plan is for a military operation. It
I-- covers a single operation of a series of

connected operations to be carried out
simultaneously or in succession. It implements
operations derived from a higher echelon plan.

(3) Administrative/Logistics Plan

This plan applies to combat service support
operations. It is based on the command's
operational requirements, as determined by
appropriate estimates. When put into effect,
it is the administrative/logistics order.

(4) Other Plans

A supporting plan complements another plan. An
alternative plan provides for the
accomplishment of a mission in a different
manner. A contingency plan provides for major
contingencies that can reasonably be
anticipated in the principal geographic
subareas of the command.
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(d) Planning

(1) Planning Sequence

The planning sequence is a series of steps
representing a logical progression of command
and staff actions required to develop plans.
At higher staff levels (eg., corps), planning
may be a formal process with separate and
distinct steps. At lower levels, the process
is usually a continuous, largely mental
process. The planning sequence is as follows:

o Forecast to determine probable
requirements.

O Study probable requirements and
establish priority of further preparation.

0 Study implications of requirements to
formulate an assumed mission.

0 Analyze mission to determine tasks.

o Establish guidance.

o Prepare planning studies.

0 Select course(s) of action.

0 Prepare complete plans.

(2) Organization for Planning

There are four fundamental methods or
organizing the staff for planning.

o Use the existing organization without
change.

o Create a permanent planning section
or subsection.

O Use a temporary planning committee.

O Use a combination of the above
iethods.
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(3) Planning Method

Two methods are commonly used to determine the
actions, units, sequences, and procedures that
must be employed to accomplish an assigned
mission. One method is to begin with the 0
objective and the time it is to be attained and
work backward. This technique develops the
units, organization, combat service support,
and other essentials needed to gain the
objective. The relative time sequence and
organizational placement will emerge from this 0
technique. As the visualization continues, the
need for specific tasks, conditions, or
assumptions and their relative placement become
apparent. Another method is to begin with the
current position and plan through each
intermediate step to the final objective. The 0
important thing is to choose a starting point
and then proceed to the logical conclusion.

(4) Planning Program
A planning program is a schedule for performing

a series of planning tasks in a particular
order. i is a valuable aid in coordinating
all matters essential to the planning process.

(5) Time Element in Planning

The time required to plan and initiate an
operation varies with the size of the unit. At
battalion, an operation may be planned and
initiated within a few hours. In this case,
the plan may result from a brief estimate of
the situation and a decision that is applicable S
to the immediate future. At corps, several
months may be required to plan and initiate a
major operation. The amount of detail
considered in the preparation of the plan will
vary, depending on the size and type of
command, the experience of the troops, the 0
complexity of the operation, the factors of
combined or joint participation, and the time
available for planning.
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Concurrent planning by different levels of
command and different staff sections conserves
time and promotes the early detection and
solution of problems. However, this does not
relieve higher levels of the responsibility to
provide information and instructions to
subordinate units as early as possible. At
successive levels, planning includes those
details required for that particular level.
Coordination between higher and subordinate
units, through conferences and visits during
planning, helps pinpoint problems and their
solutions. The extent to which planning can be
concurrent depends on many factors, including
time and distance between the levels of command
involved and security considerations. Because
each subordinate unit involved in the operation
performs its own planning, based on that of the
next higher level, allocation of adequate time
for subordinate unit planning is a
consideration at each command level. Failure
to provide this time can create confusion at

I lower levels and negate the planning efforts of
the higher headquarters.

(6) Coordination of Planning

Coordination ensures that the elements of
planned action fit together. In military
appication, coordination includes establishment
of phases in planned operations as points where
actions and positions of forces must fit.

(7) Planning by Supporting Units

Supporting units have a special consideration
that adds to the complexity of their planning.
All elements must consider the physical
environment, the enemy, and higher
headquarters. Supporting elements, however,
must also base their planning on the plan of
the supported command. This consideration is
more than the simple addition of a single
variable to the conditions facing a supporting
unit. The various courses of action that the
supported unit may take, during planning and
execution, have great impact on the planning of
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a supporting agency and demand flexibility in
execution. Careful consideration by all staff
officers of the special problems facing
supporting units will assist supporting
elements in planning for rapid response to the
supported units.

(10, 12) Item: Forces

Factors:
eaprsentat ions: Staff officers and elements provide

subordinate forces with operations and intelligence
information (including current and future OPLANS/orders).
Specific targeting information is provided as authorized and
required.

(10, 13) Im: Camnnders
Slhanim:Factors:
I epesentations: Staff officers may request additional
guidance from commander.

(10, 14) It=: Staff

Factors:

Xe t Staff officers and elements request
information from other staff officers and elements in
adjacent, superior, and subordinate commands in order to
develop estimates, coordinate plans, and supervise execution -
of orders. Other requests include combat support and combat
service support for sustaining operations.

(10, 15) Item: Forces
I cbani n:

Factors:
Rresent : Staff officers and elements request
information from subordinate and support command forces in
order to develop estimates, develop plans, and supervise
execution of orders. Other requests include combat support .
and combat service support for sustaining operations.

(11, -) The operations officer and his associated staff at each
echelon represent the focal point of all military operations
for the unit. Next to the commander, the G3/$3 officers exert
the primary influence on and direction for all staff products
and force actions. As a consequence, the operations officers
interact with virtually all elements of the staff and
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I subordinate commands. Operations officers at support commands
I are equally influential in accomplishing the mission of the
I unit.

(12, -) For extended duration corps operations, the logistics aspects
of combat are of special importance. Staff operations within
the service support commands as well as the G4/S4 logistics
officer with the maneuver cc-mnand must be considered. Many of

I the basic logistic operations are determined within the
support command elements. These are coordinated with the
maneuver operation, but the information and decision-making
processes are located outside the force and maneuver element
functions.

(13, -) No direct requirement for civil/military operations has been
specified; however, corps operations will necessarily involve
extensive interaction with civilian elements. These
interactions will be both supportive and disruptive.

(14, -) Fire support officers and their associated staff elements at
each echelon and support unit work closely with maneuver
commanders, operations staff, and intelligence staff.

I-Effective fire support from both artillery and air assets are
I critical to successful combined arms operations. The fire

support staff provides assistance, advises in planning,
coordinating, and requesting fire support. Coordination of
fire support requires interaction with all staff and component
elements of the force. These interactions are particularly
critical due to the physical separation of fire support forces
and the use of separate communications channels.

(15, -) Air Defense Artillery officers and their associated staff
elements at each echelon and support unit work closely with
the maneuver unit comander and the FSE. The ADA officers
also provide information concerning air and air defense to
coordinating staff officers.

(16, -) Aviation officers and their associated staff elements at each
echelon assist in the planning and supervision of Army
aviation operations for both combat and combat support. In
particular, the aviation officers support air space management
functions.

(17, -) The communications-electronics officers and associated staff
elements at each echelon from corps through brigade provide
planning and coordination of communications for the total
force. The C-E officers provide critical advice concerning
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distribution of communications assets, electronic warfare,
ccmnand post locations, etc.

(18, -) The chemical officers and associated staff elements at each
echelon from corps through brigade assist in planning,
directing, and coordinating nuclear, chemical, and biological
weapons as well as providing advice on defensive operations.
Coordination includes interfaces with fire support elements,
logistics, etc.

(19, -) The engineer officers and their associated staff elements at
corps and division echelon provide planning and supervising
actions for the major engineer functions: mobility,
countermobility, survivability, and general engineering.
Lower echelon engineer elements coordinate with the supported
maneuver unit camanders and staffs.

(20, -) Other staff officers and elements of particular importance
include weather and transportation.

i
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TABLE 2.2.1 C2 PERSONAL STAFF

ITEM INTERACTION LEVEL 3

ORGANIZE DIRECT ALLOCATE INFORM REQUEST

762-37'789 13 Fj Io ls
CORPS:,:I [II-TWI W I W I W I W I
DIVISION!'? r W I WI1II I I W I WI

0 -0

TABLE 2.2.2 C2 CHIEF OF STAFF

ITEM INTERACTION LEVEL 3

ORGANIZE DIRECT ALLOCATE INFORM REQUEST

423 5 W W I [ 2 I F1I L s5
CORPS

CHIEF OF STAFF W I 1- W W I
DIVISION

2 CHIEF OF STAFF W I W I W I W I WI
BRIGADE

3 EXECUTIVE OFFICER 11W I*I WI W I I

TABLE 2.2.3 C2 LIAISON STAFF

ITEM INTERACTION LEVEL 3

ORGANIZE DIRECT ALLOCATE INFORM REQUEST

AIR FORCE

1 CORPS ALO *

2 DIVISION ALO *

3 BRIGADE ALO

NAVY

4 CORPS NGFO *7 VT
5 DIVISION NGFO*

SEPARATE UNIT

6 BRIGADE ADA LO *
7 BRIGADE FSO J ] , *,..
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(ITEM, ILEVELJ 3
M~hACIN) I CRT~IP1' ON

INo requirements were identified for a personal staff; space

Ireserved for future consideration.
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Directory 2.2.2 Chief of Staff

(ITEM, ILEVEL 3
INTERAL Il DECRTPTION

(1, 5) I .=~: Staff

I j-aton Exercises overall supervision of the mrin
Icam-nand post and represents the camtander, when authorized.
IGuidance, direction, and information normally go from the
Icaunander through the CofS.

(2, 5) ISame as (1, 5) above.

(3, 5) ISimilar to (1, 5) above.
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Directory 2.'2.3 C2 Liaison Staff

(ITEM, I LEVEL 3
INTERACTION) I DESIPTION

(1, 3) Item: Forces

I' £ zgrsntations: Assists in planning the simultaneous
I employment of air and surface fires.

(1, 5) Ite=: Staff

Rr n n Supervises forward air controllers (FACs).

(1, 6) Ite=: Forces

R£epresntations: Assists the fire support team (FIST) chief in
- directing airstrikes in the absence of a FAC.

(1, 9) Im: Forces
Mechanism:

Re~Pesntains: Coordinates close air support (CAS) with the
I fire support element (FSE).

G7 (1, 10) I=m: Camander

ero: Advises the comander and staff on the
capabilities, limitations, and employment of tactical air
(TACAM) (close air support, battlefield air interdiction,
joint suppression of enemy air defenses, reconnaissance, and
airlift).

(1, 11) Item: Staff

I epreasentations: Advises the commander and staff on the
capabilities, limitations, and employment of tactical air

I"(TACAIR) (close air support, battlefield air interdiction,
I joint suppression of enemy air defenses, reconnaissance, and
.. airlift). Operates the Air Force air request ratio net.

* I Provides liaison for local air defense measures. Prepares
I necessary annexes for approval and authentication.

(1, 15) I=: Forces

R Rrespntations: Operates the Air Force air request radio net.
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(2, 3) See (1, 3) above.

(2, 5) See (1, 5) above.

(2, 6) See (1, 6) above.

(2, 9) See (1, 9) above.

(2, 10) See (1, 10) above.

(2, 11) See (1, 11) above.

(2, 15) See (1, 15) above.

(3, 3) See (1, 3) above.

(3, 5) See (1, 5) above.

(3, 9) 1 See (1, 9) above.

(3, 10) See (1, 10) above.

(3, 11) See (1, 11) above.

(3, 15) See (1, 15) above.

(4, 11) Itm: Staff

apsentation: Reports of missions cmpleted. Advise on
availability of fire support.

(4, 15) ItIm: Naval Support
I bhanis:

I Be1r.enatK : Orders to execute preplanned fires or
immediate requests for fires.

(5, 11) See (4, 11) above.

(5, 15) See (4, 15) above.

(6, 6) Item: ADA Units
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(ITEM4, I LEVEL 3
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I Reresntation: Determines requirements for ADA units and
I recomumends their allocation to subordinate units. Ensures
I coordination of Army ADA operations within the force; assists

in airspace manageinent function.

(6, 11) I=: Brigade S3 Air

Factors:
Representation: Monitoring of the status, activity, location
of air defense and aviation assets. Prepares ADA annex to
plans.

(7, 11) Im: Brigade S3 Air, Brigade S3
Factors:

Representation: Monitoring of the status, activity, location
of artillery units. Prepares artillery support annex to plans.

(7, 15) I=: DS Btrys

Factors:
Reprsention: Requests for imnediate or preplanned support

I-fires.
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TABLE 2.2.4 C2 COORDINATING STAFF

ITEM INTERACTION LEVEL J

ORGANIZE DIRECT ALLOCATE INFORM REQUEST

1236 789 8 3o4l 15

PERSONNEL

I CORPS (COSCOM GI)

2 DIVISION (DISCOM G1)

INTELLIGENCE

4 DIVISION G2

5 BRIGADE S2

6 BATTALION S2

OPERATIONS

7 CORPS G3 * * * * * * * * * *

8 COSCOM SOTI * * * * * *

9 DIVISION G3 * * * * * * * * * *

10 DISCOM SOTI * * * * * * *

1 DIVARTY$3 * * *

12 BRIGADES3 * * * * * * *

13 BATTALIONS3*
LOGISTICS

14 COSCOM SERVICES * * * *

15 COSCOM MATERIEL * * * * * *

16 COSCOMTRANS * , , * • *

17 COSCOM C-M OPS

18 DISCOM SERVICES * * * *

19 DISCOM MATERIEL * * * * * *

20 DISCOM TRANS * * * * * * *

21 DISCOM C-M OPS

CIVIL/MILITARY C

AFFAIRS .0 0.
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Directory 2.2.4 C2 Coordinating Staff

(ITEM, I LEVEL 3
I1,TACTION) I DESCTPrION

(1, 2) Ite=: Staff

Factors:
RePrsaentation: The ACofS, personnel, has primry coordinating

I staff responsibility for:

I a) Developing policies and plans for technical training
I and technical control of operations of support command
I units providing personnel service support for which the

support cumand has mission responsibility.

b) Providing advice and assistance to supported unit
commanders on personnel service support matters, and
maintaining liaison with supported and supporting
units.

(1, 3) Item: Forces

~eresentation: The ACofS, personnel, has primary coordinating
staff responsibility for developing policies and plans for

I technical training and technical control of operations of
support command units providing personnel service support for
which the support commnd has mission responsibility.

(1, 8) Item: Staff

Factors:-

a) Developing estimates and studies of requirements and
recomaending allocations and priorities for support
comnd personnel and units engaged in personnel
service support functions.

b) Developing and reconiending the troop basis and The
Army Authorization Document System (TAADS) changes
pertaining to personnel sevice support functions.

(1, 9) I=em: Forces
Mechanism:
Factors:
Rpreentation: Developing estinates and studies of
requirements and recoumnending allocations and priorities for
support comand personnel and units engaged in personnel
service support functions.
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Directory 2.2.4 C2 Coordinating Staff (Continued)

(ITEM, I LEVEL 3
DMRACTIONl I DCRIPTION

(1, 10) Im: Commander
Mechbanism:

Reresenttion: Providing advice and assistance to supported
unit commanders on personnel service support matters, aiai

I maintaining liaison with supported and supporting units.

(1, 11) I I.m: Staff

Factors:
I Dr entaj.QD: The ACofS, personnel, has primary coordinating
staff responsibility for:

a) Developing policies and plans for technical training
and technical control of operations of support can-and
units providing personnel service support for which the
support cainand has mission responsibility.

b) Developing estimates and studies of requirements and
recommending allocations and priorities for support
commnd personnel and units engaged in personnel
service support functions.

I ' (2, 2) See (1, -) above.

(3, 2) I2e=: Staff

Factors: .
Reprsentation: The intelligence officer is the principal staff
officer for the commander on all military intelligence matters.
In coordination with other command and staff elements and
through the efficient use of plans, orders, and SOPs directs
all elements in the intelligence and counterintelligence
support roles.

(3, 3) Ite=: Forces

Factors:
I R epresenjation: The G2 organizes forces by developing plans
which identify specific units and missions.

1) Identifying requirements for reconnaissance,
surveillance, and target acquisition (RSTA), and
recommending unit tasking to support those requirements in
coordination with the G3.
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Directory 2.2.4 C2 Coordinating Staff (Continued)

(ITM4, I LEVEL 3
NRACTION I DESCRIPTION

2) Planning, coordinating, and supervising efforts to
detect, neutralize, and/or manipulate enemy intelligence
activities and protection against espionage, subversion,
and sabotage. Specifically assists the G3 in planning
deception operations and evaluates the command
vulnerability to nuclear weapons.

3) Developing plans and coordinating ground reconnaissance
of the conuand to include ground-based signals intelligence
assets.

(3, 5) Item: Staff

Factors:
IRepresntation: The intelligence officer is the principal staff
officer for the commander on all military intelligence matters.
In coordination with other conmand and staff elements and
through the efficient use of plans, orders, and SOPs directs
all elements in the intelligence and counterintelligence
support roles. The G2 has primary coordinating staff
responsibility for:

I 1) Production of Intelligence

(a) Maintaining a current intelligence estimate of the
situation in coordination with other staff officers.

(b) Recommending essential elements of information
(EEI) and other intelligence requirements (OIR) to meet
the conmander' s intelligence requirements.

(c) Identifying requirements for reconnaissance,
surveillance and target acquisition (RSTA), and
reconmending unit tasking to support those requirements
in coordination with the G3.

(d) Supervising and coordinating the comnmander's
intelligence collection and target acquisition
activities.

(e) Conducting intelligence preparation of the
battlefield.

(f) Processing information and data into intelligence
including recording, integrating, correlating,
evaluating, interpreting, and disseminating
information.
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Directory 2.2.4 C2 Coordinating Staff (Continued)

(ITEM, I LEVEL 3
INTERACTION) I DESCRI ION

(g) Supervising and coordinating predictions of
nuclear fallout, of chemical agent detection,
biological agent sampling, and radiological surveys
with the chemical officer.

(h) Exercising staff supervision over organic and
attached collection management and dissemination and
intelligence production elements.

(i) Coordinating and consolidating the comand's
requirement for weather and terrain analysis support.

(j) Reconrending targets to the fire support
coordinator.

2) Counterintelligence

Planning, coordinating, and supervising efforts to
detect, neutralize, and/or manipulate enemy
intelligence activities and protection against
espionage, subversion, and sabotage. Specifically
assists the G3 in planning deception operations and

I- evaluates the coimiand vulnerability to nuclear weapons.

3) Other

(a) Assist G3 in electronic warfare operations by
recmmending proposed area of operations.

(b) Assesses and inputs to appropriate staff sections
enemy NBC capabiities.

(c) Supervises the staff weather officer and
supporting engineering terrain analysis team.

(d) Recommending the employment of military
intelligence units.

(3, 6) 1 im: Forces
Mechbanism:- .
Factors:
Ia : The intelligence officer is the principal staff
officer for the commander on all military intelligence matters.
In coordination with other command and staff elements and
through the efficient use of plans, orders, and SOPs directs
all elements in the intelligence and counterintelligence
support roles.
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Directory 2.2.4 C2 Coordinating Staff (Continued)

(ITE4, I LEVEL 3
INTERACTION l DESCRIPTION

(3, 9) Item: Forces

Factors:
RI £L cuntat..f: The G2 submits requirements for intelligence

I units to G3; recommends priority and allocation of intelligence
units, personnel, and equipment.

(3, 10) I1tm: Commanders
Factors:
I eprsentation: The G2 informs commanders by making
recommendations and presenting processed intelligence.

1) Recoamending essential elements of information (EEI)
and other intelligence requirements (OIR) to meet the
commander' s intelligence requirements.

2) Processing information and data into intelligence p
including recording, integrating, correlating, evaluating,
interpreting, and disseminating information.

3) Recomends EEI/OIR to the commander based on other
I--staff officer requirements (disseminates approved EEI).

(3, 11) I1m: Staff
Factors:

Resrentation: The G2 informs the various members of the staff
by developing and maintaining intelligence related sources of
information; by directly coordinating with other staff members;
and by disseminating intelligence related information on a
routine or request basis.

1) General Information Development and Support

(a) Preparation of intelligence estimate and
intelligence preparation of the battlefield (IPB).
Develops detailed knowledge of the enemy, weather, and
terrain. Disseminates IPB products such as analyses of
area of operations. IPB products are used by all staff
officers for their estimates.

(b) Processing information and data into intelligence
including recording, integrating, correlating,
evaluating, interpreting, and disseminating
information.
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Directory 2.2.4 C2 Coordinating Staff (Continued)

(ITE4, I LEVEL 3
INTERACTION) I DPSCRIPEION

(c) The G2 based on commander's guidance, develops EEI
and after approval by ccmmander, submits to G3 for
inclusion in OPLAN or OFORD. Submits intelligence
orders and requests to combat and combat support units
(other than those under G2 operational control) to G3

for coordination with other requirements. Provides G3
with continuing intelligence and makes recommendations
concerning the plan as affected by the changing
intelligence situation. Prepares and authenticates
intelligence annex to OP:LAN/OPORD.

(d) Surveillance. Plans for systematic watch of the
battlefield. Assigns mission priorities. Coordinates
all surveillance activities.

(e) Target Acquisition. Plans target acquisition in
coordination with G3. Develops collection missions and
coordinates collection of target information.
Designates potential targets and disseminates the
information to the staff.

(f) Nuclear Fallout. Prediction of fallout for
I -nuclear weapons employed by the enemy. Estimates

effects of the predicted fallout on the area of
operations and enemy capabilities; disseminates to
staff and subordinate units. Receives information from
subordinate and adjacent units, command agencies, and
higher headquarters on the G2 location of attack, type
of burst, and yield of enemy-delivered nuclear weapons;
collates, processes, and disseminates information to
staff and affected units.

(g) Technical Intelligence. Coordinates technical

intelligence activities. Uses technical intelligence
in estimates and studies. Disscminates technical
intelligence to appropriate parties.

(h) Weather Information. Establishes, coordinates,
and consolidates Army weather requirements. Requests
weather information from air weather service.
Disseminates weather information to the commnand.
Interprets weather information and effects on weapons
Ssystems and tactics. Interprets enemy potential to
exploit the use of weather.

(i) The G2 provides commander and staff with the
current intelligence situation. Exercises coordinating
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Directory 2.2.4 C2 Coordinating Staff (Continued)

(ITEM, f LEVEL 3
INTERACTION) I DESCRIPTION

staff supervision over all intelligence and counter-
intelligence activities of the command.

(j) Advises appropriate coordinating staff officers on
ability to support operations and on the impact of
current and planned operations.

(k) The G2 estimates effects of the predicted fallout
on the area of operations and enemy capabilities;
disseminates to staff. Estimates effect the predicted
fallout will have on intelligence operations and
revises collection plan as required.

(1) Assesses and inputs to appropriate staff sections
enemy NBC capabilities.

2) G3 Information Support

(a) Identify requirements for reconnaissance,
surveillance, and target acquisition (RSTA), and
recommending unit tasking to support those requirements
in coordination with the G3.

I (b) The C2 prepares counterintelligence estimates.
Plans and supervises implementation of
counterintelligence measures to support all operations.
Provides G3 with advice and recommendations concerning
the counterintelligence aspects of deception. Provides
G3 with advice and recommendations concerning EW and
OPSEC estimates and annexes to plans and orders.

(c) Planning and supervising, in coordination with
G3, all EW activities in support of tactical
operations.

(d) Supervising and coordinating with the G3 and the
communications-electronics (C-E) officer the evaluation
of meaconing, interference, jamming, and intrusion
(MIJI) reports.

(e) Supervising and coordinating analysis of the OPSEC
posture of the command with the G3, the C--E officer,
and other staff officers.

(f) Coordinating evaluation of enemy intelligence
threat with the G3.
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Directory 2.2.4 C2 Coordinating Staff (Continued)

(ITE4, LEVEL 3
IERIACTON) I DESCRIPTION

(g) Determining requirements and/or opportunities for
deception operations in coordination with the G3 and
recommending the deception objective.

(h) Recommending the deception story in coordination
with the G3.

(i) The G2 provides G3 with intelligence estimate and
analysis of area of operations.

(j) The G2 provides G3 with intelligence on enemy
capabilities and vulnerabilities; develops list of
potential targets for attack by fire support means.
Directs collection effort to detect indications of
potential targets and to develop detailed target
information.

(k) The G2 plans and coordinates intelligence
gathering through electronic support measures (ESM) in
support of the EW mission. Coordinates intelligence
portions of the EW estimate and annex. Recomnends the
use of electronic combat against enemy surveillance
measures.

(1) The G2 provides information on enemy intelligence
threat. Provides information on information security
measures. Recommends the use of electronic combat
against enemy surveillance resources.

(i) The G2 assists in preparation of deception plan by
identifying enemy susceptability to deception and
determining enemy surveillance capabilities.

(n) The G2 provides advice and recommendations
concerning intelligence and counterintelligence aspects
(RACO).

(o) The G2 advises G3 concerning counter intelligence
aspects. Provides information of weather, terrain, and
enemy situation.

(p) The G2 provides C-E officer with intelligence on,
and estimate of enemy capability to interfere with
signal communications. Supervises counterintelligence
aspects of signal communications. Submits requirements
for signal communications to G3. Submits GUARDED
frequency list to G3.
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Directory 2.2.4 C2 Coordinating Staff (Continued)

(ITE4, LEVEL 3
RM CTION)l DESCRIPTION

(q) The G2 submits requirements for intelligence units
to G3; recommends priority and allocation of
intelligence units, personnel, and equipmnt.

3) G4 Information Support

(a) The G2 provides G4 with information of the enemy
capabilities of interfering with the logistic support
mission and of the characteristics of the area of
operations which may affect the logistic support
mission.

(b) The G2 informs G4 of any observation noted
concern aintenanc e oftuted.

(c) The G2 provides information on the area of
operations as it affects the use of transportation.

(d) The G2 keeps G4 informed of enemy capabilities

that may interrupt use of routes.

(e) The G2 provides G4 with enemy situation and
capabilities as affecting location of logistic

I installations and time of m abent.

(f) The G2 provides information on the enemy situation
for consideration in locating rear boundary.

(g) The G2 provides information on characteristics of
the area of operations and enemy capabilities for
consideration in logistic planning.

(h) The G2 provides information on the area of
operations and enemy capabilities which may affect the
selection of the MSR.

4) FSOCORD Information Support

I (a) Recommending targets to the fire support
" coordinator.

(b) The G2 provides G3 with intelligence on enemy
capabilities and vulnerabilities; develops list of
potential targets for attack by fire support means.
Directs collection effort to detect indications of
potential targets and to develop detailed target
information.
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Directory 2.2.4 C2 Coordinating Staff (Continued)

(ITEM, I LEVEL 3
INTERACTION) I DESCRIPTION

5) Cunmmications-Electronics (C-E)

(a) G2 coordinates and supervises analysis of OPSEC
posture of the command with the C-E officer.

(b) Supervising and coordinating with C-E officer the
evaluation of meaconing, interference, jamning, and
intrusion (MIJI) reports.

(c) The G2 provides C-E officer with intelligence on,
and estimate of enemy capability to interfere with
signal ccmunications. Supervises counterintelligence
aspects of signal comnunications. Submits requirements
for signal communications to G3. Submits GUARDED
frequency list to G3.

6) Air Defense Artillery Officer Information Support

Coordinates with the ADA officer the integration of ADA
operations into the overall intelligence system.

(3, 13) Itm: ComandersMechanism:

Remaesentation:

1) Aerial Reconnaissance (Army Aviation)

Originates requests nnd consolidates and screens
requests fran other staff elements, agencies, or units
to include electronic support measures (ESM) employing
Army aviation platforms. Disseminates results of
reconnaissance. Coordinates use of air reconnaissance
with other collection activities.

2) Aerial Reconnaissance (Supporting Services)

Originates requests for air reconnaissance to include
ESM employing supporting services aerial platforms.
Consolidates and screens requests fran other staff
elements, agencies, and units. Disseminates results of
reconnaissance.

(4, 2) See (3, -) above.

(5, -) Basic functions performed per (3, -) above.
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Directory 2.2.4 C2 Coordinating Staff (Continued)

(ITEM, I LEVEL 3
TMMRArION) I DSCRIP ION

1 0
(6, -) Basic functions performed per (3, -) above.

(7, 2) Item: Staff

Factors:
epresentalion: The G3 is the principal staff officer for the 0

I commander in matters concerning operations, organization, and
training. Functions requiring staff organization include the
following:

1) Task organizing and assigning tasks to subordinate
elements of the command. S

2) Exercising coordinating staff supervision over the
electronic warfare section.

3) Exercising staff supervision over deception
activities. 0

4) Exercising staff supervision over rear area protection
(RAP) activities including:

I (a) Planning and coordinating rear area combat
operations (RAOD) and area damage control (ADC)
activities with the ACofS, G2, ACofS, GS, EM, Engineer
Staff Officer, and other staff officers and host nation
forces as appropriate.

(b) Reviewing RAP plans of base conmanders to ensure
their compatability with the primary mission of the S
command and their tactical adequacy.

(c) Reviewing ADC plans of subordinate units to ensure
their adequacy and to also insure their compatibility
with commnd ADC activities.

(d) Organizing ADC control and assessment teams as
required.

(e) Recomending the composition and size of RAP
tactical forces.

(f) Preparing the RAP annex to plans and orders.

(g) Supervising the rear area operations center (RAOC)
(corps level).
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Directory 2.2.1 C2 Coordinating Staff (Continued)

(ITEM, I LEVEL 3
INTERACTION) I DESCRIPrION

(7, 3) Item: Forces

I Begbas:Factors:
Representation: The G3 organizes forces for combat operations,
intelligence collection, service support, RACO, and ADC.

1) General Organization Activities

(a) The G3 compiles and maintains the troop list to
include continual review and revision to ensure the
number and type of units assigned are those that can
best accomplish and support the comand mission.
Recommends the organization and equipping of units to
include numbers and types of units to be organized and
priority for phase-in or replacement of personnel and

Iequipment in those units. Recommends assignments of
Iattachment of combat, combat support, combat service

support units or teams and unit replacements; assigns
such units within the command in accordance with
requirements of the situation. Receives and processes
assigned units or teams.

I- (b) Force structure. Reviews, analyzes, and
recommends planned or progranmed force.

I (c) Tactical Troop Movements. The G3 in coordination
with G4, the aviation officer, and the transportation

I :: officer (division), plans and supervises tactical troop
I movement to include the selection and designation of

combat units.

2) Operations Organization

(a) The G3 ensures support of operations. Determines
effect on operations to minimize interference.
Designates forces, area, equipment, and operations
requiring priority measures. Counterreconnaissance.
Cover and concealment. Task organizing and assigning
tasks to subordinate elements of the command.

(b) The G3 evaluates vulnerability of combat and
combat support troop units, installation, and
activities to predicted nuclear fallout. Prepares
recommendation for revised task organization or
alternate course of action, if required.
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-.. -Directory 2.2.4 C2 Coordinating Staff (Continued)

(ITEM , LEVEL 3
IERACTION) I DESCRIPrION

3) Intelligence Organization

(a) The G3 designates combat units for reconnaissance.
"I Plans reconnaissance in force. Coordinates ground

reconnaissance with combat patrols and with other
combat operations including fires. (G3 air coordinates
air-to-surface fires in area of reconnaissance.)

(b) The G3 designates units for conduct of
surveillance over enemy. Furnishes information on
locations of own forces and operation plans.
Designates required target characteristics information.

(c) The G3 designates combat units for technical
intelligence support, including guards.

4) Rear Area Organization

Exercising staff supervision over rear area protection
(RAP) activities including:

(a) Planning and coordinating rear area combat
I-operations (RAtO) and area damage control (ADC)
-- activities with the ACofS, G2, ACofS, G5, PM, Engineer

Staff Officer, and other staff officers and host nation
forces as appropriate.

(b) Reviewing RAP plans of base commanders to ensure
their compatability with the primary mission of the
command and their tactical adequacy.
(c) Reviewing ADC plans of subordinate units to ensure
their adequacy and to also ensure their compatibility

with command ADC activities.

(d) Organizing ADC control and assessment teams as
required.

(e) Recommending the composition and size of RAP
tactical forces.

(f) Preparing the RAP annex to plans and orders.

(g) Supervising the rear area operations center (RACC)
(corps level).
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Directory 2.2.4 C2 Coordinating Staff (Continued)

(ITEM, I LEVEL 3
RACTIOW I DESCRIPTION

(7, 5) Item: Staff
Factors:
Rresentation: The G3 is the principal staff officer for the

commander in matters concerning operations, organization, and
training. The G3 has primary coordinating staff responsibility
for:

1) Operations

(a) Maintaining a current operations estimate of the
situation in coordination with other staff officers.

(b) Preparing, authenticating, and publishing the
overall command SOP with contributions from other staff
sections.

(c) Preparing, coordinating, authenticating, and
publishing operations plans and orders, including
tactical movement orders, and reviewing plans and
orders of subordinate units.

I (d) Recommending priorities for allocating critical
resources of the command including time, personnel,
supplies, and equiment, such as (list is not all
inclusive): (1) Ammunition basic loads; (2)
Allocation of nuclear and chemical ammunition; (3)
Determination of required supply rate (RSR) of
ammunition; (4) Determination of the controlled supply
rate (CSR) of ammunition for subordinate units; (5)
Allocation of electronic frequencies within limitations
imposed by control measures (e.g.), Communications-
Electronics Operation Instructions (CEOI) and all other
means used to control use of frequencies).

(e) Task organizing and assigning tasks to subordinate
elements of the command.

(f) Using resources to accomplish both maneuver and
support, including resources used for deception
purposes.

(g) Coordinating all aspects of maneuver with support
(eg., fires, EW, services), to include other service
components (ie., USAF, USN, USMC both forward and in
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Directory 2.2.4 C2 Coordinating Staff (Continued)

(ITEM, LEVEL 3
INTEbCIQN) I DESCRIPTION

the rear, including coordination of the use of airspace
by all agencies. Representative specific tasks are the
following:

(1) Recommending integrated schemes of tactical
maneuver and/or dispositions and fires, including S
nuclear and chemical fires.

o Requesting nuclear and chemical release and
disseminating notification of release.

o Predicting fallout from friendly employment S

of nuclear weapons.

o Predicting downwind hazard from friendly
chemical fires.

o Disseminating nuclear STRIKEWARN messages as S

required.

(2) Recommending boundaries and other control
measures.

I (3) Recommending the general locations of command

posts.

(4) Designating areas for bivouacking, quartering,
and staging units.

(5) Preparing operational records and reports. S

(6) Exercising staff supervision over electronic
warfare (EW) activities including:

o Planning and supervising, in coordination
with the ACofS, G2, all EW activities in support
of tactical operations.

o Preparing and coordinating the EW annex to
plans and orders.

0 Determining requirements to support all EW S
activities.
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Directory 2.2.4 C2 Coordinating Staff (Continued)

(ITE4, I LEVEL 3
IERACTON) I DESCRIPTION

o Supervising and coordinating with the ACofS,
G2 and the communications-electronics (C-E)
officer the evaluation of meaconing,
interference, jamming, and intrusion (MIJI)
reports.

o Exercising coordinating staff supervision
over the electronic warfare section.

o Establishing priority targets for electronic
countermeasures (ECM) and publishing control
measures.

(7) Exercising staff supervision over operations
security (OPSEC) activities including:

o Supervising and coordinating analysis of the
OPSEC posture of the command with the ACofS, G2,
the C-E officer, and other staff officers.

o Establishing essential elements of friendly
information (EEFI).

-I 0 Determining EEFI and OPSEC vulnerabilities,
including nuclear vulnerability assessment
analysis and, in coordination with the chemical
officer, maintaining the radiation exposure
status of the command; recommending troop safety
criteria and operation exposure guide; and
recommending the appropriate mission-oriented
protective posture (MOPP) for the command.

o Coordinating evaluation of enemy
intelligence threat with the ACofS, G2.

o Planning, implementing, and evaluating
counter-surveillance operations, countermeasures,
and deception requirements.

o Coordinating with the C-E officer,
implementation of signal security (SIGSEC)
measures.

(8) Exercising staff supervision over deception
activities including:
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Directory 2.2.4 C2 Coordinating Staff (Continued)

(ITEM, j LEVEL 3
INTERACION) I DESCRIPTION

o Determining requirements and/or
opportunities for deception operations in
coordination with the ACofS, G2, and recommending
the deception objective.

o Recommending the deception story in
coordination with the ACofS, G2.
o Determining and coordinating deception

measures.

o Preparing the deception annex to plans and
orders.

(9) Exercising staff supervision over rear area
protection (RAP) activities including:

o Planning and coordinating rear area combat
operations (RAWO) and area damage control (ADC)
activities with the ACofS, G2, ACofS, G5, PM,
Engineer Staff Officer, and other staff officers
and host nation forces as appropriate.

-*e o Reviewing RAP plans of base commanders to
ensure their compatability with the primary
mission of the command and their tactical
adequacy.

o Reviewing ADC plans of subordinate units toensure their adequacy and to ;iso ensure their
compatibility with command ADC activities.

o Organizing ADC control and assessment teams
as required.

o Recommending the composition and size of RAP
tactical forces.

o Preparing the RAP annex to plans and orders.

o Supervising the rear area operations center
(RAOC) (corps level).

o Determining the prescribed nuclear load
(PNL) and the prescribed nuclear stockage (PNS)
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Directory 2.2.4 C2 Coordinating Staff (Continued)

(ITEM, LEVEL 3NERACTION) IDESCRIPTION

for all assigned and attached nuclear capable
units based on recommendations of the fire
support coordinator (FSCOORD).

o Determining the number of chemical weapons
by type to be carried by each assigned and
attached delivery unit based on FSCDORD and
chemical officer recommendations.

2) Organization

(a) Developing and maintaining the troop basis,
including review and revision to ensure assignment of
the numbers and types of units needed to support and
accomplish the mission.

(b) Organizing and equipping units; estimating the
numbers and types of units to be organized and the
priority for phasing. in or replacing personnel and
equipment in the units.

(c) Force Development functions which may include:

14I (1) Force structure. Reviews, analyzes, and
recommends planned or programmed force.

(2) Manpower allocations. Allocate manpower
resources to subordinate commands and within
established ceilings and guidance.

(3) Tactical Plans

The G3 conducts planning to include supervision
and coordination of the various supporting plans
which become component parts of the overall
tactical plan; after command approval, publishes
the operation plan or order (OPLAN/OPORD).
Provides guidance to other staff officers for
preparation of plans. Prepares such alternate
operation plans as may be required. Recommends
allocation and priorities for personnel, supplies
and equipment for combat and combat support units.
Establishes the prescribed load for combat and
combat support units.
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Directory 2.2.4 C2 Coordinating Staff (Continued)

(ITE4, I LEVEL 3
INiErCTION) IDESCR11rION

(4) Tactical Troop Movements

The G3 in coordination with G4, the aviation
officer, and the transportation officer (division),
plans and supervises tactical troop movement to
include the selection and designation of combat
units; establishment of priorities; selection of
destinations; times of movement; selection of
routes; security of the movement; designation of
areas for bivouacking, quartering, and as
appropriate, staging; preparation of the movement
order.

3) Miscellaneous Activities.

(a) Prediction of fallout for nuclear weapons employed
L by own forces. The G3 exercises coordinating staff

supervision over the predication of fallout from

friendly employed nuclear weapons. Incorporates
fallout predictions and G2 estimate of the effects of
fallout on the area of operation and on enemy
capabilities into the operation estimate. Prepares

I. recommendations regarding alternate course of action to
be adopted, if required.

(b) Signal Communications. The G3 establishes
priorities for communications to support tactical
operations. Reviews the signal operation plans for
communications support of the tactical operations to
ensure necessary support in accordance with established
priorities.

(c) Location of Command Posts. The G3 in coordination
with the C-E officer, selects the general location of
command posts and affiliated command installations.

(d) The G3 provides G4 with requirements for combat
service support units.

(e) The G3 coordinates use of routes with G4 to ensure
tactical and logistical requirements are properly
considered. Provides recommendations whenever route
has tactical implications; may recommend use of routes
be restricted for tactical use only.

(f) The G3 provides G4 with requirements for
transportation for tactical purposes.
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Directory 2.2.4 C2 Coordinating Staff (Continued)

(ITEM, i LEVEL 3
LIERACTION) I DESCRIPTION

(7, 6) See (7, 5) above; potential for direction of forces contained
in staff supervision.

(7, 9) Item: ForcesI chan. :
Factors:
Representation: The G3 is responsible for recommending
priorities for allocating critical resources of the command
including time, personnel, supplies, and equipment. The G3
conducts planning to include supervision and coordination of
the various supporting plans which become component parts of
the overall tactical plan. Recommends allocation and priorities
for personnel, supplies and equipment for combat and combat
support units. Establishes the prescribed load for combat and
combat support units. The G3 integrates fire support into
operations. Recommends allocations of nuclear and chemical
weapons to subordinate units.

The G3 recommends allocation and priorities for equipment and
supplies having an impact on the tactical mission. Recommends
prescribed loads for equipment and supplies pertaining to the
training or tactical mission. Receives the controlled supply

- rate from the G4; provides G4 with CSR for subordinate
commands. Provides G4 with information of anticipated
attachments, assignments, or detachments of unit for logistic
support planning purposes. Provides G4 with tactical courses
of action to assist in determining logistic support tasks.
Provides G4 with allocation of nuclear and chemical weapons.

1) Allocation of Critical Resources (Examples)

(a) A nunition basic loads

(b) Allocation of nuclear and chemical ammunition

(c) Determination of required supply rate (RSR) of
ammunition

(d) Determination of the controlled supply rate (CSR)
of ammunition for subordinate units.

(e) Allocation of electronic frequencies within
limitations imposed by control measures (e.g.),
Communications-Electronics Operation Instructions
(KOI) and all other means used to control use of
frequencies).
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(f) Determining the prescribed nuclear load (PNL) anel
the prescribed nuclear stockage (PNS) for all assigned
and attached nuclear capable units based on
recommendations of the fire support coordinator
(FSCODORD).

(g) Determining the number of chemical weapons by type
to be carried by each assigned and attached delivery
unit based on FSCOORD and chemical officer
reccmendations.

2) Manpower allocations

Allocate manpower resources to subordinate commands and
within established ceilings and guidance.

(7, 10) Item: Commanders

Factors:
Representation: The G3 informs subordinate commanders and the
unit commander with specific information and by making

I recommendations based on estimates and plans developed through
I his coordination of staff elements.

1) Operations

(a) Maintaining a current operations estimate of the
situation in coordination with other staff officers.
Based on the commander's planning guidance and on
information received from other staff officers, G3
prepares the operation estimate which culminates in a
recommended course of action for accomplishment of the
command mission.

(b) Preparing, authenticating, and publishing the
overall command SOP with contributions from other staff
sections.

(c) Preparing, coordinating, authenticating, and
publishing operations plans and orders, including
tactical movement orders, and reviewing plans and
orders of subordinate units.

(d) Coordinating of all aspects of maneuver with
support (e.g., fires, EW, services), to include other
service components (ie., USAF, USN, USMC) both forward
and in the rear, including coordination of the use of
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airspace by all agencies. Representative specific
tasks are the following:

(1) Recommending integrated schemes of tactical
maneuver and/or dispositions and fires, including
nuclear and chemical fires.

o Requesting nuclear and chemical release and
disseminating notification of release.

o Predicting fallout from friendly employment
of nuclear weapons.

o Predicting downwind hazard from friendly
chemical fires.

o Disseminating nuclear STRIKEWARN messages as
required.

(2) Recommending boundaries and other control
measures

(3) Recommending the general locations of command
posts.

(4) Designating areas for bivouacking, quartering,

and staging units.

(5) Preparing operational records and reports.

o Det-rmining requirements and/or
opportunities for deception operations in
coordination with the ACofS, G2, and recommending
the deception objective.

o Recommending the deception story in
coordination with the ACofS, G2.

(6) Exercising staff supervision over rear area
protection (RAP) activities including:

o Planning and coordinating rear area combat
operations (RACD) and area damage control (ADC)
activities with the ACofS, G2, ACofS, G5, PM,
Engineer Staff Officer, and other staff officers
and host nation forces as appropriate.
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O Reviewing RAP plans of base commanders to
ensure their compatability with the primary
mission of the command and their tactical
adequacy.

o Reviewing ADC plans of subordinate units to
ensure their adequacy and to also ensure their
compatibility with command ADC activities.

o Organizing ADC control and assessment teams
as required.

o Recommending the composition and size of RAP
tactical forces.

o Preparing the RAP annex to plans and
orders.

o Supervising the rear area operations center
(RAOC) (corps level).

o The G3 compiles and maintains the troop listto include continual review and revision to
ensure the number and type of units assigned are

those that can best accomplish and support the
command mission. Recommends the organization and
equipping of units to include numbers and types of
units to be organized and priority for phase-in
or replacement of personnel and equipment in
those units. Recommends assignments of
attachment of combat, combat support, combat
service support units or teams and unit
replacements; assigns such units within the
command in accordance with requirements of the
situation.

(b) Deception. The G3 determine requirements and/or
opportunities for deception and recommends the
deception objective. Recommends the deception story.

(c) Force structure. Reviews, analyzes, and
recommends planned or programmed force.

2) Miscellaneous Activities.

(a) Prediction of fallout for nuclear weapons employed
by own foL'es. The operation estimate. Prepares
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recommendations regarding alternate course of action to
be ad-pted, if required.

(7, 11) Item: Staff
Factors:

Reresentation: The G3 coordinates with virtually all staff
elements in order to develop necessary staff products.

1) Operations

(a) Maintaining a current operations estimate of the

situation in coordination with other staff officers.

(b) Preparing, authenticating, and publishing the
overall command SOP with contributions from other staff
sections.

(c) Preparing, coordinating, authenticating, and
publishing operations plans and orders, including
tactical movement orders, and reviewing plans and
orders of subordinate units.

I -(d) Coordinating of all aspects of maneuver with
support (e.g., fires, EW, services), to include other
service components (ie., USAF, USN, USMC) both forward
and in the rear, including coordination of the use of
airspace by all agencies. Representative specific
tasks are the following: (See (7, 10) Item Commanders
for additional detail.)

2) Miscellaneous

(a) The G4 receives requirements for transport means
from G3.

(b) The G3 recommends allocation and priorities for
equipment and supplies having an impact on the tactical
mission. Recommends prescribed loads for equipment and
supplies pertaining to the training or tactical
mission. Receives the controlled supply rate from the
G4; provides G4 with CSR for subordinate commands.
Provides G4 with information of anticipated
attachments, assignments, or detachments of unit for
logistic support planning purposes. Provides G4 with
tactical courses of action to assist in determining
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logistic support tasks. Provides G4 with allocation of
I nuclear and chemical weapons.

I (c) The G3 may recommend priority of maintenance
effort of combat service support units.

(d) The G3 provides G4 with requirements for
transportation for tactical purposes.

(e) The G3 provides G4 with tactical plans and present
r" and future dispositions of tactical units for

consideration in locating service units and time of
movement.

(f) The G3 provides information on tactical plans and
I concepts as a basis for logistic planning.

I (g) The G3 provides information on OPLANs which affect
the selection of the MRS.

(h) The G3 advises on tentative courses of action and
recommends EEI on enemy capabilities, vulnerabilities,

nIo"and characteristics of area of operation (AO) having a
I major effect on accomplishment of the mission.

(i) The G3 shares use of air requests and information
nets and spot report receivers. Coordinates with

I offensive air missions. Recommends basic and front
Iline coverage.

I(j) G3 makes recommendations as to target
Icharacteristics and target development requirements.
I iEvaluates potential targets developed by G2. Makes
I general target analyses.

(7, 12) Item: Forces
- Mechanism:

Factors:
Representatio The G3 provides information directly to force
elements as follows:

(1) Disseminating nuclear STRIKEWARN messages as
I required.

I (2) Establishing priority targets for electronic
I "countermeasures (ECM) and publishing control measures.
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(3) Establishes priority targets for electronic
countermeasures (ECM).

(7, 14) I1m: Staff
S ehanism:Factors:
Representation: The G3 shares use of air requests and
information nets and spot report receivers. Coordinates with
offensive air missions. Recommends basic and front line
coverage. The G3 designates combat units for technical
intelligence support, including guards. Plans for technical
intelligence targets. Receives and requests technical
intelligence that may affect operations.

(7, 15) Im: Forces

Factors:

epresentation: The G3 is responsible for requesting nuclear
and chemical release, and disseminating notification of
release.

(8, 3) Im: Forces

Factors:
RBeresentation: Preparing broad planning guidance, policies,
and programs for command organizations, operations, and
functions.

Developing and maintaining the troop basis, including review
and revision to ensure assignment of the numbers and types of
units needed to support and accomplish the mission.

(8, 5) Itm: Staff
Mechanism:
Factors:
I E:reentatio The ACofS, security, operations, training, and
intelligence has primary coordinating staff responsibility for:

Preparing broad planning guidance, policies, and programs
for comnand organizations, operations, and functions.

Developing and maintaining the troop basis, including
review and revision to ensure assignment of the numbers and
types of units needed to support and accomplish the
mission.
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Preparing, authenticating, and publishing
administrative/logistics plans and orders and operation
plans and orders, to include review and integration into
the orders those annexes and appendices prepared by other
staff officers.

Developing policies and guidance for the training of the
ccimmand and evaluating this training.

I Coordinating displacements of subordinate commands and

I assignment of facilities and areas.

I Exercising staff supervision over all OPSEC activities.

Developing broad plans and policies for collecting
intelligence and counterintelligence information, directing
collection requirements within the command, and
disseminating intelligence.

Developing policies and reviewing plans for rear area
protection (RAP) and physical security.

I Developing plans and requirements for terrain studies,
mapping, and charting.

Coordinating the collection and distribution of weather
data.

Coordinating communications-electronics (C-E) functions of
the command.

Recurniending essential elements of information (EEI).

Developing policies and guidance to conduct and control EW
and tactical deception functions of the ccrmnand.

(8, 6) I tem: Forces
Mecanism:Factors:
Representation: Preparing broad planning guidance, policies,
and programs for command organizations, operations, and

I functions.
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(8, 10) Item: Commander

Factors:

Representation: Recommending essential elements of information
(EEI).

Developing policies and guidance to conduct and control EW and

tactical deception functions of the camrand.

(8, 11) Item: Staff

Factors:

Representation: Preparing, authenticating, and publishing
administrative/logistics plans and orders and operation plans
and orders. This includes review and integration into the
orders those annexes and appendices prepared by other staff
officers.

Developing policies and guidance for the training of the
camrand and evaluating this training.

Coordinating displacements of subordinate commands and
I assignment of facilities and areas.

Exercising staff supervision over all OPSEC activities.

Developing broad plans and policies for collecting intelligence
and counterintelligence information, directing collection
requirements within the command, and disseminating
intelligence.

Developing policies and reviewing plans for rear area
protection (RAP) and physical security.
Developing plans and requirements for terrain studies, mapping,

and charting.

Coordinating the collection and distribution of weather data.

Coordinating communications-electronics (C-E) functions of the
cammand.

Recomrending essential elements of information (EEI).

Developing policies and guidance to conduct and control EW and
tactical deception functions of the crunand.
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(8, 14) Ite=: Staff
Mehnism: ".
Factors:,"

Reresentation: Exercising staff supervision over all OPSEC
activities.

(9,-) See (7,-) above.

(10,-) See (8, -) above.

(11, 3) Im: ForcesMechanism:
Factors:
R : The FA support plan is the force artillery
commander's tactical plan for employing the fires of all
available supporting artillery. The FA operations officer (S3)
prepares the FA support plan based on guidance, targets, and
instructions included in the fire support plan of the OPORD or
by verbal information fran the FSE.

(11, 9) It1=: Forces

F aors:
Representation: The FA support plan ensures the most efficient
use of available FA to support the maneuver forces and
disseminates the FA commander's guidance on how to accomplish
the FA portion of the fire support plan. This guidance may
include designation of specific units to attack critical
targets that are a threat to the accomplishment of the mission
of the supported commander and the manner in which the
supporting FA will engage the target.

(11, 12) Iem: Forces
M chanism:

Representation: An FA support plan will contain a written
portion, a target list, and the fire support schedules.

1) Procedure for Preparing FA Support Plan. The procedure
for preparing an FA support plan given in (a) through (h)
below applies to division artillery TOCs and DS FA
battalion fire direction centers.

(a) List the targets received from the planning
sources on the target list worksheet and annotate the

I :work columns to reflect the required method of attack,
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e.g., preparation, counterpreparation, groups, series,
and programs.

(b) Plot targets on the target overlay and designate
other targets as appropriate.

(c) Resolve any duplication of targets.

(d) Determine the firing unit(s) to attack and the
method of attack for each target.

(e) Prepare an FA scheduling worksheet for those
fires that are to be scheduled, eg., preparation fire,
counterpreparation fire, series of targets, programs of
targets, and groups of targets.

(f Annotate the work column(s) on the target list
worksheet to reflect the completion of the required
action.

(g) Prepare the written portion.

7 -(h) Extract pertinent data from the target list
worksheet and scheduling worksheets and publish the
target list and necessary fire support schedules for
attachnent to the written portion.

(12, -) See (7, -) above.

(13, -) See (7, -) above.

(14, 2) Itm: Staff

Factors:
Representations: The G4 is the principal staff officer for the
commander in matters about supply, maintenance, transportation,
and services. Organizes the G4 section to accomplish logistics
aspects of mission.

(14, 3) Item: Forces
Mechnisms:Factors:
Representations: The G4 organiz e s in the following

manner:
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1) Determining maintenance workload requirements;
assessing the status of maintenance organizations,
personnel, and facilities; and coordinating
recommendations to the commander in these areas. Planning
and coordinating transportation of personnel, equipment,
and supplies by all modes of transportation. Determining
the adequacy of and recommending employment of logistic
support units. Preparing, authenticating, and
distributing the administrative/logistics order and
coordinating preparation of the service support portions
of the operation plan or order.

2) Determining supply requirements. Procurement of
required supplies by requisition on the base of support or
by exploitation of local resources. Provision of control
means necessary to coordinate the operations of the supply
system.

3) Providing required transportation from assigned and
attached transportation units, other units of the command,
or from that requested and received from higher
headquarters.

i 14) Establishing priorities of combat service support
units. The G4 prepares general plans for service support
to include selection and allocation of combat service
support troops by type and number (in coordination with
the operations officer).

5) Selecting and allocating service troops by type and
number required to support the command. The G4 selects
service troops by type and number required to support the
command (troop planning in coordination with the
operations officer, DISCOM or COSCOM).

(14, 5) Itm: Staff

Factors:
Representations: The G4 is the principal staff officer for the
commander in matters about supply, maintenance, transportation,
and services. The G4, as the logistic planner, must maintain
close and continuous coordination with the support command
commander who is responsible for logistic support operations.
The G4 has primary coordinating staff responsibility for:
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ON FSIP1 O
1) supply

(a) Determining supply requirements. Determination

of supply requirements. Procurement of required
supplies by requisition on the basis of support or by
exploitation of local resources. Receipt, storage,
and distribution of supplies to supported forces.
Provision of control means necesary to coordinate the
operations of the supply system. Maintains information
on the status of supplies.

(b) Monitoring the requisition, acquisition,
storage, and distribution of supplies and equipment
and the maintenance of materiel records. The G4 uses
incoming requisitions, status reports, and personal or
representative liaison to determine present supply
need; and considers replacement factors and
consumption rates to determine future supply needs.
Ensures proper receipt, storage, and distribution of
supplies by analyses of areas of operations for

._ terrain considerations, maintaining up to date
I information of the friendly and enemy situation,

keeping himself informed of future pl ins, and ensuring
accurate records of supplies on hand are maintained.
Recommends allocations and priorities as determined by
consideration of log'.stic aspects; supervises
compliance with allocations and priorities which have
been established. Maintains current information on
the status of supplies, including nuclear and chemical

weapons within and/or available to the command,
necessary for the accomplishment of supply activities.
Plans for recovery and evacuation of vehicles.

(c) 3) Supervising the distribution of weapons,
munitions, and equipment according to priorities
established by the commmander.

(d) Supervising the distribution of the controlled
supply rate (CSR) or ammunition and its accountability
to include publication of CSR in the operation order.

(e) Recommending basic loads except class IX
prescribed load list, nuclear and chemical.

(f) Allocating ground fuels to subordinate units.
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2) Maintenance

The G4 supervises maintenance program of the command.
Ensures adequate backup support for maintenance beyond the
capability of assigned or attached maintenance units.
Approves attachments to subordinate commands and locations
to ensure proper distribution of maintenance support
capabilities. Recommends evacuation and repair policies.
Maintains records of status of maintenance and conducts
staff visits and inspections to obtain firsthand
information. Provides commander and staff with evaluation
of maintenance conditions, an estimate of impact on
planned operations, and recommendations for correction or
improvement of conditions.

(a) Monitoring and analyzing equipment maintenance
readiness status.

(b) Determining maintenance workload requirements;
assessing the status of maintenance organizations,
personnel, and facilities; and coordinating
recommendations to the commander in these areas.

a (c) Coordinating with the G3 and recommending
maintenance priorities to the commander.

(d) Managing the operational readiness float (ORF)
equipment.

(e) Recommending to the G3 the main supply route
(MSR).

(f) Preparing logistic estimates, reports, orders,
and plans.

3) Transportation.

(a) Transportation of units, personnel, and supplies
by pipeline, water, rail, highway, and air to include
operation of carriers. The G4 determines overall
transportation requirements of the command. Provides
required transportation from assigned and attached
transportation units, other units of the command, or
from that requested and received from higher
headquarters. Coordinaces use of all transportation
to ensure maximum use of the capacity, consistent with
the primary mission activities of the command;
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consults with the operations officer to determine
allocations and priorities for administrative support.
Transportation plans include: (i) estimation of
requirements and determination of availability, (ii)
anticipation of needs and preparation of plans for
supply by air, (iii) recommend main supply route
(MSR), (iv) furnishing information and instructions to
transportation officer regarding detailed
transportation planning to include transportation
movements.

(b) Control of administrative movements to include
selection of routes, highway regulation, traffic
control, and preparation of movement orders. The G4
is responsible for transportation movements to include
selection of routes (in coordination with the G3 for
movements when the selection of routes has tactical
implications), highway regulation, and traffic
control. Plans are formulated in conjunction with
detailed plans of the transportation officer and are
coordinated with traffic control plans prepared by the
Provost Marshal. Approves plans of transportation

I "officer and Provost Marshal pertaining to
transportation.

(c) Recommending procedures for controlling
transportation movements, use of highways, and surface
traffic.

(e) Preparing instructions about highway regulation,
including traffic circulation, routing, and scheduling
in coordination with the Provost Marshal.

4) Miscellaneous

(a) Determining the adequacy of and recommending
employment of logistic support units.

(b) Identifying requirements for additional logistic
support units.

(c) Recommending priorities for employment of
logistic support units.

(d) Recommending the general location of service
areas and the movement of logistic support units.
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(e) Preparation, authentication, and distribution of
administrative/logistic plans and orders. The G4
compiles, authenticates, and distributes the
administrative/logistic plan or order, paragraph 4 of
the OPLAN or OFORD, or the service support annex.
Approves all annexes to administrative/logistic orders
prepared by other staff officers and pertaining to
activities which are a coordinating staff officer
responsibility of the G4.

(14, 6) Item: Forces
Mechanism:Factors:
Representations: The G4 directs forces in the following manner:

1) Supply

(a) Monitoring the requisition, acquisition, storage,
and distribution of supplies and equipment and the
maintenance of materiel records.

(b) Supervising the distribution of weapons,
munitions, and equipment according to priorities

I established by the commmander.

(c) Supervising the uistribution of the controlled
supply rate (CSR) or ammunition and its accountability
to include publication of CSR in the operation order.

(d) Receipt, storage, and distribution of supplies to
supported forces. Provision of control means
necessary to coordinate the operations of the supply
system.

2) Maintenance

(a) The G4 supervises maintenance program of the
command. Ensures adequate backup support for
maintenance beyond the capability of assigned or
attached maintenance units. Approves attachments to
subordinate commands and locations to ensure proper
distribution of maintenance support capabilities.
Maintains records of status of maintenance and
conducts staff visits and inspections to obtain
firsthand information. Monitoring and analyzing
equipment maintenance readiness status.
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(b) Monitoring and analyzing equipment maintenance

readiness status.

3) Transportation

(a) Planning and coordinating transportation of
personnel, equipment, and supplies by all modes of
transportation.

(b) Preparing movement orders for administrative
troop movements.

(c) Transportation of units, personnel, and supplies
by pipeline, water, rail, highway, and air to include
operation of carriers.

4) Miscellaneous

(a) Establishment of priorities of combat service
support units. The G4 prepares general plans for
service support to include selection and allocation of
combat service support troops by type and number (in

I coordination with the operations officer).

(b) Selection and allocation of service troops by
type and number required to support the command. The
G4 selects and allocates service troops by type and
number required to support the command (troop planning
in coordination with the operations officer, DISODM or
( OSCOM). Establishes priorities for employment of
combat service support units.

(c) Managing the operational readiness float (ORF)
equipment.

(14, 9) Item: Forces

I Mecanlw=:Factors:
Representations: The G4 allocates forces in the following
manner:

1) Recommending basic loads except class IX prescribed

load list, nuclear and chemical. Allocating ground fuels
to subordinate units.

2) Recommends allocations and priorities as determined by
consideration of logistic aspects; supervises compliance
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with allocations and priorities which have been
established. Maintains current information on the status
of supplies, including nuclear and chemical weapons within
and/or available to the command, necessary for the
accomplishment of supply activities.

3) Ensures adequate backup support for maintenance beyond
the capability of assigned or attached maintenance units.
Approves attachments to subordinate commands and locations
to ensure proper distribution of maintenance support
capabilities.

4) Coordinates use of all transportation to ensure
maximum use of the capacity, consistent with the primary
mission activities of the command; consults with the
operations officer to determine allocations and priorities
for administrative support.

5) Establishment of priorities of combat service support
units.

6) Selection and allocation of service
troops by type and number required to support the command.

I e--The G4 selects and allocates service troops by type and
number required to support the command (troop planning in
coordination with the operations officer, DISOM or
O OSoOM).

(14, 10) Item: Ccumander

Factors:
Representations: The G4 is the principal staff officer for the
commander in matters about supply, maintenance, transportation,
and services. The G4, has the logistic planner, must maintain

I close and continuous coordination with the support command
commander who is responsible for logistic support operations.

1) Recommending basic loads except Class IX prescribed
load list, nuclear and chemical.

2) Determining maintenance workload requirements;
assessing the status of maintenance organizations,
personnel, and facilities; and coordinating
recommendations to the commander in these areas.

3) Coordinating with the G3 and recommending maintenance
priorities to the commander.
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4) Recommending procedures for controlling transportation
movements, use of highways, and surface traffic.

5) Determining the adequacy of and recommending
employment of logistic support units.

(a) Identifying requirements for additional logistic
support units.

(b) Recommending priorities for employment of
logistic support units.

(c) Designation of lines for movement and general
location for combat service support units. The G4
selects general location of support area. Designates
time of movement of service units. Coordinates with
DISOM or COSCOM.

6) Recommends evacuation and repair policies. Maintains
records of status of maintenance and conducts staff visits
and inspections to obtain firsthand information. Provides
commander and staff with evaluation of maintenance

I-conditions, an estimate of impact on planned operations,
.-- and recommendations for correction or improvement of

conditions.

7) Selection and allocation of service troops by type and
number required to support the command. The G4 selects
and allocates service troops by type and number required
to support the command (troop planning in coordination
with the operations officer, DISCOM or CDSCDM).

8) Recommending the main supply route (MSR). The G4
based on the tactical and administrative situation, the
area of operations, and the enemy situation, recommends
the MSR.

9) The G4 advises commander and/or G3 on ability to
support current and planned operations in his respective
field. Plans combat service support operations and
adjusts to meet changing tactical situation as provided by
G3.
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Directory 2.2.4 C2 Coordinating Staff (Continued)

(-IT ( , I LEVEL 3
ITRCION) I DESCIPIQIN

(14, 11) Item: Staff

Factors:
Representations: The G4 provides information on logistics
support to the staff in the following manner:

1) The G4 advises commander and/or G3 on ability to
support current and planned operations in his respective
field. Plans combat service support operations and
adjusts to meet changing tactical situation as provided by
G3. The G4 informs G3 of capability to support the
mission, limitations which exist in the logistic field,
and recommends which course of action is favored from a
logistic viewpoint.

2) The G4, based on tactical plan being developed by G3,
-evaluates impact to provide combat service support;
advises G3 of limitations in combat service support which
may affect the tactical plan; develops plans to provide
required combat service support; recommends to G3
allocations and priorities for combat units. Prepares
paragraph 4 of the OPORD and/or service support annex and

I .submits to G3 for inclusion in operation/plan order.

3) The G4 submits requirements to G3 for units required
to support operations; recommends priority and allocation
of assignment of units and personnel and issue of
equipment for combat service support units.

4) Preparing, authenticating, and distributing the
administrative/logistics order and coordinating
preparation of the service support portions of the
operation plan or order.

5) The G4 determines operations effect on logistics
activities. Designates area of materiel requiring
priority measures.

6) The G4 furnishes information concerning the
availability of civilian labor to perform the function of
guides for reconnaissance units. Provides information -

from local population to include line crossers, refugees,
etc.

7) The G4 coordinates evacuation of intelligence
materiel. Coordinates use of enemy materiel Receives
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Directory 2.2.4 C2 Coordinating Staff (Continued)

(ITEM, I LEVEL 3
NT I JON) DESCRIPFION

and requests technical intelligence that may affect
I .logistic activities.

I",8) G4 advises G2 on tentative EEI relative to logistics
considerations for AO.

9) The G4 coordinates distribution of EW equipment and
supplies, less cryptographic support.

10) Maintenance Information

(a) Recommends evacuation and repair policies.
Maintains records of status of maintenance and
conducts staff visits and inspections to obtain
firsthand information. Provides commander and staff
with evaluation of maintenance conditions, an estimate
of impact on planned operations, and recommendations
for correction or improvement of conditions.

(b) The G4 advises on logistical implications.

(c) The G4 coordinates regulated equipment
L requirements.

11) Transportation Information

(a) The G3 in coordination with G4, the aviation
officer, and the transportation officer (division),
plans and supervises tactical troop movement to
include the selection and designation of combat units;
establishment of priorities; selection of
destinations; times of movement; selection of routes;
security of the movement; designation of areas for
bivouacking quartering, and as appropriate, staging;
preparation of the movement order.

(b) The G4 receives requirements for transport means
from G3. Provides transportation officer with
allocation of transportation. Determines priority for
movement of combat service support units. Exercises
coordinating staff supervision over traffic
regulations and traffic control Ensures that

required logistic support is provided. Coordinates
with G3 for required security movement.

(c) Transportation plans include (i) estimation of
D requirements and determination of availability, (ii)
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Directory 2.2.4 C2 Coordinating Staff (Continued)

(ITE!4, I LEVEL 3
INTERACTION) DESCRIPTION

anticipation of needs and preparation of plans for
supply by air, (iii) recommend main supply route
(MSR), (iv) furnishing information and instructions to
transportation officer regarding detailed
transportation planning to include transportation
movements.

(d) Recommending to the G3 the main supply route
(MSR).

12) Miscellaneous

(a) The G4 recommends location of rear boundary to
G3. Reviews recommended location of rear boundary of
subordinate units to ensure coordination with the
tactical and administrative plan and location of
adjacent unit rear boundaries. Recommends approval or
disapproval to G3.

(b) The G4 estimates the effect the predicted
fallout will have on logistic support activities and
initiates planning to minimize the effects.
Incorporates the fallout prediction and the G2

%7P estimate of the effects of fallout on enemy
capabilities and on the area of operations into the
continuing staff estimate.

(c) The G4 advises on the vulnerabilities of supply,
transport, and maintenance facilities and lines of
comunications.

(d) The G4 coordinates logistic support to carry out
assigned deception tasks.

(e) The G4 provides G3 and FSCOORD with specific
areas which should be spared from attack by fire
support means if tactical situation permits.

(14, 12) I1em: Forces

Factors: " '

Representations: The G4 informs forces as follows:

1) Control of administrative movements to include
selection of routes, highway regulation, traffic control,
and preparation of movement orders. The G4 is responsible
for transportation movements to include selection of
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(ITE4, I LEVEL 3

ITUERACTION) I DESCIPTION

routes (in coordination with the G3 for movements when the

selection of routes has tactical implications), highway

regulation, and traffic control. Plans are formulated in

conjunction with detailed plans of the transportation

officer and are coordinated with traffic control plans

prepared by the Provost Marshal. Approves plans of

transportation officer and Provost Marshal pertaining to

transportation.

2) Receipt, storage, and distribution of supplies to

supported forces. Provision of control means necessary to

coordinate the operations of the supply system.

3) Establishment of priorities of combat service support

units. The G4 prepares general plans for service support
to include selection and allocation of combat service
support troops by type and number (in coordination with
the operations officer).

(14. 13) Itm: Ccmiander

I Factors:
Representations: The G4 provides required transportation from

assigned and attached transportation units, other units of the

command, or from that requested and received from higher
headquarters.

(14, 14) I 11m: Staff

Factors:
Representations: The G4 manages procurement of required
supplies by requisition on the base of support or by
exploitation of local resources.

(15, -) See (14, -) above.

(16, -) See (14,-) above.

(17, 3) It=m: Forces

I Eators:
I Representation: Developing policies, plans, and programs for

installation and field services functions including
transportation (when assigned), NBC decontamination, collection

and evacuation of abandoned materiel, real estate acquisition,
construction, maintenance, utilities, and firefighting.
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Directory 2.2.4 C2 Coordinating Staff (Continued)

(ITE4, i LEVEL 3
IE ACION)l DESCRIPTION

I

Developing and recommending the troop basis and The Army
Authorization Document System (TAADS) changes pertaining to
services functions.

(17, 6) Im: ForcesI chani m:
I Factor:

Representation: Establishing plans, technical training, and
technical control of operations of support command units

I providing installation and field services support.

(17, 10) It: CcnmanderI cbani :
Factors:
I epresentation: Providing advice to the support command
commander and staff and assistance to supported and subordinate
unit commanders on installation and field services matters.

(17, 11) Item: Staff
I canim:Factors:

Representation: Developing policies, plans, and programs for
installation and field services functions including
transportation (when assigned), NBC decontamination,
collection and evacuation of abandoned materiel, real estate

I acquisition, construction, maintenance, utilities, and
firefighting.

I Maintaining liaison with supported and supporting units.

Developing estimates and studies of requirements.

Developing policies, plans, and programs for supply and
maintenance (excluding medical equipment) functions, including
supply and maintenance of end items and repair parts,
acquisition and collection, salvage and evacuation of

I unserviceable and excess materiel.

(18, 5) Item: StaffMechnicn:
Factors:
Representation: The ACofS, materiel, has primary coordinating
staff responsibility for developing policies, plans,
procedures, and programs for management and operation of supply

I and maintenance functions.
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Directory 2.2.4 C2 Coordinating Staff (Continued)

(ITE4, I LEVEL 3
INTERACTION) I DESCRIPIOQN

Exercising operational control over the materiel management
center (MMC).

Maintaining liaison with supported and supporting units.

(18, 6) Item: Forces
Factors:

Represgntation: Establishing plans, technical training, and
I technical control of operations of support command units
I providing supply and maintenance (excluding medical) support.

I Moitoring equipment operational readiness rates within theommand.

(18, 9) 1 =Itm Forces

Factors:
I R ee tion: Redistribution of supplies and maintenance
resources within the command.

(18, 10) 2=: Ccmander

Represenation: Providing advice to the support command
commander and staff and assistance to supported and subordinate

I unit commanders on supply and maintenance matters.

(18, 11) Item: Staff

Factors:-•."

Representation: Providing advice to support command commander
and staff and assistance to supported and subordinate unit
commanders on supply and maintenance matters.

(18, 14) Itm: Staff

Factors:Q '-

R:e~rsntati Maintaining liaison with supported and
supporting units.

Monitoring equipment operational readiness rates within the
cnmmand.

(19, -) Requirements, interactions, and representations are the same as
for the Corps Transportation Officer. The ACofS,
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Directory 2.2.4 C2 Coordinating Staff (Continued)

(ITEM, ILEVL 3

IRaIN I DESCRIPTION

I Transportation does not address day-to-day operations in as

I much detail as the corps and division transportation officers.

(21, -) j See (17, -)above.

(22, -) I See (18, -)above.

(23, -) I See (19, -)above.
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TABLE 2.2.5 C2 SPECIAL STAFF

ITEM INTERACTION LEVEL 3

ORGANIZE DIRECT ALLOCATE INFORM REOUEST

-12 F7FS 7 9 F" 3114 175
FIRE SUPPORT

I CORPS FSCOORD * * * * * * I * * * *

2 DIVISION FSCOORD * * * * * * * * * * *

3 CORPS ASOC * * * *

4 CORPS TACP * * * *

5 DIVISION TACP * * * *

6 BRIGADE TACP * * * *

7 BATTALION TACP * * * *

B CORPS NBCE * * * *

9 DIVISION NBCE * * * * *

10 BRIGADE FSE * * * *

AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY

11 CORPS ADA OFFICER

12 DIVISION ADA OFFICER -L*I I H
AVIATION

13 CORPS AVN OFFICER

14 DIVISION AVN OFFICER L * *LJ~jj k-
COMMUNICATIONS-
ELECTRONICS

15 CORPS C-E OFFICER D W t I I i~ 7 7 7
16 DIVISION C-E OFFICER * W L W * *W

CHEMICAL

18 DIVISO CHEM OFFICER

17 DVISON CHEM OFFICER L* I I

ENGINEER

19 CORPS ENGR OFFICER

2 0 DIVISION ENGR OFFICER L* I IW * * fI
OTHER

21 CORPS SWO

22 DIVISION SWO

23 CORPS TRANS OFFICER --
24 DIVISION TRANS OFFICER
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Directory 2.2.5 C2 Special Staff

(ITEM, I LEVEL 3
ITEACTIO) I DESCRIPTION

(1, 1) Item: Cam-ander
Factors:
Rpresentations: Organizes and supervises the fire support
elements (FSEs), fire support sections (FSSs), and fire support
teams (FISTs) with supported units down to and including company
and troop.

(1, 2) Item: StaffMechani s:
Factors:
Representations: Organizes and supervises the fire support
elements (FSEs), fire support sections (FSSs), and fire support
teams (FISTs) with supported units down to and including company
and troop.

(1, 3) I1 : Forces
I 1cbanism:

I presentations: Recommends the field artillery task
organization.

(1, 4) I=: Commander

Factors:

Reresentat ions: The field artillery commander is designated the
fire support coordinator (FSOXORD). In smaller units, brigades,
or separate task forces, the FSOORD usually is the commanding

1 officer or his representative from the attached or supporting
field artillery unit. In the absence of an attached or
supporting field artillery unit, the situation may require that
the commander designate a FSODORD for coordination of available
fire support. Organizes and supervises the fire support
elements (FSEs), fire support sections (FSSs), and fire support

D teams (FISTs) with supported units down to and including company
and troop,

(1, 5) Item: Staff

Factors:
Representations: The FSODORD directs the FSE staff as follows:

1) Assists in the preparation of operation plans and
orders by providing information pertinent to fire support
organizations and operations to include recommending fire
support coordination measures and priorities. Supervises
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Directory 2.2.5 C2 Special Staff (Continued)

(IT4, I LEVEL 3
INIERACTION I DESCRIPrION

the preparation of the fire support annex and supporting
appendixes.

2) Provides for target analysis and damage assessment of
nuclear and chemical weapons employed on surface targets by
friendly field artillery.

3) Coordinates field artillery survey within the command
and with higher and adjacent commands.

4) Provides technical assistance to the ACofS, G2, in the
study and evaluation of enemy fire support capabilities and
supports the battlefield surveillance plan.

5) Coordinates field artillery target acquisition within
the command and with higher and adjacent commands.

6) Organizes and supervises the fire support elements
(FSEs), fire support sections (FSSs), and fire support
teams (FISTs) with supported units down to and including
company and troop,

I 7) Coordinates efforts to suppress enemy air defense with
fire support means, as appropriate.

(1, 6) I1m: Forces

Factors:

Representation: Organizes and supervises the fire support
elements (FSEs), fire support sections (FSSs), and fire support
teams (FISTs) with supported units down to and including company
and troop.

(1, 9) Item: Forces

Factors:

Representations: Recommends the allocation of nuclear and
chemical weapons for fire support operations; also recommends
the prescribed nuclear load for field artillery units,
subordinate units, supply points, and depots, as appropriate.

(1, 10) Item: Ccmander

Factors:
Representations: The FSXDORD informs commanders as follows:
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Directory 2.2.5 C2 Special Staff (Continued)

(ITE4, I LEVEL 3
INERACTION) I DESCRIPTION

1) Advises on fire support on surface targets, target
acquisition, radar emplacement, counterfire operations, and
deception operations by fire support means.

2) Provides information on the status of field artillery
fire support means.

3) Recommends use of fire support means from other
services and advises liaison representatives from
supporting services.

(1, 11) IItem: StaffMechanisms:
Factors:

Representations: The FSCDORD informs the staff as follows:

1) Provides information on the status of field artillery
ammunition on hand, recommends to the ACofS, G3, the field
artillery ammunition required supply rate (RSR), provi -s
an estimate ot the adequacy of the field artillery
ammunition controlled supply rate (CSR), and recommends the
CSR for subordinate commands.

& I 2) The G3 integrates fire support into operations.
Receives the fire support plan from the FSCOORD; reviews to
ensure that it is in consonance with command guidance and
is compatible with the planned scheme of defense;
integrates the fire support plan into the OPLAN/OPORD as
the fire support annex. Recommends allocations of nuclear
and chemical weapons to subordinate units. Determines the
prescribed nuclear load (PN) and the prescribed nuclear
stockage (PNS) for all assigned and attached nuclear
capable units based on FSCOORD recommendations. Determines
the number of chemical weapons by type to be carried by
each assigned and attached delivery unit based on FSOORD
and chemical officer recommendations.

3) FSCOORD submits requirements for combat and combat
support units to G3; recommends priority and allocation of
assignment of combat support units and personnel and issue
of equipment. Submits requirements for combat service
support units to appropriate coordinating staff officers.
Recommends to appropriate coordinating staff officer
priority and allocation of assignment of units and
personnel and issue of equipment for fire support.
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Directory 2.2.5 c 2 Special Staff (Continued)

(IT 1, I LEVEL 3
1NTERACTION) I DESCRIPTION __ __

4) Provide G3 with advice concerning availability and
capability of combat support means and make general
recommendations concerning employment of such means.

5) FSODORD coordinates suppression of artillery fires in
area of reconnaissance, target marking, and SEAD fires, as
required. Provides observer personnel as required. Uses
photos to obtain survey data and verify target locations.

6) Recommend to G3 allocation and priorities of personnel
supplies and equipment to combat and combat support units
of the command. Assists G3 in planning, as required, to S
include preparation of specific plans for employment of
combat support means and preparation of pcrtions of the
overall plan.

7) Submits to the G2 information and intelligence derived
from field artillery operations. 0

8) FSXORD provides supporting and interdiction fires.
Provides forward observer personnel. Coordinates surface-
to-surface fires in area of reconnaissance.

I 9) FS(t)ORD requests information on physical S

characteristics of target required for target analyses.
Informs G2 of combat surveillance information received from
artillery and other sources.

10) FSCflORD makes detailed target analysis and furnishes
target information. Furnishes and receivees information 5
of enemy troops, materiel, supply, installations, trainino,
tactics, and capabilities. Assists in evaluating
information.

11) Estimates the effect the predicted fallout will have
on troop units, installations, and activities in their B
respective areas, advises appropriate coordinating staff
officer, initiates planning to minimize effects.

12) Advises appropriate coordinating staff officer on
ability to support operations and on the impact of current
and planned operations in their respective fields. 0

13) FSCDORD provides chemical officer with necessary
data to predict fallout; receives predicted fallout from
chemical officer, includes such information in
recommendations to G3 for employment of nuclear weapons.
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Directory 2.2.5 C2 Special Staff (Continued)

(ITEM, LEVEL 3
INERACtION) I DESCRIPrION

(1, 12) Item: Forces

Factors:
Representations: The FSODORD informs forces as follows:

1) Advises on fire support on surface targets, target
acquisition, radar emplacement, counterfire operations, and
deception operations by fire support means.

2) Coordinates field artillery survey within the command
and with higher and adjacent commands.

3) Organizes and supervises the fire support elements
(FSEs), fire support sections (FSSs), and fire support
teams (FISTs) with supported units down to and including
company and troop

(1, 14) Item: Staff
Mechanisms:
Factors:

Repxresentatios: Requests from the FSOORD include the
following:

e 1) FSCDORD requests information on physical
characteristics of target required for target analyses.
Informs G2 of combat surveillance information received from
artillery and other sources.

2) FSCDORD requests technical intelligence of target
characteristics.

3) FSCDORD submits requirements for combat and combat
support units to G3; recommends priority and allocation of
assignment of combat support units and personnel and issue
of equipment. Submits requirements for combat service
support units to appropriate coordinating staff officers.
Recommends to appropriate coordinating staff officer
priority and allocation of assignment of units and
personnel and issue of equipment for field artillery.

(2,-) See (1, -) above.

(3, -) See (4, -) below. The corps ASOC contains the corps TACP which
provides the major functions for the ASOC.
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Directory 2.2.5 C2 Special Staff (Continued)

(ITEM, LEVEL 3
TERAION I DESCRIPTION

(4, 3) Im: Forces
Mechanism:
Factors:
Representation: Assisting the corps G3 plans in preparing
portions of plans and orders dealing with tactical air support,

I to include the air support appendix of the fire support annex to
I the corps oplan.

(4, 9) Im: ForcesI chani :
Factors:

Ri rentati: Advising the corps staff on tactical air I
support employment, and resources, to include capabilities and
limitations.

(4, 11) Item: Staff
Mecanism:
Factors:
Representation: Assisting in planning and requesting tactical
air support, to include close air support, battlefield air

I interdiction, reconnaissance, and airlift. Coordinating the
integration of other support means with air missions to include

I-requesting suppression of enemy air defenses (SEAD) support.

(4, 15) Item: Forces

Factors: '-

Representation: Preparing, reviewing, and forwarding immediate
tactical air support requests to the ASOC.

(5,-) See (4,-) above.

(6,-) See (4, -) above.

(7,-) See (4, -) above.

(8, 3) 1 tem: Forces

I MebnimFactors:-

Re.re.entation:

1) Planning, controlling, and coordinating nuclear, S
biological, and chemical monitoring and surveys.

2) Assisting in planning the use of nuclear and chemical
weapons.
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Directory 2.2.5 C2 Special Staff (Continued)

(ITEM, LEVEL 3
INTERACTION) I DESCRIJTION

3) Planning and recommending requirements for the use of
the NBC defense company and other attached chemical units.

4) Advising on smoke operations in coordination with the
G3.

(8, 9) Ite=: ForcesMechanism:
Factors:

IRepresentation:

1) Planning and supervising measures to avoid or reduce a
effects of enemy BC attacks.

2) Planning and recommending requirements for the use of
the NBC defense company and other attached chemical units.

3) Assisting in planning the use of nuclear and chemical

weapons.

4) Preparing the NBC defense annex to plans and orders.

(8, 10) I2te: CcnmanderIt5Mechanism
Factors:
Representation: ,

1) Advising on the impact of NBC contamination on tactical
and logistical operations.

2) Advising on the implementation of MOPP.

(8, 1i) IItem: Staff
Mechni~n
Factors:
Representation: S

1) Receiving, processing, evaluating, and disseminating
nuclear, biological, and chemical monitoring and survey
data.

2) Preparing detailed fallout predictions for enemy
nuclear weapons.

3) Preparing chemical vapor hazard predictions for enemy
chemical attacks.
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Directory 2.2.5 C2 Special Staff (Continued)

(ITEM, j LEVEL 3
IN ACrION) I DESCRIPTION

4) Preparing and disseminating warning messages for
friendly chemical strikes.

5) Collation, evaluation, and distribution of BC
contamination data.

6) Collection of NBC contamination information in
conjunction with higher, lower, and adjacent units.

7) Planning and supervising chemical target analysis.

8) Receipt, collation, evaluation, preparation and S

distribution of NBC reports.

9) Effective wind-message preparation and dissemination.

10) Maintaining the NBC situation map and overlays.

11) Advising the G2 on NBC intelligence matters.

(9,-) See (8, -) above.

(10, 3) 1±=: Forces
Mchani: aFactors:

1) Developing the fire support plan and
coordinating its implementation, to include nuclear and
chemical fires.

2) Recommending field artillery organization for combat.

(10, 6) 1 It: Forces
Mechanis:

Representation:

1) Developing the fire support plan and
coordinating its implementation, to include nuclear and
chemical fires.

2) Planning and coordinating fire support suppression of
enemy air defenses (SEAD).
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Directory 2.2.5 C2 Special Staff (Continued)

(ITE4, I LEVEL 3
_-TERACTION I DESCRIPTION

(10, 9) IJe: Forces

Factors: "'i
Representation:

1) Recommending field artillery organization for combat.

2) Developing the fire support plan and
coordinating its implementation, to include nuclear and
chemical fires.

(10, 10) Item: CamnanderMechanism:

Rpres in: Advising the commander on adequacy of fire
support for the operation being conducted.

(10, 11) Item: Staff

Representation:
1 I) Advising on all fire support matters.

2) Maintaining a current status of all fire support means
available to the force, to include field artillery, air
support, and naval gunfire.

3) Recommending target priorities for fire support.

(10, 15) Im: Forces

Factors:
Representation: Expediting immediate fire support needs and
requests for additional fire support from subordinate units and
conmanders.

(11, 2) Item: Staff

Representations: Determines requirements for ADA units and
'recommends their allocation to subordinate units and recommends
the command relationships between the subordinate units and
supporting ADA units.
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Directory 2.2.5 C2 Special Staff (Continued)

(ITEM, I LEVEL 3
nOMDACTION) I DESCIPTION

(11, 3) Item: Forces
I &xfliDM.:Factors-:"

Reresentations: Prepares the ADA portion of plans and orders.

(11, 5) ILte: Staff

Factors:
Representations: The ADA officer directs the staff as follows:

1) Prepares the ADA portion of plans and orders.

2) Ensures coordination of Army ADA operations within the
force and with area and regional AD commands, AD elements
of other services, and allies in the area of operations.

3) Plans and coordinates the use of airspace in
conjunction with the aviation officer.

4) Monitors the readiness status of ADA units and advises
the commander and appropriate staff elements on associated
maintenance problems.

(11, 9) Item: Forces
I khni :
Factors:
Representations: The ADA officer determines requirements for ADA
units and recommends their allocation to subordinate units and
the command relationships between the subordinate units and
supporting ADA units.

(11, 10) Itm: Cumrnander

Factors:

Representations: The ADA officer informs the commander as
follows:

1) Advises the commander and staff on all matters related
to the employment of ADA units.

2) Plans and coordinates the use of airspace in
conjunction with the aviation officer.

3) Monitors the readiness status of ADA units and advises
the commander and appropriate staff elements on associated
maintenance problems.
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Directory 2.2.5 C2 Special Staff (Continued)

(ITEM, I LEVEL 3
INIERACION) I DESCRIPTION

(11, 11) Im: Staff
Secbani :Factors:
Representations: The ADA officer informs the staff as follows:

1) Plans and coordinates the use of airspace in
conjunction with the aviation officer.

2) Monitors the readiness status of ADA units and advises
the commander and appropriate staff elements on associated
maintenance problems.

3) Prepares the ADA portion of the command SOP.

4) Coordinates with the G2 the integration of ADA
operations into the overall intelligence system.

5) Estimates air threat for G2.

6) Furnishes and receives information of enemy troops,
materiel, supply, installations, training, tactics, and
capabilities in ADA areas of interest. Assists in

I evaluating information.

7) Provides G3 with advice concerning availability and
capability of combat support means to make general
recommendations concerning employment of such means.

8) Provides advice and recommendations concerning
employment of combat support means within AA Recommends
to G3 allocation and priorities of personnel supplies and
equipment to combat and combat support units of the
command. Assists G3 in planning, as required, to include
preparation of specific plans for employment of ADA combat
support means and preparation of portions of the overall
plan.

9) Submits requirements for combat and combat support
units to G3; recommend priority and allocation of
assignment of combat support units and personnel and issue
of equipment. Submits requirements for combat service
support units to appropriate coordinating staff officers.
Recommends to appropriate coordinating staff officer
priority and allocation of assignment of units and
personnel and issue of equipment for ADA.
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Directory 2.2.5 C2 Special Staff (Continued)

(ITE4, I LEVEL 3
INERACTION I DESCRIPTION

10) Prepares necessary annexes for approval and

authentication.

(12,-) See (11, -) above.

(13, 3) =Ite: Forces

Factors:
Representations: Assists in the planning and supervision of the
following Army aviation operations:

1) Employment of aviation in combat and combat support
operations.

2) Establishment and operation of the air-space management
and air traffic control systems.

(13, 5) Ite=: Staff

Representations: Assists in the planning and supervision of the
I following Army aviation operations:

P 1) Employment of aviation in combat and combat support
operations.

2) Establishment and operation of the air-space management
and air traffic control systems.

3) Exercise staff supervision over technical and flight
aspects of Army aviation operations.

(13, 6) Item: ForcesI k~bani :
Factors:
Representations: Assists in the planning and supervision of the
following Army aviation operations:

1) Employment of aviation in combat and combat support
operations.

2) Establishment and operation of the air-space management
and air traffic control systems.
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Directory 2.2.5 C2 Special Staff (Continued)

(ITE4, J LEVEL 3
INTERACTIO I DESCRIPTION

(13, 9) Ite: Forces

Factors:
Representations: Prepares the aviation portion of plans and
orders.

(13, 11) Item: StaffI dbni :
Factors:
Representations: Prepares the aviation portion of plans and
orders and with the ADA officer and other appropriate agencies,
assists in developing the airspace management plan. Coordinates

I with the transportation and movements staff personnel in matters
requiring Army aircraft for combat service support operations
and other administrative flight operations deemed necessary.
Assists the staff in preparing aviation portions of estimates,
plans, orders, and reports. Specific information includes the
following:

1) AVN provides data on air threat.

2) AVN assigns missions. Coordinates priorities on use
I of Army aviation. Furnishes technical advice on use of

ic Army aviation.

3) AVN furnishes Army aviation for photo delivery for G2.
Coordinates with Army aviation operations.

4) AVN provides Army aviation for photography and visual
observation for G2.

5) Furnishes and receives information of enemy troops,
materiel, supply, installations, training, tactics, and
capabilities. Assists in evaluating information.

6) AVN provides air observation of effectiveness of
camouflage and concealment for G4.

7) Estimates the effect the predicted fallout will have on
AVN operations; submits appropriate recommendations to
coordinating staff officer concerned, and initiates
planning to minimize effects.

8) Submits requirements for combat and combat support
units to G3; recommend priority and allocation of
assignment of combat support units and personnel and issue
of equipment. Submits requirements for combat service
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Directory 2.2.5 C2 Special Staff (Continued)

(IT I1, I LEVEL 3
ITIERACTIOn I DESCRIPrION

support units to appropriate coordinating staff officers.
Recommends to appropriate coordinating staff officer
priority and allocation of assignment of units and
personnel and issue of equipment.

9) AVN provides special staff assistance in the planning
and use of Army aviation for delivery of supplies and
equipment by air.

10) Prepare necessary annexes for approval and
authentication.

(13, 12) Item: Forces

Representations: Airspace management constraints information,
mission tasking.

(14, -) See (13, -) above.

(15, 3) Ite: Forces

|e Factors:

I Rresentations: The C-E officer determines the methods to
provide communications-electronics support to satisfy command
requirements, including the emloyment of signal troops.

15, 5) I1tm: Staff

Factors:
Representations: The C-E officer:

1) Prepares and 'xercises staff supervision over
electronic counter-countermeasure (ECCM) portion of the
training program.

2) Assists in the preparation of EW plans and annexes.

(15, 6) Item: Forces

Mecha~nim:Factors

Representations: The C-E officer plans and supervises operations
concerning the following:

1) Installation, operation, and maintenance of signal
communications systems by assigned or attached signal
units.
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Directory 2.2.5 C2 Special Staff (Continued)

(ITE4, LEVEL 3
INTERACTION) I DESCRIPI'ION

2) Still and motion-picture photographic services, except
air photography.

(15, 9) I Jm: Forces

Factors:

Representations: The C-E officer coordinates frequency
allocation, frequency assignment and use, and the reporting and
processing of meacoaing, interference, jamming, and intrusion
(MIJI) problems.

(15, 10) It=m: Cormmnder 0Mechanisms:
Factors:
Representations: The C-E officer advises on all C-E matters,
including location of headquarters, location of C-E facilities,
and use of signal activities for deception. Coordinates
frequency allocation, frequency assignment and use, and the 0
reporting and processing of meaconing, interference, jamming,
and intrusion (MIJI) problems.

(15, 11) Item: Staff

ILFactors: 0

Representations: The C-E officer informs the staff as follows:

1) C-E based on G3 guidance, develops plan for
establishing signal communications. Prepares C-E annex to
operation order. Coordinates restricted frequency list and
disseminates taboo and protected frequency lists; submits
to G3 for approval.

2) Recommends to G3 allocation and priorities of personnel
supplies and equipment to combat and combat support units
of the command. Assists G3 in planning, as required, to
include preparation of specific plans for employment of
support means and preparation of portions of the overall
plan.

3) C-E provides C-E input to EW annex. Implements
defensive EW policy and procedures.

4) C-E provides advice and implements signal security
(SIGSEC) measures.

5) C-E provides C-E support to the deception plan.
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(ITEM, I LEVEL 3
INTRACION I DESCRIPTION

6) Coordinates frequency allocation, frequency assignment
and use, and the reporting and processing of meaconing,
interference, jamming, and intrusion (MIJI) problems.

7) Supervising and coordinating with the ACofS, G2 and the
communications-electronics (C-E) officer the evaluation of
meaconing, interference, jamming, and intrusion (MIJI)
reports. Provides G2 information on communications and
electronic intelligence. C-E provides communications and
ground photography, as required. C-E reproduces and
distributes airphotos. Coordinates in establishing
priorities for photographic support. Delivers air photos.
Furnishes and receives information of enemy troops,
materiel, supply, installations, training, tactics, and
capabilities in teir respective areas of interest.
Assists in evaluatir information.

8) Advises on all C-E matters, including location of
headquarters, location of C-E facilities, and use of signal
activities for deception. C-E advises G3 on signal
communications aspect of location; recommends site.

I 9) C-E provides signal considerations in the location of
the rear boundary.

10) Advises appropriate coordinating staff officer on
ability to support operations and on the impact of current
and planned operations in their respective fields.

11) Estimates the effect the predicted fallout will have
on communications operations, submits appropriate
recommendations to coordinating staff officer concerned,
and initiates planning to minimize effects.

12) Submits requirements for combat and combat support
units to G3; recommends priority and allocation of
assignment of combat support units and personnel and issue
of equipment. Submits requirements for combat service
support units to appropriate coordinating staff officers.
Recommends to appropriate coordinating staff officer
priority and Ilocation of assignment of units and
personnel and issue of equipment.

13) C-E provi6es communications needed for traffic control
that are beyond capability of units concerned.
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Directory 2.2.5 C2 Special Staff (Continued)

(ITEM, LEVEL 3
=AMCION) I DESCRIFPION

(15, 12) Item: Forces

Factors:
I Representations: The C-E officer coordinates frequency

allocation, frequency assignment and use, and the reporting and
processing of meaconing, interference, jamming, and intrusion
(MIJI) problems.

(16,-) See (15, -) above.

(17, 3) Itm: Forces

Factors:

Representations: Assists in planning the use of nuclear and
chemical weapons.

(17, 5) Ite: Staff
Mecha~nisms:
Factors:

Representations: Prepares the nuclear, biological, and chemical
(NBC) portion of plans and orders.

(17, 6) Ite: ForcesMechanism:
Factors:

Representations: Directs and coordinates chemical operations and
radiological aspects of nuclear weapon employment with other

I-combat support and combat service support operations.

(17, 9) Item: Forces
Mechanisms:
Factors:
Representations: Assists in planning the use of nuclear and
chemical weapons.

(17, 10) It=m: Com-ander
Mechanisms:
Factors:

Representations: Advises the commander and staff on matters
concerning offensive and defensive chemical operations. Assists
in planning the use of nuclear and chemical weapons.

(17, 11) Item: Staff

Factors2:
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Directory 2.2.5 C2 Special Staff (Continued)

(ITE4, I LEVEL 3
INTRACTION I DESCRIPTION

Representations: Advises the commander and staff on matters
concerning offensive and defensive chemical operations as
follows:

1) Prepares the nuclear, biological, and chemical (NBC)
portion of plans and orders. Advises G3 on allocation and
use of chemical means, submits to FSCOORD for review and
for incorporation into fire support plan. Prepares fallout
predictions as required for nuclear attacks. Provides G3
with technical data necessary to develop vulnerability of
friendly forces to fallout. Develops plan for monitoring
fallout from friendly delivered nuclear weapons. FSO3ORD
provides chemical officer with necessary data to predict
fallout; receives predicted fallout from chemical officer,
includes such information in recommendations to G3 for
employment of nuclear weapons.

I 2) Provide G3 with advice concerning availability and
capability of combat support means and make general
recommendations concerning employment of such means.

I Submit requirements for combat and combat support units to
G3; recommend priority and allocation of assignment of
combat support units and personnel and issue of equipment.

i Submit requirements for combat service support units to
appropriate coordinating staff officers. Recommend to
appropriate coordinating staff officer priority and
allocation of assignment of units and personnel and issue
of equipment for nuclear chemical operations. CML advises
on capability to provide smoke concealment; plans provided
as directed.

(a) The G3 determines the number of chemical weapons
by type to be carried by each assigned and attached
delivery unit based on FSOORD and chemical officer
recamrendations.

(b) The G3 determines EEFI and OPSEC vulnerabilities,
including nuclear vulnerability assessment analysis
and, in coordination with the chemical officer,
maintaining the radiation exposure status of the
command; recommending troop safety criteria and
operation exposure guide; and recommending the
appropriate mission-oriented protective posture (MOPP)
for the command.
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Directory 2.2.5 C2 Special Staff (Continued)

(ITEM, LEVEL~ 3

=Z=INI DESCRIPTION -

I 3) General information includes the follwing:

I (a) Chemical and nuclear target analysis and munition
I requirement computation, as required in coordination

with the FSCDORD.

I (b) Receipt, collation, evaluation, preparation, and
I distribution of nuclear, biological, and chemical
I reports.

I (c) Provides information on contaminated areas.

I (d) Prepares fallout predictions, provides expert
I information on nuclear effects. Coordinates N~BC
I warning and reporting system throughout the NBCZ

I (e) Furnishes and receives information of enemy
I troops, materiel, supply, installations, training,
I tactics, and capabilities for NBC employment.
I Assists in evaluating information.

I(f) Advises on impact of weather on nuclear and
Ichemical operations. Prepares and disseminates the
I effective downwind message.

I (g) Provides screening agents.

I (h) Advises on contaminated areas an,3 impact on
I transportation operations.

(17, 12) I Item: Forces

£Drecntrati n: The chemical officer informs forces as follows:

1) Specifies smoke operations, including coordination with
I the ACofS, G3, or ACof 5, security, operations, training,

and intelligence.

2) Provides data on the casualty-producing effectiveness
and the degree of downwind hazard from friendly chemical
attacks.

(3) Provides collation, evaluation, and distribution of MC
(contamination data. n

(18, See (17, fdeabove.
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(ITEM, I LEVEL 3
jXCM=ION1 I DESCRIPTION "-

(19, 1) Ite=: Cwder

Factors:-....

Rre o Determines the requirements for engineer
support, recommends the allocation of engineer resources to
subordinate units to include the command or support
relationships between subordinate units and supporting
engineers, and exercises staff supervision over all engineer
actions in support of the command.

(19, 2) Itm: Staff
I k-hanism:~
F actr:
RBepresentation: Determines the requirements for engineer
support, recommends the allocation of engineer resources to
subordinate units to include the command or support
relationships between subordinate units and supporting
engineers, and exercises staff supervision over all engineer
actions in support of the command.

(19, 3) Im: Forces
Mechanism:

Rp2rasentation: Determines the requirements for engineer
support, recommends the allocation of engineer resources to
subordinate units to include the command or support
relationships between subordinate units and supporting
engineers, and exercises staff supervision over all engineer

I actions in support of the command.

(19, 4) Itm: Convander

Factors:
RepresentLation: At division and corps is the commander of the * -

assigned engineer unit. In smaller units (maneuver brigades,
battalion, or separate task forces), the engineer can be the
commanding officer of the attached, operational control (OPCON,
or supporting engineer unit if a specifically designated
engineer has not been provided. Plans and supervises lower
echelon engineer operations pertaining to mobility,
countermobility, survivability, etc.

(19, 5) Im: Staff

Reprsetation: Plans and supervises engineer operations
pertaining to the following:
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Directory 2.2.5 C2 Special Staff (Continued)

(ITE4, I LEVEL 3
DMArION I DESCRIPTION

1) Mobility: Construction, rehabilitation, and emergency
repair of roads, bridges, and combat trails; breaching of
minefields, and reduction or bypass of obstacles to enhance
or preserve the mobility of friendly forces.

2) Countermobility: Construction of obstacles,
demolitions, and mine warfare to counter the mobility of
enemy forces.

3) Survivability: Construction of fortifications,
protective shelters, and weapons emplacements to increase
the survivability of weapons systems, personnel, supplies,
equipment, and facilities.

4) General engineering and construction to support
deployed forces.

I 5) Airfield construction and damage repair.

6) Classification of roads, bridges, and airfields.

7) Denial operations.

1 8) Employment of atomic demolition munitions.

9) Construction and placement of deception devices.

10) Engineer reconnaissance.

11) Prepares the engineer portion of plans and orders to
include the engineer annex ahd supporting appendixes (eg.,
obstacles, atomic demolition conditions).

12) Conducts terrain and trafficability studies.

(19, 6) Item: Forces
Mechanim:
Factors: -

presentations: Directs lower echelon units in engineer
operations.

(19, 8) I J=: Staff

,Factors:
Representatins: Determines the requirements for engineer
support, recommends the allocation of engineer resources to

I subordinate units to include the command or support
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(ITM, I LEVEL 3
INTERACPIONM I DMCRIPTION

relationships between subordinate units and supporting
engineers, and exercises staff supervision over all engineer
actions in support of the oommand.

(19, 9) Item: Forces
~Fartors

Representations: Determines the requirements for engineer
support, recommends the allocation of engineer resources to
subordinate units to include the command or support
relationships between subordinate units and supporting
engineers, and exercises staff supervision over all engineer
actions in support of the command.

(19, 10) Item: Commander

Factors.-
Representations: Determines the requirements for engineer
support, recommends the allocation of engineer resources to
subordinate units to include the command or support
relationships between subordinate units and supporting
engineers, and exercises staff supervision over all engineer

I"actions in support of the command.

(19, 11) Iem: Staff
I Becbnm:Factors: :

Representationg: The engineer officer informs the staff in the
following manner:

1) Prepares the engineer portion of plans and orders to
include the engineer annex and supporting appendixes (e.g.,
obstacles, atomic demolition conditions).

2) Provide advice and recommendations to G3 concerning
employment of engineer combat support means. Recommend to
G3 allocation and priorities of personnel supplies and
equipment to combat and combat support units of the
command. Assist G3 in planning, as required, to include
preparation of specific plans for employment of engineer
combat support means and preparation of portions of the
overall plan.

3) Engineer advises G3 of requirements for support of
engineer operations and impact of planned fire support on
engineering operations. Recommends and develops plans for
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(ITEM, I LEVEL 3
MN.AC IOn DESCRIPIION

employment of scatterable mines and atomic demolition
munitions.

4) Engineer provides G3 with road and bridge capabilities;
recommends routes.

I "5) Submit to G3 signal communications requirements.

I 6) Conducts terrain and trafficability studies. Engineer
I uses photos to obtain information and produce terrain

intelligence.

7) Furnishes and receives information from G2 concerning
enemy troops, materiel, supply, installations, training,
tactics, and capabilities. Assists in evaluating
information.

. I 8) Advise appropriate coordinating staff officer on
I ability to support operations and on the impact of current

and planned operations on engineer operations.

9) Estimate the effect the predicted fallout will have on
I" engineer operations, submit appropriate recommendations to

coordinating staff officer concerned, and initiate planning
I to minimize effects.

10) Engineer provides G4 with engineer road maintenance
I" considerations in the location of the rear boundary.

11) Engineer provides tonnage capabilities of roads and
I bridges; recommends limitations on use of roads (one-way or
- two-way); provides signs for posting restrictions or

directions.

I 12) Engineer makes route reconnaissance, provides engineer
technical advice, makes recommendation as to selection of

I. MSR.

I 13) Prepare necessary annexes for approval and
authentication.

(19, 12) Item: Forces

Factors: i
Representations: Exercises staff supervision over all engineer
actions in support of the command.
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(ITE4, I LEVEL 3STh'ERAclON I DESCRIPTION

(20, -) See (19,-) above.

(21, 11) Itm: Staff

Factors: -

I Reesentations: The staff weather officer provides the
following:

1) SWO provides weather information for trafficability and
intervisability estimates.

2) SWO provides weather input to collection management.

3) SWO furnishes wind, stability, and precipitation
forecasts for use in determining fallout pattern.

4) SWO provides G3 with weather information.

5) SWO provides information concerning effects of weather
on communications.

6) Recommends to appropriate coordinating staff officer
I priority and allocation of assignment of units and
I- personnel and issue of equipment in support of weather
I operations.

I 7) Prepare necessary annexes for approval and
I authentication.

(22, 11) See (21, 11) above.

(23, 2) IJtm: Staff
I LhanjaD :•-
Factors-: i
Rpresentations: Organizing the transportation staff to support
the development of policies, plans, and programs for
transportation functions. Recommending training, allocations,

I and priorities for support command personnel and units engaged
in transportation functions.

(23, 3) Im: Forces

Factors
Reres.entation: The transportation officer supports
organization of forces as follows:
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"(IT , I LEVEL 3
INTERACTION I DESCRIPTION

1) Planning, in coordination with the Air Force and the
Navy, for use of these Services' transportation for Army . -
movements and for use of Army transportation for their
movements.

2) Planning, in coordination with the ACofS, GS, and host
or allied nations for use of their transportation for U.S.
forces and for their support by Army transportation. This
includes support of CMO and use of allocated national and
local commercial transportation capabilities and
facilities. Coordinating the command's transportation
plans with higher, lower, and adjacent headquarters, as
required.

3) Making plans and recommendations, in coordination with
the command's aviation officer, for employment of Army air
transport capability in combat support and combat service
support operations, to include use of airspace and air
traffic control procedures.

(23, 5) Im: StaffMechanism:
~Factors:

R esentations: Functions as the primary coordinating staff
officer responsible for:

1) Developing policies, plans, and programs for
transportation functions, including transport requirements,
movement control, highway regulation (including traffic
circulation, routing, and scheduling), and terminal
transfer operations.

2) The transportation officer may be assigned as a special
staff officer (in divisions), or as an assistant to the
ACofS, G4, for transportation (in corps). Planning and
supervising at division include more day-to-day direction
of transport service operations, including:

(a) Making plans and providing recommendations on
requirements, availability, and employment of
transportation.

(b) Supervising transportation aspects of training.

(c) Exercising staff supervision over transportation
matters and advising the commander and staff on all
matters about transportation.
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(ITE4, I LEVEL 3
DZMT CTIOM I DESCRIPTION

(d) Establishing plans, technical training, and
technical control of operations of support command
units providing transportation support including
supervision of the movement control center (MCC).

(23, 6) Item: Forces

Factors
Representations:

1) Technical control of operations of support command
units providing transportation support including
supervision of the movement control center (MCC).

2) Supervising the OPSEC of transportation service
activities.

(23, 9) I2te: Forces

Factors:
Representation_: The transportation officer supports allocation
of resources as follows:

%79 1) Planning, in coordination with the Air Force and the
Navy, for use of these Services' transportation for Army
movements and for use of Army transportation for their
movenents.

2) Planning, in coordination with the ACofS, G5, and host
or allied nations for use of their transportation for U.S.
forces and for their support by Army transportation. This
includes support of CMO and use of allocated national and
local commercial transportation capabilities and
facilities. Coordinating the command's transportation
plans with higher, lower, and adjacent headquarters, as
required.

(23, 11) Iem: Staff

Factors: -.

Representations: The transportation officer informs the staff as
follows:

1) Developing policies, plans, and programs for
transportation functions, including transport requirements,
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Directory 2.2.5 C2 Special Staff (Continued)

(ITEM, I LEVEL 3
INTERACTION) I DESCRIPTION

movement control, highway regulation (including traffic
circulation, routing, and scheduling), and terminal
transfer operations.

2) Preparing the transportation portion of the command's
plans and orders, base development plans, RAP plans, and
troop basis for future operations.

3) Planning, in coordination with the Air Force and the
Navy, for use of these Services' transportation for Army
movements and for use of Army transportation for their
movements.

4) Planning, in coordination with the ACofS, G5, and host
or allied nations for use of their transportation for U.S.
forces and for their support by Army transportation. This
includes support of CMO and use of allocated national and
local commercial transportation capabilities and
facilities. Coordinating the command's transportation
plans with higher, lower, and adjacent headquarters, as
required.

5) Making plans and recommendations, in coordination with
the command's aviation officer, for employment of Army air
transport capability in combat support and combat service
support operations, to include use of airspace and air
traffic control procedures.

6) Providing advice to the support command commander and
staff and assistance to subordinate unit commanders on

transportation matters.

7) Recommending training, allocations, and priorities for
support command personnel and units engaged in

I . transportation functions.

8) Developing and recommending the troop basis and The
Army Authorizations Document System (TAADS) changes
pertaining to transportation functions.

9) Making plans and providing recommendations on
requirements, availability, and employment of
transportation.
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(ITWX, ILEVELI 3
INBTQMI MCESrION

(23, 12) 1 IJ=: Forces
Fato

RIesentAi-ins: Providing advice to the support command
Icommander and staff and assistance to subordinate unit

commanders on transportation matters.

I S
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TABLE 2.3 COMMAND AND CONTROL FORCES

ITEM INTERACTION LEVEL 2

ORGANIZE DIRECT ALLOCATE INFORM REQUEST

23 5~ 76 FT 8 1 lTT 13 114 15

WEAPONS

I MANEUVER *

2 AVIATION * * *

3 AIR CAVALRY * *

4 AIR DEFENSE * *

5 ARTILLERY * *

6 CLOSE AIR SUPPORT * *

7 ELECTRONIC WARFARE**

SUPPORT

8 ENGINEER

9 COMBAT SERVICE SUPPORT
I0 NUCLEAR/AIOLOGICAL/

CHEMICAL
II AVIATION SUPPORT

SENSOR

12 INTELLI GENCE

13 TARGET ACQUISITION

SIGNAL

14 BRIGADE

15 BATTALION

0 -0 *

6



Directory 2.3 C2 Forces

(ITEM, LEVEL 2
(INTERACTION) I DESCRIPTION

(1, 10) 1 2m: Commander

Factors:
Representations: Command information: mission, location,
activity, strength, status, and enemy are reported according
to SOP.

(1, 11) It: Staff
Sbebanism:
Factors:
Representations: Operational, technical, and intelligence data
and information: location, activity, status, strength, and

I enemy are reported according to SOP.

(1, 12) I Am: Forces

- Factors:

Representations: Ccmand, operational, technical, and
intelligence data and information are exchanged among forces
(including support and sensoi) according to SOP. Examples
include fire support targeting, supply locations, and status.

(1, 13) Item: Comrander

Representation: Requests for additional fire support mission
. changes and service support are submitted through command
-- channels.

(1, 14) Item: StaffMechanism:Factors:

Representations: Force elements/units request additional
service support.

(1, 15) Ite: Forces

Factor.-:
Representations: Force elements/units request additional
service support and fire support from force units which are in
direct support.

(2,-) See (1, -) above.

(3,-) See (1,-) above.

(4, -) See (1, -) above .
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Directory 2.3 C2 Forces (Continued)

(ITE4, I LEVEL 2
TEERAION) I DESCRIPrION

(5,-) See (1,-) above.

(6,-) See (1,-) above.

(7, -) See (1, -) above.

(8, 10) Item: Ummander

Facors:
Representations: Command information: mission status,
location, activity, unit status, strength, and enemy are
reported according to SOP. Reports are routed to both
maneuver and functional area ccmmands, as required.

(8, 11) Item:
Mechanism:
Factors:

Representations: Operational and technical data and
information: location, mission status, activity, unit status,
and unit strength are reported according to SOP. Reports are
routed to both maneuvers and functional area camuands, as
required.

(8, 12) Itm: Forces
Mehbanism:
Factors:
Representations: Conmand, operational, intelligence, and
technical information and data are exchanged among forces

I (including weapons and sensors) according to SOP. Examples
include intelligence gained during mission execution,
location, and status.

(8, 13) Itm: Ccuuander

Representations: Requests for additional fire support,
mission changes, and additional service support are submitted
through comrmand channels.

(8, 14) Item: Staff
Factors:

Representations: Force elements/units request additional
service support through normal staff technical channels.

3 2.- "8
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Directory 2.3 C2 Forces (Continued)

(ITEM, LEVEL 2
INTEACIQON) I DESCRIEPION

(8, 15) I tm: Forces
I &sbanis:

Factors: "

Repreentations: Force elements/units request additional
service support and fire support from force elements which are
in direct support.

(9,-) See (8,-) above.

(10,-) See (8,-) above.

(11,-) See (8,-) above.

(12, 11) Item=: Staff
Mechanis:
Factors:
Representations: Intelligence data and unit operational
information shall be reported from sensors and/or ground

I stations according to SOP.

(12, 12) Item: ForcesI Menism
~Factors:

Representations: Targeting data shall be reported to
I appropriate forces through direct links.

(12, 14) Item: Staff
M-chanis:Factors:
Representations: Sensors shall request combat and combat
service support from superior ccmmand staff elements according
to SOP.

(12, 15) =ite: Forces
I cani m:
Factors:
Representations: Sensors shall request combat and combat
service support from direct support forces according to SOP.

(13,-) See (12, -) above.

(14, 3) Item: Forces
I Megwjs:

Representations: Signal elements will organize available
I communications to the forces as structured.
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Directory 2.3 C2 Forces (Continued)

(ITEM', ILEVM~ 2
.LgrE&AIrQM1 I DESQIPTION

(14, 11) I Staff
I Mechanism:

I Bepresntai-ion: Sigral elements will inform the staff
Iconcerning the status of communications assets.

(15, 3) 1 See (14, 3) above.

(15, 11) ISee (14, 11) above.

(15, 15) 1=k~: Forces

I Represnt-a~jioQD- Lwer echelon signal elements will request
I additional equipment and support from forces as required.
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TABLE 2.3.1 C2 WEAPONS FORCES

ITEM ", INTERACTION LEVEL 3

ORGANIZE DIRECT ALLOCATE INFORM REOUEST

MANEUVER

I MANEUVER ON (CO)

2 ARMORED CAV SODN (CORPS)

3 ARMORED CAV SODN (DIV) F7
AVIATION

4 AVN SN (CORPS) 1 LI* L --'-J *[7 L±LJ
AIR CAVALRY

5 AIR CAV TP (CORPS) I771 E77 FT7 1 Z F1 71 Z
AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY

8 CORPS GS HIMAD BTRY * *

7 CORPS SHORAD BTRY * *

8 DIV GSR HIMAD STRY * *

9 DIV SHORAD BTRY

10 SHORAD PLT * *

I I SHORAD SOD * *

12 STINGER TEAM * -

13 ODE DIVAD/STINGER STRY**

ARTILLERY

14 CORPS GS STRY

15 DIV FA ON (GS)

16 DIV RETAINED GS BTRY

17 ODE DS ,TRY/FIST

18 NAVAL SPR

CLOSE AIR SUPPORT

19 ATTACK HEL SN (CORPS)

20 CS (AA) (DIV)

21 AIR FORCE SORTIES

ELECTRONIC WARFARE

22 CORPS LEVEL JAMMERS ,' _____ * 77" 7
23 DIV LEVEL JAMMERS (C&J PLT) L L1j L j 1 J * * tjii"

0 0
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Directory 2.3.1 C2 Weapon Forces

(ITEM, I FARO I LEVEL 3 (FAROs)
INTERACTION)l PG I DESCRIPTIQNS (See Note at end of directory.)

(1, 11) 82, Ite=: Bde Main
84 Representations: Unit status, combat information (enemy status,

I NBC conditions, POJs captured), coordination of routes and
checkpoints new location, time of arrival, unit status upon arrival.

(1, 14) 82, Ite=: Bde FSE Staff, including Navy and AF Personnel
1 143 1 Representations: Fire support

1 189 1 It=: Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: Periodic IOL, amunition authorization

82 Itm: Bde Main
Representations: Support

82 Item: Bde
I Representations: CAS (inmediate)

i101 Item: Bde Main CP Avn Sec Staff
IRepresentations: Aviation support (inmediate)

I101 Item: Bde Main CP Engr Sec Staff
IIRepresentations: Engineer support (inediate)

123 Item: Bde S2 Staff
Representations: Intelligence requests

(2, 11) 189 Item: Corps Movement Ctrl Ctr Staff
I Representations: Status reports

75 Item: Armd Cav Regt
Representations: Mission status, enemy units, unit status, NBC
and obstacle reports, PO s

75 Im: Armored Cav Regt Pain CP"
Representations: Status reports (critical), SITREPS

(2, 14) 75 Ite=: Armd Cav Regt
Representations: Requests for support

I I

98 Item: Div Main CP Avn Sec Staff
Representations: Requests for aviation support

189 Item: Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff, Div Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: POL requests and ammunition authorization
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Directory 2.3.1 C2 Weapon Forces (Continued)

(ITEM, I FARO I LEVEL 3 (FAROs)
n CTION I M #s I DESCRIPTIONS (See Note at end of directory.)

(3, 11) 81 I te: Div TAC CP, Cav Bde (Air Attack) CB(AA)
Representations: Mission status, enemy status, unit status, NBC
conditions and obstacles, weather, terrain, K3Ws

81 Im: Cav Bde (Air Attack) CB(AA)
Representations: Administration/log reports

1 78 I t : Liv Main
Representations: Oplan coordination

(3, 14) 195 It: Div Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: Periodic POL requests, amnunition authorization

78 Im: Div TAC CP
Represntations: Inmediate support

(4, 5) 189 Im: Corps Matl Mgnt Ctr Staff
Represntations: Personnel transport

(4, 11) 189 Ite=: Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: Unit status reports

(4, 14) 189 Im: Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: POL requests, ammunition authorization

(5, 11) 76 Item: Armd Cav Regt
Representations: Mission status, enemy status/activity, NBC and
obstacle reports.

189 .=: Corps Movement Ctrl Ctr Staff
Repreentations: Status reports

(5, 14) 75 IJm: Armd Cav Regt
Representations: Support requests

1189 I =~: Corps Mati Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: POL requests, anmunition authorization

(6, 11) 166 Item: GS HIMADBn Ops Ctr (BOC) Staff
IIRepresentations: Unit status, air battle results

166 Ite: Division Comander
Representations: Advising on air defense priorities

(6, 14) 189 Itm: Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: POL, anmnunition authorization
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Directory 2.3.1 C2 Weapon Forces (Continued)

(ITEM, I FARO I LEVEL 3 (FAROs)
SINTERACTIQN}l I. #qs I DESCRIPTIONS (See Note at end of directory.)

(7, 11) 168 Item: SHORAD Bn TOC Staff (Corps)
Representations: Unit status, mission status upon completion

(7, 14) 189 I2tm: Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
I Representation: POL, amunition authorization

(8, 11) 1 171 I em: GSR HIMAD BOC Staff
Representations: Unit location, unit and equipment status, mission
results and progress of air battle

(8, 14) 195 Item: Div Mat. Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: WOL, ammunition authorization

(9, 11) 1 172 I 1±m: SHORAD Bn TOC Staff (Div)
Representations: Unit status and location

(9, 14) 195 Item: Div Mati Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representaions: POL, ammunition authorization

(10, 11) 170 Ite=: Corps SHORAD Btry, SHORAD Bn TOC Staff (Div)
Representations: Equipment status

-iC 1 82 1Itm: Bde Main
Representations: Location reports

(10, 14) 189 Iem: Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff, Div Mati Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: POL, ammunition authorization

(11, 11) 170 Item: Corps SHORAD Btry
RePresentations: Targets engaged, sightings without engagement

82 IIem: Bde ain
Representations: Location reports

(11, 14) 189 Itm: Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff, Div Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: POL, amunition authorization

(12, 11) 170 Item: Corps SHORAD Btry
Representations: Targets engaged, sightings without engagement

170 Item: Div SHORAD Btry
Representations: Unit status, engagements, sightings

82 j=te: Bde Main
Representations: Location reports
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Directory 2.3.1 C2 Weapon Forces (Continued)

(ITEN, I FARO I LEVEL 3 (FAROs)
INT 7IONl PG #s I DESCRIPrIONS (See Note at end of directory.)

(12, 14) 189 I em: Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff, Div Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: POL, ammunition authorization

(13, 11) 1 170 I 1e: SHORAD Bn TOC Staff (Div)
Representations: Unit status reports

82 Item: Bde Main
Representations: Location reports

(13, 14) 1 195 1 It: Div Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: POL, ammunition authorization

(14, 11) 136 Im: FA Bde HQs
Representations: Availability of nuclear/chemical weapons

(14, 14) 189, Itm: Div Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
195 Representations: POL requests, amunition authorization

(15, 11) 1 136 I em: Div Artillery TOC Staff
Representations: Availability of nuclear/chemical weapons

(15, 14) 189, Im: Div Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
a U 195 Representations: POL, ammunition authorization

(16, 11) 137 Item: Div FSE Staff, Bde FSE Staff, including Navy and AF
Personnel
Representations: Availability of nuclear/chemical weapons

137 Item: Div Artillery TOC Staff
epresentations: Unit status, mission fired/completed,
ammunition expended, combat effectiveness, damage assessment,
change in status, ready to fire

(16, 14) 195 Item: Div Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: POL, arnunition authorization

(17, 11) 1 143 1 Item: Bde FSE Staff, including Navy and AF Personnel
Reipresentations: Availability of nuclear/chemical weapons, unit
status, SITREPS, missions fired/completed, ammunition expended,
combat effectiveness

(17, 14) 195 Item: Div Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: POL, anmunition authorization

(18, 11) 153 Item: Div FSE Staff, Bde FSE Staff, including Navy and AF
Personnel
Rpresentations: Mission completion
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Directory 2.3.1 C2 Weapon Forces (Continued)

(ITEM, I FARO L LEVEL 3 (FAROs)
INTERACTION)l G #s I DESCRIPTIONS (See Note at end of directory.)

(19, 11) 1 76, I jt: Avn Bde
77 Represntation: Checkpoint and route coordination, new

location, unit status, enemy situation, NBC and obstacles

189 I11m: Corps Movement Ctrl Ctr Staff
Representations: Status reports

(19, 14) 189, Item: Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff, Div Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
195 Representations: POL requests, ammunition authorization

72 IJm: Corps Main
Representations: Support requests

(20, 11) 76 Item: Avn Bde
Rpesentations: Checkpoint and route coordination, new
location, unit status upon arrival, enemy information, NBC and
obstacle reports

79 I2tm: Div Main
Repreentations: Oplan coordination, combat reports

(20, 14) 189, Item: Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff, Div Fatl Mgmt Ctr Staff 0
W195 Br~esentations: Periodic POL requirement, amunition

author ization

(21, 11) 149, Ite: Div FSE Staff
153 Representations: Bde Fse Staff, including Navy and AF Personnel

Mission completion, damage assessment

(22, 11) 113 IItm: Corps Fusion Ctr Staff (A&P)
Representations: Sensor reports, combat intelligence, status

139, Im: Corps FA Section
114 1Reprsentations: Target intelligence (QUICKFIRE)

(22, 14) 189 Iltm: Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr StaffRepresentations : POL . .

(23, 11) 116, I1m: Div Mission Mgmt Element, Div Fusion Ctr Staff (A&P), Div
119 Fusion Center

Representations: Combat intelligence, unit status, sensor
reports.

(23, 12) 139, Item: Div FSE Staff
119 Representations: Target intelligence (QUICKFIRE)
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Directory 2.3.1 C2 Weapon Forces (Continued)

(ITE1, I FARO I LEVEL 3 (FAROs)
NTELRAC'ION) I #( #s I DESCRIPTIONS (See Note at end of directory.)

(23, 14) 189 Im: Corps Mati Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: POL

NOTE: The command and control functions for Force Items are
limited to reporting and requesting; therefore, only the subject
item and the information reported or requested to or from that
item are shown in the directory. No mechanisms were identified.

NOTE:

These Level 3 items from the FARO Assessment for
Automated ODRDIVEM Requirevents, JPL D-1192 have been
included to illustrate the types of items which might
be considered. Additional interactions have been
noted on higher level tables.
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TABLE 2.3.2 C2 SUPPORT FORCES

ITEM "\ INTERACTION LEVEL 3

ORGANIZE DIRECT ALLOCATE INFORM REQUEST

ENGINEER

I CORPS ENGR CST SN (HVY) * *

2 CORPS NON-TAC DOG CO I F *
3 CORPS AOM CO * *

4 CORPS ENGR WATER SUP CO * *
DIV ENGR CO

6 DIV TAC SDG CO * 1

COMBAT SERVICE SUPPORT

7 CORPS POL SPI SN
3 CORPS AMMUN BN *

9 CORPS MOT TRANS BN * *

10 CORPS MAN SN. OS I * *

I I CORPS MAN SN, GS **

12 CORPS TAM SN * *

13 CORPS MISSL SPR SN**

14 CORPS AMBUL CO **-

15 CORPS HOSP'S**

16 CORPS SPL & SER ON**

17 DIV SPL & SER CO * *

1S DIV MOT TRANS CO**

19 DIV LT MAN CO tLL1 * *

20 DIV HVY MAN CO**

21 DIVMISSLMANCO I * *

22 DIV TAM SN * *

23 DIV MED SPR CO *

24 SDE ATP (PERSONNEL) * *

25 WD DET S&TN ,

26 FWD CO MAN SN i** *-.|

27 FWD SPR MEDCO . , * I

NUCLEAR, BIOLOGICAL/
CHEMICAL _____ __________

28 CORPS NBC DEF CO ____,___L *

AVIATION SUPPORT

29 CORPS ASSAULT MEL SN 17

31 DIV CSAC *

~0,
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Directory 2.3.2 C2 Support Forces

(IT-EM, I FARO LEVEL 3 (FAROs)
INTERACTION) I FG #s DESCRIPTIONS (See Note at end of directory.)

(1, 11) 92, Item: Corps Main CP Engr Sec Staff
189 Representations: Unit status

94 It: Div CP Engr Sec Staff
Representations: Mission status, unit status, information
gathered during mission

(1, 14) 189 I=:- Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: POL

(2, 11) 97 Jte: Corps Main CP Engr Sec Staff
Representations: Unit status

1 97 I tm: Div CP Engr Sec Staff
I Representations: Mission status, unit status,information from
I mission

(2, 14) 1 189 I J=: Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: POL

(3, 11) 95 Item: Corps Main CP Engr Sec Staff
Representations: Mission status (and nuclear fire confirmation),

J unit status reports (including munition status), information
gathered during mission (MEC reports on ontaminated areas)

(3, 14) 189, I tm: Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff, Div Mat-. Mgmt Ctr Staff
195 Representations: POL

(4, 11) 96 IeJ: Corps Main CP Engr Sec Staff
Representations: Unit status, IBC reports, location of water
supply points, volume of water available.

(4, 14) 189 I te: Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: POL

(5, 11) I101 I =: Div CP Engr Sec Staff
Representations: Mission status, unit status, information gained
during mission

(5, 14) i101 Ite=: Div CP Engr Sec Staff
Representations: Support requests

(6, 11) 100 J= ./n: Div CP Engr Sec Staff
Representations: Mission status, unit status, information gained
during mission.
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Directory 2.3.2 C2 Support Forces (Continued)

(ITEM, FARO LEVEL 3 (FARCs)
IERACTION) I M #s I DESCRI.IONS (See Note at end of .directory.)

(6, 14) 1 195 1 1=: Div Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: POL

100 It=: Div CP Engr Sec Staff
I Representations: Support requests

(7, 11) 189 J=II/x: Corps Matl1 Mgmt Ctr Staff
I Representations: POL requirements forecast, unit status

(7, 14) 1 189 1 1=: Corps Matl Mgnt Ctr Staff
Representations: POL requests

(8, 11) 1 189 1 LJ=: Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: Unit status

(8, 14) 1 189 1 l=: Corps Mat Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: POL

(9, 11) 189 1=: Corps Composite Group/Bde HQ, Corps Matl Mgmt
Ctr Staff
Representations: Unit status

%j (9, 14) 189 1 J=~: Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: POL

(10, 11) 189 It=l: Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: Status reports

192 Ite: ADPC
Representations: Status reports on maintenance and materiel and
on unit status

93 1I= m: Corps Main CP Avn Sec Staff
Representations: Route and checkpoint coordination, mission
status, unit status, combat information gathered during
mission.

(10, 14) 1 189 I tnem: Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: PCL

(11, 11) 189 Item: Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: Status reports

(11, 11) 192 1 JI: ADPC
Representation Status reports on maintenance and materiel and
on unit status
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Directory 2.3.2 C2 Support Forces (Continued)

(ITMI, I FARO LEVEL 3 (FAROs)
INTERACTION) I F #s I DESCRIPIIONS (See Note at end of directory.)

(11, 14) 189 I=em: Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: POL

(12, 11) 189 Item: Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: Status reports

(12, 14) 189 Item: Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: Coordinate AVIM Co support, POL

(13, 11) 189 IJem: Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: Status reports

(13, 14) 189 I.1t: Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: Coordinate maintenance and supply managernt,
POL

(14, 11) 193 Item: Corps Medical Group HQ Staff
Representations: Task status at end of mission, unit status
report

(14, 14) 189 Item: Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
I I Representations: POL

(15, 11) 1 194 Item: Corps Medical Group HQ Staff
Representations: Operational status reports

(15, 14) 194 Item: Corps Medical Group EQ Staff
Representations: Evacuation support

(16, 11) 189 Item: Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: Maintenance and materiel status

(16, 14) 189 Item: Corps Matl Mgnt Ctr Staff
Representations : POL

(17, 11) 195 Item: Div Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: POL status reports, unit status

(17, 14) 195 Item: Div Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: POL

(18, 11) 195 IIte: Div Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: Periodic status reportsI I

(19, 14) 195 Item: Div Matl Mgnt Ctr Staff
Representations: POL
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I I
Directory 2.3.2 C2 Support Forces (Continued)

(ITEM, FARO LEVEL 3 (FAROs)
INTERACTION) I PG #s I DES(CZIPTIONS (See Note at end of directory.)

(19, 11) 1 195 1 Z=: Div Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: Periodic status reports

(19, 14) 195 Itm: Div Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
I Representations: Missile maintenance support, POL

(22, 11) 195 Item: Div Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: Status reports

(22, 14) 195 I t: Div Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: Backup aviation maintenance, POL

(23, 11) 198 Item: Div Medical Bn HQ Staff
Representations: Unit status

(23, 14) 198 I2=m: Div Medical Bn HQ Staff
Representations: Requests for evacuation

(24, 11) 193 I =m: Corps Ambulance Cos
Representations: Status information

* (25, 11) 195 Item: Div Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: POL, Status reports, unit status

(25, 14) 195 I1te: Div Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: POL requests

(26, 11) 195 Item: Div Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: Periodic status reports

(26, 14) 195 Item: Div Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: Missile maintenance support, POL

(27, 11) 199 Item: Div Medical Bn EQ Staff
Representations: Unit status reports

(27, 14) 199 Item: Div Medical Bn HQ Staff
Representations: Evacuation support

(28, 11) 1 95 =Ite: Corps Main CP Engr Sec Staff
Representations: Bounds of area of contamination, unit status,
NBC reports

(28, 14) Ie: Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: POL
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Directory 2.3.2 C2 Support Forces (Continued)

(ITEM, I FARO LEVEL 3 (FAROs)
mTERACTION) I MG #s I DESCRIPI'IONS (See Note at end of directory.)

(29, 11) 93 Item: Corps Main CP Avn Sec Staff
eprlesentations: Route and checkpoint coordination, mission

status, unit status, combat information gathered during mission

(29, 14) 189 It: Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: Periodic POL requests, ammunition authorization

(30, 11) I: Corps Movement Ctrl Ctr Staff
Representations: Unit status.

(30, 14) 189 IJem: Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: POL

(31, 11) 93 I1m: Div Main CP Avn Sec Staff
I Representations: Route and checkpoint coordination reports,

Imission status, unit status, and combat information from
I operations in forward area

(31, 14) 189 Itm: Corps Mati Mgmt Ctr Staff
Replesentations: POL

- I NOTE: The command and control functions for Force Items are
.I." limited to reporting and requesting; therefore, only the subject
I - item and the information reported or requested to or from that

.- item are shown in the directory. No mechanisms were identified.

NOTE:

These Level 3 items from the FARO Assessment for
Automated CORDIVEM Requiremnts, JPL D-1192 have been
included to illustrate the types of items which might
be considered. Additional interactions have been
noted on higher level tables.
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TABLE 2.3.3 C2 SENSOR FORCES

ITEM INTERACTION LEVEL 3

ORGANIZE DIRECT ALLOCATE INFORM REOUEST

INTELLIGENCE

I CORPS LRRP'S T*7
2 CORPS SIGINT SENSORS * *

3 CORPS R/S SENSORS * *

4 DIV SIGINT SENSORS * *

5 DIV R/S SENSORS *

6 DIV REM TEAMS * *

7 DIV LRRP'S
8 GS RADAR CO

TARGET ACOUISITION

9 DIV TAO

10 SHORAD FAAR PLT

0 0

TABLE 2.3.4 SIGNAL FORCES
ITEM INTERACTION LEVEL 3

ORGANIZE DIRECT ALLOCATE INFORM REOUEST

BRIGADE'-" [WI WJ-F- II LWI W I -
BATTALION

1-

0 0
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Directory 2.3.3 C2 Sensor Forces

(ITEM, I FARO I LEVEL 3 (FAROs)
INTRACTION)l g #s I- DESCRIPU IONS (See Note at end of directory.)

(1, 11) 1 114 Itm: Corps Fusion Ctr Staff (A&P)
Representations: Sensor reports, SITREPS, unit status,
coordination

114 Item: Corps FA Section
Representations: Target intelligence

(1, 14) 189 Item: Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Rresentat ions: OL

(2, 11) 1 114 I 1m: Corps Fusion Ctr Staff (A&P)
Replesentations: Sensor reports

115 IJem: Corps FA Section
Representations: Target intelligence (QUICKFIRE)

(2, 14) 189 Item: Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
II Representations: POL

(3, 11) 115 IJ=m: Corps Fusion Ctr Staff (A&P)
Representations : Sensor reports

%1 115 te: Corps FA Section
-Representations: Target intelligence (QUICKFIRE)

(3, 14) 189 IJ=m: Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
I' I Representations: POL

(4, 11) 119 =tem: Div Mission Mgnt Element, Div Level Jammrs
Representations: Sensor reports

I 119 =Ite: Div FSE Staff
I I Representations: Target intelligence (QUICKFIRE)

(4, 14) 189 Item: Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representationst POL

(5, 11) 120 Item: Corps Fusion Ctr Staff (A&P)
epresentations: Sensor reports '

119 Item: Div FSE Staff
Representations: Target intelligence (QUICKFIRE)

(5, 14) 121 I em: Div FSE Staff
Representations: Coordinate sensor emplacement
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Directory 2.3.3 C2 Sensor Forces (Continued)

(ITEM, FARO LEVEL 3 (FAROs)
K CTIONs D #1PrIONS (See Note at end of directory.)

121 Item: Div G3
Representations: Coordinate sensor recovery (helo)

189 Item: Corps Mati Mgmt Ctr Staff
epresentatQions: POL

(6, 11) 120 Item: Div Fusion Ctr Staff (A&P)
Representations: Sensor reports

119 Item: Div FSE Staff
Representations: Target intelligence (QUICKFIRE)

(6, 14) 121 Item: Div FSE Staff
Reipresentations: Coordinate sensor placement

120, Item: Div G3
123 Representations: Coordinate sensor recovery

189 IJ=e: Corps Mati Mgmt Ctr Staff
I epresentation: FUL

(7, 11) 122 I1m: Div Fusion Ctr Staff (A&P)
S RepreentAtion: Sensor reports

(7, 14) 189 Im: Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff
Representations: POL

(8, 6) 121 Ite=: REMs
Representations: REM locations

(9, 11) 140 Item: Div Artillery OC Staff
ep lesentations: Unit status, SIIREPS, mission ccrrpletion, enery
location, activity, other enemy information

(9, 14) 141 IJe: Corps Level Jamrers
Representations: Inmediate fire mission requests

195 Item: Div Mat1 Mgnt Ctr Staff
I epreentations: POL

(10, 11) 170 Item: Corps SHORAD Btry, SHORAD Bn 7OC Staff (Div)
RepreLentations: Equipment status

82 I±em: Bde Main
I Representations: Location reports
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Directory 2.3.3 C2 Sensor Forces (Continued)

(ITEM, I FARO I LEVEL 3 (FAROs)

NTEACTION) J #s DESCIPIONS (See Note at end of directory.)

(10, 14) 1 189, I .1m: Corps Matl Mgmt Ctr Staff, Div Mat]. Mgnt Ctr Staff
195 Representations: POL

IOI'E: The conmand and control functions for Force Items are
I limited to reporting and requesting; therefore, only the subject

item and the information reported or requested to or from that
item are shown in the directory. No mechanisns were identified.

I I ?O'IE:

These Level 3 items from the FARO Assessnent for
Automated CDRDIVEM Requirements, JP: D-1192 have been
included to illustrate the types of items which might
be considered. Additional interactions have been
noted on higher level tables.
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Directory 2.3.4 C2 Signal Forces

FARO LEVEL 3 (FAROs)
M #s IDESRIPTIO-

9 Emplacement tines, down tines, repair tines, etc., for signal

I facilities can be obtained fram signal-oriented simulations and
depicted in a corps/division model as changes in the status of
combat control unit ccmnunication assets."

Based on this assumption, no characteristics of signal facilities
were discussed in the FAROs; however, major communication centers
were noted as providing communications.

NOTE:

These Level 3 items from the FARO Assessment for
Automrated (1RDIVEM Requirements, JPL D-1192 have been
included to illustrate the types of items which might
be considered. Additional interactions have been

I noted on higher level tables.
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SECTION 4

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

This section describes the software functions and

subfunctions which are required for the Automated CORDVEM Simulation

Environment. The identified simulation environment will assist the analyst

and modeler in designing, developing, and applying the several model versions

and data inputs that are required to support specific studies using the

Automated CORDIVEM. The functional requirements for the specified simulation

environment shall be used as the controlling structure in the design of the
Automated CORDIVEM Simulation Environment hardware and software systems. The

basis for the broad set of functional requirements presented in this section

is developed from the combination of the identified User Requirements and the

Combat System Requirements. Particular combat system characteristics and the

user requirements associated with studies concerning them will determine

specific versions of the Automated CORDIVEM. In this context, the Functional

Requirements provide an organization of processes and a guide which shall be

used to ensure that the Automated CORDIVEM provides a balanced combat

simulation with appropriate detail for each study. It is anticipated that

these Functional Requirements will be refined and updated during an iterative

process of designing the actual computer code for the simulation environment.

Figure 4-la is a schematic representation of the functional

hierarchy of the total simulation environment. Functions in the hierarchy

shall represent simulation functions and will not necessarily correspond to

specific, identifiable combat items or elements. The hierarchy of functions
shall be developed for each F ecific application to include a statement of the

input to the function, th process accomplished by the function using the

input, and the output from the function as a result of the processing. The

input and output description shall contain increasing levels of detail in the

successive levels of the functional description. The level of detail shall be

consistent with the increasing level of detail in the hierarchy.
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The Model Control function (Figure 4-1b) contains the model
subfunctions which provide the dynamic computer simulation of force-on-force
combat: Command Process, Command Support Process, Communications Process,

Fight Process, and Environment Process. A key aspect of the Model Control
subfunctions for the corps and division level is the tactical command and

control planning. Dynamic tactical planning with respect to the initial input

OPLANs is central to both the Command Support Process and the Command Process.

These processes in turn directly control the several combat elements
represented in the Communications and Fight processes.

The Model Preparation function contains the subfunctions of
Input Data Base Update and Initial Operations Plan Development. The Input

Data Base Update subfunctions (Figure 4-1c) shall be developed to maximize the
use of automated data processing and to interface with the hierarchy of models

and/or the Army Model Improvement Program Data Base. The input data base will
be used by the Initial OPLAN Development subfunctions in developing the

initial operations plans for Red and Blue forces. The command and control

planning process is reflected in both the Model Preparation and Model

Execution functions. The planning process for Red and Blue is essentially the

same; data representing differences in organization, doctrine, and tactics

particularizes the results of the process.

The Post Processing function (Figure 4-1a) contains the
Analysis Presentation and Data Base Processing subfunctions. These

subfunctions address both analysis and presentation of individual simulation

runs as well as comparison of multiple simulation runs. Further, it provides

for historical analysis of previous study items and AMIP model hierarchy

comparisons.

The following paragraphs address functional requirements for
the several Automated CORDIVEM Simulation Environment functions and

3
subfunctions.
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4.1 MODEL EXECtTION

This subfunction encompasses all those processes directly

associated with the representation and assessment of force-on-force combat.

The structure of the model shall be designed to accommodate and where

possible, parallel the identified simulation problem. The following

paragraphs discuss significant functional considerations.

The procedure given in Section 3, Combat System

Requirements, for describing the Army corps/division system to be simulated

made a distinction and recognized a need for separating command and control

related functions from battle functions. Further, a review of the command and

control related functions showed that there was a distinct difference between

command functions and staff functions. Likewise, within command and control,

the unique nature of communications (while being inexorably linked with C2 )

separates it from C2 functions related to commander and staff processes.

However, for the major groupings noted, there is a definite similarity from

echelon to echelon within the functions performed by commanders and their

staffs and communications. The level of resolution and the scope of

considerations changes for each echelon but the fundamental processes are very

closely related.

Conversely, with the exception of terrain related items,

battle engagement functions do not contain elements which suggest separation

based on item characteristics. Within the battle functions, significant

similarities exist among the several items as they relate to the mechanisms
associated with battle interactions. A primary example of one such common

feature is movement on the battlefield (or above it); all items of the corps

and division are mobile. Hence, a common mcdel function which handles all

movement is desirable in terms of efficiency and simplicity. A review of the

other battle mechanisms provides insights into potential common model

functions. Ensuring that the model functional design parallels the naturally

occurring structure provides two significant benefits: first, the model is

readily explainable to persons unfamiliar with the model details, and second,
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the subprocesses in the model will provide results which are more directly

comparable with measurable events in the physical world. In this sense, the

execution of the model provides the dynamic linkage and chain effects among

the battle mechanisms which only describe individual or single item-on-item

interactions.

The specific design of the computer code used to implement

the Automated CORDIVEM shall be developed with two major considerations:

first, the code must execute in the alloted time; and second, it must support

the analysis process. The first consideration suggests that some form of

parallel processing may be desirable and perhaps even necessary. The second

consideration suggests that significant computational and storage resources

will be required to provide traceability through the simulation processes. In

either case, a clear, reversible transformation from the functional

requirements to the code design shall be developed.

4.1.1 Model Option Selection

0 As an analysis tool, the Automated CORDIVEM will undergo

changes to input data, changes to model function performance data, and changes

or additions to model functions. Efficient processes which require a minimum

of detailed computer program knowledge shall be developed to support model

option selection and initialization. The primary considerations in specifying

this function are the user requirements for study execution and model set-up.

This model function serves to supplement and augment the support software

" associated with model preparation which will be discussed later.

M 4.1.1.1 U 1

This subfunction shall assist in incorporating code changes

and determining areas of the model which are impacted by the changes. It

shall be executed off-line prior to model execution.
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4.1.1.2 Model Data Preparation

This subfunction shall provide assistance in constructing

linkage tables and pointers from basic input data. It shall be executed off-

line prior to model execution. It shall accommodate minor changes to

performance parameters which do not require code modification.

4.1.1.3 Model Data Input

This subfunction shall interface with manual and automated

input procedures and means associated with Model Preparation. It shall

control output options which shall include as a minimum the following items:

a) Simulation time interval, or simulation interrupt

events; for example, 72 hours of simulated battle or

loss/gain of key objectives, loss of key assets,

failure of planning function at selected echelon.

b) Snapshot interval for battlefield summary; maximum

rate, one per 30 minutes.

c) Battlefield summary items; for example, unit

locations (maps), attrition figures, unit status,

command decisions (with time), perceived situation,

unit activity, plan status (selected units).

d) Optional files to maintain; for example, killer-

victim matrix, engagement histories (selected unit),

unit organizational histories, plan updates (selected

elements).
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4.1.2 Command and Control Processes

Analysis using a corps/division level model necessarily

involves extensive consideration of command and control which is the essence

of the corps and division echelons' function. Accurate treatment of the

command and control functions as they relate to force-on-force combat is

therefore essential. The "Functional Analysis of Command and Control",

CAORA/TR-21/83 identified the seventeen processes associated with command and

control shown in Figure 4-2. These seventeen processes are expanded further

in this document in order to identify specific subprocesses and to associate

them with functional requirements for the model. These seventeen processes

contain both command and staff functions. Further, they represent a general

logic flow and process organization. For purposes of developing and

presenting the model requirements, these seventeen processes and their

subprocesses will not necessarily be treated in the numbered order shown in

Figure 4-2. They will be addressed with the particular command and staff

function in question. In particular, each process of the C2 Process Flow

contains some aspect of planning.

Planning is central to the C2 process. It provides for and

is an integral part of the decision-making process. The commander is

responsible for the final decision and provides guidance to the staff in order

to direct their development of information and alternative courses of action

during the planning process. In turn, the development of the information by

the staff identifies specific decision elements and conditions which will

require potential command action. In this sense, tactical decision-making is

a form of problem analysis in which the decision(s) evolve through an

iterative process involving both the commander and staff. In those cases

where action must take place without a full planning sequence, the decision
associated with the action still directly relates to the unit's stated

mission, identified objectives, and basic concept of operation as initially or

previously planned.
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The planning process for a corps/division level model with

company level resolution involves several plans at each echelon from corps to

brigade which are combined into a single plan for each unit of each echelon.

These unit plans are developed within the constraints and requirements of the

superior echelon plan. Representation of the coordination, development, and

updating of these multiple plans is essential for an accurate representation

of command and control processes. The following paragraphs discuss both

specific and general functional requirements for representing the command and

control process.

At all echelons for the Blue and Red forces, decisions are

made concerning mission, maneuver, fire support, service support, etc. The

decisions shall be directly related to the input Red and Blue OPLANs. The

input OPLANs shall identify the major objectives and constraints on the

forces. Dynamic staff planning and replanning in the model shall be

accomplished in order to achieve the initial input objectives within the

identified constraints. The command and staff functions of planning,

contingency planning, adjusting resources, etc. shall be exercised to the

maximum extent within the bounds of the initial plan and constraints. This

function shall utilize the operations plan development process identified in

C1ORA Technical Report TR-21/83, "Functional Analysis of Command and Control".

In that report, planning is divided into seventeen processes which represent

the command and staff activities necessary to identify and pursue a course of D

action within a combat environment. The processes and their

interrelationships are discussed in detail in subsequent paragraphs of this

section. However, before initiating this discussion it should be indicated
that the initial OPLAN and SOP for the units will reflect the input

organizational and operational implementation, e.g., communication nets,

command posts, staff responsibilities, command authority, etc. of the user.

Within limits and constraints established by the user, these relationships

shall be treated dynamically to accommodate force reorganization and mission

changes that are developed as simulation proceeds. User requirements that

drive the detailed and comprehensive representation of command processes for

this function shall be balanced against the technical feasibility of
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developing artifical intelligence processes during the System Design phase.

Final specification of subprocesses for this function will be determined

following identification of related C2 factors, planning requirements and

technical capability. When defined, the model shall provide for the following

planning and command functions. Table 4-1 provides a summary of the functions

and identified software functional requirements.

I

4.1.2.1 Determine Cognizance/Information Distribution (Process 1)

Information generated both externally and internally to the

model will be routed through Determine Cognizance/Information Distribution.

This process serves to organize the data and restrict or encourage access by

designated staff elements at each echelon as appropriate to the simulation of

events.

4.1.2.1.1 Collect and Process Friendly Data

Data collected for friendly force activities will be

processed to determine which data bases (staff elements, sections, etc.) will

receive the information.

4.1.2.1.1.1 Ecbgl-ns

Data bases shall be organized by echelon (for each unit)

except for common data (such as terrain or weather). Echelons to be
represented are corps, division, brigade, and battalion. Company or lower

echelons shall be represented only for specialized units or assets.

For each echelon, information shall be retained on operations,

personnel, weapons system, equipment, intelligence, and logistics assets. The
data shall be organized around the development of staff products, e.g., p

messages, reports, estimates, plans, etc., and the flow of those products.

The staff performance shall reflect the standard operating procedures

determined for the organization and shall reflect the associated
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characteristics of support equipment (such as automation aids) and human

factors. This ensures that each level in the planning process will deal with

the level of detail necessary for its function. Further data may be

suppressed or enhanced dependent upon simulation requirements. The following

data categories shall be considered:

a) Operations

Mission

Force Posture/Disposition

Firepower

Action

Size

Intensity

Location of Unit

Speed

Direction of Travel

Adjacent Unit Information

b) Personnel

Casualty/Effectiveness Ratio

Attachments

Detachments

c) Weapon System Equipment

Artillery Assets

Armor Assets

Air Assets

Air Defense Assets

Communication Assets
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d) Intelligence

aq Assets
Observation Assets

Artillery Observers

Sensors

Location of Assets

Intelligence Reports

Sightings

Unit Strength

Kind

Unit Number

Direction of Travel

Posture

Speed

Con-bat Strength

e) Logistics

Current Supplies

W ~Annunition.
FOL

Spare Parts

Expenditure Rate

Resupply Points and Tines

Transportation Assets

Air

Land

0
f) Operations Plans

Situation

Miss ion

Execution

Service Support

Conr'and and Signal
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4.1.2.1.2 Collect and Process E.emy Data

The enemy data collected and its structure shall mirror the

data maintained for the friendly force. However, enemy data shall reflect the

command structure and data flow characteristics of the enemy force rather than

friendly.

4.1.2.1.2.1 Ebh1Qn

The following data categories shall be considered:

a) Operations

Mission

Force Posture/Disposition

Firepower

Action

Size

Intensity

Location of Unit

Speed

Direction of Travel

Adjacent Unit Information

b) Personnel

Casualty/Effectiveness Ratio

Attachrents

Detachments

C) Weapon System Equip-ent

Artillery Assets

Armor Assets

Air Assets

Air Defense Assets-

Comnunicat i cn Asse ts
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d) Intelligence

EV7 Assets

Observation Assets

Artillery Observers

Sensors

Location of Assets

Intelligence Reports

Sightings

Unit Strength

Kind

Unit Number

Direction of Travel

Posture

Speed

Combat Strength

e) Logistics

Current Supplies

Arnmunition

POL

Spare Parts

Expenditure Pate

Resupply Points and Times

Transportation Assets

Air

Land

4.1.2.1.3 Collect and Process Cor=.on Information

The following data categories shall be considered:

a) Terrain

b) Weather
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4.1.2.1.4 Receive External Re ests

External requests for data and information are received for

specific instances of all the above data categories.

4.1.2.2 Receive and Analyze Mission (Process 7)

The receive and analyze mission process is the initial

process for developing operations orders or mission changes which are received

from a higher echelon or deduced from operations information. The process

examines the orders and converts them into specific tasks necessary for

planning for mission accomplishment. These tasks serve as input data to the

staff planning processes and serve to assist in developing alternative courses

of action. Five subtasks are performed in receive mission. They are receive

mission, define objectives, define tasks, and develop commander's estimate.

4.1.2.2.1

Accepts the operations plan from higher echelon and

subdivides it into relevant elements: situation, mission, execution, service

support, command and signal.

4.1.2.2.2 Objectives Development

The development of objectives submodule examines the mission

statement and accompanying information and identifies specific stated or

implied objectives. Objectives relate to the following: terrain, time, and

forces. Types of missions related to these objectives include such items as

the following: reinforce, attack, withdraw, hold, delay, deceive.

-.
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4.1.2.2.3

The define tasks submodule identifies the specific tasks

which must be performed to obtain the objectives. The lower the echelon, the

more specific the tasks (to support more direct objectives). Tasks which

would be identified include such items as follows: move, maneuver, fortify,

mine, support, supply, communicate, observe.

4.1.2.2.4 Commander ' s Estimate

The commander's estimate is based on personal knowledge of

the situation and on staff estimates. It results in a decision on how to
accomplish the given mission.

4.1.2.3 Restate Mission (Process 8)

In support of planning, the commander refines specific

elements of the OPLAN into Mission/Tasks appropriate for receiving staff

j - elements.

4.1.2.4 Provide Commander' s Guidance (Process 9)

The commander's guidance process requires macro level

modeling of the complete planning activity. There are three subprccesses

associated with the modeling: outline the desired situation, specify special

conditions, and identify subordinate affected.

4.1.2.4.1 Outline Desired Situa

This subprocess uses quantificaticn of choice factors

coupled to the perceived situation, military Coctrine, and projected enemy
intentions to outline the desired situation ul-on ccmrj].Etion of the unit's

mission. It would include the followina: coma ander's estimate, doctrine,

project enemy intentions.
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4.1.2.4.2 Specify Conditions Requiring Special Attention
of Subordinates

The specify conditions submodule identifies areas of concern

for examination during choices of action development. Specifically, these
areas represent the identification of conditions where uncertainty is high.

These areas would include: resources, vulnerabilities, opportunities, key

terrain, coordination with adjacent echelon/services. Planning time

constraints are identified for each staff element and subordinate echelon.

4.1.2.4.3 Subordinates Affected

The subordinates affected submodule identifies the staff or

IL support functions which are affected by the mission in order to provide

specific guidance to alternative development within each specialty area. The

staff areas of concern are personnel, intelligence, operations, logistics,
communications.

4.1.2.5 Friendly Force Fusion (Process 2)

The friendly force fusion process uses the data base

information to derive an image of the current state of the friendly force at

each echelon.

4.1.2.5.1

4.1.2.5.1.1 Deriv Re Lsr' 'e

At each echelon the model must quantify the resources
available to the echelon for executing its mission. These resources take the

form of personnel, weapon system, equip-ent, intelligence, and logistics

assets. They include the following:

4-19
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a) Personnel

Attachments

Detachments

Unit Nuiers

Casualties/Morale Factor

Fire Power

b) Weapon System Equipment

Artillery Support Assets

Armor Assets

Air Assets

Air Defense Assets

Cormmunication Assets

c) Intelligence

EW Assets
Observation Assets

Observers

1.0 Sensors

d) Logistics

Current Supplies

Amnunition

R)L

Spare Parts

Resupply Points/Times

Transportation Assets

Air

Land

4.1.2.5.1.2 Fienly L Amtatl

Friendly resources will he analyzed to define (quantify) the

limitations of each echelon and unit. The limitations will consist of
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restrictions on supply, firepower, and maneuver. The limitation will be used

to determine the operations options of the friendly force during the planning

process. Items such as the following are considered:

a) Mobility (from transport/logistics)

b) Firepower (from logistics/fire support)

c) Maneuver (from above and terrain)

Key Terrain for:

Defense

Ambush

Fortification

Offense

Communications

Terrain analysis will be scaled to the level of detail

necessary to support each echelon modeled.

4.1.2.5.1.3 Friendly Capabilities

The capabilities of each echelon of the friendly force will

be quantified for the features important to planning its engagements,

including:

Speed

Maneuver

Combat Power

Concealmrent

Supply

Support

Air

Artillery

Engineering

4-21
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Location

Direction of Travel

Disposition

4.1.2.5.1.4 Friendly Vulnerabiliti es

Friendly vulnerabilities will be identified and quantified.

For purposes of planning, vulnerabilities will identify risks to the friendly

force mission objectives which might be capitalized upon by the enemy. Areas

of concern include the following: resource limitations, flank/rear exposure,

air cover, artillery support, communications links, counter EW capability,

supply links, fire power, terrain.

4.1.2.5.1.5 Friendly Mission Status

Friendly mission status will be determined at each echelon.

This status report will be used to identify situations which are not occurring
as projected during the planning process. Each echelon will report its

mission/task and progress.

4.1.2.5.1.6 Contact with Enemy

The contact with enemy subprocess identifies the rature and D

intensity of conflict with enemy units. This is used to determine whether

adjustments in a unit's status, resources, or capabilities has occurred or

should occur. It considers the following: engaged, maneuvering, disengaging,

not in contact, in proximity, force ratios.

4.1.2.6 In1telligence FL si9n FQce •

Intelligence fusion is performed to quantify the enemy force

information. The results of this evaluation provide the inputs to situation

assessment. The major difference between friendly fusion and intelligence

fusion is the degree of uncertainty about the data used to derive estimates of
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enemy activity. This uncertainty factor will create differences in

implementation of enemy fusion processes over friendly fusion.

4.1.2.6.1 Echionrnt

Estimates of enemy force status will be derived by each

echelon. The situation will be derived using estimates of enemy resources,

enemy limitations, terrain analysis, weather analysis, enemy capabilities,

enemy vulnerabilities, and enemy intentions.

4.1.2.6.1.1 Derive Estimate of Enemy Resources

Estimates of enemy resources will include the size, type

status, and location of personnel, equipment, intelligence, logistics. The

estimates will be accumulated from sensor reports and other intelligence

*i obtained from higher and lower echelons. Uncertainty will be determined from

the source, quality, and age of the information.

a) Personnel

Attachments

Detachrents

Unit Ntnbers

Fire Power

b) Weapon System Equipment

Artillery Support Assets

Armor Assets

Air Assets

Air Defense Assets
Ccnnunication Assets
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c) Intelligence

EN Assets

Observation (Collection) Assets

Human Observers

Sensors

d) Logistics

Current Supplies
Anunition

FOL

Spare Parts

Resupply Points/Times

Transportation Assets

Air

Land

4.1.1.6.2 Enemy Limitations

Enemy limitations will be determined from the

characteristics the enemy force described under resources. Limitations are

derived for three factors: mobility (from transport/logistics), firepower

(from logistics/fire support), maneuver (from above and terrain).

4.1.1.6.2.1 Limitations of Terrain

Terrain information will be analyzed with respect to the

following features: relief, urbanization, rivers, contamination, debris,

roads, trafficability, mines, railroads, forestations, airports, bridges, and

pipelines. Characteristics of teL ai will be used to identify factors

affecting the threat:
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a) Mobility Factors

Avenues of Approach

Concealment

Trafficabil ity

River Crossings

Roads

Railroads

Airports

Pipelines

b) Counter-Mobility Factors

Forestation

Minefields

Debris

Contam.ination

Rivers

Urbanization

Passability

Relief

c) Key Terrain for:

Defense

Ambush
Fortification

Offense

Communications

Terrain information shall be scaled to the level of detail

necessary to support each echelcn modeled.

4.1.1.6.2.2 thenalysis

Weather information shall be analyzed with respect to the

following features: visibility, temperature, wind, and precipitation. These
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factors will be used so that the following conditions can be determined with

respect to their impact on the threat:

a) Visibility

Impact on Air Operations

Impact on Ground Operations

Impact on Carmunications

b) Temperature-

Impact on Ground Operations

Impact on Camunications

c) Wind

Impact on Air Operations

Dispersion of swoke contaminants

Impact on Communications

d) Precipitation

Impact on Ground Operations

Trafficability of Terrain

Value of River Crossings

Visibility
Mobility -

Communications

4.1.2.6.2.3 Enemy Capabilities

I

Enemy capabilities shall be used to identify the activity

* and the range of operations open to each echelon of the enemy. This

information will be used at a later point to project Erobable enemy behavior.

The items to be considered in assessing enemy capabilities are the following:

I
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Speed

Maneuver

Combat Pcwer

Concealmnt

Supply

Support

Air 4

Artillery

Engineering

Location

Direction of Travel

Disposition

4.1.2.6.2.4 Enemy Vulnerabilities

Enemy vulnerabilities shall be quantified concurrently with

enemy capabilities. The vulnerabilities will represent opportunities for

friendly force planning to exploit in order to achieve mission objectives.

They will be used to assess risk to success of friendly proposed courses of

action to achieve mission objectives. Vulnerabilities include the following:
general limitations, flank/rear exposure, air cover, artillery cover,
communications links, counter EW capability, supply links, fire power,

terrain.

4.1.2.6.2.5 Enemy Intentions

Critical to the planning process is the derivation of enemy

intentions. Enemy intentions shall be derived using enemy force capability,
disposition, proximity, posture, maneuver limitations, resources, terrain

weather, and doctrine. This information will be synthesized to project the

mission of the enemy force at each echelon. It includes consideration of the

following:
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a) Current situation and activity (maneuver,

disposition, capability, proximity, posture,

limitations, doctrine, terrain, resource, weather).

b) Projected mission (attack, delay, engage/disengage,

deceive, hold/block, reinforce, supply, support).

4.1.2.6.2.6 Enemy Force Situation

By accumulating the information on enemy intentions,

vulnerability, limitations, resources, and progress, current situation of

enemy force can be determined. This cumulative score will be used in

situation assessment to evaluate cae situation at each echelon: intentions,

vulnerability, limitations, resources, progress, projected reactions.

4.1.2.7 Update Perceived Situation (Process 4)

The update of the perceived situation is crucial to the

planning process and general supervision of operations. All plans,

adjustments to plans, and courses of action which are developed will use the

perceived situation as the base line for projecting their success, problems,

risk, or impact on future events. Further, the perceived situation will be

used to validate or invalidate plans or actions currently in effect. The

perceived situation update is accomplished by two subprocesses, Integrate

Fusion Products and Project Situation.

4.1.2.7.1 Integrate Fusion Preducts

The integration of fusion products provides a synopsis of

battlefield conditions. By quantifying friendly force situation, enemy force

situation, terrain and weather, and adjusting unit positions (based on time

since estimates received) a snapshot of the battle can be created at each
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echelon. It will include, as a minimum, the following: friendly force

situation, enemy force situation, terrain, weather, time since estimates

3received.

4.1.2.7.2 Project Situatior

The snapshot of battlefield conditions is updated to project

future conditions based on an established timeline using friendly and enemy

movement, weather, and terrain. This provides the projected posture of the

troops at the timeline. It is this projection which provides the perceived

situation: enemy movement/status, friendly movement/status, weather changes,

project future timeline, area of operations/posture.

4.1.2.8 Compare Perceived/Desired Situation (Process 5)

Concurrent with each adjustment of the operations plan, the

simulation shall generate a series of timelines and associated decision

parameters. The timelines and parameters represent a desired situation which

will be used to evaluate the progress of friendly forces. This process of

evaluation will be performed by comparing the desired situation with the

perceived situation in terms of the identified parameters. The comparison

will be performed using combinations of the following subprocesses.

4.1.2.8.1 Compare Perceived/Desired Unit Positions

Thresholds will be used to monitor progress. The thresholds
will be evaluated based on the priority of sub-unit mission accomplishment to

the overall objective.

4.1.2.8.2 Compare Perge'y Conkgkt/Force Ratios

Compare the variance between perceived, relative combat

power (fire power, posture, mission, terrain, support) for each unit and its
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opposing force wit, the anticipated combat power. Determine whether

difference is within expectations.

4.1.2.8.3 Compare Perceived/Desired Suply Situation

Perceived and desired supply situations are compared to

determine whether supplies are within tolerable levels at each echelon to

support missions. Priority of mission is used to determine overall effect of

supply inadequacies.

4.1.2.8.4 Compare Perceived/Desired Support Situation

At each echelon perceived support for transportation,

artillery, air defense, and air support are compared with desired support.

Impact on mission is determined by evaluation of risk threshold.

4.1.2.8.5 Compare Perceived/Desired Communications

3Variance between perceived communications situations and
desired communications is determined using distance between links, breaks in

the network, and quality (extent of jamming, traffic) of linkage. Threshold

values are used to define priority links and qualitative variance.

4.1.2.8.6 Compare Perceived/Desired/

Extent of jamming of enemy communications is evaluated based
0 on message traffic. Intelligence situation is evaluated based on perceived

uncertainty of intelligence reports and I/EW asset location and condition.

This is compared with the desired situation to determine impact of

intelligence asset situation.
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4.1.2.8.7 Compare Feu¢pized/Anticipated Enemv Intentions

Enemy perceived intentions are compared to deduced

intentions to detect significant variance between expected behavior and actual

behavior.

4.1.2.8.8 Identify Difference Between Perceived/Desired Situation

The previously discussed variables are accumulated to identify

the difference between the perceived and desired situation. The difference is

compared to thresholds for the accumulated difference as well as individual

factor differences which are identified as affecting high priority mission

success.

4.1.2.8.9 Identify Problems

The difference between expectations and the perceived

situation is used to specify specific problem areas affecting plan execution

at each echelon. It is these "problems" which will be rectified during the

replanning activity. Problems will be of the following types:

Friendly Vulnerailities (See Friendly Fusion)

Units Failing Mission or At Risk

Support Inadequacies

Fire Support Priorities

Close Air Support

Air Defense

I,EW
Adjacent Units

Supply
Cor,7unication Inadcquacies

Coordination In26cxo:acies
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4.1.2.8.10 Identify Oizmrttnities

Concurrent with the determination of problems will be the

identification of opportunities which have arisen out of the changing combat

situation. The cpportunities will be of the following types:

Enemy Vulnerabilities (Perceived)

Enemy Units at Risk

Opportunity for Deception

Discriminate Between Deep Battle/Close In Battle

Opportunities

4.1.2.9 Determine If Chance Required (Process 6)

The quantifications developed in the evaluation process are

used by the determine if change required process to determine whether to enter

into a replanning cycle or adjustment process.

a %Ti 4.1.2.9.1 Evaluate Problems/Oppoortunities

Problems and opportunities are evaluated to quantify risk

and to quantify variance associated with each problem and opportunity.

Quantification includes consideration of the following:

a) Quantify Risk Problems (position relative to

objective, support, communication, coordination,

status of forces)

b) Quantify Variarnce Poben.s (sicnificancu of

difference between perceived/desired situation,

0 significalnce of difference Lctwccn gorceived/desired

eneruy -r~ent-i4-32
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S

c) Quantify Risk Opportunities (contribution to mission

accomplishment, priority of objective satisfied by

opportunity, prohability of achieving objective in S

perceived situation)

d) Quantify Variance Opportunities (significance of

difference between perceived and projected situation) m

4.1.2.9.2 mnt

Once risk and variance have been determined they are

compared against thresholds to identify whether change in the current plan is

necessary or desirable.

4.1.2.9.3 Determine Scope of Change Required 3

a) Compare Degree of Variance, (priority of missions,

degree of success/failure, echelons affected)

b) Match to Thresholds

c) Identify Echelcn/Units Rc :uired to Initiate Chance
iS

4.1i.2.10 Staff :- <¢ __9

The staff develc-s alter:::es prccc-ss identifies the

alterratives for accomplishing each toK r.L -&-e-. ccccsftu , complete the

mission. The staffs work to the current

situation. Several altrr.ai- actor. . for a ask.

Consideration during the (eicpnent of is civcn to the Perceived

Situation, Commander's Guidance, Terrain .!A-ic.',.:i-, Yis Jcn Pr.alysis, Friendly

Doctrine, Projected Early Pkact cnu.
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4.1.2.10.1

Perceived situation shall contain the staff estimate of the

situation which may be reformulated as required by the alterrtive development

process.

4.1.2.10.2 Couander G

Commander's guidance provides commander's area of concern,

intent, and restrictions. Among these would be allocation of time available

for planning, need for coordination among staff elements, and commander's

estimate of situation. The commander's guidance shall focus and control the

staf f planning.

4.1.2.10.3 Terrain Analysis

Terrain shall be analyzed for the following features:

relief, urbanization, rivers, contamination, debris, roads, trafficability,

mines, railroads, forestation, airports, bridges, and pipelines.

Characteristics of terrain will Le quantified to identify:

a) Mobility Factors

Avenues of trcvch
Concealment

Traff ica bili'Y

Piver Crcs:J r.G:

Pail racs

Airlports

Pipel J eI



b) Couter-Nobility Factors

Forestation

Minef iel ds
Debris

Contamination

Rivers

Urbanization

Passability

Relief

4.1.2.10.4 Weather Analysisa

Weather shall be analyzed for the following features:

visibility, temperature, wind, and precipitation. These factors shall be

quantified such that the following conditions can be determined:

a) Visibility

Impact on Air Operations

hi Impact on Ground Operations

Impact on Corri-nni cations

b) Temperature

Impact on C-round Operations

Impact on Comimunications

C) Wind

Impact on A ir Or-eraticnis

Dispersal of srmo.ke, contaT.inants

I2mact cn Ccr-:unicoaticns
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d) Precipitatien

Impact on Ground Operations

Trafficability of Terrain

Value of River Crossings

Visibility

mobility

Communications

4.1.2.10.5 Mission Analysis

Mission analysis shall be reviewed by each staff to

determine whether additional sub-missions or tasks are implied by alternatives

developed as well as coordination requirements.

4.1.2.10.6 Friendly Doctrine

The staff shall identify doctrine which supports alternative

development by the staff.

4.1.2.10.7 Projected Enemy Reaction

Projected Enemy Reaction to alternatives shall be identified.

4.1.2.11 Staff IrAalvz_9_$ar Eva -1.tes Aternt P__

Each staff element separately evaluates each of the

4 alternatives developed to accomplish the tasks identified for its areas of

responsibility. Each alternative is ccmxiared with the perceived situation,
* friendly doctrine, mission analysis, terrain analysis, and projected enemy

. reaction to identify its advantages and disadvantages. Advantages and

* disadvantages may be tactical, locitical, or coordinative. The commander

will collect each of the alternatives cfferCd for each staff activity into a

series of coherent courses of action. T'.ese will Lb, warcari:.e& to project the
- probability of success for each alterrativc. The probability of success will
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be evaluated based on the assumtions used to wargame the course of action in

order to derive the degree of uncertainty associated with each course of

action.

4.1.2.12 ]valuatQ/1 elect Course of Action (Process 12)

The evaluate/select course of action module evaluates each

course of action to determine the one which presents the best likelihood of

success. The evaluation criteria for selecting a course of action will

include courses of action possible, principles of war, doctrine, measures of

effectiveness, measures of performance, the mission priority, and projected

advantages/disadvantages. After an alternative is selected, the decision

criteria for evaluating its success will be identified.

4.1.2.12.1 Comrare Courses of Action

Prioritize Tasks by Necessity for Mission

4.1.2.12.2 Comnare Adyantaqes/Disadvantaces

4.1.2.12.3 Prioritize Advantaces/Disadvntaces

4.1.2.12.4 Identify Assrpton

Enemy Intentions

Quality of Intellicence

4.1.2.12.5 Quant i fy Uncej_-9iyL_ c r

4.1.2.12.6

After an alternative has been selected the course of action

is used to develop the decision criteria for evaluation of the echelons'

progress toward mission accomlish.ent as tbe simulation unfolds. Associated

with this process is the developrment of key indicators for any problen or

opportunity identification when comparusing perceived/desired situations.
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4.1.2.12.7 Uncertainty Reduction

Key indicators are identified for problem identification in

order to compare perceived/desired situation.

4.1.2.13 Prepare and Issue Instructions/Orders (Process 13)

Prepare and issue instructions process converts the OPLAN
into specific instructions for each subordinate unit from which they may

perform their plarning functions. This conversion includes the development of

specific guidance from higher echelon detailing constraints or execution

requirements not specifically detailed in the plan for the receiving unit's

mission.

4.1.2.13.1 Convert Course of Action into Concept of Operations

The convert course of action into concept of operations

subprocess translates the selected course of action into specific mission

statements for lower echelons in the form of an operations plan. The specific

items of concern to the concept of operations are as follows:

4.1.2.13.1.1 Scheme of Maneuver

4.1.2.13.1.1.1 Execution

Direction of Attack

Axes of Advance

Coordir tion Points
Phase Lines

Objectives

Fire Support Coordination

Limits of Advance
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4.1 .2 .13 .1.1i.2 C!:e ratios. .z,

Eounda r ies

Positions

FEBA

Routes

Assembly Areas

Comnd Posts

Lines of Departure

4.1.2.13.1.1.3 Time of Execution/Conditions of Effect

4.1.2.13.1.1.4 Services Support

Supply Routes

Supply Points/Times

Support Installations

4.1.2.13.1.1.5 F S

Priority of Fires

Targeting Priority

Preparation Fires

I/RE7 Priorities

Mines/CLstacles Fortification

Preparation

Air Eefensc- Priority p

Close Air Support

4.1.2.13.1.1.6 laf e 1..Wt i¢cn.

Timring of '1';' i . .
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4.1.2.13.1.1.7 Unit Tasks

Maneuver Units

Reserves

Fire Support Tasks

4.1.2.13.1.1.8 Coand and Signal

CP Locations

Alternate CPs

Rule on Use of Equipment

4.1.2.14 Provide Guidance (Process 14)

The provide guidance module is the staff mechanism for fine

tuning the operation plan during plan execution. It is the mechanism used to

maintain the integrity of the plan under the constraints of actual operational

conditions. This module performs the coordinating functions necessary to

guide the individual staff elements in the development of fragmentary orders

for lower echelons. These orders adjust individual unit behaviors in response

to local combat situations which present problems or opportunities for mission

accomplishment. It is limited to an adjustment role which reinforces the

execution of the missions, tasks, and objectives within the unit's area of

responsibility.

4.1.2.14.1 Outline Desired Situation

This subprocess uses quantification of choice factors

coupled to the perceived situation, military doctrine and projected enemy

intentions to outline the desired situation upon completion of the unit's

mission and identify adjustment constraints.
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4.1.2.14.2 Specify Conditions Requiring Special Attention

of Subordinates

The specify conditions subprocess indicates areas of concern

for examination during choices of action identification. Specifically, these

areas represent the identification of conditions where uncertainty is high.

These areas would include resources, vulnerabilities, opportunities, key

terrain, coordination with adjacent echelons.

4.1.2.14.3 Subordinates Affected

The subordinates affected subprocess identifies the staff

or support functions which are affected by the adjustment in order to provide

specific guidance for alternative identification within the affected area.

The staff areas of concern are personnel, intelligence, operations, logistics,

comnmunications.

4.1.2.15 Staff Develops Inputs (Process 15)

This process is a recomposition of subprocesses from the

Staff Develops Alternatives and Staff Analyzes and Evaluates Alternatives

processes. The recomposition is possible because the scope of the search for

alternative courses of action has been narrowed by the specificity of the

required operations plan adjustment. The information used to support the

evaluation includes perceived situation, desired situation, enemy force

status, friendly force status, friendly vulnerabilities, friendly

opportunities, mision analyses, friendly doctrine, and projected enemy

reactions.

4.1.2.15.1 Compare Proposed Course of Action/Projected

4.1.2.15.2 Identify Advantages/Disadvantages

4.1.2.15.3 Evaluate Courses of Action
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4.1.2.15.3.1 Compare Courses of Action

4.1.2.15.3.2 Prioritize Advantages/Disadvantages

4.1.2.15.3.3 Identify Assumptions

4.1.2.15.3.4 Ouantify Uncertainty for Each Course of Action

4.1.2.16 Select/Coordinate Action (Process 16)

The select/coordinate action process wargames the adjustment

alternatives which have been evaluated. The module will select the

alternative which provides the highest probability of success consistent with

the mission of the unit. Factors which are used to determine the probability

of success are mission analyses, situation assessment, the alternative ourses

of action possible, and the evaluation criteria (including principles of war,

doctrine, measures of effectiveness, measures of performance), the mission

priorities, and projected advantages/disadvantages of the course of action.

4.1.2.16.1 Modify Decision Criteria

After an alternative has been selected the course of action

is used to develop the desired situation scenario for later evaluation of the

echelon's progress toward mission accomplishment. Associated with this

process is the development of key indicators for problem identification when

comparing perceived/desired situations.

4.1.2.16.2 Uncertainty Reduction

Key indicators are identified for problem identification to

compare perceived/desired situation.
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4.1.2.17 Prepare and Issue Instructions/Orders (Process 17)

This process issues fragmentary orders to amend plans or

missions. It is important to note that the information forwarded to a lower

echelon could result in major planning efforts at that echelon due to mission

modification.

4.1.2.18 Specific Planning Requirements

Each of the command and control processes which were

described in the paragraphs above and the indicated flow of information in

Figure 4-2 are part of, and together encompass all of the military planning

process components. This section of the functional requirements develops a

classification scheme which is used to (1) pinpoint what types of modeling

considerations should be taken into account for the simulation of military

planning, (2) determine exactly where in the planning scheme those

considerations occur, and (3) illustrate the relationships or interactions

among those considerations.

4.1.2.18.1 Description of Terms

The seventeen command and control processes of Figure 4-2

were decomposed into several subprocesses, each of which represents a specific
command and control task to be done that helps to fulfill and clarify the main

process of which it is a part. In order to more closely examine the meaning

of these subprocesses (and to more fully understand the planning aspects of

the processes of which they are a part), each subprocess will be categorized

as being one or a combination of more than one of five different categories or

facets which will be described later. Further, some subprocesses may need one

of the various techniques associated with the broad field of Artificial

Intelligence (A.I.) in order to properly simulate their activity. There are

three .I. techniques that appear useful at this point. Each subprocess will

be associated with, at most, one of these techniques. The five categories or

facets and the three types of .I. to be addressed are discussed in the
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following paragraphs. Following these descriptions, each subprocess developed

for the processes of Figure 4-2 will be listed in tabular form along with the

associated facets and techniques required.

4.1.2.18.1.1 F

a) I. Information Flow

This facet refers to the collecting, processing, and

distributing of information with respect to various

echelons, command and staff levels. More exactly:

(1) Collecting involves obtaining information from

any unit, be it higher, adjacent, or subordinate

(e.g., collect and process enemy data as

indicated in subprocess 1.2 of Table 4-1,

(2) Processing consists of the preparation,
authentication, clarification, or drafting of

information or an identification of information
needs (e.g., specify conditions requiring

special attention of subordinates, subprocess

9.2).

(3) Distributing is concerned with the dispersal of

operations and intelligence data, command/staff

guidance, or orders/directives; what information

is to be routed, where and for whom. It is

mechanically implemented and should be

considered as a standard operating procedure (as

should collecting and processing). An example
of a subprocess relating to this would be Issue

Directives (numbered as subprocess 17.2 in Table

4-1).
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Any subprocess complying with information

requests from various sources is associated with

this facet.

b) II. Projecting

Any subprocess associated with this facet should have

implicit in its activity a need to identify with

given probability the general outcome of a friendly

action in terms of enemy reaction and resource

capability. Subprocess 3.9, Project Enemy Reactions,

serves as an example.

c) III. Deterministic Operations

This facet involves four subdivisions: estimating,

prioritizing, updating, and comparing. Any

subprocess which has any of these operations involved

within its implementation (or any situation requiring

straightforward modeling such as certain SOP

operations) will be associated with this facet. The

reason for grouping these categories together is that
they are heavily dependent upon deterministic-type

calculations or procedures. In some cases, a

probabilistic type of analysis will be used in

conjunction with deterministic calculations. It is

tentative at this point which of these probabilistic

analyses will be of a 'computationally' deterministic

type as opposed to an A.I. type, the latter of which

is involved with complicated information charts or

production rules and 'inference engines' (control

systems for production rules). This will be

.[. discussed more fully later.
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1) Estim tinae A subprocess which derives a

perceived value of reality based upon comparison

with standard templates. An example of this is

Derive Estimate of Enemy Resources.

2) Prioritizmu Associates with each member of a

list a certain priority value indicating the

worth or likelihood of a member of the list with

respect to a given situation. The subprocess

Priority Advantages and Disadvantages has this

as a facet.

3) Updtng: Refers to renewing the perceived

situation as in the subprocess Update Situation

Perception.

4) C Implies that a comparison of a

%-* perceived and desired situation is evaluated

using standards which are dependent upon the

quantities compared or that a comparison of key

elements of a plan is made. The subprocesses

Compare Perceived/Desired Communications and

Compare Courses of Action serve as examples of

these.

d) IV. Algorithmic Methods

The subprocesses associated with r-his facet are

highly characterized by algorithmic or semi-

algorithmic methods which are involved in the logic

and method of warfare strategy and tactics. Their

motivation and implementation are at the heart of any

planning type mechanism. The key difference between
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this facet and deterministic operations is that the

latter involves computation(s) or algorithm(s) based

upon standard, mechanical procedures whose essential

structuring or implementation are well known (other

than information flow which was covered in Facet I)

or very direct. Algorithmic methods involve a

relatively complicated analysis whose procedural

aspects and nature are not so well established or

defined. Examples of subprocesses associated with

this facet are Integrate Fusion Products and Identify

Advantages/Disadvantages.

e) V. Canmand Involvement

This facet implies that guidance from the commander

(at the same echelon) is being used to aid in the
military planning process. Command involvement is

specified as a facet because it provides a constraint

to the planning process. The whole concept of the

simulation of planning becomes feasible given

(1) stated objectives of a mission, and

(2) limitations on what should be done by the staff

to comply with its echelon commander's guidance. As

identified earlier, command guidance, together with

the given mission objectives, provides a useful

constraint to the planning process. With respect to

the planning diagram of Figure 4-2, command guidance

is used in processes 7, 8, 9, and 14. The nature of

command guidance differs with respect to these

subprocesses. For example, guidance provided within

process 8 differs in content from that described in

the whole of process 9. The following discusses the

involvement of command guidance with the processes 7,

8, 9, and 14 in more detail.
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The higher echelon commander provides action and purpose

together with his guidance for accomplishing the mission. The commander at

the lower echelon uses this guidance and the stated mission to determine the

, current situation and make various projections.

: Process 8

The commander provides his guidance in the form of (l) a

restated mission, (2) work identification necessary to accomplish the mission,

Mand (3) the objectives of a higher echelon commander.

The commander identifies alternatives and restrictions with

respect to the various tasks accomplished. He further identifies a set of

alternative courses of action. This information is provided to the stafr.

Warning (orders) to subordinate ccmmande.rs is provided when necessary.

The function of the commander is the same as in Process 9

except that guidance may be provided at a more bounded level responding to

small adjustments to the plan indicated by the process Determine if Change is

Required.

It is required that in the planning mechanism, the initial

command guidance (at the corps level) shall be provided by an outside source

and subsequent command guidance at lower levels will be formulated

automatically. This implementation will be facilitated by the constraint

imposed by the input of the initial command guidance at corps level by the

user including his statement of the mission and the enemy and friendly troop

configurations, terrain, and time consideration.
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4.1.2.18.2 Artificial Intelligence

The artificial intelligence classifications are as follows:

a) VI. Pattern Recognition

One of the goals of pattern reccgnition is to

determine if certain relative positions

(predescribed) exist among a given number of objects.

The techniques for approaching this problem shall be

useful in situations where a certain number and

relative orientation of units are given and it is

desired to deduce from this information whether or

not this implies a certain battlefield situation.

For example, if it were known that x units at

location 1 and y units at location 12 implied z units

at location 13, then it would be desirable to have

the machine be able to notice when x units are at 1

and y units are at 12.

b) VII. Probabilistic Graph

These techniques shall be used to assess the

likelihood or degree of certainty of various

hypotheses using a relatively well-structured

information graph. To achieve this goal, the nodes
and arcs of the graph shall be ascribed various

values relating to the theory of probability. Some
nodes shall represent incoming data. Each node of

this type will have a value associated with it whcje
magnitude depends upon the degree of reliability of
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the data (assumptions) associated with the node. The

values of these data nodes shall be the only variable
associated with the graph.

C) VIII. Expert Systems

This branch of A.I. uses the mathematical ideas of

VII together with a control procedure (or inference

engine) and knowledge base consisting of production

rules (if-then statements) obtained by frequent and

numerous conversations with military experts to model

the thinking process of those experts with respect to

a particular problem. Various graphs are generated

using the inference engine and production rules.

These graphs are used to infer the likelihood of

various hypotheses to model a weighing process

essential to the construct of any decision-making

device. The type of problem approached using this

&Ij method is generally much more involved and less

structured that those involved in VIL Also in VII,

the general situation under study is structured by

one or more fixed (in terms of structure) probability

graphs. In expert systems, graphs of varying

structure are generated using the inference engine.

Their structure is dependent upon the hypothesis

being tested. The formulation of commander's

guidance shall be accomplished through expert system

analysis. Based on the discussion in V, an expert
system will then be of great help in focusing the

staff planning activities.
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4.1.2.18.3

The purpose of the following discussion is to clarify the

nature and the difference between the two A.I. techniques: probabilistic

graphs and expert systems. Expert systems will be discussed first.

In many expert systems, a fairly large number of production

rules (on the order of hundreds) are used together with the inference engine

to generate various probabilistic graphs. These graphs, together with some

predeveloped mathematical technique, are used to formulate the likelihood of

the truth of various hypotheses (each of which has one or more graphs

'grown' * for it). An expert system is appropriate for a situation requiring

the thinking, decision-making, or experience of a human expert. The

situations modeled by expert systems tend to be complicated and involved.

Probabilistic graphs are useful in cases that are more

tractable and handleable. Situations requiring this technique are well

structured and can be represented by one (or a small number of) probabilistic

graph(s). An example of this is when the likelihood of a fixed hypothesis is

always needed to be determined at some point in the military planning process

where, each time the likelihood of the hypothesis depends upon a different set

of data and a different set of probabilities attached to the factors

influencing the likelihood. In the probabilistic graph method, a graph

representing the structure of the interrelation of all the facts, assumptions,

and data used to derive the likelihood of the hypothesis is formed and

incorporated into the program. Each time it is required to evaluate the

likelihood of the hypothesis, the same graphical structure will be used to

evaluate that likelihood. The only change is that different data and

probabilities (due to the change of the environment being simulated) will be

used (in conjunction with the fixed graphical structure).

This growth is directed and regulated by the inference engine.
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In expert systems, the hypothesis whose likelihood is to be

formulated at a certain stage of the planning may differ. Thus the inference

engine and production rules are used to 'grow' a probabilistic graph for

whatever hypothesis must be analyzed. This is an essential difference in the

situations requiring expert systems as opposed to merely probabilistic graphs.

4.1.2.19 General Planning Requirements

A review of the specific planning requirements discussed

above provides insight into the general or global requirements for tactical C2

planning. These global requirements and characteristics of C2 planning are

presented in the following paragraphs as an augmentation to the previous

discussion concerning the planning function.

a) The planning process for Automated CORDIVEM shall

provide for the standard five paragraphs of the

operations plan: Situation, Mission, Execution,

Service Support, Command and Signal.

b) Plans shall be formed from data concerning mission,

enemy, troops, terrain, and time (METT-T); the

information will come from higher echelon or be

internally generated.

c) A hierarchy of plans shall be developed to address

corps through brigade echelons.

d) The hierarchy of plans must handle different levels

of resolution relative to the same subject area.

e) The planning shall provide for the flow and

processing of information among and within
hierarchical levels.
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f) Each plan shall be constrained by, and developed from

an input plan from higher echelon.

g) The planning process shall be interruptible in order

to accept new conditions, objectives, and

constraints.

h) Planning at each ecehlon shall provide mission

analysis, development of planning constraints and

requirements, ie., the command functions relating to

.1 planning guidance.

i) Planning at eac? echelon shall reflect the input of

related functional area plans: fire support, combat

support, intelligence/EW, air defense, combat service

support.

j) Each plan shall develop subobjectives from more

general, higher level objectives (tactical).

k) Planning shall develop alternative courses of action

for the affected units. (NDTE: Decisions associated

with alternative plans are a command function as

opposed to a staff planning function.)

1) Planning shall develop advantages and disadvantages

for each alternative. This may include "wargaming"

of each alternative.

m) Planning shall distinguish between and appropriately

address facts and assumptions.
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n) Planning processes shall include evaluating,

selecting, and (if necessary) seeking additional

information.

o) Planning processes shall reflect staff activity.

(NDTE: Provision shall be made for either a separate
planning staff or for utilizing a part of the unit's

coordinating/special staff.)

p) Planning processes shall provide an audit trail which

explains what was considered and how it was

considered.

q) Planning shall reflect the interface of staff and

cammand functions.

r) Planning shall be adaptable to input which provides

for planning style and Emphasis.

s) Planning processes shall provide input for the

command decision processes.

t) Planning shall develop threshold flags which denote

or connote when a plan is in danger of not being

accomplished. That is, in the planning process, the

key or critical tactical points shall be identified.

u) Planning processes shall recognize when to

select/adjust/develop a new plan.
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v) The planning process shall adjust procedures and
output to coincide with time available for planning

with available resources. This includes estimating

lower echelon planning time and estimating time for

action (decision point).

w) Two types of planning related software shall be

developed: (1) development of initial plans for
input to the combat simulation, and (2) replanning

and adjusting the input plan during execution.

4.1.3 Ccamuication Processes

All electromagnetic processes associated with information

and data transmission shall be represented in this function. Further, the

interface between the information content of the messages and products, and

the actual receipt and transmission of the data and information shall be . .

represented. This interface includes the communications personnel, the

l communication protocols, and any automated assist. It has a direct interface

with the physical environment function and the staff process function.

, 4.1.3.1 Formt MQasag

This subprocess shall provide for all factors associated

with the physical preparation of data and information for transmission.

4.1.3.2 Slt Mann

This subprocess shall provide for all factors associated

with priorities, precedence, equipment availability, standard operating

procedures, etc.
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4.1.3.3 Transmit Meage

This subprocess shall provide for the physical equipment

factors associated with transmitting data and information. It shall contain
the following subprocesses:

1) Calculate Transmission Factors

2) Calculate EW Factors
3) Calculate EMP Factors

4) Calculate Interference Factorsm4

4.1.4 Fight Process

This function shall provide for all combat engagement

resolution and attrition processes; movement of units and elements; sustaining
of the forces; and mobility, counter-mobility aspects of combat. It shall
reflect the most detailed representations of combat forces on the battlefield
as they actually exist in the model, i.e., the true ground and air

representation. Further, it shall provide for a reporting process (from the
lowest resolution units) which loads the command and control staff elements
appropriately. It shall reflect the necessary resolution to provide combat
activity and attrition processes at a level which provides for distinguishing
among combat effects for analysis. The resolution selected in this function
is a limiting factor on the total resolution. of the model.

4.1.4.1 M Forces

This key subfunction shall provide for moving all elements

on the battlefield. It shall develop all parameters which are related to
.-- movement that are required by other subfunctions. It shall incorporate

considerations for all major factors including the physical displacement of
component elements. These component elements include the following: weapon
systems, command systems, support systems, and sensor systems. The resolution
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of these systems is determined by the specific user requirement identified for
the study. The current requirement includes such items as follows:

o company level maneuver units for Blue, battalion

level maneuver units for Red;

o aircraft sorties for close air and air support;

o artillery batteries, individual rocket launchers (for
special munitions), air defense units;

o organic communication support centers and relays;

o main, tactical, and rear command posts (as

appropriate);

o communications support (signal centers, relay

stations, ATC stations, trunk/switchboards, signal
units);

0 communications equipment (radio, wire, teletype,

satellite, messengers, visual, sound);

o supplies (POL/generators, ammunition, repair parts,

food/medical/water, engineer ing/building, major end

items, replacement personnel);

0 supply equipment (transport, maintenance, engineer,
medical/services);

0 depots (POL, ASP, FARPs, water tanks, decontamination

stations, rail/air fields, food, hospitals);
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0 sensors (radars, infrared, sound ranging, image

intensification, unattended ground, photographic,

SIGINT collectors, observers);

o sensor centers (data collection, fusion centers).

4.1.4.1.1 Preare to Move

This subfunction shall initiate and incorporate all

considerations concerned with delays in initiating physical moves of elements
and components. Specific types of considerations shall as a\zinimum include .

the following:

o set up and tear down times as a function of component

type, posture, and combat situation;

o assembly area preparation and planning;

0 a deployment delays and processes; P.

o alert time provided.

4.1.4.1.2 erde pd•

This subfunction shall compute the movement rate for all

elemnts. It shall incorporate the following factors:

1) Vehicle Mix/Unit Type

2) Formation

3) Relief

4) Urbanization

5) Roads

6) Barriers

7) Mine Fields

4
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8) Artillery

9) Combat

10) Smoke

11) Debris

12) Congestion

13) Trafficability

14) Atmospheric Condition

15) Contamination

4.1.4.1.3 D±aB1a~nt

This subfunction shall update all data bases with respect to

element location/placemnt.

4.1.4.1.4 C iTtutien

This subfunction shall update all data bases with respect to

any change in element situation as a result of movement.

4.1.4.2 zoom

This key subfunction shall provide for assessing all combat

engagements or scoring processes. These combat engagements shall as a minimum
include all major battlefield items: maneuver units versus maneuver

units/artillery units/sensor elements/aircraft sorties/support elements;

aircraft versus maneuver units/command and control elements/artillery

units/support elements/sensor elements; artillery versus maneuver

units/command and control elements/artillery units/support elements/sensor
elements/aircraft. Collateral damage, battlefield geometry (relative

orientation of forces, positions, posture, range, line of sight, terrain),

atmospheric conditions (weather, obscuration), fire control, munitions, alert
times, and unit mission and activity shall be incorporated. It shall address
the following as separate types while incorporating combined effects:
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1) Direct Fire

2) Indirect Fire
*3) Mine Fields

4) Special Ordnance

5) Close Air Support

6) Air Defense Artillery
7) Air to Ground

8) Air to Air

4.1.4.3 uti

This subprocess shall provide for the following processes
related to cUmtat service support:

1) Replace
2) Repair

3) Re-Arm

4) Refuel

5) Reconstitute

6) Decontamination

4.1.4.4 MobiltyiCrten1.r jj1ty

This subfunction shall provide for modifying the

environmental data base by representing factors associated with the following:

1) Barrier E~nplacement

2) Dunolitions
3) Fortifications

4) Contamination
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4.1.4.5 Sense tb n

This subprocess shall provide for all sensor processes which
are not directly addressed in the Engage subprocess. All battlefield items
which produce signatures that are detectable by the identified sensors shall
be subject to detection, limited only by appropriate phenomena. Identified
sensors include as a minimum the following: radars, infrared, sound ranging,
image intensifiers, unattended ground, photographic, SIGINT collectors,

. visual/huma. These sensors will be associated .aith various platforms, e.g.,
fixed-wing aircraft, helicopters, tracked/wheelel vehicles. This subprocess

shall contain the following:

1) Scan
2) Acquire/Track Targets
3) Identify/Select Targets

4.1.4.6 Report Generation

This critical subprocess shall represent the doctrinal
processes associated with input to the command and control system from the

lowest resolution elements represented in the model. It shall provide an
accurate representation of the loading on the.t2 system as a function of
combat events. The following types of input shall be provided:

1) Sensor Reports

2) Combat Reports
3) Administration/Log Reports

4.1.5 Physical Environment Processor

A critical aspect of the Automated CORDIVEM is its handling
of the physical environment in which combat takes- place. This function shall
provide for those factors which impact directly or indirectly on all other
functions of the model. It is not a model function in the strict sense of
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functional definition; however, it shall contain elements which have

functional properties. The requirements for model resolution in terms of

sensors, weapons, and communications shall determine the resolution in this

function. Efficient handling of these requirements will determine the extent
to which demanding user requirements related to model size and execution will

be met.

4.1.5.1 Torrain

This subprocess shall provide for updating the terrain data
base as a function of combat events which influence the following subprocess

areas:

1) Relief

2) Urbanization

3) Forestation
4) Rivers
5) Contamination1 6) Debris

7) Roads
8) Trafficability/Craters/Nuclear Effects

9) Mine Fields
10) Weather (soil, rivers)

4.1.5.2 Weatr

This subprocess shall provide for dynamically modifying
weather data bases according to predetermined, time sequenced, algorithmic
processes for the following:

1) Clouds

2) Precipitation

3) Wind

4) Temperature
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4.1.6 Output Requirements

I

Output files shall be maintained for post-run analysis.

These output elements shall be selectable by input parameters. Further, the

model shall provide for checkpoint, restart capabilities in which all data

parameters are saved off-line at selected time points during execution.

4.2 MODEL PREPARATIDN

A support software capability shall be developed to aid in

model preparation for study execution.

4.2.1 Data Base Structure and Update

The input data base structure shall be derived from the

combat systems requirements definition structure identified in Section 3 of
this document using data management technology such as data description

languages and data flow models. These combat systems requirements shall be
decomposed to a data element level. This is the level at which data can be

used by the model and provided by source agencies. This hierarchical

decomposition shall provide traceability from the data item level back to the

requirement.

Data elements shall be described in terms of source,

definition, and usage in the model. Source identification shall provide the
interface within the AMIP community and shall describe approved source and

means of transmittal. This process will also identify data voids early in the
model design. Approved definitions shall be used to eliminate

misunderstandings between data providers and model developers as well as

needless data conversions. Usage of data elements within the model shall
provide a description of intra-model connectivity as well as inter-model

connectivity.
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This data design process which produces the data base

structure must be concurrent with and interface with the model design process.

This process must also be able to respond to changes in requirements such that

it identifies new data elements required as well as any impacts on existing
elements or connectivities.

Data base management technology shall be used to implement

the data structure derived or updated from this process.

4.2.2 Operations Plans

All combat models contain an implicit or explicit operations

plan. To accurately reflect the command and control processes which are the
essence of corps and division echelon activities, explicit operations plans

for both Red and Blue shall be developed and input to the Automated ODRDIVEM.
A computer assisted model set-up facility shall be developed to aid military

analysts in structuring the Red and Blue OPLANs. The assistance shall be of
I ~two types: (1) providing the equivalent of staff officers and staff elements

in producing estimates of the situation, movement planning, limited wargaming,
organizational development, order preparation, etc. and (2) automatic update

of model execution files. Such assistance shall include but not be limited to
automated processes for the following: interface with the PVL to obtain force
structures, terrain analysis (key terrain features, fields of fire,

observation, lines of communication), and subsequent model data base update,

communication net structuring and model data base update, identification of
avenues of approach, initiation of C2 element intelligence data bases from

generalized input, graphic input to model data base of unit dispositions,
control measures, barrier plans, fortifications, and graphic display of final
model update. Consideration shall be given to graphic input of new terrain
data bases and associated terrain related parameters. These initial OPLANs

for Red and Blue shall form the basis for the dynamic execution of the command

and control processes which shall be contained within the Automated CDRDIVEM.
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... In particular, they shall provide the commander's guidance which will direct

the planning processes during dynamic execution.

The "uctional Analysis of Command and Control", CAORA/rR-

21/83 identified seventeen processes associated with command and control as

seen in Figure 4-2. Since the fundamental activities and actions associated

with developing the initial input operations plans are the same as those

associated with the dynamic planning in the model, the details of the

functions were addressed in the description of the Model Control function

which preceded this section. Requirements which are unique to the input

process will be addressed in the following paragraphs.

Of particular interest are the needs for graphic display and

decision-making support related to establishing the initial states of the

seventeen processes needed to develop operations plan modificatir- Table

4-2 indicates the types of software support that will b eecad to

successfully develop the initial states of the seventeen procesE

j 7 4.2.2.1

The table is divided into two support categories: input

support and decision aids. The input support category deals with standard

mechanisms for inputing modifications to the baseline data used by the

simulation. The mechanisms are of three types: graphic display, graphics

tablet, and menu.

4.2.2.1.1 InwLSiR=

a) Graphic Tablets are devices for entering predeter-

mined data into a computer file. Generally the data

is graphic or geographic in nature. It is predefined

and represented by a symbol on the graphics tablet.

This symbol is controlled by a light pen or mouse.

The light pen is used to enter data from the graphics
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tablet and display it on the screen. Graphic tablets

provide direct support of terrain and weather update.

They serve to ease the construction of initial unit

disposition, control measures, and the emplacement of
obstacles (mines, fortification) on the battlefield.

b) Grahics Displays are computer CRT displays which are

painted on the screen. For simulations, these

displays are generally representations of the

portions of the playing area of the simulation. In

addition to the topography, these displays show

physical features of the terrain as well as

representing units, equipment, and basic

infrastructures through military symbols. The

graphics display provides immediate feedback of the

current state of the scenario development process.

As characteristics or conditions are entered, they

can be graphically portrayed to assist in the

evolution of initial setup parameters. By

interconnecting the graphics display with the

decision aids software, limited modeling of specific

unit or force characteristics can be performed to

validate unit behavior. Processes such as terrain

analysis, force vulnerabilities, force resources,

force capabilities, perceived conditions, and

situation assessment can be modeled and graphically

portrayed to validate initial positions, postures,

missions, and conditions.

c) Manus are preformatted CRT screens which contain

directions for entering data necessary to support a

simulation process or task. They serve as a formal

mechanism for assuring that data base modification is

done within the parameters of the system design. By
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restricting access to parameters or requiring that

parameters be entered based on system rules, menus

assist the user in making concise and complete

modifications which are corsistent with the existing
model representations. Through the use of menu entry

of setup parameters, the user can be assured of full

and complete coverage of relevant simulation items.

By closely coupling the menu entry and edit

capability with the decision aids software, the user

may validate the impact of entered changes on the

structure of the forces to be simulated and, for some

characteristics, may project unit behavior to
validate modifications.

4.2.2.1.2 Dei-±Q1L ida

The second category of input is the decision aid. The

decision aids are manupulative software tools which provide feedback to the

C7 user about various model setup issues. The decision aids software are subsets

of the decision-making processes used by the simulation to control the events

and activities of the simulation. They serve primarily as editors,

predictors, and advisors to the model user to assist in set up of the Initial

Operations Plan leaving most sophisticated and inferential alternative

evaluation and synthesis to the user.

The decision aids are of three types: forecasting,

deterministic, and expert systems.

a) F algorithmic software uses mathematically

defined causal relationships to project conditions

and events based on input data. For example, given

unit speed, terrain, weather, and enemy resistance,

algorithmic software can project the location of the

unit on a predetermined route over time. The
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forecasting algorithms can be used to evaluate
individual maneuver characteristics and the impact of
modification on a unit structure or decision-making

para& -ters. The forecasting software will predict
and display unit movements, speed, possible routes,

engagement limitations, probable casualties, when and
where contact with the enemy may occur. This

software will be useful for forecasting force
capabilities, vulnerabilities, mission status, enemy

reactions, and situation assessment. It will provide
sufficient support to allow the user to identify

problems, inconsistencies, and inadequacies in the
initial Operations Plan.

b) Deterministic Processes are mathematical calculations
and aggregations necessary to edit and evaluate model

parameters associated with deterministic processes.
These calculations will1 provide values such as speed

capabilities of various force configurations (given
the terrain, equipment, weather, and supply data)

maneuver limitations including routes, speeds,
material expenditure rates, combat power, combat
frontages, postures, and possible missions.
Vulnerabilities in the areas of supply,

communications, force structure, speed, and maneuver
will be identified (as well as capabilities). These

calculations will indicate differences between
alternative force structures and capabilities

required for mission to highlight user modification
during setup.

c) Expert Systems are rule systems which evaluate

alternatives using appropriate responses stored in a
knowledge base. These systems serve two purposes in
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model setup. One is to evaluate modification for

consistency with existing rules and processes; the
other is to provide recommendations to the user on

strategy and tactics. These recommendations take the
form of force structure evaluations, projected enemy

response to mission assignments (force postures),
likely avenues of approach, required doctrinal

response by enemy and friendly troops to specific

situations, etc. Expert systems will evaluate

modifications in decision rules to determine whether
the modification has created a conflict or

inconsistency between model processes or within a

model process. The system will provide assistance in

establishing threshold values for processes such as

situation assessment, mission analysis, terrain

analysis, resource estimates, enemy or friendly
intentions, a problem, opportunities, and course of

action development.

4.2.2.2 Specific Functional R~uireu~nts

Table 4-2 provides a summarization of the types of support

that shall be provided by the Model Preparation Function.

4.3 MODEL POST PROCESSING

A computer assisted, model output analysis facility shall be

developed to aid military and civilian analysts in interpreting, assessing,

and describing data and information associated with the Automated ODRDIVEM.

Specifically, the facility shall provide support for the following:

a) Reviewing and comparing any and all selected MOE and

MOP from model execution.
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b) Tracing of cause and effect relationships from

battlefield events through simulation processes to

model requirements without requiring that the analyst

have a detailed knowledge of the model or its
structure.

c) Designing, implementing, and assessing the impact of

model modifications in order to aid personnel

knowledgeable about the model.

d) Reviewing and comparing alternatives associated with
multiple model executions in order to aid personnel

with limited knowledge of the model.

e) Historical and hierarchical analysis of other model

results which are related to the Automated WORDIVEM
and which are available through the AMIP data base.

f) Generation of graphic and video material for reports

and presentations.

The specific hardware and software to be developed for these

functions shall be defined and developed during the specific design and

applications of the model.
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SECTION 5
CONFIGURATION DNIEL

• 5.1 EBOLCGY

.vo t The system shall be developed using a standardized system

development methodology.

5.2 SYSTEM DEVELOP4N1 ODNT

5.2.1 Design Procedure

5.2.1.1 Sin u1ation Environrmn

The proposed CORDIVEM model requires a total simulation

environment in order to handle a variety of study and analysis issues. A

modular development based on structured design principles is being proposed to

* ensure the system is flexible and responsive to the varied needs of the0 modeling community. The issues of precisely defining and binding the problem

have been addressed by introducing the concepts of combat system requirements

and user requirements. The overall development process is to be iterative in

order to achieve a balanced set of user requirements, combat system
requirements and functional requirements.

5.2.1.2 Fbas

Five system development pIases are proposed by JFL which are

identical in concept to those set forth in the AMIP software development

standards dccument. However, ore additional subphase is being proposed. The
technology assessment and directed research tasks in parallel with the

development effort require that results be integrated into the system design

at one additional subphase. The issue of technological risk is thereby managed
in parallel and allows the opportunity to take advantage of research and

technological advances.

5-1
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01

5.2.1.3 AMP Standards

0
Due to the scope of the project, adherence to the AMIP

software development standards, specifically documentation, will occur at
both the system level and at the module level, as required by the intent and
scope of the individual standards.

5.2.2 Documentation

5.2.2.1 Be aqira-nt Definition Docamnnt 0

The Automated CORDIVEM Design Requirements document,

consisting of the combat system, user and functional requirements will drive
the design effort at both the system and module level. The functional

requirements supported by the combat system requirements and user
requirements serve as the requirements definition document for the system

design. The functional requirements exist as a product of the preliminary
5 system design and address the need of a requirements definition document at

the module level.

5.2.2.2. Data RIeqirements Docnumnt

This document shall exist as the compilation of all

individual module data requirements; it shall be directly connected to the
description of factors contained in the combat system requirements.
Preliminary system design results in an initial draft document and continued
detailed design of individual modules will result in updates to this document.
When proposed during the design phases, data base schema definitions, file
descriptions, and common data blocks shall be incorporated into the document

to promote data independence, standardization, and consolidation.

5-2
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5.2.2.3 Data Elenent Dictionary

The use of a data dictionary system shall be developed to

facilitate the management of data requirement information during the design
and implementation phases and to assist in subsequent modifications. A

critical configuration control function is thereby handled for the design,

implementation and production phases. Proposed data element or data structure

changes can be evaluated in terms of their overall impact on the model in that

affected modules can be readily identified.

5.2.2.4 Software Design DocLment (WSyt m Design Requirements)

A software design document shall be developed at the system

level and also include individual module documentation. At the system level,

system block diagrams such as those produced by Problem Statement Language

(PSL)/Problem Statement Analyzer (PSA) will identify the overall system
structure. At the module level, PSL/PSA or System Document Development

* - Language (SDDL) approaches will be used and will detail the module design to

the level required so that coding may proceed. Global or interface data ....

structures will be referenceo in the data dictionary while local data may be
addressed directly in the documentation.

5.2.2.5 Software Tmplnemntation DocUMnt

A Software Implementation Document shall be developed at the

system level in order to give a complete description of the implementation
details of the software.

5.2.2.6 Installation and Operations Manual

An Installation and Operations Manual shall be developed at
the system level in order to give the model set-up and operation aspects that

are unique to a specific computer or installation.
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A stand-alone section of this document shall detail the

operating instructions necessary for the model's execution. Examples of a

model's execution will be included.

5.2.2.7 Usern Manual

A Users Manual shall be developed at the system level in

order to supply the information required to effectively use the model for a

specific simulation. The information included shall be methods for model

setup, running, and analysis of results, interface techniques such as
graphics, input languages and protocols, and output formats. Some model

detail shall be required to permit the user to be fully aware of the model's
proper uses. Errors and exception messages shall be listed together with the
methods of handling. Examples of setups, errors and exceptions, and output
results shall be included.

5.2.2.8

A Test Plan shall be developed in order to support

systematic developmental testing of the Automated (DRDIVEM and its associated
Simulation Support Environment.

5.2.2.9 Validation Plan

A Validation Plan shall be developed in order to support a

formal validation of the Automated CORDIVEM and its complete hardware and
software environment.

5.3 DOCjMENT CONTROL

Centralized document control shall be initiated to

synchronize model development and maintenance activities with documentation
updtes.

5..4
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Document control shall maintain system documentation

including manuals and program source listings, data base schemes and access
procedures. S

5.3.1 Program Library Control

All program libraries for the standard production version of

the model shall be controlled in a central location. Each source shall be
numbered according to version and status. Only current source files shall be
maintained in the library. Linkages between programs shall be maintained
independently to identify ripple effects of code changes on modules.

5.3.2 File Maintenance and Modification

File maintenance and modification shall be subject to the previously specified
controls for program modules. Further, suggested changes in format shall bo
validated by reviews as specified under review requirements.

5.3.3 Data Dictionary and Linkages

Document control shall maintain and update a data element
dictionary. Relevant data element linkages will be contained in the data
dictionary.

5.4 DOUMENTATION POCEDURES

All documentation shall be developed using automated

document development support systems such as PSL/PSA and SDDL

5.5 REVIE RQUn -.EI.S

Design reviews shall be conducted upon completion of module design. Should

modifications be required as a result of reviews or a change in requirements
all affected modules shall be reviewed.
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APPENDIX A

OMBAT SYSTE DESCRIPrIONS

This major section of the Automated CORDIVEM Design

Requirements describes the universe of combat elements, the interactions of

those elements, and the environment in which they operate. In the total

context of the model development, the descriptions form a centralized

reference which provides the particular properties and characteristics of a

subset of the virtually unlimited set of all possible Threat and Friendly

combat elements and interactions which could be considered in such a model.

While recognizing that the Automated CORDIVEM must be general enough to

address a wide variety of force structures in a wide variety of scenarios, a

particular implementation of the model requires identification and description

of specific situations. To this end, the descriptions in this appendix

address a typical U.S. Army Corps and a typical Warsaw Pact Front. The

descriptions in this appendix have been developed with only very broad

restrictions relative to user requirements, e.g., two-sided, force-on-force

combat at the U.S. Corps and division level in which combat and system

i '." representations must provide for force structure trade-offs and assessments of

various strategies and tactical concepts.

A.1 APPENDIX CONE

Recognizing the essential nature of command and control at

the corps and division echelons, and its fundamental role in determining the

results of force-on-force conflicts, the first subsection, pages A-2 through
A-121, defines and describes both Threat and Friendly command and control

organizations and functions which are critical for consideration in the model.

The descriptions are organized according to five combat functional areas:
Maneuver, Intelligence/Electronic Warfare, Fire Support, Combat Service

Support, and Air Defense. This functional organization accommodates a

physical or operational description of the individual military command and

control elements and processes. These command and control descriptiuns are
incorporated into the model as described in Section 3, the command and control

A-i
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interactions and effects portion of the main report. That section of the main

report focuses on the manner in which the several elements of command and

control relate. Such a representation concentrates on the fundamental dynamic

properties of command and control which are of interest in a simulation of

combat.

A description of the corps and division is complicated by

the dynamic processes associated with organization for combat. The second

subsection, page A-122, describes the organic force organization while

acknowledging the potential for reorganization for combat. A clear example of

such reorganization relates to the signal elements. These elements contain a

command and control structure and separate identity in the organic structure
but become distributed and reformed as they are attached and assigned for

combat. A key feature of this second subsection is the structure that has

been developed to facilitate automated handling of the data on force

organization for operations plan development during model initialization.

A.1.1 Ccmand and Control

The Joint Chief of Staff (JCS) Publication 1 defines command

and control as,

"The exercise of authority and direction by a properly

designated commander over assigned forces in the

accomplishment of his mission. Command and control

functions are performed through the management of personnel,

equipment, communications, facilities, and procedures which

are employed by a commander in planning, directing,

coordinating, and controlling forces and operations in the

accomplishment of his mission".

Thus, command and control is the most pervasive element on the battlefield.

It is the means by which the diverse human and mechanical combat elements of

the two opposing forces are combined into two coherent fighting organizations
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engaged in combat on a given terrain. Its dramatic and frequently fragile

* existence can play an inordinate role in battle outcome. Therefore, for any

significant assessment of force-on-force conflict, the components, features,

and influence of command and control must be carefully and properly treated;

its variability must be understood and correctly controlled within the

simulation environment. The following subsections of A.1.1 address the

pertinent aspects of Red and Blue command and control to be considered in the

development of Automated WORDIVEM.

A.l.l.l Blue Coumand and Control

As specified in RAWC pamphlet 525-5 (1981):

"Command control is the process of directing and controlling

the behavior of others in order to attain an objective; it

includes employment of the physical means involved - the

communications, control centers, information-gathering

systems, and the staffs and facilities necessary to gather

I I_- and analyze information, plan for what is to be done, and

supervise the execution of what has been ordered. The

unique daracter of command control of military operations

is that it must be effective under the extraordinary stress

of battle. .... In order to win (the friendly) forces must

gain and maintain the initiative, creating opportunities for

decisive action which will lead to the collapse of the

enemy's fighting ability. ... During both defensive and

offensive phases, it is essential that commanders at each

level provide their subordinate commanders with sufficient

space and time to defeat enemy forces with which they are

engaged. In order to do this, each commander must use

available firepower and, when feasible, maneuver forces to

prevent enemy follow-on echelons from closing into the

direct fire battle except at places and times consistent

with friendly capabilities."
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Command and control (C2 ) responsibilities are distributed

among echelons with respect to areas of influence and interest as shown in
Table A-I. A commander's area of influence is that geographical region in

which the commander can directly influence the outcome of operations by
elements under his control; the commander's area of interest includes that

geographical region in which the enemy can jeopardize the commander's mission.
Distribution of the C2 responsibilities necessitates integration and unity

across echelon command operations. Table A-2 presents a scenario that

illustrates such coordination of various command procedures.

Effective C2 thus demands that:

"Commanders at all levels must understand the higher

commander's objectives, concept of operation, and intent
well enough to act aggressively and confidently on their own

when unexpected situations arise and the next higher
headquarters cannot be contacted. Similarly the principal

assistants of the commander in his own headquarters must
understand the commander's intentions thoroughly so that

they can act effectively in his absence."

(FM 71-100, U.S. Army Command and General Staff College,

1983)

At all echelons, command and control requires efficient

intelligence gathering, reliable and secure communications network and

flexible procedures for formulating and giving orders. Success on tbe

battlefield is achieved by rapidity of coordinated action. This can be
obtained only by responsive command and control at all echelons that

facilitates execution of the mission, protects the friendly forces, and

motivates the individual soldier to fight.

A-4
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Area of Influence

Approximate Distance Beyond
Level of ied Tie of Own Troops (FWLT)

Battalion 0 - 03 Hrs 5 km

Brigade 0 - 12 Hrs 15 km

Division 0 - 24 Hrs 70 km

Corps 0 - 72 Hrs 150 km

Area of Interest

Approximate Distance Beyond
Level of Commnand Time Forward Line of Own Troops (FLOT)

Battalion 0- 12 Hrs 15 km

Brigade 0 - 24 Hrs 70 km

& Division 0 - 72 Hrs 150 km

Corps 0 - 96 Hrs 300 km

Table A-I. Camrand and Control Responsibilities
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IEchelon II

IHrs. toI Corps I Division I Brigade I Battalion I
* IClose- In II I

I IPlan and III
execute pre-[

I I~~arations I I
I 72 Hr Ifor corps

I ~maneuver, II
* I fires, deepl I

I attack, etc. I II

II Deploy air I Assess I
I and tacticall threat vul- I

24 Hr I nuclear I nerabilitiesi
II weapon I and avenues II

*II systems. I of approach.I

II Integrate I Acquire IAnticipate I
Iland weapon Itargets. Ithreat;
Isystems to IExecute Ianticipate

I 12 Hr I isolate one I interdiction l needs for I
I Ipart of Iattacks. Iresources I

I battlefield.1 Isupport FtDTI and fires. I
I I battle.

1 Disrupt IConcentrate ICoordinate I Appraise
I erny Ipower at Icombined Ibattle
I Ireserves. Icritical Iarms teams Iground

0OHr area. I(tank, Igeography,I
I 1 I Iinfantry, Icontact
I I attack, Ienemy,

1 helicopters,j direct arms!
I I etc. Iteams.

Table A-2. Distribution of Ccumand and Control Responsibiities
Across Echelon Command operations
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The following outline details how C2 processes operate

within specified functional areas. At each echelon facilities, equipment,

staff, and procedures are described in relation to the command and control

operations. The above discussion characterizes the structure and elements of
the C2 process that permeate all functional areas.

A.I.1.I.I Maneuver Control

Maneuver control processes follow a fairly structured

echelon dependent hierarachy. Liaison officers from other functional areas
provide maneuver commanders and staff with ready access to combat resources.

A.I.I.I.I.I ooFbj

Corps echelon units of control are the main and rear command

posts (CPs). A tactical (forward) CP may be available but it serves primarily
as a backup for the main CP.

A..1.1.1.1.1 Corps Main Ccmand Post

The main CP contains the staff elements that allow the

commander to see the battle, allocate resources, and position combat service

suport.

A.l.i.i.l.l.i.l Physical Facilities and Mogypjt

* .The main CP is generally located about 30 km behind the
forward line of own troops (FLOT. The CP is 100% mobile. The corps CP uses

its own staff and organic vehicles to displace. Survivability of the CP is -,

enhanced by masking of communications. The C2 physical apparatus is divided

by function into various cells where a minimum of .5 Km is maintained between
-" cells to increase survivability against non-nuclear devices. For the corps

main CP, functional cells may include a command cell, a battle coordination
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cell, an intelligence fusion cell, a fire support cell. Further, specific

elements may include the signal center, medical units, and air transport

center.

The corps main CP employs signal personnel from units

available to the corps in support of satellite, multichannel, and radio
teletype (RA systems as well as tactical radios and messengers to provide

* communications. Personal interaction between commander and staff is
accomplished by use of a closed circuit television system. According to
TRAWC pamphlet 525-5:

"The communication system will be capable of providing the

ocumander:

(a) Timely information

(b) Means for staff coordination.

(c) Means of passing guidance and orders to subordinate

cc"manders.

(d) Electronic countermeasure resistant system.

(e) Redundancy to accept damage and continue to operate.
Redundancy will be achieved by the use of state-of-

the-art equipment consisting of:

1. Automatic circuit and message switching of
telecomnunications.

2. SINQARS radi'.:. -uipped with CDMSEC device.
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3. Single channel Tac SAT.

4. Tactical Record Traffic Facsimile.

(2) Communication with Allied/NATO organizations will be

established through the use of the NATO interface unit.

This equipment will provide the interface for the corps

communications into the allied/NAMO system. Communication

liaison teams from the corps Signal Brigade equipped with

improved high frequency and SINQARS radios will enhance the

capability of the interface equipment."

A.I.i . .i .i .i.3 Personnel

Personnel at the corps main CP include the commander, corps

chief of staff, representatives from Gl through G5, air force liaison, civil

affairs (CA) individuals, and communications personnel. Personnel operations

are split into two 12 hour shifts. Other personnel at corps main CP may

include military police and medical elements.

A.1.1.1.1.1.1.4 Battle Planning/Situation Assessment

The corps is the primary center for nuclear fire planning,

integration of air-land forces and coordination with other friendly forces.

The corps main CP staff assesses the corps strength, location, and materiel.

1) Strength is concerned with how many personnel per

unit are available to conduct combat operations and

what units require replacements. Strength

information may be utilized in allocation of forces

and establishing priorities for replacements.

Strength assessment will also consider morale and

health of personnel.

A-9
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2) Location of units is concerned with where subordinate

units are currently located, whether they can perform

their mission there, whether they can be easily

relocated, etc.

3) Materiel is concerned with whether units are properly

supplied or their equipment is in adequate state to

permit them to conduct combat operations. This can

influence allocation of forces.

A.1.1.1.1.1.I.5 Ccmiand and Control

As outlined in the FAROs (1982):

"In the exercise of command and control over the corps level

combat action units, the Corps Main CP [corps commander]

makes the following range of decisions:

11*7o The broad positioning of major action units

o On-going adjustments to resource allocation, scheme

of maneuver and task organization of major action

units

o Movements are planned and coordinated for major

action units and their associated ADA and combat

support elements.

In making these decisions, the Corps Main CP considers the

following:

o The corps commander's guidance

o Mission tasking from corps OPORD in effect .

A-1 0
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0 Action unit status reports from division Main CPs,

ACR/Aviation/Separate Brigade Main CPs

o Reported intelligence, weather, and terrain from

Corps I/EW elements and EAC sources

o Combat information from corps level action units

o Requests for support from corps level action units
and division Main CPs."

The corps commander makes corps level decision on air
defense, battle support and resupply, counterfire, force movements, disruption
of threat forces, intelligence, surveillance and target acquisition, weather
and terrain analysis, position fortification, recovery/maintenance of units,

and health services.

14 In relation to effects on the C2 processes of other

echelons, two corps C2 elements are particularly noteworthy. First, the corps
commander and staff control the amount of time subordinate units and elements
have available to plan and prepare to conduct an operation. This includes
issuing orders, making estimates, conducting reconnaissance, and moving units.

Also, when the corps commander allocates forces to division

control:

1) The commander explicitly and implicitly establishes
chains of camand.

2) The commander establishes command relationships by

how he allocates forces (e.g., assigns, attaches,
direct support, general support, etc.) and places

constraints on how the forces can be used.

A-11
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3) The commander establishes basic tactical grouping to

accomplish assigned missions when units are allocated
to division control.

Note that these elements of C2 are inherent in command processes at all
echelons. The effect of corps command decisions filters down to all lower

echelons.

A.1.1.1.1.1.2 Corps Aviation Brigade Main CP

The corps aviation brigade is the parent organization for

corps aviation units such as the corps Attack Helicopter Battalion. The

*command post is located within the corps main CP.

A.1.1.1.1.1.2.1 Comriand and Control

The corps aviation brigade commander is responsible for

T-7 determining the placement of corps aviation brigade combat and

reconnaissance/surveillance (R/S) tasks, plans future aviation operations and

determines the resources required to complete aviation missions. The

commander is assisted by his staff.

A.I.I.I.I.I.3 CoQrps actical CP

When employed, the corps tactical CP serves as an

intermediate corps main CP for the purpose of situation assessment and
movement. The tactical CP acts as an alternate main CP when loss, damage, or

displacement of the main CP occurs. It is located forward near the division
rain CP and maintains a small complement of senior coordinating staff with -,'

minimal physical facilities.

A-1 2
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":A.1.1.1.1.1.4 opRerC

The corps rear CP maintains the capability to duplicate the

main CP in both function and personnel The rear CP is most heavily involved

" in reconstitution efforts. TRADOC pamphlet 525-5 describes reconstitution as

follows:

"Operations include resupply of all classes of supply,

evacuation, recovery/maintenance, health services, personnel

management, sustaining services, and those extraordinary

measures taken to quickly restore a depleted unit to an

acceptable level of combat effectiveness by critical

personnel replacement."

Activities most directly associated with administrative and combat service

support are located at the rear CP.

A.1.1.1.1.1.4.1 Physical Facilities aad Movement

The corps rear CP employs all survivability features of the

main CP. Additionally, the rear CP is at least 15 km further behind the FLOT

than the main CP. The commander positions the rear area operations center

(RAOC) in a location that facilitates the unity of planning, coordination,

supervision, and execution of rear area combat operations (RACW); possibility

of enemy threat must be considered in locating and securing the RPAC.

A.1.1.1.1.1.4.2 fr t tnnel

The rear CP personnel is headed by the corps deputy

camnder.

A-13
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A.1.1.1.1.1.4.3 Battle Planning/Situation Assessment

The rear CP personnel assists the main CP personnel in

planning and assessment by maintaining pertinent data in readily accessed

ccmputers.

A.1.I.1.1.1.4.4 Ccpmand and Control

From the FAROs (1982):

"The Corps Rear CP [commander] makes the following range of

decisions in RACO planning/direction and Reconstitution

Planning/Coordination:

o Resource allocation to the force designated as the

rear area security element

o Requests to Combat Service Support (CSS) functional

a _VT area and Echelons Above Corps (EAC sources of supply

for personnel replacement, major end item

replacement/ maintenance, medical evacuation.

o Coordination of refugee movement and traffic control

in the corps rear area

In making these decisions, the Corps Rear CP considers the

following:

o Corps Operations Order (OPORD) in effect

0 Corps cmmander' s guidance

o Major action unit status reports from the Corps Main

CP

A-14
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0 Reported intelligence, weather and terrain from I/EW

elements at Corps Main CP."

A.l.l.l.l.2 Division Echelon

Division units of control include the tactical division CP
(Thc CP), the division main CP and the division rear CP. Survivability of the

C2 functional area is improved by separating it into three elements.

A.l.l.1.l.2.1 Division Tactical CP

Division control of the battle is normally exercised at the

L ac CP.

A-.i.1.i.2.1.1 Physical Facilities and Movement

The Tac CP is located well forward of the main battle area
* and usually operates from a minimum number of vehicles concealed by the

natural terrain. The Tac CP is completely mobile and maintains full capacity
while moving.

TecW~. command pme configawvai.r

CO.TFA%

-4 -N RATT

MULTICHANNEL AO -' A USAF

SWITCHOOARO

RELAY

"Covted and ied froq the air..

No security element is organic to the division Tac CP.
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A.1 .1.1.1.2.1.2 minJo1J s

The Tac CP is located within FM range of the division's

forward brigades. Two secure FM voice nets are maintained, one provides a

dedicated intelligence net and the other, a command operations net.

Communication support is provided to a platoon from the command operations

company of the division signal battalion. This platoon is capable of

operating 24 hours a day. Communication security is very important. Training

circular 101-5 states:

"In order to reduce vulnerability to ECM (electronic

countermeasures) and increase command post survivability,

the commander and his staff must reduce the electronic

signature of the camTiand post by:

o Prudent distribution of equipment, to include

remoting antennas, and the use of directional

antennas whenever possible.

o Stressing communication security, with particular
em!hasis on limiting traffic and on radio/telephone

discipline."

A.1.1.1.1.2.1.3 Pesone

To improve Tac CP mobility, the CP personnel is streamlined.

During intense fighting, the division commander and a minimum of staff are

located at the Tac CP. The staff includes Gi, a?, and G3 representatives and

fire support, air defense artillery and air force tactical air control party

officers. Staff functions are to gather information, anticipate significant

factors that may affect the tactical situation, to recommend actions,

disseminate commander orders, and to exercise authority delegated by the

commander. Flexibility in staff procedures enhances command process

efficiency.
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A.1.1.1.1.2.1.4 Battle Direction/Situation Assessnent

The division Tac CP has responsibility for the direction of

the immediate battle and must maintain an up to date evaluation of the

situation. This function is performed solely by the commander and his staff.

The cannander and staff assess the following:

1) Force Organization: the organization of brigades in

terms of combat capabilities. In general, brigades

may be tank heavy, infantry heavy, balanced or have

some special capabilities.

2) Mobility: the routes available for movement and the

possible rates of moverents for various combat units.

3) Placement: locations where terrain can increase

6 47Pfavorable tactical formation.

4) Timing: the time controls that must be imposed to

assure the coordination required to concentrate

forces at desired tines and places.

5) Coordination: the ensurance that subordinate units

mutually support each other and avoid conflict with

each other.

6) Force Commitment: the decisive commitment of

reserves at critical points and tines.

7) Weather/Visibility: the ability of weather

conditions or limited visibility to increase

effective combat power.
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A.1.1.1.1.2.1.5 Command and Control

The FAROs (1982) state:

"The range of decisions made by the Division Tac CP include:

o On-going adjustments to resource allocation to

brigades in support of the immediate battle

(directives sent to divisional action units and

brigade Main CPs involved)

o Positioning of divisional R/S (reconnaissance/

surveillance) action units (cavalry squadron TOCs

(tactical operations center])

The Division Tac CP considers the following in making

these decisions:

0 Division OPORD in effect

o Division ccmmander's guidance

o Disposition of corps R/S assets (ACR [armored cavalry

regiment]) (from corps main CP/OFORDS)

o Action unit critical status reports (from brigade

main CPs and cavalry squadron TOCs)

o Requests for immediate support (from division action

units and brigade CPs)

o Combat information of immediate concern (from corps/

division main CPs)
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o Reports on operations of brigades to the side of the

area of immediate concern to the division Tac CP

(from the division main CP)"

A.1.1.1.1.2.2 Division Main CP

The activities that sustain the division are conducted in

the division main CP. If the division Tac CP is destroyed, the main CP serves

as an interim Tac CP.

A.1.1.1.1.2.2.1 Physical Facilities and Movement

The division main CP is located at least 30 km from the

forward edge of the battle area (FEBA), outside the range of enemy artillery.

The division main CP has a rapid displacement capability.

A.1.1.1.1.2.2.2 IotJon

The main CP has a signal center which includes satellite,

multichannel, and RATT systems supported by personnel from assigned signal

units. The main CP also has available messengers and tactical voice radios.

A.1.1 .1.1.2.2.3 Personnel

The division main CP personnel includes approximately 250

individuals. The chief of staff normally exercises control of the main CP.

The staff consists of GI, G3, and G4 elements; the majority of the G2 section

resides at the main CP. Officers from air defense artillery, aviation, fire

support element and counter battery radar, a tactical air control party

element, staff from the Army security agency, and the combat intelligence

company and a military police platoon are located at the main CP.
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A.1.1.1.1.2.2.4 Battle Plannin/Situation Assessment

The division commander uses his staff and computer assets to

plan for the future battle and situation. Personnel at the main CP are

responsible for taking the broad guidance of the division commander and the

current corps operations order and developing from these inputs an operational

plan for the division. 0

A.1.1.1.1.2.2.5 Command and Control

The division commander makes decisions concerning: 0

1) Resource allocation

2) Task organization down to the battalion level

3) Schere of maneuver •

4) Air defense artillery combat support.

A.I.I.l.I.2.3 Division Rear CP

The rear CP personnel perform combat service support

functions that require close coordination with division support command -

(DISCOM), counterintelligence and prisoner of war interrogation,

administrative support functions, and provide airlift support information. 5

A.1.1.1.1.2.3.1 Personnel

In the rear area, G1 personnel supply staff support for the 0

maintenance of morale, health services, and the maintenance of discipline, law

and order. The G2 counterintelligence and interrogation element is located at

the rear CP. The G5 section which coordinates civil/military operations has .

its staff at the rear CP. Medical elements may also be located in this area. 0

A2
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A.1.1.1.1.3 Brigade Echelon

According to FM 71-100, U.S. Army Command and General Staff S

College:

"Under ideal conditions, the organization of the brigade

command and control elements include a main command post, a

tactical comman! post, and a rear area. At times, a small

command group operates independently. However, due to

armored vehicle, personnel, and equipment limitations, it is

not possible for more than two (elements) of command to
operate effectively and to be sustained for a great period

of tine."

A.1.1.1.1.3.1 Brigade Tactical CP

A brigade Tac CP is employed during the key phases of a

battle that require additional control. When the brigade main CP is
U" displacing, during a river crossing or passage of lines, or when the

disposition of brigade units requires optimal communications, the brigade
commander may establish a Tac CP. A Tac CP may also serve as an alternate

ccmmand and control facility in the case of brigade main CP destruction.

A.1.1.1.1.3.1.1 Physical Facility and Movement

Usually limitations of equipment and personnel restrict the

Tac CP to one armored vehicle. The brigade Tac CP is fast-moving and the 0
movement is determined by the flw of the battle and desires of the commander.

Brigade Tac CP devotes its communications assets to

maintaining communication with the brigade main CP, battalion headquarters,
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and possibly, the division Tac CP. If required, a multichannel unit displaces

with the Tac CP.

"| brgA.1.11.1..1.3Personnel omlycnit ftebiaecmadr h

In keeping with the temporary, mobile characteristics of the

brigade Tac CP personnel, normally consists of the brigade commander, the
operations training officer (S3) who supervises the execution of operations, a

representative of the fire support element, and one non-commissioned officer

(NO).

A.1.1.1.1.3.1.4 Battle Direction

Planning, direction, and command and control at the Tac CP
is similar to that at the brigade main CP (Sections A.1.1.1.1.3.2.4,

A.1.1.1.1.3.2.5). Additionally, employment of a Tac CP places the commander

in face-to-face contact with subordinate commanders, enhancing the
communication of orders and information as well as increasing lower echelon

morale.

A.1.1.1.1.3.2 Brigade Main CP

The brigade main CP serves primarily as a communications,

information, coordination and planning center in support of the near-term

battle. As described in FM 71-100:

"Brigade command and control is done primarily through a

main command post. For security, only essential elements
are located in this command post. It consists of those

coordinating and special staff personnel and

representatives from the division or other units necessary

to carry out combat operations. It is concerned with the

activities required to sustain current operations and plan

for the future. This includes intelligence production,
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receiving, and processing as well as submitting required

reports to higher headquarters."

A.1.1.1.1.3.2.1 Physical Facilities and Movement

The main CP usually consists of five armored vehicles

dispersed over approximately .5 sq Km. One vehicle is allocated to each of

the S2 (intelligence information), S3, and fire support elements. One vehicle

serves as a communications center and the fifth is used when a Tac CP is

established.

A.I.I.I.1.3.2.2 Commnicat=ins

When possible, communications with the division are made on

the secure FM division command and intelligence nets. Non-secure single side

band (AM) communications are also possible over the division net. The brigade

main CP communicates with subordinate units over the secure FM brigade command

net. Multichannel voice communication facilties are augmented by RATT nets.

The enemy uses sopisticated ECM to detect the main CP. Hence, the commander

and his staff must reduce the electronic signature of the CP. To accomplish

this reduction, the following measures are employed.

"I) Use of directional antennas.

2) Establishing reserve equipment.

3) Three or more frequency and call-sign changes per

day.

4) Maximum use of remote radio operations.

5) Changing radio operators concurrent with frequency

changes.
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6) Dispersing the division cavalry squadron vehicles

through the division and communicating only on the

cavalry squadron radio net as a deception measure.

7) Careful planning of CP and communications site

locations, displacements, and the use of terrain

masking techniques.

8) Message-shortening techniques.

9) Stressing communications security, with particular

emphasis on limiting traffic and on radio/telephone
discipline."

(Quoted from FM 71-100.)

Proper implementation of electronic counter-countermeasures

can result in a main CP electronic signature which is similar to the

electronic signature of a support activity.

A.1.1.1.1.3.2.3 rsonn-

Most of the brigade staff operates from the brigade main CP.

The brigade staff plans and supervises the brigade tactical operations and
monitors brigade combat support needs. The staff includes S2, S3, fire

support, chemical and radiological sections, combat electronic warfare,

intelligence, tactical air control party and engineer elements. Except for

scope, the responsibilities of the brigade personnel are similar to their

counterparts on the division staff.

A.1.1.1.1.3.2.4 Battle Plannin/Direction/Situation Ase~sMnt

At the brigade main CP, staff make contingency plans for

modification of fire support and movement of forces, anticipate logistic
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requirements, assess the need for commitment of reserves and shifts in the

main effort, and provide direction for engineer and air defense support. In
* planning and assessing, early staff involvement, speed and coordination are

vital to success. The staff must anticipate the dispositions necessary to

exploit success or to withdraw forces if necessary.

A.1.1.1.1.3.2.5 Ccmand and Control

The brigade commander determines the task organization for

brigade units, and allocates fire support, air defense, tank or infantry

platoons, etc. to battalion task forces. In making these decisions, the

brigade commander considers his assigned mission, enemy forces likely to be

encountered, the terrain and the resources available to the brigade.

A.I.I.I.l.3.3 Briode Rear Area

In FM 71-100, the brigade rear area is described as follows:

"The brigade support area is located well to the rear and

may be located behind the brigade rear boundary. The

brigade rear area provides the combat service support

functions required to support the brigade. The brigade 54

is responsible for the operation and displacement of this
echelon. The S1 and S4 maintain continuous contact with the

brigade executive officer located at the main command post
to insure the adequacy of combat service support operations.

The forward area support team, or the forward support

battalion CP, from the division support command is also

located in this support area and provides support to the

brigade units. This support team or battalion CP locates

and displaces according to the directions of the brigade S4.
Other units located in this rear area are the brigade

headquarters company minus prisoner of war interrogation
teams, military police, civil affairs personnel, and any
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other supporting units that are not necessary in the forward

area. The brigade S4 establishes the rear area security

net."

A..l.l.l.4 Battalion Echelon

At the battalion echelon, command and control consists of a

commander and single staff. Battalion command is a highly personalized

function in which the commander controls the interaction of his weapons with

the terrain and the enemy. He sees the enemy and his company, issues orders

orally, directly and face-to-face whenever possible. The commander performs

his function under very difficult battle conditions. Tactically skillful

battalion ommoanders are essential to the force's combat effectiveness.

' A.1.1.1.1.4.1 Pesnl

The battalion is the first tactical echelon with a staff.

In addition to the battalion commander, the staff consists of S1 (personnel),

52 (intelligence), S3 (operations), and 54 (logistics) elements. A fire

support officer frequently works closely with the commander or S3 personnel.

The command sergeant major advises the commander on matters concerning the

enlisted ranks.

A.1.1.1.1.4.2 Battle Planning/Command and Control

In planning and assessment, the battalion commander works to

maximize the effectiveness of the available weapons. Key issues considered by

the battalion commander are desribed in FM 71-2:

0O Can I significantly improve the mutual support of

infantry, tanks and TOW within the teams by changing
the task organization?
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o Is the task force or one of the teams about to face a

significantly different situation requiring a
different balance of these components? (For example,

approaching a town, clearing woods, cleaning out a
trench line, approaching a stream, moving into the
lead, defending in the open, defending in the woods,
etc.)

o Can I help a team break contact or attack a position

by sending another tank platoon or mech platoon?

c Besides the three chief components, should I reassign
or redirect the efforts of my other combined arms
assets? (Mortars, artillery, TACAIR, attack

helicopters, scouts, AVLB, engineers, air defense,
combat service support.)"

Battalion commanders plan for use of terrain characteristics
to develop a favorable combat power factor. This is accomplished by

. assignment of avenues of approach; assigning priorities of avenue use to
. subordinate; assigning routes of advance or reconnaissance to certain units;

assigning operational sectors with advantageous cover and concealment
features; making use of terrain features that favor observation of the enemy;
assignirg units to sectors that provide good fields of fire support or conduct
the operation; planning for use of obstacles or barriers to hamper, contain,
or canalize enemy forces; use of terrain features that enhance the security of
operational area (e.g., forward, flank, and rear security; give adequate

warning of enemy approach, etc.). Battalion commanders assign company
missions, prioritize fire support targets, and allocate battalion resources.
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A.1.1.1.2 Intelligence/Electronic Warfare Connand and Control

Given a scenario in which friendly forces are outnumbered

and outgunned, it is critical that friendly tactical commanders have access to

intelligence/electronic warfare (I/EW) elements. The need for speedy

collection and dissemination of combat information, all-source data processing
and integration, and central direction of EW effort dictates the need for a
single I/EW element. Though I/EW mission planning normally originates at the

division, commanders at all echelons must understand and use the combat power
of I/EW resources. Combat operations in the sophisticated I/EW environment
demands close and continuing coordination of I/EW staff at all levels.

A.1.1.1.2.1 Ca ca

To be effective in combat, the corps commander must have

information about enemy strengths, location, direction of attack, areas
selected for enemy defense and the enemy's ability to conduct combat
operations. The corps combat electronic warfare intelligence (CEWI) group
provides this support in three basic disciplines: electromagnetic, imagery,

and the collection of information by human sources (HUMINT). Command and
control for the CEWI group is located at the group headquarters. Intermediate
group headquarters are employed for tactical purposes.

A.1.1.1.2.1.1 Corps = Reatarters (Corps Mission Management Element)

The corps commander establishes the command relation between
the corps and the CEWI group which is represented by the CEWI group commander.

Usually CEWI group missions are under the direction of the corps commander and
the corps G2 staff which integrates intelligence with tactical operations.
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A.l.I.l.2.l.1.1 Physical Facilities and Movement

CEWI headquarters are located at and move with the corps

main CP. Equipment for the corps Special Security Office (SSO) is a part of

this headquarters.

A.1.1.1.2.1.1.2 Communications

Communications has an important role in the CEWI group. In

addition to the usual communication lines provided by the corps signal

brigade, certain dedicated and secure lines are identified for the CEWI group.

FM 11-92 describes the CEII comunication assets as follows:

"The CEWI Gp has organic communications to provide the

flexibility needed to support operations throughout the

corps and to maintain communications during highly mobile

operations. Within the CEWI Gp's elements, unit

headquarters function as the focal points for the command

and control nets, while the intelligence element of the TOC

(tactical operations center) functions as the focal point

for tactical control tasking, collection management,

processing, and reporting.

CEWI Gp units are equipped to operate radio teletypewriter

(RATT), FM secure voice, and amplitude modulated/single

sideband (AM/SSB) radio nets. RATT is used during the

initial occupation of positions; to augment circuits during

outages; and to carry the traffic overloads.

FM secure voice is used as the primary means for command

mission communications in many of the forward elements of

the CEWI Gp. AM/SSB provides long-range voice
communications between the various G2 elements deployed

throughout the corps and division battlefield."
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A.1.1.1.2.1.1.3 Pesnl

The CEWI group functions under the supervision of the group

commander. The CEWI headquarters provides personnel to assist the corps G2

personnel in staffing the corps' main CP and tactical CP. Its personnel also

will man the intelligence centers of the air defense artillery group, the

corps support command and the corps rear area operations support center. A

17-man U.S. Air Force Weather Section is attached to the CEWI group6 Assets

involved in the intelligence collection process include the G2 mission

management and dissemination section (MMDS) staff and the technical control

and analytical elements (TCAE) staff. For intelligence collection and fusion,

the G2 MMDS staff is assisted by computers. For EW operations, TCAE staff and

the single source analytical team for SIGINT (enemy signals-communication,

electronic and telenetry-intelligence) are assisted by computers.

A.1.1.1.2.1.1.4 Ed Mission Assesment and Control

The corps must have the capability to jam targets within the
corps area of influence, approximately 150 km beyond the FLOT. The corps EW

command directs and evaluates jamming operations (assigned by the corps

commander) to insure the integration of jamming with intelligence collection,

fire support, and maneuver control. Coordinated employment of jamming,
artillery, and air support is capable of disrupting or neutralizing about 50%

of the enemy's critical C2 systems.

A.1.1.1.2.1.1.5 Intelligence/Surveillance Mission Assessment and Control

The corps CEWI group provides first-echelon integration of

intelligence from national and tactical systems. The CEWI intelligence

operations respond to immediate intelligence needs of the corps commander and

the collection request of the corps G2 staff. The corps intelligence group

receives information from:
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1) Subordinate divisions

2) Corps cavalry

3) Corps electronic warfare intelligence units U

4) Corps air defense groups

5) Adjacent corps

6) Tactical air reconnaissance
7) Echelons above corps (EAC) - to include national

systems

As stated in TRADOC pamphlet 525-5:

"Corps must rely on EAC, Air Force, and national levels

capable of developing intelligence to depths of 300 km

forward of the FLOT. The corps coordinates the tasking of

EAC, USAF, and national systems to satisfy division

essential elements of information (EEI). The division must

also provide combat information and intelligence to corps

based on the corps commander's EEI...

Dynamic (intelligence) collector management ensures

continuity of operations while enhancing sensor

survivability. Through a centralized management and control

mechanism, ISTA (intelligence, surveillance, and target

acquisition) collectors will interface with and complement

collectors of adjacent corps, EAC, Air Force, and national

systems."

The CEWI command provides this management by allocating,
positioning and tasking its own sensor assets to complement intelligence

requirements. The CEWI command decisions reflect the type of information

required and the time available for data collection and fusion. Intelligence

summaries produced by the CEWI group feed back information to the corps

cammander and/or G2 staff.
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A.I.l.1.2.1..6 Operations Security (OPSEC) Surport

OPSEC identifies friendly vulnerabilities to the enemy

collection system. CEWI recommends countermeasures and provides support for

deception planning.

A.1.1.1.2.1.2 Corps Intermediate Headarters

Fran the FAROs (1982):

"Several intermediate headquarters exist at corps which are

considered as C2 assets in this representation. In the CEWI

group at corps, there is the Tactical Exploitation

Battalion, the parent unit for ground sensors and jammers.

The Aerial Exploitation Battalion serves the same role for

aerial sensors and jammers. Should long range

reconnaissance patrols be tasked once again as an I/EW

function, the parent unit would be the Ranger Battalion at

corps. Parent units provide resupply, maintenance, and

admirVlog support for the functions being performed. While

they keep detailed accounts of the systems locations and

status, they are not specifically charged with developing

tasking for individual missions."

A.1.1.1.2.2 Division Echelon

Organic to each division is a CEWI battalion. The U.S. Army

Command and General Staff College Subcourse 1/0 Outline gives the following

outline for the CEWI battalion:

"(The (IWI battalion) of each division will be employed to

provide direct support to the committed brigades or general

support to the overall division. Under certain

circumstances, it will provide elements to be attached to
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maneuver units of the division or placed under the

operational control (OPCON) of various commanders. The (CWI

battalion will be employed to provide multidisciplined,

task-organized support tailored to the commander's concept

of the operation. ... The relationship of the battalion to

the division coordinating staff and command group is the

same as that of other battalions in the division base. The

CEWI battalion, like the division engineer or the signal

battalion, provides close and continuous combat support to

the units of the division. The battalion responds to

missions developed by the G2 and G3. The battalion

commander is responsible to the division commander for

command matters, including advice on how to employ his unit.

The G2 however, is the principal advisor to the division

commander on the enemy's capabilities and intentions."

Command and control for the division's CEWI battalion is

located at the CEWI battalion headquarters, called the Battalion Operations

Center (BOC).

A.I.I.I.2.2.1 CEWqI BOC (Division Mission Management Element)

The CEWI BOC provides centralized, integrated, all-source EW
and intelligence management, analysis, and reporting. The CEWI BOC

administers the CEWI collection and jamming, ground surveillance and service
support companies. The BOC is located at and moves with the division main CP.

A.1 .1 .1.2.2.1. .i Ui=in

The CEWI maintains dedicated communications nets with the
division main CP, Tac CP, brigade main CPs, the division artillery squadron

and the armored cavalry squadron. Communications assets include tactical

radios (dedicated channels are established to provide time-sensitive
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information directly to the CEWI battalion personnel), the division

multichannel signal center (an asset of the division main CP), and messengers.

A.1.1.1.2.2.1.2 Personnel

The CEWI battalion is administered by a battalion commander

who responds to the division commander. The battalion has SI, S2, S3, and S4

staff elements. The S1 staff perform administrative and managerial services.

The S2 staff oversees the battalion security; in particular, S2 personnel
establish procedures governing the emergency destruction or evacuation of the

division's special intelligence (SI) holdings. The S3 staff manages the CEWI

battalion assets and the S4 element is responsible for logistic operations.

Division G2 staff is not organic to the CEWI battalion but rather advises the

CEWI battalion on division intelligence needs.

A.1.1.1.2.2.1.3 Battle Assessment

The CEWI battalion performs the following I/EW battle

assessment operations:

1) Fusion and dissemination of all-source intelligence,

managed at the division's semiautomated all-source

analysis center (ASAC).

2) Integration of tactical counterintelligence and

signal security OPSEC support.

3) Imagery interpretation (IT) (for OPSEC support).

4) Support of specialized intelligence elements for the
USAF weather section and terrain analysis teams.

In performing these functions, the CEWI battalion routinely

interfaces with the division tactical opertions center (DTOC) for mission
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tasking, information exchange and status reporting. The battalion commander

continually evaluates the effectiveness of the battalion's all-source analysis

procedures, dissemination of combat information and intelligence to fire 6

support and maneuver elements, and integration of electronic warfare planning

into the division and brigade scheme of maneuver.

A.1.1.1.2.2.1.4 Ccumand nd Control

The CEWI battalion commander controls the execution of

missions required to satisfy the division G2 staff and division commander

intelligence and operations security needs. The battalion commander makes a

decisions:

"I) Insuring that CEWI assets are employed to provide

OPSEC, EW, and intelligence support to the division

headquarters, maneuver brigades, maneuver battalions,

and other subordinate headquarters of the division in

accordance with the division OFORD/OPLAN.

2) Providing administrative, logistic, and operational

directives to the subordinate elements of the

battalion.

3) Advising the division commander/G2/G3 on the most

effective use and employment of battalion assets."

(Quote from U.S. Army Commanu and General Staff College

Subcourse 1/0 Outline.)

A.1.1.1.2.3 Brigade Echelon

The brigade does not have organic I/EW elements. However,

the brigade S2 staff coordinates with the brigade S3 staff and division I/EW

staff to provide for the brigade's intelligence collection and jamming
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requirements. Also, it should be noted that in an intense battle, the brigade

commander frequently becomes personally involved in the gathering of combat

intelligence.

A.1.1.l.2.3.1 Brigade 2 Staff

The S2 staff provides the brigade with combat intelligence.

Combat intelligence is the knowledge of friendly and enemy forces, weather,
and geographical features required by a commander and his staff in the

planning and conduct of combat operations. It is derived from the
interpretation of information on the forces and the environment. The

objective of combat intelligence is to minimize uncertainty concerning these
factors on the accomplishment of the mission. The commander employs combat

intelligence to determine how best to use available resources in accomplishing

the mission and maintaining security of his command. The commander provides
combat intelligence data to his subordinate elements to assist them in

planning and carrying out their tasks. Combat intelligence is a continuous
command function responsibility. To provide continued intelligence, the

brigade S2 staff:

1) Maintains a current intelligence estimate of the

enemy's strengths and weaknesses, the terrain and the
weather.

2) Identifies brigade requirements for reconnaissance,

surveillance, and target acquisition.

3) Estimates the brigade's vulnerability to hostile

intelligence.

4) Supervises brigade security operations.

The organic assets provided for the brigade S2 staff are
tactical radios, subordinate battalion reconnaissance operations, brigade
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helicopters, and possibly a direct support element from the division CEWI

battalion. The S2 staff tasks these assets to provide for the brigade I/EW

needs. As needed, the S2 staff may request assistance from the division (IWI

battalion. FM 71-2 explains:

"Specialists from the divisional military intelligence

company may be attached to the battalion task force for

counterintelligence operations and prisoner-of-war

interrogation. A section from the divisional remote sensor

platoon may also be attached to the battalion task force.

These devices can provide information about enemy movement.

The section chief can advise the battalion S2 on employment

of REMS which can be emplaced by the section or by Army

aircraft. Once emplaced, the REMS section monitors the

devices and provides information to the battalion task force

S2.

For aerial reconnaissance, the battalion task force S2 can

request support through S2 channels from the corps military

intelligence battalion, aerial reconnaissance support

(MIBARS). The MIBARS has photographic, radar, and infrared

capabilities."

A.I.I.I.3 Fire Suxort Comnand and Control

Fire support (FS) is the collective employment of mortars,

field artillery, close air support (CAS), and naval gunfire (MF) in support

of a battle plan. These weapon systems are part of the total fire support

system that provides long-range, responsive, flexible combat power.

Figure A-1 depicts the fire support system.

The mission of the fire support system is to suppress,

neutralize, or destroy surface targets with indirect fires and close support

aircraft using guns, cannons, rockets, bombs, and missiles. The fire support
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TARGET ACQUISITION

USAF FACs
FISTs
Radars
Air CAV
Remote Sensors

* Electronic and Signal Intelligence
* Sound and Flash Ranging

NGF Spotter Teams

WEAOS AND AMMUJNITION

Mortars
FA Cannons, Rockets, and Missiles
CAS (OAS)
NGF Weapons
Attack Helicopters
Selected AIWL Weapons
Tanks (Indirect Fire)

COMM9AND, (flWM, AND CO~ORDINATION

Commander's Guidance Allocations and Priorities
t~q FSCORDW Duties and Facilities

Fire Support Planning and Coordination

Figure A-1. Fire Support System
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system provides close support for maneuver forces, counterfires, and other

fires as required. These fires range from suppression of antitank guided

missiles to suppressing enemy air defenses. They neutralize or destroy enemy

attack formations or defenses or destroy targets deep in the enemy rear with

long-range missile fires. Fire support can be conventional fires in a company

zone or massive nuclear and chemical fires across a corps front.

To maintain close coordination and cooperation with the

maneuver force, fire support coordinators (FSCDORDs) organize and supervise a

fire support coordination facility at every echelons from company to corps.

This facility is colocated with the maneuver command post and puts technically

qualified fire support personnel in continuous, personal contact with the

maneuver operations personnel to ensure responsive fires on a minute-to-minute

basis.

A.1.1.1.3.1 Field Artillery

The mission of the field artillery system is to destroy,

neutralize, or suppress the enemy by cannon, rocket, and missile fire and to

integrate all fire support into combined arms operations. The four elements

of the field artillery system are:

1) Target Acquisition

2) Gunnery

3) Weapons and Ammunition

4) Cammand and Control

Command and control permits the effective employment of FA

assets. C2 includes:

1) Tactics

2) Organization

3) Fire Support Planning and Organization
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Comuand and control is established through:

1) Camand Relationship

2) Assignment of Tactical Missions 1
3) Organization for Ccmbat

When organized for combat, each FA unit is placed within a

tactical organization and assigned a tactical mission. Table A-3 shows the

inherent responsibilities of each mission.

A.1..1.3.1.1 Corps Control Units

The field support coordination for corps level is the corps

field artillery officer. Based on the mission assigned to the corps, FA

cannon and missile battalions will be assigned to the corps along with a

number of FA brigade headquarters to provide command and control of these

battalions. (See Figure A-2.) The corps commander, advised by the corps

FSCOO-D, assigns FA battalions to an FA brigade that has been tailored for a

specific mission. The primary purpose of FA brigades is to augment division

fires and reduce span of control based on how the corps commander intends to

fight the divisions. The corps commander, advised by the corps FSCOORD,

allocates his FA assets by attaching the FA brigades to the divisions or by

assigning the FA brigades a tactical mission, normally reinforcing .the fires

of the division artillery.

Lance battalions and brigades are normally retained under

corps control to attack targets that can affect the corps mission.

An FA unit assigned to the corps and not further attached to

subordinate maneuver units is termed Corps Artillery. FA assigned to corps

and all other units organic, assigned, or attached to subordinate maneuver

elements of the corps are termed artillery with the corps and include FA of

*" division, cavalry regiments, and separate maneuver brigades.
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An FA unit with a Direct Support Reinforcing General Support- General
mlisaaon of- (DS) (RI Reinforcing Support

(GSR) (GS)

1. Answers calls I. Supported unit I . Reinforced FA I1 Force FA HO 1. Force FA HO
for fire in prior- 2. Own observers" 2. Own observers* 2. Reinforced unit 2. Own observers'
ity from- 3. Force FA Ho 3. Force FA HO 3. Own observers-

2. Has as its zone Zone of action of Zone of fire of Zone of action of Zone of action of
of fire- supported unit reinforced FA supported unit to supported unit

unlit include zone of fire
of reinforced FA unit

Provides temporary
3 Furnishes fire replacements for No requirement No requirement N eurmn

FSpT team casualty fosses
FIST FSO ~ as required

4. Furnishes No requirement LO to reinforced LO to reinforced No requirement
L0- FA unit HQ FA unit HO

5. Establishes FIST chiefs. FSO's Reinforced FA Reinforced FA unit No requirement
communications and supported unit HQ HO
with- maneuver unit HO

6- IS positioned DS FA unit corn- Reinforced FA unit Force FA HO or Force FA HO
by- mander or as Or as ordered by reinforced FA unit

ordered by force force FA HO if approved by
FA HO force FA HO

7. Has its fires Develops own fire Reinforced FA Force FA HO Force FA HQ
planned by-- plans unit HO

*Includes all target acquisition means not deployed with supported unit (radar. AO. survey parties. etc)
0An FS section (FSO tearnt for each maneuver bo'gade,'battation/cavarv squadron andl one FIST with each maneuver
Company/ground cavalry troop are trained and deployed by the FA unit auihotit-d these asset% by TOE Attpr
deployment. FIST and FSO teamns remain with the supported maneuver unit tl',nU(Jtitiiut it, 7,rilito

Table A-3. Inherent Responsibilites of FA Tactical Missions
(FM 6-20)
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Figure A-2. Corps Artillery
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Figure A-3. Corps FA Section
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A.1.1.1.3.1.1.1 Corps Field Artillery Section (FAS)

The corps FA section organic to the corps headquarters and

headquarters company is organized as shown in Figure A-3.

The operations intelligence element exercises control of

corps field artillery units and the fire support element functions in the

corps tactical operations center (CTOC) to plan and coordinate all fire

support for the corps. The corps FSCXORD functions in two capacities. In the

operations element, he functions as the commander of corps artillery and in

the FSE, he is the corps FSCOORD. In these two capacities, his major fire

support duties are:

I) Serving as the principal corps adviser on all fire

support matters.

2) Providing guidance for and supervising the planning

and coordination of all fire support assets available
I- 0to the corps.

3) Recommending organization of corps artillery for

canbat.

4) Operating the fire support element in the corps TOC.

5) Recommending fire support means to attack surface

targets.

6) Recommending locations for FA ammunition supply

points/special ammunition supply points (ASP/SASP)
and supply rates for FA ammunition.
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7) Recommending fire support coordinating measures to be

used.

8) Advising on hostile fire support capabilities.

9) Coordinating general position areas and fire planning

for FA retained at corps level.

10) Coordinating movements of elements in corps
artillery.

11) Developing nuclear weapons packages in coordination

with the divisions.

12) Providing training management for fire support

training throughout corps.

A.1..1.3.1.1.1.1 Cczmand and Control

According to the FAROs:

"The range of decisions which are made at the FAS [FSWOORD]

and transmitted to the artillery units and Navy and Air

Force representatives as appropriate include the following:

o Determination of the field artillery organization for

combat (transmitted through intermediate headquarters

to the field artillery batteries).

o Amplification of the corps commander's planning

guidance and restrictions (transmitted to the Navy

and AF representatives and through the intermediate

headquarters to the FA units).
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o Assignment of priority of fires (transmitted to the

AF and Navy representatives and through the

intermediate headquarters to the FA batteries).

0 Assignment of targets to fire support assets

(transmitted through the intermediate headquarters to

the FA batteries or to Navy or Air Force

representatives).

o Development of the corps fire support plan (including

the field artillery support plans) (transmitted to

the FA units and Navy and Air Force representatives).

o Coordination of FA unit movement (transmitted to the

FA unit concerned.

In reaching the above decisions, the FAS considers the

following:

o The mission planning guidance received from Corps.

0 The availability of nuclear and chemical weapons
(received from FA units, Navy and Air Force

representatives) and release authority (received from

corps).

o The status of units which it receives through

intermediate headquarters from the GS batteries.

0 The availability of other fire support means which it

receives from Air Force and Navy representatives in

the FSE.
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o Target intelligence which it receives from the corps

fusion center and the corps G2 and G3 sections or

over a direct QUICKFIRE channel with a target sensor.

o Requests for fire support (received from the division

FSE).

o The plan of maneuver and current operations orders

which it receives from corps.

The FAS personnel provide feedback to the corps headquarters

(TOC) by means of the corps fire support plan, situation reports reflecting

significant incidents and combat effectiveness (and NBC reports [STANAG])."

A.1.1.1.3.1.1.2 Field Artillery Brigades and Battalions Under Corrs Control

Brigades are tailored by the corps commander for a specific

mission and may have up to six FA battalions attached. The FA brigades

Vi7- provide flexibility to the corps commander in organizing for combat and

extending his span of control.

Figure A-4 depicts a type cannon FA brigade that has been

tailored to provide mobility and representative calibers for the support of a

division covering force.

A.I.I.I.3.1.2 Division Control Units

At division level, the division artillery is the tactical

headquarters that commands and controls the organic FA and attached units.

Unlike the corps artillery or FA brigades, the division artillery of each type

division has its own organic FA battalions as shown in Figure A-5 through

Figure A-8.
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HHB 155 (SP) 8-IN(SP)

Figure A-4. Type FA Brigade (Example)

TOE 6-100H

I INF DIV ARTY

I(6-302H1) I (6-155H1) I (6-165H1) I (6-307M1I II II

H&HQ i FA BN FABN 155MM,T[ I TAB
BY I i05MM, TOWED 8 INH, SP II _ _ _ _ _ I_ _ _ _ _ I I _ _ _ _ _ I _ _ _ _

Figure A-5. Field Artillery Organic to Infantry Divisions
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TODE 6-300H

I ARbIJRED/MEQI

I(6-302H) I(6-365H) I(6-395H) I(6-307H)

HQ &HQ I I FA BN I I FA BN I I TAB
BMY I I 155MM, SP 8 I INCH,SPI I

Figure A-6. Field Artillery Organic to Armored and Mechanized Divisions

TODE 6-200H

I I DIV Af=Y

1 (6-201H) 1 (6-205H) 1 (6-307H)

I HQ &HQ I FA BN I TAB
I BTRY I I55MM, TMED

Figure A-7. Field Artillery Organic to Airborne Eivisions
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MIE 6-700H

DIV ARTY

I(6-701H) I(6-797H) I(6-705H) I(6-175H)

HQ &HQ I TAB I I FA BN I FA BN
BTRY I II I105M, 'TOWED I I155M, TOED

Figure A-8. Field Artillery Organic to Airmobile Divisions
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The division artillery commander is responsible for all FA

support for the division. This is accomplished by the assignment of tactical
missions to the FA battalions organic to or attached to division artillery and

the effective use of augmenting FA fires by corps artillery.

A.1.1.1.3.1.2.1 Division Fire SuPPort Element

There are two types of fire support elements, MAIN and TAC.

The MAIN FSE is concerned with formal fire planning and is
located at the division Main CP.

I

The TAC FSE is concerned with immediate or near-immediate

fires and is located at the TAC CP. Table A-4 shows the personnel assigned to
an FSE by types of division. FSEs are normally delegated authority to

override fire support requests of subordinate fire support facilities.

The FS]ORD at the FSE has the following range of decisions

regarding fire support:

1) Amplification of the division mission planning

guidance (transmitted to Air Force and Navy

representatives and to divarty).
I

2) Determination of the organization of fire support

means for combat (transmitted to the divarty 'OC and

AF and Navy representatives).

3) Assignment of priority of fires (transmitted to

divarty '0C, AF and Navy representatives).

4) Assignment of targets to fire support means

(transmitted to the divarty TOC, AF or Navy

representatives).
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TYPES OF DIVISION

ARMD
MECH

RESOURCE RANK INF ABN AASLT

PERSONNEL

SR AFSCOORD 05 1 1 1

AFSCWORD 04 1 1 1

FA INTEL OFF 04 1 1

TOT ANALYST 03 2

AFS(OORD 03 2

INTEL SGT E8 1 1 1

OP SGT E8 1 1 1

*FS SGT E7 1 1 1

**FS SGT E6 1 1 1

%7pRATT OPTM CH E5 1

CLK TYPIST E4 1 1 1

*FS SPECIALIST E4 2 1 1

INTEL SP E4 1

RATT OP E4 1

RADIO OP E4 1

RATT OP E3 1

TOTAL 15 11 10

* Converted frQm MDS 13 E to 13F

** FSE authorized personnel must operate both tactical and
main FSEa oncurrently.

Table A-4 FSE Personnel
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5) Composition of fire support plans with field

artillery and nuclear and chemical support plans

(transmitted to divarty TOC, AF and Navy

representatives).

6) Generation of requests for additional fire support

(requested from the corps FAS).

The FSE commander and staff consider the following items

when making the above decisions:

1) Mission planning guidance and restrictions from

division.

2) The availability of nuclear and chemical weapons

(which it receives from divarty, AF and Navy

representatives) and release authority (received from

1 division).

3) The status of FA units which it receives from

situation reports received from the divarty TOC.

4) The availability of other fire support means which it

receives from Navy, Air Force, and other fire support

representatives at the FSE.

5) Target intelligence and information which it receives

from the division fusion center, the division G2/G3, .j

and brigade FSE or directly from a target sensor over

QUICKFIRE channels.

6) Current plans and operations orders (received from

division).
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7) Requests for additional fire support (received from

brigade FSE).

The FSE staff provides information to the corps FSE and

division 'lOC by means of plans, situation reports reflecting significant enemy
action (and STANA reports).

A.1.1.1.3.1.2.2 Divarty Tactical Operation Center (TOO

The divarty commander has the range of decisions listed

below regarding field artillery fire support. These decisions are developed

with support of the divarty staff and are directed to general support (GS)

units maintained under division control and to the target acquisition battery

(TAB).

1) Assignment of targets to assets (transmitted to

firing unit concerned).

2) Composition of the division field artillery support

plan (including the target acquisition annex)

(transmitted through battalions to batteries).

3) Development of positioning guidance for GS bn and

TAB.

4) Assignment of zones and priorities of observation to

TAB.

The divarty commander and staff consider the following items

in reaching the above decisions:

Si) Mission planning guidance and restrictions (received

fran the FSE).
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2) The availability of nuclear and chemical weapons

(received from FA units) and release authority

(received from division).

3) The status of units (from situation reports received

from GS units and the TAB).

4) Target intelligence from the division FSE, TAB
assets, air observers, and as developed by the staff

(targeting element).

5) Current plans and operations orders (from the FSE).

The divarty staff reports its plans and actions to the
division by means of the field artillery fire support plan, divarty situation

reports reflecting significant enemy action and combat effectiveness, and

STANAG reports. The divarty personnel also informs the SHORAD battalion TOC

of status, plans, and activities.

A.1.1.1.3.1.2.3 atIion

The battalion Fire Detection Center (FDC personnel conduct

both technical and tactical fire direction and the assignment of units to fire

and fire control. The fire support section of the direct support FA field

artillery battalion establishes a fire support element (FSE) to provide fire

support planning and coordination at the maneuver battalion/task force level.

1) The organization and equipment for the various types

of sections are shown in Figure A-9.

2) The Fire Support Officer (FSO) at battalion/task

force level is the FSXOORD and supervises the FISTs

supporting the unit. He is the battalion/task force
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PEPONNEL EYQJIPMENT

E
7

SS

r E
4

F M
i F 1
r i 5
e r 1 A

e A N A A A A A
C S 2 / N N N N N
P pS G
T t p w R V V V G P

t / M MC R R R R K R
F S t 55 1 CC C AY C
S G S i 67 64 44 33 7
0 T P r 17 06 79 9 87

Inf En (Mech
Arind n 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 2
AC Sqdn (Div)

Inf Bn 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1

Inf Bn (Abn)* 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1

Inf Bn(AA. 1 T) 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1

* *Personnel must be parachutists.

Figure A-9. Fire Support Section, Battalion Level
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commander's principal adviser on fire support

matters. He recommends allocation of fire support,

prepares fire support plans, assigns target numbers,

and eliminates duplicate targets. He monitors

requests for fire support and coordinates requests

f or fire units and fire support requirements to the

maneuver and fire support commanders, ensures maximum

effectiveness of available fire support, and

supervises the operation of the FSE.

A.1.1.1.3.1.3 Brigade Control Units

1) FS sections for the various maneuver brigades are

shown in Figure A-10.

2) The DS FA battalion commander is the brigade FSODORD.

His full-time representative, the brigade FSO,

remains at the brigade CP. There he supervises the

battalion FSOs and he accomplishes the same advisory,

planning, and coordinating tasks as those described

for the FSE at battalion level.

A.I.I.l.3.1.3.1 Brigade Fire SUpport Element (FSE

The fire support element in the brigade CP is operated by

the fire support officer from the DS SA battalion. The brigade FSE is

involved in the planning and coordination of all fire support for the brigade.

The brigade FSE FSWOORD has the following range of decisions

with regard to fire support for the brigade:

1) Assignment of targets to fire support assets.

2) Assignment of priority of fires.
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PPSONNEL EQUIPMENT
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Mvr Bde 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1
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Mvr Bde* 1 12 1 21 2 1
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*Mvr Bde 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1
AASLT Div

*Personnel must be parachutists.

Figure A-10. FS Section for Maneuver Brigades
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3) Generation of requests to the division FSE for

additional fire support.

The brigade FSE commander and staff considers the following

items in reaching the above decisions:

1) Mission planning guidance and restrictions from

brigade.

2) The availability of nuclear and chemical weapons

(from FA units NGF and AF) and release authority

(fram division FSE).

3) Unit status (fram firing unit situation reports).

4) Availability of other fire support means (from W3F

and Air Force representatives).

5) Target intelligence (from artillery observers, TAB,

and Division TOC).

6) Plan of maneuver and current operations orders (from

brigade).

The brigade FSE personnel report its fire support activities

and situation to the division through fire support plans, situation reports

reflecting significant enemy activity, combat effectiveness and STANAG

reports.
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A.1.1.1.3.1.3.2 Direct SUppOrt Batta ion Heacquarters

A.1.1.1.3.2 Air Power Control Units

Close air support is defined as air attacks against hostile

targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces and require detailed
integration of each air mission with the fire and movement of those forces.

This is one element of the offensive air support which also includes tactical

air reconnaissance and battlefield interdiction.

A.1.1.1.3.2.1 Army Air-Ground System

The Army air-ground system provides the ground force

commander with the organization and means to process, evaluate, and coordinate

requests for air support and tactical air reconnaissance, and for continuous

exchange of combat information and intelligence with the Air Force commander.
The Army air-ground system extends through all Army echelons down to maneuver

battalion. Through this system, the ground force commander integrates surface
S fires with the fires of supporting tactical aircraft and coordinates the

reconnaissance and surveillance efforts of Army aviation with supporting

tactical Air Force elements. The system is operated by staff personnel who.

have received specific training in air-ground operations. The G3 (S3) is
responsible for general staff supervision of all air-ground operations except

administrative airlift and reconnaissance and surveillance. Administrative

airlift is the responsibility of the G4 (S4). Air reconnaissance and

surveillance is th( responsibility of the G2 (S2).

The FSCOORD at each echelon is responsible to review all

requests for fire support from subordinate units; evaluate CAS requests in

light of other requirements; and make decisions within delegated authority to
furnish requested support, substitute other types of support, or disapprove
the request. When considering CAS requests, as one portion of total fire

support, the FSQDORD works closely with the S3/G3 air and air liaison officer
at each level. In this capacity he has the following responsibilities:
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1) Provides planning information on GAS to the assistant

G3 for CAS for development of allocation
reconendations.

2) Reviews allocation of CAS resources and recommends

suballocation.

3) Monitors execution of all fire support missions to

determine adequacy of mission accomplishment and

coordinates post-strike damage assessment with TACP

and the G2.

4) Coordinates with the airspace management element, the

tactical air control party, and the assistant G3 for

CAS on fire support requirements for use of airspace

and keeps all elements informed on status of planned

special ammunition fires.

5) Recommends targets for attack by air-delivered

special ammunition fires and recommends air

interdiction targets.

A.1.1.1.3.2.1.1 Corp Preplanned Missions

The corps G3 air evaluates the division requests;

coordinates with the FS(OORD, the ALO at the division air support center and

the corps air defense personnel; assigns priorities to approved requests; and

.forwards them to the Army liaison element at the Air Force tactical air

. control center. The Army liaison element consolidates the theaterwide

requests and passes them as Army requirements to the TACC.
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A.1.1.1.3.2.1.2 Division Preplanned Missions

At division main, requests are processed in essentially the

same manner as at brigade and battalion. Consolidated requests are

coordinated by an assistant G3 for CAS with the division FSCOORD, ALO, and

division air defense personnel. The are then forwarded to corps G3 air.

A.1.1.1.3.2.1.3 Brigade Preplanned Missions

The brigade S3 air coordinates the requests with the FSO and

Al) and integrates the requests with those of the other maneuver battalions.

He eliminates duplications, assigns priorities, and forwards the requests to

the assistant G3 for CAS operations at the division main CP.

A.1.1.1.3.3 Naval Gunfire Control Units

Naval gunfire can provide large volumes of immediately

available responsive fire support to combat forces operating in close

proximity to coastal wat-.rs.

A.1.1.1.3.3.1 Air/Naval Gunfire Liaison Company

The air and naval gunfire liaison company (ANGLICO), Fleet

Marine Force, is a unit specifically designed for support of U.S. Army or

allied divisions. It provides control and liaison agencies associated with

the ground elements of a maneuver force in the control and employment of naval

gunfire and Navy/Marine close air support. It does not provide tactical air

direction centers or direct air support centers and it is designed to operate

. only at division level and below. The mission of the ANGLICO includes the

provision of support to airborne units by parachute-qualified personnel.
Task-organized control and liaison teams and parties are further assigned to

division, brigade, and battalion echelons to advise on the ,apabilit.eF.

limitations, and employment of naval gunfire and/or naval air support a.:

provide the necessary personnel and communications requjred at t.e
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echelons to request, 'direct, and control the support. Figure A-II shows the .;

organization of ANGLI. .

A.l..1.3.3.2 Division evel.

At the division level the ANGLICO will provide a Marine

lieutenant colonel who will function as the IMF liaison officer in the

division fire support element. His main functions are to advise the commander

and his staff and to coordinate the employment of NGF support.

A.I.I.l.3.3.3 L

A naval gunfire liaison officer is also provided to each of
the brigade headquarters. This officer will be placed in the fire support

element and will advise the commander and his staff on naval gunfire and will

coordinate its employment in support of brigade operations.

A.1.1.1.3.3.4 Rattalion level

At the maneuver battalion level is a shore fire control

party (SFCP) which consists of a naval gunfire liaison team and a naval

gunfire spot team. The liaison team will be located in the battalion fire

support element and the naval gunfire spot team will normally be located with
one of the companies. The spotter's primary function is to request and adjust

naval gunfire similar to the manner in which the forward observer adjusts

artillery. The liaison officer's duties are essentially the same as those

already discussed for the MGF officer at the division and brigade levels.

I

A.1..1.4 Combat Service Suigrt (CSS) Cbmnand and Control

This section describes the units and elements that

participate in CSS Command and Control decisions by echelon from corps to

battalion. CSS broadly subdivides into Logistics (general support supply,
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.aintenance, transportation and field services) and personnel service support

(personnel replaement and medical services).

A..1.1.4.1 Cor= Control Unit

Each control unit will be described in terms of its

decisions, factors used in making these decisions, information feedback to

higher edelon units, and its assets, both equipment and human resources. All

CSS control units possess a capability for planning and situation assessment.

CSS is controlled by Support Commands at the Corps and Division level. These

commands are described below. CSS maintains a liaison section at the Tactical

Command Post at the corps and division level.

*A.l..I.4.1.1 Corps Sunrt "amimnd (taTcr:fY ;H a dqpartarR

According to EN 100-10 (Camignd Service Support),

" "At corps level, the (ESCM provides general support supply,

maintenance, transportation, field services, personnel, and

medical support to all elements of the corps plus direct

support to nondivisional corps units. The organizational

structure of the COSCOM is flexible, depending on mission

requirements.

The DSWDM commander uses a material management center for

management of supply-and maintenance throughout the corps in

accordance with priorities established by the corps

commander. The COSCOM Materiel Management Center (MMC)
continuously monitors the operability of weapon systems

(using ADP produced output) and takes action to keep them

operational. Supply requisitions from Direct Support (DS)

units and divisions are filled from COSWDM assets. If none

are available, resupply requisitions, except for items

supplied by air, are forwarded through the COSCOM MMC to the
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theater Army MMC to meet the needs of the corps. Air lines

of communication items are requisitioned directly from CONUS
by the CDSCDI. The corps Movement Control Center (MCC), in
close coordination with the MCC, provides movement

management services within the corps area."

COSCOM assets include its staff, the Automated Data

Processing Center (ADPC), communications lines, and its signal center and

personnel with multi-channel and tactical radios as well as RATT and wire

capabilities.

Command and Control - The COSCOM Headquarters staff are

responsible for developing plans and policies for combat service support to

corps units, and recommending priorities of support and allocation to corps

headquarters and DISCO. Both these activities involve coordination with

corps and Division Support Command (DISCOM) commanders.

In particular, the COSCOM Headquarters coordinatesreconstitution and Rear Area Combat Operations (=) efforts with the Corps

Rear CP. In making these decisions, COSCOM headquarters staff consider

supply, maintenance and transportation information from the MMC and MCC, as

well as action unit operational status reports and requests for further
evacuation from the Medical Group/Brigade. Information feedback takes the

form of reports to the Corps Tactical Operations Center on CSS unit activities

for its use in planning support priorities and allocations.

A.1.1.1.4.1.2 teriel Manaaenmnt Center (M4C)

The 144C chief makes decisions in two main areas:

1. It directs the storage and distribution of supplies,
coordinating with the MCC for supply transport. This

includes ordering issue of Class VII items from
available stocks or sending a requisition to CONUS
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wholesale level, upon receipt of requisition from

supported units, and directing POL battalions to
release supplies to EOL supply copanies.

2. It provides tasking to supported maintenance units.

In making the above decisions, the MMC chief considers

requests from using units for Class VII items; direction from corps
headquarters to release controlled Class VII supplies; direction and policies

from COS(M Headquarters including the Controlled Supply Rate for ammunition;
requests from the DMMC for additional POL and POL requirement forecasts from
PO supply companies; ammunition allocations from COSCOM Headquarters, based
on the decision of the corps commander; maintenance and materiel status
reports from maintenance battalions, and requests for backup aviation

maintenance for the division, through the DMMC. Information feedback consists
of reports to the COSCOM Headquarters on maintenance activities and supply
levels. Assets include the ADPC and its staff.

Under the control of the MMC are the following

organizations: Support Group Headquarters and Ammmunition Group Headquarters.

A....4.1.3 Support Group eaduarterR

.he DS and GS Maintenance Battalions, the Supply and Service

Battalion, and the Transportation Aviation Maintenance (TAM) Battalion belong
to one of several support groups. The Support Group Headquarters serves as an

intermediate command and control headquarters between these units and the MMC;
therefore, it is sufficient to represent the Support Group Headquarters as a

control asset of the MMC.

A.1.l.1.4.1.4 Ammunition Group Heauarters

The Ammunition Group Headquarters serves as an intermediate
command and control headquarters between the Ammunition Battalion and Missile " -
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Support Battalion and the MMC. The supply of ammunition is affected by
ammunition allocations from the corps commander and Controlled Supply Rate

from subordinate tactical commanders.

A.1.1.1.4.1.5 ovmnt Cotrol Center (MCC)

The MCC's decisions are to coordinate the movement of

personnel, materiel and backup aviation maintenance for the division with the

MMC, and to assign movement tasks to the Transportation Group. In making

these decisions the MCC considers unit status reports from corps action units.

Information feedback from the MCC includes reports on transportation

activities to 6CDM Headquarters. Assets include staff and communication

links.

i.I~i..1.6 T Wrtation Cao Ite rgun/riad eaqrts

Although the Transportation Composite Group/Brigade

Headquarters is a separate unit from the MCC, it chiefly serves as an

intermediate command and control headquarters between the MCC and the Motor
Transport and Aviation Battalions.

A.1.1.1.4.1.7 ldic a Group Headquarters

The decisions made by the commander of this unit are in

tasking the ambulance companies to perform medical evacuation in the corps and
division areas. The Medical Group Headquarters receives requests from

supported units in the corps area through the OOSCDM Headquarters, or from the
division Medical Battalion for medical evacuation of patients to corps medical

facilities.

Information feedback includes reports to CDSWDM Headquarters

on the operational status of medical units and requests for further evacuation
to Cowumication Zone hospitals.
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A.l.1..4.2 Division Control Unitsp
A.l.1.l.4.2.1 Divisign Srt CUmmand (DISCOM Headquarters

The DISCOM is organized to provide division-level combat

service support (except commmunications security maintenance, construction,

legal services, and public affairs) to all elements of the division. The

DISWDM commander commands and controls the units that form the DISWOM.

The DISCOM commander commands and controls division combat

service support units. In addition, he coordinates with the division staff.

Each division staff officer has the responsibility for planning in his

respective area. The DISCOM commander is the principal CSS operator of the

division and executes a large part of the division support plan. The DIS(fM
commander is responsible for providing advice to the division staff during the

formulation of division-level tactical and CSS plans, policies, and

priorities.

At division level, the DISCOM commander uses the division

materiel management center (DMMC) as his primary logistics coordinating and

managing element.

DISCOM commander assets include the Division Data Center

(DDC) and the Forward Area Support Coordinating Officer (FASCf). Its

communications assets are the DDC, communications links and a signal center

with multi-channel'and tactical radios, RATT and wire capability.

The DIS(fM Headquarters makes such decisions as allocation
of POL transportation assets (done by the Movement Control Officer in
coordination with the DMMC); and the organization of DISWOM unit movement, in

coordination with the division G-4. The DISCOM Headquarters staff also

coordinates reconstitution and RACO efforts with the Division Rear CP.

Considerations used in making these decisions include policy guidance on
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transportation movement from the Division Transportation Officer at Division

Headquarters, information on the logistics situation in the brigade area from

the FASCO (the FASCO coordinates with the brigade headquarters) and

information from the Division G-3 and G-4 on the division's tactical plan.

Information feedback from the DISCOM Headquarters includes advice to the

division commander and G-4 (DTOC) on logistics, advice to the division

commander on airdrop operations in airmobile and airborne divisions, and

coordination with (fCOI Headquarters.

A.I.I.I.4.2.2 Division Matariel Managgment Center (U4MC)

The riLMC staff continually examines weapon systems readiness

and takes management action to keep the weapon systems operational. They

monitor compliance with the maintenance priorities established by the division

commander and take immediate action to obtain critical repair parts when

necessary to return a weapon system to combat. The DMMC also coordinates and

controls supply operations to move supplies forward and shift support

resources to meet operational needs. When division requirements cannot be met

U 25by division resources, the DMMC staff request supplies or assistance from the

(DSCMO, usually through the COSCOM MMC.

Decisions made by the DMMC chief are to develop authorized

stockage list (ASL), and prescribed load lists (PLL) for supplies; procure and

direct distribution of division supplies; authenticate ammunition requests of

user units, based on replacement of the basic load and the controlled supply

rate from tactical unit commanders; to plan the operation and location of

supply distribution points; and to coordinate with the Movement Control

Officer at DISCOM Headquarters on PCL distribution and personnel transport.

Considerations used in making these decisions include

ammunition request from using units, FOL needs from using the unit's G-4 and

Brigade S4, POL status reports from Class III distribution points, the

Controlled Supply Rate from tactical commanders, and requests for backup
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aviation maintenance from division aviation maintenance companies.

Information feedback includes requests for additional POL through the corps

Assets of this unit include the Division Logistics System

(ELOGS), the Maintenance Reporting and Management System from the Division
Data Center, and computer terminals.

A.1.1.1.4.2.3 Supply and Transportation BN Headquarters and

Maintenance RN Headquarters

Although the Supply and Transportation Battalion

Headquarters (or the Supply and Service Battalion Headquarters of the
Airmobile and Airborne DISCOM'S) and the Maintenance Battalion Headquarters

* .are separate units from the DMMC, they chiefly serve as intermediate command
and control headquarters between the DMMC and the Transportation Motor

:* Transport Company, Supply and Service Company, and the Maintenance Companies;
therefore it is sufficient to represent these units as command and control

assets of the DMMC.

"*-' A.1.1.1.4.2.4 beioJn Rat1.1in-

The decisions for which the Medical Battalion commander has

responsibility include determining which patients should be reported to the
Medical Group as needing evacuation to corps hospitals, and tasking the

support company and the forward companies. The battalion receives status
reports and evacuation requests from the support company and the forward

companies. Information feedback from the Medical BN consists of reports of
operational status of its units and requests for further evacuation of
patients, both of which are sent to the Medical Group at corps. Its assets

include communication links.
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A.1.1.1.4.3 Brigade Control Units

There is no distinct organic support command at the brigade
level; brigade units are serviced by units of DISCOM and in some cases ODSCDM
(e.g., unit distribution of POL). Liaison between DISCOM elements and the
brigade is supplied by the FASWD, which is organic to the DISCOM Headquarters.
The FASCO directs the operations of all DISOM Forward Support elements
located with the brigade they support. Therefore, there are no distinct
combat service support command and control elements at this level.

A group of personnel, vehicles, and equipment operating
together to provide combat service support is called a train. Brigade trains

consist of the Brigade S4 section and any organic support units plus selected
units of the COSCOM and DISCOM. Brigade trains are frequently employed to
provide logistic support to brigade units.

In the divisions organized under Army 86 concepts, the
DISCOM will provide a forward support battalion for each brigade. Each

Uforward support battalion, although part of the DISCOM, will be placed in
direct support of the brigade and provide priority of effort to the support
required by that brigade. The support battalion will plan, coordinate, and

supervise the CSS provided to the brigade and other divisional units located
in the brigade support area. The battalion commander will report directly to
the DISCOM carmander.

A.1.1.1.4.4. Battalion Control Units

There are no distinct CSS control units at the battalion
level. Usually, the CSS functions of the battalion are performed by personnel
assigned to such CSS functions as supply, maintenance, medical,

communications-electronics (C-E), personnel, and administration. The CSS
capability within these functional areas may vary with the type of battalion.
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A.l.l.I.5 Air Defense Comnand and Control

Air defense artillery can deny or limit enemy aerial

reconnaissance, engage and destroy or drive off offensive enemy aircraft, deny

enemy aircraft airspace over portions of the battlefield and provide artillery

support for friendly aircraft.

ADA units are under the operational control of the theater
ADA commander. Tactical missions can be assigned to ADA units to support

maneuver forces. An AI unit assigned a mission of direct support plans its
air defense based primarily on the priorities of the supported unit; whereas,
an ADA unit assigned a mission of general support plans its air defense based

on the priorities established by the force commander. The different types

missions are:

1) GENERAL UPFIOT (GS)
An ADA unit with GS mission provides AD for the force

as a whole. The unit remains under the control of

the force ADA commander and provides the force

commander the means to respond to changes in either
the scheme of maneuver or the air threat.

2) GENERAL SUPPORT-REINFRCING (GSR)
An ADA unit given the mission of general support-

reinforcing furnishes ADA support to the force as a
whole. This support takes precedence over support

for the reinforced unit.

3) REINERCINGI (R)

An ADA unit assigned the mission of reinforcing

augments the fires of another ADA unit. The

reinforcing unit remains under the command of the

commander assigning the reinforcing mission, but
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control of unit movement as necessary to accomplish

assigned tasks or missions passes to the reinforced

unit.

4) DIRECT SUPrORT (DS)

ADA with a DS mission provides close and continuous

ADA support to a designated maneuver unit and

coordinates its movement and fires with the element

it supports. The DS ADA commander positions his unit
as necessary to properly support the operations of

the supported element. When possible, the same ADA

unit is habitually placed in DS of the same maneuver

element in order to assist in combined arms teamwork.
An ADA unit with a mission of DS remains under the

command of the ADA commander assigning the DS

mission. The DS mission is appropriate for a battery

or battalion.

5) MODIFIED TACTICAL MISSIONS

When the intent of the commander cannot be accurately

conveyed by the use of standard tactical missions, a
particular mission may be modifieL to meet a tactical

need.

A.I.l.1.5.1 Corps Control Units

A.1.1.1.5.1.1 ADA Group Operations Center

Because ADA forces are allocated to the corps based on an

operational need, there is a requirement for the corps to have assigned an ADA

element on the staff. This element provides a planning/advisory service to

the corps commander/G3. It recommends how ADA units should be employed and
what corps critical assets should be defended, and performs airspace

management duties in the corps tactical operations center (CIOC). When an ADA
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group is placed in support of the corps, the ADA group commander then becomes

the principal advisor to the corps commander on ADA matters. The group

commander may use the ADA element chief as his representative in the corps

tactical operation center.

In exercising its command and control capability, the group

commander makes the following range of decisions:

1) Imposition of more restrictive weapons control status

2) Assignment of missions to the GSR and GS HIMAD

battalions, and the SHORAD battalion at corps

3) Assignment of sectors of fire and PTL for the GS

HDIAD battalion

In making these decisions, the GOC considers the following

information:

1) Defense Readiness Conditions (DEFCON's) from the

airspace coordination center at the Air Force theater
level. These are states of readiness to be assumed

by all forces within a theater in order to provide a

progressive buildup of forces before the outbreak of

hostilities; plans of subordinate headquarters

contain requirements for actions to be taken

corresponding to each DEFOON.

2) Air defense warning from the airspace coordination

center at the Air Force theater level. An air

defense warning includes the probability and probable

tine of an attack:
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Red - attack imminent or in progress

Yellow - attack probable

White - attack ant probable at this time

3) Weapons control status from the airspace coordination
center at the Air Force theater level. Weapons

control status may be weapons free (fire at any
aircraft not identified as friendly), weapons tight

(fire at only those aircraft identified as hostile
according to current hostile criteria), and weapons

hold (fire only in self-defense).

4) Friendly aircraft information and maneuver umit plans

fru the Corps TmC.

5) Reports on unit operational status and progress of

the air battle from the GS and GSR HIMAD BOC and the

SHORAD BN T C at corps.

6) Early warning from the Air Force CRC

7) Target information from the Missile Minder computer

system (from the Air Force's Control and Reporting

Center (CRC).

Information feedback consists of unit status reports from

the GOC to the CTOC.

A.1.1.1.5.1.2 GS HIMAD BOC (Battalion Operations Center)

The longer range weapons provide weapon support for the
entire corps area. They provide a capability for AD coverage or surface fires

beyond the FE-A.
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The GS HIMAD BOC commander and staff are involved in the
following range decisions:

1) Tasking of HIMAD firing units (through the battery

headquarters)

2) Planning and ordering the movement of the GS HIMAD
battery and firing units

3) Assignment of targets to the firing units (through

the battery headquarters)

4) Planning HIMAD defenses in support of SHORAD air

defense plans

In making these decisions the GS HIMAD BOC considers the

following information:

1) Its mission, fire control orders, and air aefense
information received from the GOC

2) Unit and equipment status reports and air battle

results received frcm the GS HIMAD batteries

3) Target information from the Missile Minder computer
~system

4) Information on the ground and air situation provided
by its intelligence section

Information feedback includes reports on unit operational

status and progress of the air battle, sent to the GOC.
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A.1.1.1.5.1.3 SHORAD BN MC (Tactical Orrations Center)

Short range AD weapons are used primarily to support the

maneuver force. The commanders rely on radio communication and standard

operating procedure for command and control of subordinate units. The

decisions made by the SHORAD BN TOC commander are planning and ordering

movements for its batteries and firing units and establishing sectors of fire

and PM1 for SHORAD weapons.

In arriving at these decisions, the SHORAD BN TOC command

and staff consider the following information:

1) Information on enemy and friendly aircraft supplied

by the GS HIMAD BOC.

2) Its mission and fire control orders received from the

VC.

!ii 3) Reports of location and unit situation status from

the SHORAD batteries.

4) Reports of equipment status from the SHORAD platoon

and FAAR platoon through the SHORAD batteries.

5) Reports of engaging a target or sighting a target

which was not engaged, from the SHORAD squads or

Stinger teams.

Information feedback includes reports on unit operational
status and progress of the air battle, sent to the GOC.
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A.1.1.1.5.2 Division Control Units

A division commander normally places an attached ADA unit

under the operational control of the division's organic air defense battalion.

A.I.I.I.5.2.1 GE TA O

Medium range weapons are normally placed in direct support

of divisions in order to facilitate centralized direction of the air battle.

In exercising its command and control capability, the GSR

HIMAD BOC commander makes these decisions:

1) Planning and ordering the movement of its batteries

and firing units.

2) Tasking HIMAD firing units, through the batteries.

3) Assigning targets to firing units.

4) Planning HIMAD defenses in support of SHORAD ADA
plans.

The information needed in making these decisions comes from

five sources, 1) the GOC, which provides the BOC with its mission, fire
control orders, and target information; 2) the TOC of the division that the

HIMAD battalion is reinforcing, which informs the HIMAD battalion of its
initial task organization and disposition of ADA units, the status of other
ADA units in the area, and sectors of fire and PTL for HIMAD weapons; 3) the
DIVC which reports friendly and enemy aircraft information; 4) the GSR HIMAD

BOCs internal sources, which include its Missile Minder computer system and
its intelligence section for information on the ground and air situation, and
5) the GSR HIMAD battery, which reports its location as well as its unit and

equipment status.
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Information feedback includes reports on unit operational

status and progress of the air battle, sent to the GOC.

A.1.1.1.5.2.2 S BT

The SHORAD BN is organic to the maneuver division. Its
information feedback to higher control units consists of reports to the DTOC
on unit operational status and the progress of the air battle.

7be decisions for which the SHORAD BN TOC is responsible are
the following:

1) Planning and ordering the movement of its batteries,
based on the current EEP

2) Establishing sectors of fire and PTL for each HIMAD
SUAD, and DIVAD Gun/Missile weapon in its area.

3) Advising the division commander on air defense

priorities.

In making the above decisions, the SHORAD BN 1OC considers
information from several sources: The GSR HIMAD BOC sends long range early
warning as well as enemy and friendly aircraft information; DTOC sends a more
restrictive weapons control status when necessary, information on the division
mission and air defense needs, the criticality of the assets it is to defend,
and airspace plans; [DIVARTY sends artillery plans, status, and activies]; the
SHORAD and FAAR platoons send equipment status reports; the SHORAD battery
sends unit status and location reports; the DIVAD Gun/Stinger battery sends a
unit status report; and the SHORAD squad or Stinger team sends a report of
engaging and/or sighting a target through the SHORAD battery.
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A.1.1.2 Red Ccomand and Control

A.1.1.2.1 Maneuver Control Cnzmand and Control

A tactical headquarters (HQ) organization is organic to each

combat echelon of the Soviet Ground Forces Headquarters from division level
and higher are basically organized in the same manner but on a different

scale. For example, an Army HQ has approximately three times the personnel of
division Hn. HQ pIrsonnel at division level and higher includ:

1) The commander with overall responsibility for his
forces.

2) The commander's staff (operations, intelligence,

personnel, etc.) responsible for day-to-day

direction of subordinate units.

3) Political and technical directorates responsible,
respectively, for the political education of the

troops and the technical aspects of the various
combat and combat support arms (tank, artillery and

rocket, air defense, engineer, signal, and chemical
troops).

4) Supply directorates and logistics staff responsible,

respectively, for the procurement and supply of

weapons and technical equipment and the proper

functioning of rear area services.

In each Soviet HQ, control is exercised by the establishment

of a series of command posts (CP). These usually consist of a Main, a
Forward, a Rear, and (at division level and above) an Alternate CP. These

command posts are discussed below.
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• - A.l.1.2.1.1 l

A.1.1.2.1.1.1 Army Forward Ccomand Post

.attle Planning/SitIatHon Assessmnt

The Army Forward CP is used by the commander to monitor,

observe, and give prompt direction to the subordinate division commanders

fighting the immediate battle.

nnunicat ions

The Army Forward CP uses vehicle-mounted tactical radios to

receive up-to-date situation assessments and to issue immediate combat orders.
Communications contact is maintained with headquarters of the subordinate

divisions, Army Main CP, air support and fire support command elements, and
IL other Army action units.

The Army Forward CP is a mobile command post normally
N Econsisting of a group of camouflaged or concealed APCs, armored command

vehicles, and communication vans. These can rapidly displace as the

situation requires.

These typically include the commander, staff officers from

the operations directorate, intelligence directorate, air and artillery

liaison officers, and communications personnel.

Command and Control

The range of decisions made from the Army Forward CP
include:

1) Possible adjustments of resource allocations to

divisions in support of the immediate battle.
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2) Positioning and coordination of major units in

support of the immediate battle.

The Forward CP commander and staff consider the following in

making these decisions:

1) Critical status reports from CPs of subordinate

divisions.

2) Requests for immediate support from division

comanders.

3) Combat reports of immediate concern from Front/

division main CPs and lateral headquarters.
I

The Forward CP relays combat information to the Front, Army

and Division Main CPS.

A..1.2.1.1.2 A= Main Cmmand Post

ate Plannfing/Sit-natrion Assosm~nt

The Army Main CP uses the Army staff's first directorate
(Operations) for battle planning, aided by the second directorate

(Intelligence) for intelligence and situation assessments.

he Army Main CP uses teletype systems, wire, radio relay,

radios and messengers. Where possible, the main CP will locate in a town with
good communications facilities. Communications traffic is continuous between

Army Main and Army Forward as well as to all subordinate division

headquarters. Other nets provide communications from Army Main to air

defense, missile, and artillery command elements, attached air regiments or

divisions, and other combat support elements. Communications installation,

maintenance, and support is provided by elements of the signal regiment.
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Movement

Camouflaged and dispersed about the CP area will be APCs,
armored command vehicles, and communications vans. In addition, a camouflaged
truck park may be 1-2 km from the Main CP. The Army Alternate CP will provide
continuity of operations while the Main CP is moving.

Personnel

The personnel at Army Main CP include the commander (when
not at the Forward CP), chief of staff, majority of the staff of the
operations and intelligence directorates, chiefs of the technical directorates I
(tanks, artillery and missiles, etc.), chiefs of the combat support arms (air
defense, signal, chemical, etc.), their staffs, communications personnel, and
headquarters support personnel The chief of staff is in charge of Army Main
when the commander is at his forward CP.

Qmard and Control
The Army commander makes -he following range of decisions

aided by his staff: .

1) Broad positioning of major units.

2) On-going adjustments to resource allocation, scheme 3
of maneuver, and task organization of major units.

3) Planning and coordination of major units and their
associated combat support elements.

These decisions are disseminated to the division Main CPs,
chiefs of the combat support arms (artillery, air defense, engineers, etc.) at
Army/division level, and attached air staff.

In making these decisions, the Army Main CP consider the

following:
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1) Directives from higher headquarters.

2) Mission tasking from the Army operation orders in
effect.

3) Status reports from subordinate units.

4) Weather and terrain reports.

5) Combat intelligence from subordinate and lateral

units.

6) Support requests from subordinate divisions.

Information fed to higher headquarters consists of the
following:

1) Requests for additional assets or intelligence

support.

2) Condensed unit action/status reports.

A.1.1.2.1.1.3 Army Rear Ccmmnd Post

Rear Area Planning/Direction

Rear services, responsible for logistics and administrative
functions are found at the Army Rear CP. The Rear CP is tasked with planning
and direction to ensure:

1) Uninterrupted supply of munitions, fuel, clothing,
and weapons to the divisions.
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2) Upkeep and maintenance of tracked and wheeled

vehicles and to recover damaged vehicles.

3) Maintenance and repair of weapons and equipment.

4) Execution of all transport operations to fulfill the

above tasks.

5) Provision for medical services, medical supplies,

transport of wounded, and establishment and

maintenance of field hospitals.

6) Establishment and maintenance of depots.

7) Rear area combat security.

Cemmimtiorn

The Army Rear CP has its own administrative and logistics
net over which it maintains contact with the Army Main CP and subordinate

logistics elements. Communications means include teletype systems, wire,

tactial radios and messengers.

ersonn
The Rear CP is commanded by the Chief of Rear Services and

contains supply, administrative, political, and security personnel.

Ccmmand and Control

Decisions made by the Army Rear CP relate to:

1) Requests to combat service support sources of supply

above Army level for personnel replacement, major end
item replacement, maintenance and medical evacuation.
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2) Resource allocation to subordinate CSS units and to

rear area security elements.

3) Coordination of movement and traffic control in the

Arny rear area.

A.1.1.2.1.1.4 Army Alternate Command Post

The Alternate CP monitors the communications traffic of the

Main CP for the purposes of situation assessment and movement. It is prepared

to take over the function of Army Main in the event of loss or damage to the

Main. The Alternate CP also serves as a temporary Main during the Main's

displacement. The Alternate CP is normally manned by the deputy Army

commander, deputy chief of staff, and selected personnel from the Army staff,

combat, and combat support branches, and communications.

A.1.1.2.1.2 Division Echelon

A.1.1.2.1.2.1 Division For ard Ccmmand Post

Battle Direction/Situation Assessment

The Divison Forward CP is used by the division commander to

monitor and direct the immediate battle, aided by up-to-date situation
assessments made by the Forward CP staff.

Cnruymrinc (ations~

The Forward CP uses vehicle-mounted tactical radios to

receive situation assessments and to issue verbal instructions. The CP

maintains contact with its subordinate regiments, the Division Main CP, fire

support command elements, and other division combat and combat support units.

The Forward CP is a mobile command post normally consisting

of a group of camouflaged or concealed command tanks, APCs or specially
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configured armored command vehicles (ACVs), and communications vans. These

can rapidly displace as the situation requires.

Forward CP personnel typically include the division

commander, operations and intelligence officers (from the first and second

groups of the division staff), fire support liaison officers, and

communications personnel.

Comand and Control

The range of decisions made from the Division Forward CP

include:

1) On-going adjustments of resource allocation to

regiments and battalions in support of the immediate

battle.

2) Positioning of division engineer, reconnaissance and

fire support units in support of the immediate

battle.

3) Adjustments to the positioning of maneuver regiments

and battalions within the division.

The Forward CP considers the following in making these

decisions:

1) Mission tasking in effect from higher headuarters.

2) Critical status and situation reports from the CPs of
subordinate regiments.

3) Requests from regimental commanders for immediate

support.
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4) Conbat intelligence reports.

5) Reports on the operations of adjacent divisions.

The Forward CP relays combat reports to Army, Division and

Regimental Main CPs, and requests for invediate support to Army Main CP.

A.1.1.2.1.2.2 Division Main Command Post

Battle Planning/Situation Assessment

The Division Main CP uses its headquarters staff to plan for

the future battle and to make intelligence and situation assessments. The

division staff develops an operation plan for the division based on decisions

by the commander and consistent with directives from higher headquarters.

Crwmuwnirations

The Division Main CP has its own communications center

staffed by personnel from division signal battalion. Means of communication

include teletype, wire, radio relay, tactical radios, and messengers. Main

headquarters communicates with Front and Army command, rear, alternate, and

forward division headquarters, as well as motorized rifle and tank regiment

CPs and the command elements of all other units organic to the division.

Adjacent to the Main CP area may be a camouflaged truck park

containing about 30 vehicles dispersed over a 1 km2 area. These are used to

move headquarters personnel and equipment. The CP area will also contain

concealed APCs, command vehicles, and communications vans. The Division

Alternate CP will provide continuity of operations while the Main is moving.

Prsonel
Personnel at Division Main include the commander (when not

at the forward CP), division chief of staff, majority of the staff of the

operations and intelligence groups, chiefs of the technical groups and combat
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support arms, their staffs, and communications and headquarters support

personnel. The chief of staff is usually in charge of Division Main when the
commander is at his forward CP.

Cminand And Control

The command staff at the Main CP develops the division
operation plan for the direction of division and regimental level action

units. Included in the plan are resource allocation decisions, task
organization of subordinate maneuver units, scheme of maneuver, coordinated
movement plans for major action units and their associated air defense and

combat support elements. The Main CP also coordinates future division

operational support with the Army Main CP and develops the division fire plan
in cooperation with the Chief of Rocket Troops and Artillery (CRTA), his

staff, and the air liaison group.

In formulating these plans, the division commander uses the

following considerations:

1) Directives fran Front headquarters.

2) Mission assignment fran Army headquarters.

3) Cambat unit action and status reports.

4) Weather and terrain reports.

5) Intelligence reports from subordinate and lateral

units.

The Division Main CP will transmit the following items to
hi.gher or lateral headquarters as information feedback:

1) Request for approval of the operation plan.
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2) Requests for additional support (to Army Main CP).

3) Ccmbat unit status reports (to Army Main CP).

4) Operation Plan sent to the Division Rear CP for

coordination with Division Rear plans for combat

security.

Combat orders may be transmitted to the maneuver units and

ccmbat support units before the distribution of the division operation plan.

A.I.I.2.1.2.3 Division Rear Ccmmand Post

Rear Area Planning/Direction

The Rear CP staff is tasked with planning and direction to

ensure:

1) Supply of munitions, fuel, clothing and weapons to
the maneuver regiments and cambat support units.

2) Upkeep and maintenance of the division's vehicles and

recovery of damaged vehicles.

3) Maihtenance and repair of weapons and equipment in

the division.

4) Execution of transport operations to carry out the
above tasks.

5) Provision for medical services, medical supplies,

transport of wounded, and establishment and

maintenance of field hospitals.

6) Rear area combat security.
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The Division Rear CP has its own administrative and

logistics net over which it maintains contact with the Division Main CP,

subordinate logistics elements and sources of supply above division. It uses

teletype, wire, tactical radios and messengers.

Pesonel
The Division Rear CP is commanded by the division's Chief of

Rear Services and contains supply, administrative, political, and security

personnel.

Comand and Control

Decisions made by the Rear CP relate to:

I) Requests to CSS sources of supply above division

level for fuel and ammunition replenishment, major

end item replacement, maintenance and medical
evacuation.

2) Resource allocation to subordinate CSS units and to

rear area security units.

3) Coordination of movement and traffic control in the
division rear area.

A.1.1.2.1.2.4 Division Alternate Command Post

The Alternate CP monitors the communications traffic of the

Main CP for the purposes of situation assessment and movement. It is prepared
to take over the function of the Division Main CP in the event of loss or

damage to the Main. The Alternate CP also serves as a temporary Main during
the Main's displacement. The Alternate CP is normally manned by the deputy

division commander, deputy division chief of staff, deputy chief of artillery,

other officers detailed from the division staff, and communications and

headquarters support personnel.
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A.1.1.2.1.3 Reinnta Echelon

A.1.1.2.1.3.1 Regimntal Forward CP

During the immediate battle, the regimental commander is
normally located in a mobile, forward command post to better observe and
direct the battle. This CP consists of a small group of armored command
vehicles and communications vans. A small staff of about 10 people plus
attached signal elements will accompany the commander. Using tactical radios,
the Forward CP communicates with headquarters elements of maneuver battalions

and the Regimental Main CP. The Forward CP can act as the Regimental Main CP

while the Main displaces. Below division, there is normally no Alternate CP.

A.1.1.2.1.3.2 REqinintA..l Main CP

Batte Planninp/Di rectin/Sitimtion Assessment

The regimental commander, assisted by his staff, does battle
* planning, direction, and situation assessment in support of the near-term

battle.

[[ [[[ Communications a

Regimental Main has its own signal center for radio relay
and teletype transmission. Messengers and tactical radios are also used

* Iextensively. The CP communicates with Army and division headquarters, as well
as maintaining separate command and control nets for communicating with its
maneuver battalions and other organic elements.

Four to six vehicles are normally associated with a
Regimental Main CP. These consist of command tanks, APCs or armored command
vehicles. Additional trucks and communications vans are provided by signal
units. When the Regimental Main CP is displacing, its functions are taken
over by the Forward CP.
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These include the commander or his chief of staff,

intelligence and operations staff, liaison elements, and communications

personnel.

Command and Control

In planning for the near term battle, the Regimental

commander makes the following range of decisions:

1) Positions maneuver battalions, air defense, artillery

and other combat support elements for the immediate

battle.

2) Allocates resources to maneuver battalions in support

of the immediate battle.

3) Organizes maneuver unit task forces for anticipated

operations.

The following are considerations in making the above

decisions:

1) Decisions of the regimental commander.

2) Combat mission assigned to the regiment from division

headquarters.

3) Status of the maneuver battalions.

4) Support requests from the battalions.

5) Intelligence reports from reconnaissance and I/EW

eleients.
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6) Combat reports from battalion units in contact with

the enemy.

The Regimental Main CP staff sends to division headquarters

the following information:

1) Requests for inmediate support.

2) Combat and intelligence reports of immediate

importance.

3) Action unit status reports.

4) Proposed battle plans.

A.1.1.2.1.3.3 Reoimental Rear CP

The regimental Chief of Rear Services and his administrative
and supply staff at the Rear CP are tasked with stocking and distributing

medical supplies, ammunition and rations, and establishing maintenance

facilities, supply points and POL depots in the regimental rear area. The

Rear CP commander is also responsible for allocating resources to rear area

security elements. Communication with the Regimental Main CP, CSS elements of

subordinate battalions, and sources of supply above regiment are by means of

tactical radios (using the administrative/logistics net) and messengers.

A.1.1.2.1.4 Battalion Headquarters

Battalion headquarters is the control element for

subordinate tank and motorized rifle companies and fire support units attached

to the battalion. Headquarters personnel include the battalion commander,

deputy commander, operations officer (who is also chief of staff),

intelligence officer, and signal officer plus 8-10 enlisted men for

headquarters support. A supply officer is in charge of the mobile supply
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* point in the battalion's rear area. Liaison officers from supporting

* artillery, engineer, air defense elements, etc., will also be attached to the

headquarters.

The headquarters is normally organized into a Forward CP and

a Main CP. The commander observes the battle from the Forward CP (an APC or

command tank) located in the rear of one of the leading companies. An

*engineer or artillery officer may accompany him along with several

* communications personnel. he rest of the staff generally functi from the

Main CP coordinating the battle.

Radio contact is maintained with subordinate companies,

attached fire support elements, and regimental headquarters. Battalion HQ

also has field telephones and a switchboard operated by personnel of the

signal platoon.

The headquarters is highly mobile containing two or three

APCs and armored command vehicles plus a truck and communications jeep.

Signal and liaison personnel supply their own vehicles.

A.l.l.2.2 Inte ligence/Electronic Warfare Command and Control

Soviet IEW assets are concentrated at Front and Army levels

to ensure centralized control. Divisions and regiments rely on their organic

reconnaissance battalions and companies to provide combat intellignece.

A.1.1.2.2.1 Arm Echelo

In addition to the Army's organic I/EW assets, those Front

I/EW assets operating in the Army area would probably come under the
operational control of the Army commander.
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A.1.1.2.2.1.1 Army Headquarters

The management of I/EW assets is the responsibility of the

second department (intelligence) of the Army staff. I/EW assets are primarily

those of collection and jamming. The range of I/EW-related tasks performed by

the second department staff probably include:

1) Allocation, positioning, and tasking of Army level

collection assets (sensors, direction finders,

radio/radar intercept equipment, etc.).

2) Tasking of Army level jammers.

3) Evaluation of sensor reports to determine information

of use to the force commander.

4) Dissemination of useful information to the Army

commander, Front headquarters, and division

V_'P headquarters.

Cnmmunicat ions-

Army intelligence staff maintains communications with the
command elements of the subordinate signal intercept, jamming and combat

intelligence units, division intelligence staffs and Front HQ. Means include

tactical radios, the Army signal center (at Army Main CP), and messengers.

Th second department of the Army staff displaces with the

Army Main CP.

iA.1..2.2.1.2 Radio Electronic Combat Battalion (REC) Headquarters

The REC battalion commander employs intensive jamming and

deception to nullify, delay or disrupt the enemy's command, control, and
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weapon system communications. This battalion is the parent unit for radio and

radar jammers. The headquarters provides resupply, maintenance, logistical,

and administrative support. It keeps detailed accounts of jamming system

locations and status but probably does not generate mission tasking.

Imicamo

REC battalion HQ personnel communicate with the intelligence

staff at the Army Main CP, and its subordinate radio electronic combat

companies by means of tactical radio.

A.1.1.2.2.1.3 Signal Intercept Battalion Baadquarters

The assets involved for the collection of signals

intelligence (SIGINP include communications intelligence (COMINT) sensors
found in the radio intercept company and the electronic intelligence (ELINM
sensors of the radar intercept and direction finding company. There is also a
radio direction finding company. SIGINT collection missions probably

originate with the second department of the Army staff. The battalion

headquarters would act as an administrative and logistical support center,
providing the intelligence staff at Army HO with sensor location and status
reports.

Tactical radios are used to communicate with the subordinate

SIGINT collection cmpanies.

A.1.1.2.2.1.4 Ccmbat Intelligence Battalion Headquarters

This battalion includes an intelligence collection company

and an interrogation company. A long range reconnaissance company may also be

part of this battalion. The function of the battalion is to contribute to the
quality of enemy situation assessment. The headquarters provides

administrative control and logistics support for the subordinate companies.
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Combat intelligence and enemy situation reports are collected and passed to

the second department of the Army staff. Commmunications with subordinate

companies are by neans of tactical radio.

A.1.1.2.2.2 Division Echelon

Front and Army level I/EW assets operating in the division

area would probably come under the operational control of the division

commander. The division's primary organic intelligence assets are the

reconnaissance battalion and target acquisition battery of the artillery

regiment.

A.I.I.2.2.2.1 Division Headquarters

The management of I/EW assets at this level is the

responsibility of the second group (intelligence) of the division staff.

Jamming assets would be allocated from higher headquarters. The division's

organic collection assets include ground surveillance radars, artillery

radars, and SIGINT sensors of the reconnaissance battalion. These assets can

be augmented by SIGINT sensors and direction finding equipment tasked by

higher headquarters to operate in the division area. The division

intelligence staff would position and task its I/EW assets (in conformity with

the division operation plan and the commander's guidance) to meet general

intelligence requirements. Combat intelligence, reconnaissance reports and

sensor data would be evaluated and integrated into the situation assessment

given to the division caumander.

Information passed to higher headquarters would include

combat intelligence of a significant nature, requests for collection

assistance, and the status of collection tasks previously assigned to the

division.
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The division intelligence staff communicates with higher

headquarters and the command elements of attached and organic division

intelligence assets including the reconnaissance battalion. Communications

means include tactical radios, the division signal center at the main command

post, and messengers.

The second group of the division staff will displace with

the Division Main CP.

A.1.1.2.2.2.2 c issance Battalion Headquarrs

The reconnaissance battalion has the capability to perform
troop reconnaissance, long range reconnaissance, and SIGINT. Mission tasking

is generated at division headquarters. The battalion HQ provides

administrative control and logistics support for its subordinate companies.

Information on enemy troop locations, headquarters, force composition,

communications centers, etc. is passed to the division intelligence staff.

Communications with the reconnaissance companies is primarily by tactical

radios.

A..1.2.2.3 Regimental Echelon

The regiment does not have organic I/EW assets except for

its reconnaissance company.

A.I.I.2.2.3.1 Regimental Headquarters

The regimental intelligence officer probably coordinates

with, or is tasked by the division intelligence officer to collect specific

intelligence data in the regiment's area of operations. In turn, the

intelligence officer can issue intelligence collection requirements to the
maneuver battalions and the reconnaissance company. It is probable that the
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collection and jamming assets operating in the regimental area can provide

support to the regimental intelligence officer when this does not conflict

with Army or division I/EW mission tasking. Presumably, higher headquarters

can also attach I/EW assets to the regiment which the intelligence officer can

task directly. The intelligence officer would feed back requests to division

HQ for I/EW support, and would also transmit combat information from

reconnaissance patrols and I/EW status reports.

mmunications

The intelligence officer uses tactical radios, the

regimental signal center, and messengers.

Movemnt

The regimental intelligence staff will displace with the

Main CP.

A.1.1.2.3 Fire Support Command and Control

Fire support is the collective employment of artillery,

rocket, and air assets in support of the battle plan. These weapon systems

are a significant part of the total fire support system that provides long-

range, responsive, flexible combat power. Threat command and control of

artillery and rocket assets are loosely linked to maneuver elements. Threat

air assets are centralized at higher echelons, but staff elements support a

complete, integrated fire support plan.

A.I.1.2.3.1

1) Temporary mission-oriented artillery groups are

established in order to assure flexibility in

concentrating artillery fire.

2) Artillery is formed into Army, division, and

regimental artillery groups.
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3) An artillery group usually consists of two to four

battalions and may include mortars, field guns,

howitzers, and multiple rocket launchers.

4) Command and staff elements of the artillery group are

drawn from the available personnel of the maneuver

force artillery.

A.1.1.2.3..1 AryEceo

Decisions made by the Army commander relating to the

allocation and employment of artillery are based on recommendations of his
Chief of Rocket Troops and Artillery (CRTA). The CRTA and his staff work with

the Army chief of staff and the air staff to prepare an integrated fire

support plan. Generally, the following occurs:

1 1) Artillery assets from higher headquarters (Front) are

normally allocated among first echelon armies.

2) The Army commander will allocate his artillery assets

to first echelon divisions.

3) Any remaining artillery may be formed into an Army

Artillery Group.

A.1.1.2.3.1.1.1 Army Artillery Group (AAG) HO

Assessment/Planning Direction

This HQ is seldom formed. However, if formed, the commander

and staff located there would perform:

1) Situation assessment.
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2) Planning and coordination of counterbattery missions.

3) Target identification and selection. D

4) Assignment of priority of fires.

5) Assignment of counterbattery targets to AAG fire

support assets.

6) Transmission of Army fire support plan to artillery

units under its control.

7) Coordination of the movement of AAG fire support

assets.

8) An AAG, if formed, assumes the primary counterfire

mission for the Army.

S~ii tion s...

The AAG commander transmits situation reports to the (CRTA at

Army HQ and target assignments to the artillery battalions. AAk HQ relies on

radio, wire, and messengers for communications.
I

A.1.1.2.3.1.1.2 Battalion Headquar ters

Each artillery battalion consists of a headquarters and

headquarters platoon, three firing batteries (six tubes per battery), and a

supply and maintenance platoon. The battalion headquarters acts as a fire

direction center (FDC) and the commander exercises command and control over

the subordinate batteries. The range of decisions includes positioning the

batteries and coordinating and directing their fire. The battalion CP

maintains contact with the AAG HQ and the firing batteries by means of radio

or wire.
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- - A.1.1.2.3.i.l.3 Target Aacuisition Battery

The principle function of the target acquisition battery

(TAB) personnel (commander and staff) at this echelon is to acquire

counterbattery targets using their radar section and sound/flash ranging

platoon. Movement and positioning of the TAB is probably controlled by the

Army artillery group HQ with whom it communicates using radios.

A.I.I.2.3.1.I.4 SCUD Brigade HO

The SCUD is a ballistic missile capable of delivering a

nuclear or chemical warhead to a range of 280 km. One SCUD brigade is found

at Army level. The brigade command post is normally located within 20 km of

the Army Main CP to facilitate radio contact. The CP consists of the command

staff plus signal and fire control personnel. About 6-8 vans, trucks and

communications vehicles are camouflaged and dispersed about the command post

area. The brigade CP receives fire missions from Army or Front headquarters

via wire and/or radio link. Firing data is then transmitted from the brigade
CP to the appropriate SCUD battalion.

A.1.1.2.3.1.1.5 SCUD Battalion HO

The command post is normally situated in an area central to

the launch elements of the battalion. Personnel there consist of the SCUD
battalion commander, his staff plus communications and fire control personnel.

They are housed in vans containing data displays, computing equipment, and

communications gear. The command post receives weather data from the

meteorological section, relays fire orders from SCUD brigade HQ to the
appropriate launch units, and acts as a fire direction center. Communications

are by radio or wire.

A

I
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A.I.I.2.3.1.2 Division Echelon

The division commander exercises authority over all organic

and allocated artillery within the division. His decisions relating to the

employment of artillery are based on recommendations of the division CRTA.

The CRTA and his staff work with the division chief of staff and the air

liaison group to prepare the division fire support plan and to assure its

coordination with cooperating air and ground combat elements.

1) The division commander will allocate artillery units

to leading regiments on the main axis of attack.

2) The division commander will form one or more Division

Artillery Groups (DA]s) with his retained artillery.

3) The DAG is employed in general support of the

division assisting the Army in counterfire missions.

4) The division commander, through his (MA, can release

individual battalions from artillery groups and form

new groups as the situation requires.

5) The division commander can assign specific artillery

units to support designated maneuver units.

A.1.1.2.3.1.2.1 Division Artillery Group (DAG) HO
Ase-sment/Pl amning/Dir ect ion

Tasks performed and decisions made by the DAG BQ commander

probably include:

1) Situation assessment and coordination of artillery

fire support for the division within the DAG.
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2) Assignment of targets to fire support assets within

the DAG.

3) Transmission of the artillery fire support plan to

the units under DAG control.

4) General position guidance for the firing battalions

and target acquisition battery (TAB).

The DAG comnander is guided in his decisions by:

1) Decisions of the division commander and the Chief of
Rocket-Troops and Artillery (CRTA).

2) Status of the firing units and the TAB.

3) Target intelligence generated by the division staff

or received frum observers and TAB assets.
4) Division fire plan and operational orders currently

in effect.

Location and Movement

The command post is normally located near the division CP.
CP vehicles include a computer van, communications van, APC or armored command
vehicle, and trucks.

Cnomunications,

DAGHO maintains communications with division headquarters
(Main), the target acquisition battery (TAB), and the firing battalions of the
DA. The DA- commander reports directly to the division CKrA Communications

means include wire, radio, and messengers.
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A.I.I.2.3.1.2.2 Artillery Battalion Headquarters

Battalion HQ acts as a fire direction center (FDC) as well

i. as exercising command and control over its batteries. The CP maintains

communications by wire and radio with DAG headquarters and the subordinate

firing batteries.

A.1.1.2.3.1.2.3 Target Acqu isition Battery (MAB)

The principal function of the TAB is the acquisition of

targets, particularly enemy artillery. Movement and positioning of the TAB is

probably controlled by DAG HQ to provide continuity of coverage. Assets for

target acquisition include the counterbattery radar section and the

sound/flash ranging platoon. 7he TAB reports enemy location, activity, and

other data to DAG HO using radios.

A.1.1.2.3.1.2.4 FIQC-7 Battalion HO

The FROG-7 (Free Rocket Over Ground) is a surface-to-surface

*ii missile which is capable of delivering a nuclear/chemical/onventional payload .

*[ to a range exceeding 60 km. A FROG battalion is organic to each tank and

motorized rifle division. The battalion headquarters command post is normally .

located within 20 km of division main headquarters for ease of communications.

The CP consists of the FROG battalion command group, a small staff, plus

communications and plotting personnel. They are housed in a group of armored

vehicles and vans containing communications and computing equipment. The FROG

battalion commander coordinates firing positions, directs launch preparations,

and the CP acts as a fire direction center. Radio contact is maintained with

the launch battery CPs, the meteorological unit, and the Division Main CP.

*- Fire missions are received from the division or directly from Army

headquarters.
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A.l.1.2.3.1.3 Regimental Echelon

Regimental Artillery Groups (RAGs) are formed by the

division commander from organic and attached non-divisional artillery assets.

A RAG is assigned to provide support to each of the first echelon maneuver

regiments. The RAG destroys targets which hinder the advance of its own

supported regiment. The RAG usually consists of two to four artillery

battalions. In general,

1) The regimental commander may allocate up to a

battalion of artillery (18 guns) to each of his first
echelon maneuver battalions.

2) An allocated artillery battalion is either in
attached or support status.

3) An attached artillery battalion is undez the

operational control of the motorized rifle (tank) _
battalion commander and can undertake fire missions -

for specific companies.

4) A supporting artillery battalion remains subordinate

to its parent RAG but will execute fire missions for
the supported maneuver battalion commander when not

firing RAG missions.

5) A company commander may not request fire support from

the battery of an artillery battalion in support

status.
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A.1.1.2.3.1.3.1 REiNgntal Artillery Group (RA) HO

Assessment/Plannin/Direction

Personnel at the RAG HD probably have primary functions of

communications and command and control. These include:

1) Coordination of artillery fire support within the

RAG.

2) Transmission of target assignments to fire support

assets.

3) General position guidance for the firing battalions.

The RAG caimander is guided in his decisions by:

1) Decisions of the division commander, regimental

commander, and the Chief of Rocket Troops and
Artillery (CRTA).

2) Status of firing units.

3) Target intelligence developed from the staff or
received from observers and TAB assets.

4) The regimental fire plan and operational orders

currently in effect.

Location and Movement

The command post is normally located near the regimental CP.
Vehicles probably include a computer van, communications van, and an armored

command vehicle. The RAG commander may utilize an APC or light tracked

artillery tractor for fire direction and observation.
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The RAG CP maintains communications with the headquarters of
the supported maneuver regiment and the CRTA at division HQ. It also
communicates with the RAG fire support assets on a separate net. Principal

means of communication include radio, messenger, and wire.

A.l.l.2.3.1.3.2 Artillery Battalion Headquarters

Battalion HQ acts as a fire direction center as well as
exercising command and control over its batteries. The major part of the
command group of an attached artillery battalion is located near the CP of the
supported maneuver battalion. The artillery battalion CP maintains contact by
wire and radio with RAG headquarters, the headquarters of the unit to which it
is attached or which it is supporting, and the subordinate firing batteries.

A.1.1.2.3.2

A.1.1.2.3.2.1 Command and Control of Frontal Aviation

A tactical air Army (TAA) would be assigned to each Soviet
Front headquarters. Administratively, a TAA, as part of Frontal aviation, is

an Air Force asset. However, its relationship to the Air Force is strictly one
of administration, maintenance, and logistics. A TAA would be under the
operational control of the Front commander in the event of war. The air Army
commander (an Air Force general-ctlonel) would function as Deputy Commander

for Air under the Front commander. In general,

1) As a result of their World War II experiences, the

Soviets centralize their air assets at Front level.

2) Tactical air Army headquarters is usually colocated

with Front headquarters.
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3) TAA HQ is connected by radio links and landlines to

fighter and bomber divisions, helicopter regiments,
air reconnaissance regiments, and the Soviet High

Cmmand.

4) The Front commander may place certain air divisions

and/or regiments under the operational control of his
subordinate armies.

5) Commanders of ground armies would have operational
control over any air assets assigned to them by the
Front commander while logistics and administration

would operate through Air Force channels.

A.1.1.2.3.2.2 Ay E

If air assets (primarily helicopter regiments) are
MrW operationally assigned to an Army headquarters, air planning/liaison functions

would be performed by the commander and staff of the supporting aviation

formation. Otherwise, a liaison group would be assigned to assist and
coordinate air operations headed by an Air Force general-major or general-

lieutenant (who is probably a deputy commander of the TAA of the Front). The
following functions are performed: S

1) Chief of the air liaison group advises the ground

Army commander on general air matters.

2) A section of the air liaison staff works with the

Army chief of staff to help prepare the air support
annex of the fire support plan and to provide proper

air to ground coordination during the battle. 0
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3) Another section of the air liaison group provides the

interface between the air units and forward air

controllers.

Communications are maintained with the supporting air

regiments, TAA headquarters, and liaison elements at division HQ.

A.1.1.2.3.2.2.1 Tactical Air Regiment HO

If there is no disapproval at the headquarters of the

supported ground force formation (Army or division), a direct support request

is sent to the supporting air regiment headquarters (located at an airfield)

where it is processed. Air regiment headquarters retains control of en route
support aircraft until they are passed to the forward air controller of the
ground unit requesting support. Air regiment HQ maintains communications with
the HQ of its parent air division, the HQ of the supported ground formation,
and en route aircraft.

A.1.1.2.3.2.3 Division Echelon

At ground force division headquarters the air liaison staff

functions in the same manner at the division level as was described in
A.1.1.1.3.2.2. Communications are maintained with the forward air controller

and the liaison elements of the supporting air formation.

A.1.1.2.3.2.4 ReietlEchelon

The lowest level at which there seems to be a formal air-to-

ground interface is at the maneuver regiment. At this level, a forward air
controller stationed in a tank or other armored vehicle maintains radio

communications with higher headquarters regarding air support requests,

provides last minute details on the target and nearby friendly troops, and
advises the ground regiment commander on the employment and availability of
aircraft.

7:-
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A.1.1.2.4 Combat Service SUWpOrt Comnand and Control

The Chief of Rear Services is present at each command level

down to regiment. He is the senior logistical officer directly responsible
for the day-to-day administration and management of the military logistic

system. He exercises control through a staff composed of officers from combat
support, supply, and technical services personnel.

The Soviet logistic system is based upon the "push" system
wherein each higher echelon is responsible for supplying and maintaining its

immediately surbordinate echelon. When required, echelons can be bypassed to
expedite delivery to the next lower echelor For example, Army-level trucks

can deliver supplies directly to regiments.

The Chief of Rear Services and his staff are normally found
at the rear command post of each echelon down through regiment. Rear command

S posts are covered in subsections A.1.1.2.1.1.3, A.1.1.2.1.2.3, and

A.1.1.2.1.3.3.

A.1.1.2.4.1

A.1.1.2.4.1.1 taff Organization

The staff of rear services is divided into the following

departments:

1) Food

2) Clothing and (Personal) Equipment

3) Fuel and Lubricants
4) Medical Services

5) Veterinary Services

1..
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The above departments are tasked with ordering, storing, and

distributing the appropriate items in their respective areas of

responsibility. In addition, the chiefs of the various special troops are

responsible for ordering, storing, distributing, and maintaining all vehicles

and technical equipment associated with their respective branches. These

chiefs include:

1) Chief of Motor Transport

2) Chief of Engineer Troops

3) Chief of Signal Troops

4) Chief of Chemical Troops

The user units are responsible for supplying ammunition and

maintaining weapons and combat equipment. In particular:

1) The Chief of Rocket Troops and Artillery is

responsible for the delivery, storage, and repair of

artillery weapons, mortars, tank weapons, antitank

weapons, air defense weapons, and small arms. He is

also responsible for all types of ammunition and

lubricants used in maintaining weapons.

2) The Deputy for Technical Matters is responsible for

supplying and maintaining all armored combat

vehicles, armored personnel carriers, and self-

propelled artillery vehicles (the weapons on the

vehicles are the responsibility of the Chief of

Rocket Troops and Artillery). He is also responsible

for the maintenance and repair of motor vehicles.

A.1.1.2.4.1.2

Depots are commanded by a logistics officer who is assisted

by branch depot chiefs. Depots are located 70-120 km behind the FEBA near
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railroad lines or road nets. When necessary, mobile forward supply bases will

Ibe established immediately behind first echelon divisions (30-50 km from the
*FEBA). These may contain two days worth of stocks. Forward delivery will be

accomplished by Army level trucks.

Depots are classified according to type of supply which

includes:

1) Artillery and Small Arms

2) Fuel and Lubricants

3) Armored Equipment

4) Technical Equipment

5) Food

6) Clothing

Depots are utilized for the purposes of:

1) Storage and issuing of materiel, weapons, and

equipment.

2) Reception from forward units of captured, surplus,
and inoperative weapons, equipment, and materiel and

their preparation for shipment to appropriate higher

depots or workshops.

In addition, fixed and mobile repair facilities are provided

for the major repair and overhaul of vehicles and equipment.

A.1.1.2.4.1.3 Motor Transport Regiment Headquarters

The commander of this headquarters oversees the transport

and delivery of mobile stocks from Army depots and the removal of weapons and

equipment requiring repair.
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A.1.1.2.4.1.4 Medical Begiment Headquarters

The commander of this headquarters provides administrative

control for a group of field hospitals operated by the regiment.

A.1.1.2.4.2 Division Echelon

A.1.1.2.4.2.1 Staff Organization

The rear services staff organization at division level

parallels that of Army level except it is organized on a smaller scale.

A.1.1.2.4.2.2 Division Depots

Division depots are mobile with stocks generally kept loaded

on trucks. Generally, 3-5 days of ammunition are stored in division depots

along with rations and fuel. Depots are located 25-30 km behind the FEBA near

good roads. They are commanded by a logistics officer (assisted by branch

depot chiefs) who is subordinate to the division's Chief of the Rear.

A.1.1.2.4.2.3 Motor Transport Battalion Headquarters

The commander of this headquarters oversees the transport

and delivery of mobile stocks from division depots and the removal of weapons

and equipment requiring repair.

A.1.1.2.4.2.4 Maintenance Battalion Headquarters

The commander of this headquarters oversees the medium

repair and overhaul of tracked vehicles, wheeled vehicles, and weapon systems

where major components are involved which are not disassembled at echelons

below division.
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A.1.1.2.4.2.5 Medical Battalion Headquarters

This headquarters provides administrative control for a

field hospital operated by the battalion. It is located 15-20 km behind the

FEBA.

A..1.2.4.3 Rimental Echelon

A.1.1.2.4.3.1 Staff Organization

The rear services staff at regimental level is similar to

that at division except that it is organized on a smaller scale. The

following officers, under the regimental Chief of the Rear, have maintenance

responsibilities in their respective areas:

1) Deputy for technical matters (armored equipment and

motor vehicles).

2) Chief of Rocket Troops and Artillery.

3) Regimental Engineer Officer

4) Regimental Signal Officer.

5) Regimental Chemical Officer.

A.1.1.2.4.3.2 Reimental Mobile Depots

These installations are supervised by the regimental Chief

of the Rear who functions without depot chiefs. The depots are located 12-15

km from the FEBA and contain ammunition, rations, and fuel. Supplies are kept

on vehicles which can be driven to the maneuver battalion supply point.
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A.1.1.2.4.3.3 Motor Transport Canmpny Headquarters

This headquarters oversees the transport and delivery of

mobile stocks from regimental depots to battalion supply points.

A.1.1.2.4.3.4 Maintenance Qnn ters

This headquarters oversees the routine maintenance and

medium repair of wheeled and tracked vehicles where major disassembly is not

required.

A.1.1.2.4.3.5 Medical Coganv Heaquarters

This headquarters provides administrative control for a
medical post and dressing station. The location is 6-10 km behind the FEBA.

A.1.1.2.5 Air Defense Ccmrand and Control

Command and control of air defense weapons is vested in the

field commander at each echelon and its exercise is based on the

recommendations of the commander's air defense chief. Headquarters of the air

defense battalions and regiments function primarily as centers for

administration, early warning, and fire direction.

A.1.1.2.5.1

A.1.1.2.5.1.1 Army Headuarters

In exercising their command and control capability, the

Chief of Air Defense and his staff have the following range of tasks:

1) Prepare the Army air defense plan as an integral part

of the Army cammander's operation plan.
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2) Advise the Army commander an the employment of air

defense assets.

3) Determine allocation of air defense assets to first

echelon divisions.

4) Assign missions and sectors of fire to the Surface-

to-Air (SAM) battalions at Army echelon; monitor

their performance and status.

5) Coordinate airspace management procedures between air
defense units and friendly aircraft.

6) Monitor the air warning net and alert subordinate

units to intruding enemy aircraft.

fCnictions

The air defense staff monitors the air warning net and

maintains communication with the command elements of the air defense assets
using Army headquarters communications links.

A.1.1.2.5.1.2 SA-4 Brigade Headquarters

This headquarters exercises administrative control over its

three SAM battalions and associated support units. It also functions as an
early warning and fire direction center. Air surveillance radars are usually

located in the vicinity of the CP. The SA-4 brigade CP is normally within
radio link range of the Army Main CP. Radio or wire communications is

maintained with Army Main CP and Army Forward CP via air warning and command
nets, and its SA-4 battalions via fire control nets.
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A.1.1.2.5.1.3 SA-4 Battalion Headquarters

Each SA-4 battalion headquarters is the location for the

intermediate control element between the brigade CP and three SA-4 firing

batteries. The brigade's three battalions normally move as independent units

but will attempt to maintain contact with each other. An early warning radar

is located at each CP. Target tracking information can be passed from bri-'de

to battalion to the firing batteries. The battalion CP is typically found at

a location central to its three firing batteries.

COmmnic!ations •

Radio or wire communications are maintained with SA-4

brigade HQ, the other SA-4 battalion HQs, and the firing batteries of the

battalion.

A.1.1.2.5.2 Division Echelon

A.I.I.2.5.2.1 Division Headquarters

Division air defense coverage is organized during the

planning phase during which the division commander determines the employment

of air defense forces to best support the operation plan. This determination

is based on the recommendations of the division's Chief of Air Defense. The

air defense commander and staff at division HQ have the following range of

tasks:

1) Prepare the air defense plan as an integral part of

the division operation plan.

2) Determine allocation of air defense assets to first

echelon regiments. 0

3) Determine unit missions and organization compositions

for appropriate air defense coverage.
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4) Monitor the air warning net and alert subordinate

units to intruding enemy aircraft.

5) During engagements, maintain centralized control and

shift missions of units and sectors of fire as

necessary.

6) Coordinate airspace management procedures between air

defense units and friendly fighter aircraft.

7) Establish logistical support priorities for

subordinate units.

The air defense staff monitors the air warning net and

maintains communications with the SA-6 or SA-8 regimental headquarters using

CIO division headquarters communications links.

A.I.I.2.5.2.2 SA-6 (SA-81 Regimental Headquarters

SA-6 (SA-8) regimental HQ is the location of the control

element of its five firing batteries. Each battery is a fire unit. The

headquarters is usually found within radio link range of the Division Main CP.

It functions as an early warning and fire direction center, as well as

exercising administrative control. Air surveillance radars are usually

located near the SA-6 (SA-8) regimental headquarters.

Communiatins

The HQ maintains radio or wire communications with Division

Main and Forward CPs and the firing batteries while continuously monitoring

the air warning net. Target tracking data is passed from the SA-6 (SA-8)

headquarters to the batteries.
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A.1.1.2.5.3 Regimental Erhelon

A.1.1.2.5.3.1 Re imental Headuarters

The SA-9/AAA battery organic to the maneuver regiment may be

augmented by division air defense weapons which are attached to the regiment

by the division commander. An air defense chief and small staff are present

at regimental headquarters. The air defense chief's responsibilities include:

1) Advising the regimental commander on the allocation
and deployment of the regiment's air defense assets.

2) Planning and directing the air defense activities

within the regiment.

3) Directing the organic (SA-7 SAMs) or attached (ZSU-

23-4 platoon) AD assets of subordinate battalions if
the situation requires.

The considerations involved in carrying out the above tasks

include:

1) Commander's guidance.

2) Mission assigned to the regiment.

3) Tactical formation chosen by the conmander.

4) Considerations of terrain, fields of fire and

observation.

Comunicar!tins

Radio communications are maintained with the headquarters of

the regimental air defense (SA-9/AAA) battery, other AD batteries (if any)
supporting the regiment, and AD platoons supporting subordinate maneuver

battalions.
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A.1.1.2.5.3.2 SA-9/AAA Battery Headarters

Battery HQ serves as the administrative control element for

the SAM SA-9 platoon and the AAA ZSU-23-4 platoon. The basic mission of the

battery is to provide low altitude air defense coverage for the regiment and

its combat support elements. Battery commander coordinates procedures and

coverage between the subordinate AD units. The command post is normally

located near the main CP of the maneuver regiment and contains a small staff.

The commander may also utilize an APC as a mobile CP.

Cnamuni cat in
The battery CP communicates by radio with the air defense

chief at regimental headquarters and the subordinate AD platoon commanders,

while also monitoring the division's air warning net.

A.1.2 IDENTIFICATIN AND DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENTS

A.1.2.1 Threat

Soviet military doctrine lays great emphasis on the

offensive as the primary means of warfare. This implies the seizure of the

initiative, the ability to cover large distances at great speed and the

achievement of maximum effect by surprise, concentration of firepower and

maneuver, exploiting any breakthroughs to penetrate deep in the rear of the

enemy's position. The way to victory lies only in the offensive. The Soviet

ground forces are, therefore, organized, trained and equipped to fight one

type of war (offensive war) regardless of who starts the war.

Although a future ground war involving U.S. and Soviet

forces could be fought in several theaters such as the Middle East or Korea,

the greatest threat is in Central Europe where the preponderance of forces

are. The Soviets already have in place 10 tank and 10 motorized rifle

divisions in their Group of Soviet Forces Germany (GSFG). They have two
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additional tank divisions in Poland (Northern Group of Forces-NF) as well as

five tank and motorized rifle divisions in Czechoslovakia. Poland, East
Germany and Czechoslovakia also maintain standing armies with organizations
and equipment similar to those of the Soviets. It is estimated that at least
50 divisions (nearly half of which are tank divisions) are essentially fully

equipped and combat ready as part of their normal peacetime status.

A surprise attack, utilizing 50 Warsaw Pact divisions would
give the Soviets a decisive advantage over NAO forces. Such an attack would

probably utilize a three Front force opposite NATO, consisting of Soviet
groups of forces in East Germany, Poland, and Czechoslovakia as well as the

national forces of these countries. Second echelon Fronts would be units of

the Baltic, Belorussian and Carpathian military districts of the USSR.

The following sections outline the organization and

equipment used by the Soviets to fight an operational level ground war and
give a brief summary of how each of the ground force echelons is integrated
into the overall concept of operations for such a war.

A.1.2.1.1 Concept of Orations.

The Soviets consider the offensive to be the chief and

decisive form of military operation. Only by mounting an offensive operation
is it possible to defeat and destroy the enemy's field forces, -capture

important territory, and ensure victory. The Soviets conduct a large scale
offensive with several Fronts * over one or more strategic axes or across a

considerable portion of the territory of a continent. The goals of such a
large strategic operation usually include:

* A Front consists of a group of armies equivalent to a Western Army group
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1) Defeat of a large enemy field force (armies or Army

groups).

2) Capture of vital regions or installations.

A Front may conduct a strategic operation alone or in

concert with other Fronts. An operational Front is about 200 Km wide and up

to 250 Km deep including rear area installations. A large Front might have

five to seven armies with up to 30 combat divisions.

Three or four first echelon armies are typically deployed
across the Front to a depth of 100 Km or more behind the forward edge of the

battle area (FEBA). Second echelon armies may be located in assembly areas or
along routes of advance about 125 to 150 Km behind the line of contact. There
are two designated types of armies. These are the combined arms Army (CAA)
and the tank Army (TA).

The C@A is normally employed as part of a Front although it
is capable of independent operation. Generally, the CAA attacks in two

echelons. The first echelon, whose mission is to create large gaps in the
FEBA, usually consists of two or more motorized rifle divisions (MRDs). A
tank division may be employed in first echelon, depending on terrain and

circumstances. One or two second echelon divisions are dispersed 20 to 30 Km
behind the rear boundaries of the first echelon.

A tank Army (TA) may contain three or four tank divisions
(TDs) and one motorized rifle division (MRD). As part of a Front, the TA is

designed to exploit breakthroughs and seize objectives deep in enemy rear

areas. The tank Army usually attacks in two echelons, with the second echelon

divisions following about 20 to 30 Km to the rear of the leading divisions.

The TA or CAA making the main effort may have an attack
* .. frontage as narrow as 50 Km with a division breakthrough zone 10-15 Km wide.
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An Army conducting a secondary attack on the flank of the breakthrough Army

can have an assigned frontage of up to 90-100 Km. (See Figure A-12.)

Second echelon armies and divisions are used to exploit

breakthroughs, widen gaps created by first echelon formations, destroy by-

passed enemy forces and repel counterattacks.

The motorized rifle division (MRD) and tank division (TD)

are employed as part of the CAA and/or TA, and normally attack in two

echelons. The first echelon of an MRD typically consists of two motorized

rifle regiments (MDRs), reinforced with tanks and combat support units, while

the second echelon consists of the third MRR and the tank regiment. The first

echelon of a TD may consist of two tank regiments (TRs) reinforced with

motorized rifle and combat support elements. The second echelon consists of

the third tank regiment and/or the motorized rifle regiment.

A TD or MRD may be assigned a frontage of 10 to 15 Km in the

first echelon of a main effort, with the frontage narrowing to 5 to 8 Km in

-* the breakthrough zone. Divisions conducting holding attacks on the flanks of

the main effort may be deployed along a frontage of up to 35 Km. The depth of

a first echelon division tactical area is 25 to 25 Km. Whereas the MRD is

usually committed to forcing an initial breakthrough, the TD has the more

mobile mission of exploiting gaps made by the MRD and creating shock and

disruption in the enemy rear areas.

Prior to combat, tank and infantry units at regimental level

and below will organize into combat teams tailored to perform specific tasks.

These teams will normally be supported by artillery, air defense, antitank,

engineer and other combat elements.

The motorized rifle regiment (MRR) and the tank regiment

(R) are the immediate subordinate tactical units of the division. An MRR is

normally reinforced by tanks (or by motorized infantry if the reinforced unit

is a tank regiment). If the parent division is making the Army's main thrust,

•
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" i a first echelon regiment may have a frontage of 5 to 8 Kin, with a breakthrough

-zone 2 to 4 Km wide within this fron-age. If the division is conducting a

holding attack the regiment may be assigned a frontage of 10 to 15 Km. The
depths of a deployed regiment extends 12 to 15 Km rearward of the FEBA.

Attacking within this formation are two i-einforced first echelon battalions,

followed at a 3 to 6 Km interval by the renkiining battalions.

Motorized rifle battalions 'MPBs) and tank battalions (TKBs)

are the maneuver elements of the parent regiments. The mission of the TKB or

MRB in the first echelon is to break through enemy forward positions and
create a gap that can be exploited by the second echelon battalion.

As described in 71-101,

"Threat doctrine identifies motci-ized rifle units as best

suited for the conduct of defensivt. operations. Armored

units defend in the first echelon only when necessary and

then only temporarily. A defending fi:st-echelon tank unit
is replaced by a motorized rifle division at the earliest

possible time.

The Threat conducts either a hasty of deliberate defense.

The hasty defense is conducted for short durations, and it

is the most common form of defense. This form -f the defense

provides for rapid transition to the offense cr to a well-

prepared deliberate defense. The hasty defense is normally

employed by units on the move that are forced to stop in

place.

The deliberate defense is used when the advance is halted

for more than a few hours. When a deliberate defense is

conducted, the Threat normally establishes a security zone

and defensive belts heavily supported by artillery, air

defense systems, antitank weapons, engineer units, and .'-
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aviation units. Each of the defensive belts contains a

series of well-fortified strongpoints located to cover the

most likely avenues of approach. Alternate positions are

prepared along other less likely avenues of approach. Some

armor units are assigned reserve missions for conducting the

counterattack." (See Figure A-13.)

A.1.2.1.2 Force Organization

There is no fixed Front organization. The number of armies

and divisions within a Front vary widely. A single Soviet Front in Central S

Europe would be attacking three or four NAMO corps along a 200-250 Km defense

line. One or two Soviet armies of this Front could be deployed across a

frontage that a U.S. corps might be expected to defend. For this reason, the

force organization presented in this section begins at Army rather than Front S

level.

The Army is the highest peacetime combined arms formation.

It has a permanently constituted staff and an assigned complement of non- S

divisional combat support and combat service support elements. These can be

supplemented with Front assets such as helicopter regiments or additional

artillery. The number of divisions within an Army can vary, usually from

three to seven. (See Figure A-14.) -

The aivision is the highest tactical level where a fixed

organization is found. It has organic fire support consisting of cannon

artillery, mortars, missiles and rocket launchers. This can be supplemented

by additional fire power allocated to the divisions by Front and Army

headquarters. The tank division, in comparison to the motorized rifle

division, is light on infantry and heavy on tanks (325 tanks for the TD

compared with 266 tanks for the MRD). This organization is consistent with

the tank division's more mobile mission of exploitation and pursuit. (See

Figures A-15 through A-18.)
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Figure A-14. Tank or Combined Arms Army
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MEDIUM

ROCKETOm

Key Equipment:
325 Mdm Tk 4 FROG Lchr

54 122 mm How 18 Rkt Lchrs

Figure A-15. Tank Division

ROCKET M 7 xx
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FROG SERVICE

Key Equipment:

255 Mdm TIk 4 FROG Lchr 36 122-mm How

18 100 mm AT Gun 18 Rkt Lchrs 18 152 mmH

Figure A-16. motorized Rifle Division
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Key Equipment:
301 Mdm Tk 22 Armd Recon Veh 10 120/160 mm Mort
85 APC 535 Trk Cgo 20 100 mm Fid Gun
12 122 mm How 15 37/57 mm A/A Gun

Figure A-17. Infantry-Heavy Threat Division
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Key Equipment
32 Mdm Tk 373 Trk Cgo 18 107 mm MRL
10 Asault Gun 12 122 mm How 12 120/160 mm Mort
18 37/57 mm A/A Gun

Figure A-18. Threat Infantry Division
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The motorized rifle regiment (MRR) is fully mobile, equipped

with sufficient motorized transport to carry all personnel of the regiment and
their equipment. The regiment contains three motorized rifle battalions and a

tank battalion. Organic fire support is provided by a battalion of 122 mm

howitzers and mortar and antitank elements. The tank regiment (TR) has three

tank battalions and a motorized rifle company. Combat support units in a TR
are generally similar to the MRR, but the regiment is without organic 6

artillery.

The motorized rifle battalion (MRB) contains three motorized
rifle companies and possesses organic fire support in the form of mortars, S

antitank missiles, and recoilless guns. Combat troops are transported in

either BMP or BTR-60 infantry vehicles. There is only one type (BMP or BTR-

60) in any given regiment. Elite MRB troops can be airlifted by helicopter
and landed behind enemy lines to seize key bridges and terrain, or to destroy S

C3 centers, nuclear storage sites, etc.

The tank battalion (TIB) contains three tank companies (10

tanks per company) and may be reinforced (from regimental assets) by motorized
infantry, artillery, engineers and air defense units.

A.1.2.1.2.1 AM

A.1.2.1.2.1.1 Maneuver

1) Headquarters and Headquarters Company

2) Tank Division(s) *

3) Motorized Rifle Division(s) *

• A tank Army may have 3 or 4 tank divisions and 1 motorized rifle division. 0

A combined arms Army may have 2-4 motorized rifle divisions and 1 tank

division. The number and type of divisions in an Army may be tailored to
meet specific needs, depending on mission and terrain.
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A.1.2.1.2.1.2 Combat Suport

1) Helicopter Regiment *

2) Artillery Regiment

3) SCID Surface-to-Surface Missile Brigade

4) SA-4 Surface-to-Air Missile Brigade

5) SA-6 Surface-to-Air Missile Regiment

6) Engineer Brigade

7) Pontoon Bridge Regiment

8) River Crossing Battalion

9) Signal Regiment

I0) Chemical Defense Battalion

11) Air Defense Early Warning Battalion

12) Radioelectronic Combat Battalion

13) Signal Intercept Battalion

14) Combat Intelligence Battalion

A.1.2.1.2.1.3 Combat Service Suport

1) Motor Transport Regiment

2) Maintenance Battalion

3) Medical Battalion

A.1.2.1.2.2 Dvso

Forward area armies may have helicopter regiments but these are not

organic to the Army organization.
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2 -- ---

A.1.2.1.2.2.1

1) Headquarters and Headquarters Company

2) Tank Regiments *

3) Motorized Rifle Regiments *

4) Independent Tank Battalion **

5) Antitank Battalion **

A.1.2.1.2.2.2 Combat SUZOrt

1) Artillery Regiment

2) Surface-to-Air Missile Regiment (SA-6 or SA-8)
3) Multiple Rocket Launcher Battalion
4) Engineer Battalion

5) Signal Battalion

6) Reconnaissance Battalion
7) Chemical Defense Battalion

A.1.2.1.2.2.3 Cnmbat Service Suport

1) Motor Transport Battalion

2) Maintenance Battalion

3) Medical Battalion

4) Traffic Control Company

A Tank Division contains 3 tank regiments and I BMP-equipped motorized

rifle regiment. A motorized rifle division may contain 1 BMP-equipped and
2 BT-60-equipped motorized rifle regiments, along with 1 tank regiment.

•* Not present in a tank division.
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A.1.2.1.2.3 len "

A.1.2.1.2.3.1 Maneuver

1) Headquarters and Headquarters Company

2) Tank Battalions *

3) Motorized Rifle Battalions *

A.1.2.1.2.3.2 Combat Su__ort

1) Howitzer Battalion **

2) Antitank Battery **

3) Air Defense Battery

4) Reconnaissance Company

5) Engineer Company

6) Signal Company

7) Chemical Defense Company

A.1.2.1.2.3.3 Cbmbat Service S=Xrt

1) Motor Transport Company

2) Maintenance Company
3) Medical Company

4) Supply and Service Platoon

5) Traffic Control Platoon

A tank regiment typically contains 3 tank battalions and a motorized rifle

company. A motorized rifle regiment contains 3 motorized rifle battalions

and a tank battalion.

•* Not present in the T.O.E. of a tank regiment.
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A.1.2.1.2.4.1 Tank Rattalion*

1) Headquarters

2) Tank omipanies' 3].
3) Supply and Maintenance Platoon
4) Medical Section.

A.1.2.1.2.4.2 Motorized Rifl Battalion

1) Headquarters

2) Motorized Rifle Companies [31
3) Mortar Battery
4) Antitank Platoon

5) Communications Platoon

6) Supply and Maintenance Platoon

7) Medical Section

A.1.2.1.2.4.3 Antitank Rattal1ion

1) Headquarters

2) Antitank Batteries [31

3) Service Battery

A.1.2.1.2.5 Artillery Organization

* An independent tank battalion of a motorized rifle division will contain 5

tank comupanies.
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A.1.2.1.2.5.1.1 Artillery egiment

1) Heaquarters Battery

2) l3Ouun M-46 Field Gun Battalions [21
3) 152=i D>20 Gun-Howitzer Battalion(s) [1-2]

4) Target Acquisition Battery

5) Service Battery

A.1.2.1.2.5.2 Division Echelon

A.1.2.1.2.5.2.1 Artillery Reginmnt

1) Headquarters flattery

2) 122=n M-1974 SP Howitzer Battalion*

3) 122mx D>30 Howitzer Battalion*
4) 152mt M-1973 SP Gun-Howitzer Battalion

5) Target Acquisition Battery

6) Service Battery

A.1.2.1.2.5.2.2 Multiple Rocket Launhr Battalion

1) Headquarters Blattery

2) 122mm BM4-21 Firing Batteries [3)

3) Service Platoon

* Some artillery regiments of tank and motorized rifle divisions may be

* . equipped entirely with self propelled artillery. Other divisions may
still contain one or more battalions of 122mm D-30 towed howitzers. There
is no uniform equipiwnt at this time.
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A.1.2.1.2.5.3 Motorized Rifle Regiment Echelon

A.l.2.1.2.5.3.1 Artillery Battalion

1) Headquarters Battery

2) 122mn M-1974 SP Howitzer Batteries [3] *

or 122m D-30 Howitzer Batteries [31 **

3) Service Platoon

A.1.2.1.2.5.4 Ty=e Heavy Artillery Brigade

1) Headquarters Battery

2) 180ram S-23 Field Gun Battalions [2]

3) 240m M53 Heavy Mortar Battalion

4) Target Acquisition Battery

5) Service Battery

A.1.2.1.2.6 Battlefield Missile Organization

A.1.2.1.2.6.1 SCM Brigade (Army Echelon)

1) Headquarters Battery
2) SCUD Launch Battalions [3]
3) Engineer Cumpany

* Present in BMP-equipped motorized rifle regiment.

•* Present in many BTR-60 equipped motorized rifle regiments.

• Not part of regular artillery organization. A dozen heavy artillery

brigades could be deployed forward from the USSR to give selected armies

and Fronts at least one brigade each. Artillery types and combinations

other than those listed are possible.
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4) Signal Ccinny

5) Technical Support/Service Battery

6) Meteorological Battery

A.1.2.1.2.6.2 EmM) Battalion (Division Echelon)

1) Headquarters Battery

2) FROG Firing Batteries [21
3) Service Platoon

A.1.2.1.2.7 A ir Defensea Organizatio

* A.1.2.1.2.7.1 Army Echelon

A.1.2.1.2.7.1.1 SA-4 SAM Brigade

1) Headquarters and Service Battery

2) SA-4 SAM Battalions [31

(2-3) Technical Support Battalion

A.1.2.1.2.7.1.1.1 SA-4 SAM Battalion

1) Headquarters and Service Battery

2) SA-4 SAM Batteries [1

A.1.2.1.2.7.1.2 SA-6 SAM Regiment

1) Heaquarters and Service Battery

2) SA-6 SAM Batteries [51

3) Technical Support Battery
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A.1.2.1.2.7.2 Division Echelon

A.1.2.1.2.7.2.1 SA-6 SAM Reqiment *

1) Headquarters and Service Battery

2) SA-6 SAM Batteries [5]

3) Technical Support Battery

A.1.2.1.2.7.2.2 SA-8 SAM Regiment *

1) Headquarters and Service Battery

2) SA-8 SAM Batteries [5]

3) Technical Support Battery

A.1.2.1.2.7.2.3 57rm S-60 Regiment **

1) Headquarters and Service Battery

2) 57nn S-60 Batteries [4]

A.1.2.1.2.7.3 Regimental Echelon

A.1.2.1.2.7.3.1 AA/Missile Battery

1) Headquarters

2) ZS3-23-4 Platoon

3) SA-9 Platoon

4) Maintenance and Support Platoon

• SA-6 and SA-8 SAM Regiments are not both present in the same tank or

motorized rifle division.

** These reginents are being replaced by SA-6 and SA-8 SAM reginents.
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A.1.2.1.2.8 Assault Helicopter Begimht

1) Headqluarters

2) Mi-B HIP Transport Squadrons [21

3) Mi-24 HIND Assault Squadrons [31

A.1.2.1.2.9 Engineer Organization

A.1.2.1.2.9.1 Engineer Brigade (Arrrr Echelon)

1) Heaquarters and Service Canpany

2) Engineer Battalions [3]

3) Construction Battalion

A.1.2.1.2.9.2 Engineer Battalion (Dlivision Echelgn)

1) Headquarters and Service Company

2) Sapper Company

3) Road Canpany

4) Pontoon Bridge Company

5) Assault Crossing Canpany

A.1.2.1.2.10 Signal OrganizAtion

A.1.2.1.2.10.1 Signal Regirent (Army Echelon)

1) Headquarters and Service Ccunpany

2) Radio Battalion

3) Wire Battalion

4) Radio Relay Battalion

* Helicopter regiments may be assigned to an Army headqluarters by the Front

ccinander. Each regiment contains 50 to 60 helicopters.
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A.1.2.1.2.10.2 Signal Battalion (Division Echelon)

1) Headquarters and Service Company

2) Comma~nd Post Company

3) Radio Company

4) Wire Company

A.1.2.1.2.11 Chemical Defense Org~anization

A.1.2.1.2.11.1 Chemical Defense Battalion (Army Echelon)

1) Headquarters and Service Company

2) Chemical Defense Companies [3]

3) Chemical Reconnaissance Company

A.1.2.1.2.11.2 Chemical Defense RatLtalion (Division Echelon)

1) Headquarters and Service Company

2) Equipment Decontamination Company

3) Personnel Decontamination Companies [21

A.l1.2.1.2.12 Intelligence/Electronic Warfare Orgaization

A.1.2.1.2.12.1 Combtat Intelligence Battalion (Army Echeglon)

1) Headquarters and Service Company

2) Cctinand Post Support Element

3) Collection Company

4) Long Range Reconnaissance Company
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A.l.2.1.2.12.2 Signal Intercept Battalion (Army Echelon)

1) Headquarters and Service Company

2) Radio Intercept Company

3) Radio Direction Finding Company

4) Radar Intercept and DF Ccmpany

A.1.2.1.2.12.3 Radioelectronic Conbat Battalion (Army Echelon)

1) Headquarters and Service Company

2) Light Tank (PT-76) Company

3) Scout Car (BRrWBRDM-2) Campany

4) Long Range Reconnaissance Company

5) Signal Intercept Company

A.1.2.1.2.13 Motor Transport Regiment (Army Echelon)

1) Headquarters and Service Company

j 'i 2) Motor Transport Battalion

(Tank Transport Battalion) *

3) Maintenance Company

A.1.2.1.3 Force Components

A.1.2.1.3.1 Armored Vehicles

A.1.2.1.3.1.1 Tank Characteristics

* A Tank Transport Battalion way be attached when the situation dictates.
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A.1.2.1.3.1.1.1 Main Armament (rim)

1) Ammunition

2) Basic Load (rd)

3) Rate of Fire (rpm)

4) Maximum Effective Range (Fin)

* A.1.2.1.3.1.1.2 Secondary Arman=t (SMi)

1) Basic Load (rd)

2) Rate of Fire (rpm)

3) Maximumn Effective Range (Kin)

1) Height (mu)

2) Width (mr)

3) Length (nun)

4) Armor (mr)

5) Cczbat Weight (t)

6) Cruising Range (Kin)

7) Speed (Knhr)

8) Crew

1).1.2.1Main.Battle Tan

2) T-80 Main Battle Tank

3) Pr-76 Light Tank
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A.1.2.1.3.1.2 Infantry Fightina Vehicle Characteristics

A.1.2.1.3.1.2.1 Main Armamnt (nm)

1) Amunition

2) Basic Load (rd)

3) Rate of Fire (rpm)

4) Maximum Effective Range (Kin)

A.1.2.1.3.1.2.2 Secondary Armamnt (rm)

1) Basic Load (rd)

2) Rate of Fire (rpm)

3) Maximum Effective Range (Km)

A.1.2.1.3.i1.2.3 Vehcl

1) Height (nm)

2) Width (m)

3) Length (m)

4) Armor (m)

5) Combat Weight (t)

6) Cruising Range (Kin)

7) Speed (Kn/hr)

8) Crew

9) Passengers

A..2.1.3.1.2.4 Fx es

I) BMP Infantry Fighting Vehicle

A.1.2.1.3.1.3 Armored Personnel Carrier Characteristics
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A.l.2.1.3.1.3.1 Main Armament (mam)

1) Ammunition
0

2) Basic Load (rd)

3) Rate of Fire (rpm)

4) Maximum Effective Range (Km)

A.1.2.1.3.1.3.2 Secondary Arennt (mm)

1) Basic Load (rd)

2) Rate of Fire (rpm)

3) Maximum Effective Range (Kn)

A.1.2 .1.3 .1.3.3 Vehicle

1) Height (mam)

2) Width (mm)

3) Length (m)

4) Armor (ram)

5) Ccmbat Weight (t)

6) Cruising Range (Kin)

7) Speed (Km/hr)

8) Crew
9) Passengers

A.1.2 .1.3 .1.3.4 Z&Z

1) BTR-60PB Armored Personnel Carrier

2) MT-LB Multi-Purpose Tracked Vehicle

3) ACRV-2 Armored Comand Vehicle

4) BRDM-1 Reconnaissance Vehicle

5) BRIM-2 Reconnaissance Vehicle
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A.1.2.1.3.2 Field Artillery and Mortars

A.1.2.1.3.2.1 Howitzer Characteristics

1) Amuition

2) Basic Load (rd)

3) Rate of Fire (rpn)

4) Maximum Effective Range (Kin)

K 5) CEP Wii
6) Towed/SP

7) Crew

1) 122mi D>30 Howitzer

2) 122mu 14-1974 SP Howitzer

3) 152 mm D-20 Gun-Howitzer

4) 152nin M-1973 SP Gun-Howitzer

A.1.2.1.3.2.2 Field Gun Chaoracteristics

1) Ammnunition

2) Basic Load (rd)

3) Rate of Fire (rpm)

4) Maximum Effective Range (Kin)

5) CEP (in

6) Towed

7) Crew

1) l22nn D-74 Field Gun

2) 13Onun M46 Field Gun

3) 180m S-23 Field Gun
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A.1.2.1.3.2.3 Mortar Characteristics

1) Amunition

2) Basic Load (rd)

3) Rate of Fire (rpm)

4) Maximun Effective Range (Kin)

5) CEP ()

6) Mobility

7) Towed
8) Crew

A.1.2 .1.3.2.3 .1 Zxap

1) 120rm M-1943 Mortar

2) 160mm M-1953 Heavy Mortar
3) 240ram M-1953 Heavy Mortar

A.1.2.1.3.2.4 MultiPle Rocket Launcher Characteristics

1) Caliber (ram)

2) Warhead Weight (kg)

3) Number of Tubes

4) Range (Kin)

5) Carrier Vehicle

6) Cruising Range (Kin)
7) Speed (Km/hr)

8) Crew

A.1.2.1.3.2.5 En P.

1) 122m BM-21 Rocket Launcher
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A.1.2.1.3.3 Missile Artillery

A.1.2.1.3.3.1 Missile Characteristicst

1) Diamreter (nu)

2) Warhead

3) Warhead Weight (kg)

4) Guidance

5) Maximum Range (Kin)

6) CEP
7) Carrier Vehicle

8) Cruising Range (Kmn)

9) Speed (Km/hr)
10) Crew

1) SS-i SCXID-B
2) EROG-7

A.1.2.1.3.4.1 Antitank Missile Charactepristics

1) Ammnunition

2) Basic Load (rd)

3) Guidance
4) Minimum Range (in)
5) Maximum Range (in)

6) Average velocity (nls) .)
7) Armor Penetration at 1000mn and 00 obliquity (inm)

8) Launch Vehicle Typre

9) Launch Crew
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*A.1.2.1.3.4.1.1 FamR&

1) AT-2 Swatter Missile

2) AT-3 Sagger missile

3) AT-4 Spigot Missile

4) ATr-5 Spandrel Missile
5) AT-6 Spiral Missile

A.1.2.1.3.4.2 Antitank QMn Characteristics

1) Ammnunition

2) Basic Load (rd)

3) Rate of Fire

4) Maximum Effective Range (Kmn)

5) Armor Penetration at 500m and 00 Obliquity (mu)

6) Towed

7) Crew

1) T-12 100nim Antitank Gun

A.1.2.1.3.5 Air Defense Weapons

A.1.2.1.3.5.1 Air Defens Missile Characteriatics

1) Guidance Tlype

2) Maximum Range (in)

3) Maximum Altitude (Kmn)

4) Minimum Altitude (Kmn)

5) Velocity (mach)

6) Missiles per Launcher
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7) Launchers per Site

8) Fire Control Radar

9) Mobility

1) SA-4 GANEF Missile
2) SA-6 GAINFUL Missile

3) SA-8 GECHD Missile

4) SA-9 GASKflN Missile

5) SA-11 (?) Missile

A.1.2.1.3.5.2 Air Defense amn haraeristics

1) Ammition

2) Basic Load (rd)

3) Numzber of Tubes

4) Rate of Fire

5) Effective Slant Range (in)
6) Elevation (deg)

7) Fire Control Radar -

8) Mobility

1) S-60 57mu AA Gun

2) ZSU-23-4 AA Gun (SP)
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A.1.2.1.3.6 Arrf

A.1.2.1.3.6.1 Helicopcter Characteristics

1) Type

2) Combat Radius (Kmn)

3) Maximumn Speed (kph~)

4) Payload (kg)

5) Arnauent

6) Personnel

1) Mi-2 Hoplite Light Helicopter

2) Ki-4 HOUND Medium Helicopter

3) Mi-6 BOOK Heavy Helicopter

4) tMi-8 HIP Medium Helicopter

5) Mi-24 HIND Assault Helicopter

A.1.2.1.4.l ~

1) Field Telephones (all echelons do~wn to company)

2) Teleprinter (regiments and above)

A.1.2.1.4.1.2 3i-ual] (Used by small unit commanders)

1) Colored/Illuminating Flares

2) Colored Smoke

3) Tracer Rounds
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A.1.2.1.4.1.3 gagiQ2Relay (division and above)

1) Power source/Output(w

2) Frequency (MHz)
3) Range (Kin)

4) Tactical Echelon
5) Use

1) Power source/Output(w

2) Frequency (MHz)
3) Range (Kmn)

4) Tactical Echelon

5) Use

1) Power source/Output(w

2) Frequency (MHz)
3) Range Vm)

4) Tactical Eche]ln

5) Use

A.1.2.1.4.1.3.4 R-0

1) Power Source/Output(w

2) Frequency (MHz)
3) Range (Kmn)

4) Tactical Echelon

5) Use
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A.1.2.1.4.1.4 Radio (all echelons)

A.1.2.1.4.1.4 .1 102M

1) Power Source/Output (w)

2) Frequency (MHz)

3) Range (Km) *

4) Tactical Echelon

5) Use

A.1.2.1.4.1.4.2 R-103M S

1) Power Source/Output (w)

2) Frequency (MHz)

3) Range (Km) S

4) Tactical Echelon

5) Use

- A.1.2.1.4.1.4.3 R-104M !

1) Power Source/Output (w)

2) Frequency (MHz)

3) Range (Kim)

4) Tactical F-helon

5) Use

A.1.2.1.4.1.4.4 R-05D/lQ5M

1) Power Source/Output (w)

2) Frequency (MHz)

3) Range (Kin) S

4) Tactical Echelon

5) Use
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A.1.2.1.4.1.4.5 R-107

1) Power Source/Output (w)

2) Frequency (MHz)

3) Range (Kn)

4) Tactical Echelon

5) Use

A.1.2.1.4.1.4.6 R-OD18

1) Power Source/Output (w)

2) Frequency (Mhz)

3) Range. (Km)

4) Tactical Echelon

5) Use

A.1.2.1.4.1.4.7 R-0D19

1) Power Source/Output (w)

2) Frequency (MHz)

3) Range (Kin)

4) Tactical Echelon

5) Use

A.1.2.1.4.1.4.8 R-II2

1) Power Source/Output (w)

2) Frequency (MHz)

3) Range (Km)

4) Tactical Echelon

5) Use
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A.1.2.1.4.1.4.9 R-113

1) Power Source/Output (w)

2) Frequency (MHz)

3) Range (Kin)

4) Tactical Echelon

5) Use

A.1.2.1.4.1.4.10- R-14D/1

1) Power Source/Output (w)

2) Frequency (MHz)

3) Range (Kin)

4) Tactical Echelon

5) Use

A.1.2.1.4.2 Betz

A.1.2.1.4.2.1

1) Distance- 30 Km

2) Radios

A.1.2.1.4.2.2 ArArmy

1) Distance - 40 Km

2) Radios

SA.1.2.1.4.2.3 AryDvso

1) Distance - 20 Km

2) Radios
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*A.1.2.1.4.2.4 niiinDvso

1) Distance-15 Km

2) Radios

1) Distance -8Km

2) Radios

1) Distance - 9 Km
2) Radios

*A.1.2.1.4.2.7 gimnt-Rtai ion

1) Distance - 6 Km

2) Radios

A.1.2.1.4.2.8 atI gnBtl=

1) Distance -6Km

2) Radios

1) Distance -5Km

2) Radios

A.1.2.1.4.2.10 Q~ =M n

1) Distance - 3Km

2) Radios
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A'1.21.4..11 M==Patoo

1) Distance - .5 Km

2) Radios - R-105, 107, 108, 123, 126

A.1.2.1.4.2.12.1 Front-Divisim

1) Distance - 40 Km

2) Radios

A.1.2.1.4.2.12.2 A=AMzmnt-

1) Distance -25 Em

2) Radios

1) Distance - 15 Km

2) Radios

1) Distance - 10 Km

2) Radios

A.1.2.1.5 Rar Fiftters

A.1.2.1.5.1 Target AL~Jisitign (Air nefenae)
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1) Weapon System - SA-4, SA-6 S
2) Radar lype
3) Frequency Band

4) Range (Kmn)

5) Deploymnt Mode

A.1.2.1.5.1.2 B=%

1) Weapon System - General Early Warning

2) Radar Type
3) Frequency Band
4) Range (Kmn)

5) Deplaymnt Mode

A.1.2.1.5.2 Height Finder (Ar Defenne-)

CiA.1.2.1.5.2.1l id-

1) Weapon System
2) Frequency Band

3) Range (Kin)
4) Deployment Mode

A.1.2.1.5.2.2 ThnSi

1) Weapon System - SA-4

2) Frequency Band

3) Range (Kmn)
4) Deploynnt, Mode
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A.1.2.1.5.3 That Tracking/Fire Control (Air Defense)

A.1.2.1.5.3.1*

1) Weapon Systun - 57m A

2) Radar lype

3) Frequency Band

4) Range (Kin)
5) Developmnent Mode

A.1.2.1.5.3.2 F1 ai;BJ Wha

1) Weapon Systen - 57m A

2) Radar Type

3) Frequency Band

4) Range (Kin)

5) Deployment Mode

I)A.1.2.1.5.3.3 Mnns

1) Weapon Systm - ZSU-23-4

2) Radar Type
3) Frequency Band

4) Range (Kin)

5) Deployment Mode

* Fire Control only. (May be obsolete.)
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1) Weapon System - Sik-8

2) Radar Type
3) Frequency Band

4) Range (]Kmn)
5) Deployment. Mode

A.1.2.1@5.3.5 M!Rn

1) Weapon System - SA-4

2) Radar Type
3) Frequency Band

4) Range (Kmn)

5) Deployment Mode

* A.1.2.1.5.3.6 Straight.IEiMh

1) Weapon System -S-6

2) Radar Type
3) Frequency Band

4) Range (Kin)
5) Deployment Mode

1) Weapon System - Artillery

2) Radar Type

3) Frequency Band

4) Deployment Mode
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:,A.1.2.1.5.4.2 Small

1) Weapon System - Artillery

2) Radar Type
3) Frequency Band

4) Deployment Mode

0

A.1.2.1.5.5.l

A.I.2.1.5.5.1 Aread gin

1) Weapon System

2) Radar Type

3) Frequency Band

4) Deployment Mode

A.1.2.l.5.5.2 Z M

1) Weapon System - Artillery

2) Radar Ty pe
3) Frequency Band

4) Deployment Mode

A.1.2.2 Friendly Forces

This section provides a description of the friendly forces,
a typical U.S. Army Corps, to be considered for the development of an

Automated CORDIVEM. The force is described in terms of its organic structure;
force components in that organic structure; and the specific types of

equipment, their numbers, and their characteristics. Specification of the
force components and their characteristics will depend on the level of
resolution and concepts for aggregation as determined by combining the command
and control and combat interactions and effects with the user requirements for
specific studies.
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A.1.2.2.1 _eratlional Concepts

The Airland Battle 2000 is the umbrella concept describing

the perceived battlefield. Corps operations to be represented in Automated

CORDIVEM are derivations of that umbrella concept. Success on the modern

battlefield will depend on the basic tenets of Airland Battle doctrine:

initiative, depth, agility, and synchronization. In order to represent these

concepts, it is essential to consider all those friendly forces concerned with

the following:

1) Attacking deep in the enemy area.

2) Coordinating the deep attack with the close-in

fighting.

3) Planning for the employment of nuclear-chemical-

electronic means, either singularly or in combination
with conventional means.

4) Organizing the corps and divisions to correspond in
makeup and function to elements of the Airland
Battlefield Team.

7he following combat fundamentals shall be incorporated into
Automated OFlDIVU4:

An Army's doctrine is the way it fights its battles and

campaigns, including the techniques, procedures, organizations, support,

equipment, and training. An important function of doctrine is to establish

common techniques of fighting. Standard practices will provide a common base.

Army division and brigades shall execute the Airland Battle doctrine.
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Commanders organize and assign intelligence priorities in

order to look deep into the battlefield to determine the enemy's intentions
and capabilities. Operations put the enemy in a disadvantaged position with a
powerful initial blow from unexpected directions and then follow up rapidly to
prevent recovery. The best results are obtained when initial blows are struck
against critical units and areas whose loss will degrade the coherence of
enemy operations, rather than merely against the enemy's leading formations.

The U.S. Army's Airland Battle doctrine demands that initiative, depth,
agility, and synchronization characterize all division operations.

Initiative implies an offensive spirit in the conduct of all
operations. The underlying purpose of every encounter with the enemy is to
seize or to retain independence of action. Division and brigade commanders
issue mission orders with minimum coordinating restrictions and thus provide
freedom to take advantage of fleeting battlefield opportunities. Subordinates
deviate from the expected course of battle without hesitation after attempting
to contact their commander when opportunities arise to expedite the overall
mission of the higher force. The issuance of simple, flexible, and clear

I %-- orders and plans to executing commanders facilitates initiative within the
superior commander's intent.

Depth refers to time, distance, and resources. Divisions
and brigades conduct operations in depth to achieve and maintain momentum in
the attack and to ensure elasticity and security in the defense. Fighting a
battle deep against appropriate enemy follow-on forces, deploying combat,
combat support, and logistic elements in depth, and making arrangements to
ensure availability of resources necessary for sustained operations are the
essential ingredients for achieving depth. Effective reconnaissance,
surveillance, and target acquisition provide timely warning Knowing the time
required to move forces, enemy and friendly, is essential to knowing how to
employ fire and maneuver to destroy, to disrupt, or to delay the enemy.
Conducting effective deep battle operations in support of the main effort,
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identifying and concentrating support to the main effort, and maintaining an

adequate reserve and efficient and timely logistic support enforce operations
in depth.

Agility is a function of the responsiveness and flexibility
of commanders, units, and staffs to respond to situations more rapidly than
the enemy. It relies on efficient standardized procedures and command and I
control systems. Mission-oriented operations are simple and flexible. The
basis of agility lies in well-trained units, simple plans and orders, rapid

information synchronization systems (ingrained with common standing operating
procedures), and commonly understood command and control measures. The one

constant in battle is change, dealing with the unexpected. Division and
brigade operations react and adjust to constantly changing circumstances.

Three prerequisites for success in a dynamic battlefield environment are to
see, to decide, to communicate, and thus act faster than the enemy.

Superior combat power is achieved when divisions and
brigades synchronize all battlefield functions and capabilities to support an

all-pervading unity of effort. The commander's concept of operation is
executed by the synchronized use of cavalry, mechanized and tank battalions,
artillery support, offensive air support, attack helicopters, engineers,
military intelligence, air defense, and combat service support. A
synchronized violent execution in support of a unified and well-understood
battle plan is the essence of decisive combat. This principle applies as well
to operations with other Services and allied forces.

Increased depth in distance and reduced time available
characterize Airland Battle operations. The Airland Battle closely links
real-time and future fighting. The real-time fighting is identified as the
close-in and deep battles. Looking deep into areas of interest identifies
future fighting planning requirements. Planning for real-time fighting

I
assures that the deep battles provide time and space at the FLOT and creates
opportunities for offensive action as the battle progresses. Planning also
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I)

. . assures that those necessary but scarce resources which produce the desired

effects are diverted away from the close-in fighting for the deep battle.
(See Figure A-19, Battle Responsibilities.)

Division and brigade commanders are concerned about an area

of influence where they need to see and fight and an area of interest where

they seek and receive information about the enemy. Determination of these two

areas is based on the factors of mission, enemy, weather and terrain, troops
and time available (MET1-T). (See Figure A-20.)

The area of influence is the assigned area of operations.

Within it, a ccummander acquires and fights close in and deep enemy units with

assets that are organic to or in support of his command. The size of the

geographical area of influence depends on the factors of METT-T. Higher

headquarters assign it, designate its boundaries, and designate its forward

terminating line.

The commander's area of interest is usually a portion of the

area of influence of the higher headquarters and adjacent areas that contain
enemy forces. These areas may have an impact on future operations and are

therefore closely monitored. The higher headquarters usually provide

information concerning the area of interest.

A.1.2.2.2 Force Oranization

The division is the largest U.S. Army organization that

trains and fights as a team. A division is organized with varying numbers and
types of combat, combat support, and combat service support units. It usually

fights as part of a larger force, most often a corps. Divisions, however, are
the backbone of the Army and the land battle is won or lost by their

battalions.

The following paragraphs will address the specific division

types which will constitute the forces for the Autcmated (fRDIVEM.
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I.I

I lo-Qo-Tn Area of Interest

o Fights divisions o Attacks follow- o Receives
against enemy on divisions. information
first-echelon from

I divisions. I o Attacks first- I higher
CCPS echelon echelon.

sustainers.

o Provides
divisions
area of
interest

I. information.
I I Area of Interest

o Fights o Attacks o Receives
brigades follow- information fran
against on corps.
first- regiments.
echelon

DIVISION regiments. I o Attacks I
first-
echelon
sutainers. I

1 o Provides I
brigades I

area of
interest I
informa-

I tion. I-U Area of Interest .

o Fights o Attacks o Receives
battalionsI follow-on I information fran
against battalions. division.

BRIGADE first-
echelon o Attacks

I battalions first- I
echelon

I sustainers.1

o Provides I
battalions -
area of
interest

I information I

Figure A-19. Battle Responsibilities
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Figure A-20. Areas of Influence and Interest
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A.1.2.2.2.1 Armored and Mechanized Divisions

The armored and mechanized infantry or heavy divisions are
in transition during the 1980s. Organizational and technological changes in
the Tables of Organization and Equipment (TOE) are occurring which improve the
capability of the heavy division to accomplish its mission of destroying enemy
armed forces and controlling the land area, its population, and its resources.
The transition will convert H series organizations into J series
organizations. Automated CORDIVEM will assist in the development of these
changes.

The H series heavy division (see Figure A-21) is a standard
combined arms grouping of division troops including a cavalry squadron, three
brigades, a division artillery, a combat aviation battalion, and a division

support command. Assigned tank'and mechanized infantry battalions are
provided to create either an armored division or a mechanized infantry
division.

Significant changes to the J series (see Figure A-22) heavy
division ccmbined arms organizations include:

0 Consolidation of all aviation assets and the cavalry
squadron into the cavalry brigade, air attack.

o Four brigade headquarters (three conventional brigade

headquarters and the cavalry brigade, air attack) for
maneuver command and control.

o Different numbers of tank and mechanized battalions
for armored and mechanized divisions (five and five
for mechanized divisions and six and four for armored
divisions).

o Restructured division cavalry squadron.
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Figure A-21. Heavy Division, H Series
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J-YSERIES DIVISION
XxI

LE I

Figure A-22. Heavy Division, J Series
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0 Significantly remodeled division support command.

H and J series divisions have the following types of

organizations:

o zmuand and Control

o Maneuver

o Cavalry

o Field Artillery
o Air Defense Artillery

o Engineer

o Signal

o Military Intelligence and Electronic Warfare

o Nuclear, Biological, and (emical Defense
o Military Police

o Ccmbat Aviation

o Combat Service Support

One of the key elements in preparing for the battle is to
thoroughly understand the troops available; their organization, capabilities,
and limitations. In the process of transition, some organizations will change
from their current H series Tables of Organization and Equipment (TOE) to an
interim J series TOE using the current equipment on hand. For example, some
tank and mechanized infantry battalions will organize into the J series TOE
organization with M60 series tanks and Ml13s instead of Ml tanks and M2/3

vehicles. On the other hand, some .organizations will convert directly from
the H series TOE to the J series with new, high technology equipment. The

timing of the conversion program will see active and reserve divisions under
varying organizations. Commanders will use varying combinations of combined

arms organizations to accomplish the Airland Battle mission.

Tables of Organization and Equipment (TOE) detail manpower
and equipment authorizations for divisional units. Often, division units are
organized under Modified Tables or Organization and Equipment (MTOE). To
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determine manpower and equipment authorizatins for a specific unit, it is
necessary to refer to the authorization document (MTOE) for that unit.
Appendix C of FM 71-100, Division Organizations, describes H and J series
division organizations.

When divisions require additional forces or support, the

higher headquarters commander provides combat, combat support, and combat
service support to meet the needs of the mission and the operational area. FM

71-100, Section IV, chapter 4, describes the capabilities and limitations of

additional maneuver units and Section XIII, Appendix C, describes other

support commonly available.

A.1.2.2.2.2 Infantry Divisiong

Infantry divisions are organized with varying numbers and

types of maneuver battalions; however, the basic organizations are alike and

each has:

0 A division headquarters and headquarters company and

three brigade headquarters and headquarters companies

which provide command control for units assigned or

attached to the division. The division normally
controls its three organic brigades; however, --

additional brigades (up to 5) may be assigned based
on operational requirements.

0 Infantry, mechanized, and tank battalions to destroy

the enumy and to seize and hold terrain.

o An air cavalry squadron for reconnaissance, security,

and econamy of force operations.
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0 A division artillery consisting of three light

artillery battalions and a mixed medium/heavy
artillery battalion to provide indirect fire support,

a target-acquisition battery to assist in target

acquisition, and a headquarters and headquarters

battery for command control.

o An air defense artillery battalion to help protect

the division from air attack.

o An engineer battalion for combat engineer support.

o A signal battalion to provide communications between

divisional command control installations such as

division CPs (tactical, main, and rear), brigades,

division artillery, and support coannd.

o A combat electronic warfare intelligence battalion

which collects, processes, and disseminates

intelligence.

o A nuclear, biological, and chemical defense company

to provide for decontamination and to reconnoiter
areas believed to be contaminated.

o A military police company to provide traffic control,
security of enemy prisoners of war, and assistance in

area security in the division rear.

o A combat aviation battalion to provide command and

control aircraft to the division, attack helicopter

support, and air transport with a single lift
capability of two rifle companies.
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o A division support command to provide combat service

support to all assigned units of the division.

The number and types of maneuver battalions organic to

infantry divisions vary. A typical division might be comprised of eight
infantry battalions, one mechanized battalion, and one tank battalion.

To increase its combat power, field and air defense

artillery, attack helicopter, and engineer units may be attached to or placed

in support of the division.

A.1.2.2.2.3 Airborne Division

The airborne division is organized in much the same way as

the infantry division. However, each of its units is organized with only that

equipment needed to conduct parachute assaults or airland operations. If the

airborne division is to conduct sustained combat operations, it normally must
be reinforced with additional medium artillery, air defense protection, and

transportation.

The airborne division is organized around nine airborne

infantry battalions. It has a headquarters and headquarters company and three
brigade headquarters to provide for command and control. As is true of the

infantry division, the airborne division has:

o An air cavalry squadron

o An engineer battalion

o A signal battalion
o A ccmbat electronic warfare intelligence battalion
0 A nuclear, biological, and chemical defense company

o A military police c ny

o A division support command
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While the organization and equipment may vary somewhat

between the two divisions, the airborr division units operate in essentially
the sae manner as an infantry division.

In addition to the units previously described, the airborne
division has:

o An armor battalion

o Three antiarmor companies to provide long-range
antitank guided missile fire.

o A division artillery organized with three light field

artillery battalions.

o An air defense battalion organized with four gun
batteries.

o A combat aviation battalion organized with an attack

helicopter company and two combat support aviation
companies.

A.1.2.2.2.4 Air Asnault DivInion

The air assault division is organized with:

o Three infantry brigade headquarters.

0 Nine air assault infantry battalions.

o A division artillery organized with three field
artillery battalions and a target acquisition

battery.
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o A division support cmiand.
I

o An air cavalry squadron.

o An aviation group consisting of an assault support

helicopter battalion, two assault helicopter

battalions, and a general support aviation Campany.

o An attack helicopter battalion (assigned to the

aviation group for administration).

o An engineer battalion.

o A signal battalion.

o An air defense artillery battalion.

o A combat electronic warfare intelligence battalion.

o A nuclear, biological, and chemical (NBC) defense

cupeny.

o A military police company.

Air assault infantry division operations are conducted

generally at a much higher tempo or over greater ranges than the infantry
division.
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A.1.2.2.3 Force Ca ets

A.1.2.2.391 Arnwred Vehicles

A.1.2.2.3.1.1 Tank Characteristics

1) Main Armament

2) Track Life

3) Fuel Consumption

4) Range

5) Speed as Slope

6) Road Speed

7) Cross Country Speed

8) Targets

~A.1.2.2.3.1.1.1

1) Ml Abrams Main Battle Tank

2) 160 Series Main Battle Tank

A.1.2.2.3.1.2 Armored Fihting V7,Aicle Oaracteristics

1) Armment

2) Elevation Angles of Main Gun

3) Road Speed

4) Fuel Capacity

5) Amphibious Characteristics

6) Target
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[ iii[A.1.2.2.3.1.2.1 =zpj

1) M551 Sheridan Armored Recon Vehicle

2) Mobile Protected Gun

3) Bradley Infantry Fighting Vehicle

4) Light Armored Vehicle

5) M901 Antitank Combat Vehicle

6) M3 Bradley

A.1.2.2.3.1.3 Armored Personnel Carrier Characteristics

1) Main Armament

2) Passenger Capacity

3) Crew

L.4) Speed

5) Load Capacity

* A.1.2.2.3.1.3.1

1) M113 Series Armored Personnel Carrier

A.1.2.2.3.2 Field Artillery Mortars and Infantry Support

A.1.2.2.3.2.1 Tube Artillery Characteristics

1) Ammunition

2) Basic Load

3) Rate of Fire is Time

4) Maxinun Effective Range - Unassisted

5) Maximum Effective Range - Rocket Assisted

6) Mobility
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A.1..2.32.1. Fiapla

1) 14120A2 self Propelled 8" Howitzer
2) 1Q09 Series lS55mm Self Propelled Howitzer
3) Division Support Weapon System

4) XM992 Field Artillery Support Vehicle
5) 14198 155nn Towied Howitzer
6) M114AL 155mm Towed Howitzer
7) MY12 Copperhead 155mm Cannon Launcher Guided

Projectile

8) Advanced Indirect Fire System

A.1.2.2.3.2.2 Srml I Arnie-Gus anti Rifle- jQaracteristics-

1) Ef fective Range
2) Cycle of Fire
3) Round Capability
4) Penetration Capability

5) Aummition

6) Targets

A......21ZIj
1) 141911AJ 45 Caliber Pistol
2) M3A1.45 Caliber Submiachine Gun
3) M414 7.62mm Rifle
4) 1421 7.62um Sniper Rifle
5) !416A1 5.56m Rifle

6) Close Assault Weapon System
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p

1.2.2.3.2.3 Grenade Charactristics

1) Effective Range

2) Penetration Capability
3) Target/Purpose

4) Effects

A.1.2.2.3.2.3.1 gapl=

1) M26 Series Hand Grenade

2) M33 Series Hand Grenade

3) High Explosive Antiarmor Grenade

4) AN/M-14 Incendiary Hand Grenade

5) MI8 Smoke Hand Grenade

6) A2/M-8 Smoke Hand Grenade

A.1.2.2.3.2.4 AntcMtic Weanons Characteristics

U1) Effective Range

2) Ammunition
3) Cycle Rate

A.1.2.2.3.2.4.1 ZxaMp •

1) M249 5.56mm Squad Automatic Weapon

2) M60 7.62m General Purpose Machine Gun

3) M2HB 50 Caliber Heavy Machine Gun

4) General Purpose Heavy Machine Gun
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A.1.2.2.3.2.5 Mortar Characteristics

1) Ammunition

2) Basic Load

3) Rate of Fire (Burst)

4) Rate of Fire (Sustained)

5) Minimum Range

6) Maximum Range

7) Mobility

A.1.2.2.3.2.5.1 Exm m

1) M224 60rm Lightweight Coqpany Mortar

2) M29A1 81m Mortar
3) XM252 81mn Mortar

4) M30 4.2 Inch Heavy Mortar

A.1.2.2.3.2.6 Mine Scattering Sytems Characteristics

1) Types of Mine

2) Capacity

3) Saw Rate

4) Mobility

A.1.2.2.3.2.6 .1 ZFa ii

1) Ground Implaced Mine Scattering System

2) Modular Pack Mine System

3) M56 Heliborne Mine Dispensing System
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A.1.2.2.3.2.7 Artillery Fire Control and Target Ao~isition

1) Capacity

2) Weapons

3) Purpose

4) Mobility
5) Ccmunications

1) TACFIRE Tactical Fire Detection
2) Field Artillery Tactical Data System
3) AN/USQ-70 Positioning and Azimuth Determining Systemi
4) AN/VMhQ-3l Meterological Data System
5) AN/T1'Q-30 Atmtic Meterological, Station
6) Firefinder Artillery Locating System
7) Battlefield Development System
8) Remotely Monitored Battlefield Sensor Station
9) Remotely Piloted Vehicle

10) XOM81 Fire Support Team Vehicle

A.1.2.2.3.3 Missile Artillery

A.1.2.2.3.3.1 isl hrceitc

1) Payload

2) Range
3) Mobility

4) Speed
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A.1.2.2.3.3.1.1

1) Pershing Ia Battlefield Support Missile

2) MCM52C Lance Battlefield Support Missile
3) Corps Support Weapon System
4) Multiple Launch Rocket System
5) Pershing II Battlefield Support Missile

6) Hellfire Helicopter Launched Antitank Missile

A.1.2.2.3.4 Antitank Weapnsq

A.1.2.2.3.4.1 Antitank Weapons Caracteristics

1) Ammunition

2) Basic Load

3) Range

4) Velocity

5) Penetration
6) Special Mobility Characteristics

A.1.2.2.3.4.1.1 Loam•

1) M79 40am Grenade Launcher
2) Multi Shot Grenade Launcher
3) Riflemans Assault Weapon

4) M202Al 66imm Incendiary Rocket Launcher
5) TOW Heavy Antitank Missile

6) TOW-2 Heavy Antitank Missile
7) IMAAWS (Infantry Man Portable Antiarmor Assault

Weapon System)

8) M47 Dragon Medium Antitank Missile
9) Rattler Man Portable Antitank Weapon
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10) Tank Breaker Antitank Missile

11) M7242 66m Light Antitank Weapon

12) Viper Light Antitank Weapon

13) Special Hard Target Assault Weapon on LPW

A.1.2.2.3.5 Air Defense Weaons

A.1.2.2.3.5.1 AD Missile Characteristics

1) Guidance Type

2) Maximu Range

3) Maximum Altitude

4) Minimum Altitude

5) Capacity

6) Mobility
7) Special Characteristics

A.1.2.2.3.5.1.1 Em l

1) Patriot Tactical Air Defense System

2) MIM23B Improved Hawk Air Defense Missile

3) M48 Chaparral Forward Area Air Defense Missile System

4) U.S. Roland Forward Area Air Defense Missile

5) Antitactical Missile

A.1.2.2.3.5.2 Air Defense Gun Characteristics

1) Rates of Fire

2) Tracking Range

3) Slant Range

4) Horizontal Range
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5) Mobility

6) Ammuition
7) Load Capecity

8) Special Characteristics

[-A.1.2.2.3.5.2.1 xp=

1) M163Al 20m Vulcan Air Defense Gun

2) M988 Sargent York 40mM Division Air Defense Gun

A.1.2.2.3.6 Al rcrfk

A.1.2.2.3.6.1 Aircraft d aracteristics

1) Type
2) Combat Radius

3) Speeds

4) Ceiling

5) Armament

6) Load Capacity

7) Special Characteristics

-. eA.1.2.2.3.6.1.1 I~ l

1) AH-64 Apache Advanced Attack Helicopter

2) AH-1 Cobra Series Attack Helicopter

3) UH-60H Blackhawk Transport Helicopter

4) UH-IH Heavy Utility Helicopter

5) CH-47D Chinook Medium Transport Helicopter

6) CH-54B Thrke Medium Light Helicopter

7) CH-58 Kiowa Light Observation Helicopter

8) OH-6A Cayuse Light Observation Helicopter
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9) Army Helicopter Improvement Program

10) Light Helicopter Experimental

11) OV-1 Mohawk Reconnaissance/Surveillance

A.1.3 RE) AD BUE DAKTA BASE SWCURE-

A key concern in organizing the Red and Blue force

information is the necessity to provide a means for incorporating the

information and data into an automated data base which can be used to

facilitate development and application of the model. The following paragraps

define the essential elements to be included in the data bases and their

relationships.

A.1. 3.1 Force Description Criteria and OutLine

The description of an echelon involves four important

concepts: organizational hierarchy, internal description and assets, external

interfaces, and force components. Figure A-23 represents a typical echelon

and illustrates the four concepts which are described in succeeding

paragraphs.

Each echelon (corps, division, brigade or battalion) is

described according to the following outline:

Echelon
Echelon Description

Echelon Manuever Assets

Echelon Ccmbat Support Assets

Echelon Combat Service Support Assets

The echelon description and echelon assets are specified

using the same outline based on Figure A-23. The outline appears below.
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X Echelon (Or Echelon Asset) Description
X.1 Organizational Relationships
X.2 Internal Description

X.2.1 Functions
X.2.2 Attributes

X.2.3 Echelon Assets
X.3 External Interfaces
X.3.1 Caumunications

X.3.2 Envirorment
X.3.3 Combat and Ccmrand Control Factors

X.4 Force Cmiponents Used

The following paragraphs specify the content of the above
outline in greater detail.

A.1.3.1.1 Ort!an4za-iana a i arahiIM

Organizational hierarchy is described as an arrangement of
subordinate/superior echelon relationships. In general, a hierarchy might be
composed of three divisions for the single corps, three brigades for each
division, and three battalions for each brigade. Using an expansion factor of
three (as above) there would be one corps, three divisions, nine brigades and
27 battalions.

In addition to the organic relationship there are five other
possible organizational relationships; including "organic" these relationships
are:

1) Organic

2) Assigned
3) Attached
4) Supporting

5) Operational control

6) Operational command
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The latter five relationships occur as a result of
deployments in a particular scenario. The model must allow for these

*" relationships to occur during a simulation; however only the organic

relationship is required to describe the organization. For the above reasons
the assigned, attached, supporting, operational control and operational

command relationships are not covered in detail in this section.

A.1.3.1.2 Internal DescriPtion

The internal description of an echelon includes the assets,

functions, attributes, combat and command and control factors of the echelon.

A.1.3.1.3 b~i=

This portion of the data base details the functions of an
organization. It specifies why a given unit is needed by its superior and
what it does- but nothow it does it.

A.1.3.1.4 Atfrihntps

Attributes are data elements that further describe an
organizational unit. Things such as capabilities, limitations, and method of
employment are attributes. In addition, number, type, and function of

command posts are also meaningful attributes for a unit.

A.1.3.1.5 Echelon Assets

In the description of an echelon, it is important to
distinguish between ownership of assets belonging to subordinates and
ownership of directly controlled assets. The directly controlled assets are
termed "organic assetsm. An echelon may use these assets itself or assign
(some of) them to a subordinate. For example, a brigade may have a medical
battalion as an organic asset; it may assign companies of the medical
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battalion to work with its subordinate battalions. In general the upper

I level echelons have manuever, combat support and combat service support assets
which they use or assign to subordinates. These assets are described

* separately from the echelon itself. -

A.1.3.1.6 External Interfaces

The external interfaces of an echelon description specify
the connection of the force components to other echelons and force components.
These connections are associated with communications, combat, sensing, etc.

A.1.3.1.7 Cnamri caticin

The communications interface specifies the type(s) of

communication units and network(s) by which different friendly units
omuni cate. The characteristics of the communication units are described

under A.1.2.2.3, Force Components.

A.1.3.1.8

Environment includes such things as type of terrain, roads
and urbanization, weather, and certain combat effects such as smoke clouds and
minefield. In general, the behavior of an echelon depends to some extent on
the environment in which it exists. This section may indicate what aspects
of the environment are important to a unit; the environment itself is

described in detail elsewhere.

A.1.3.1.9 t!. and Cannd and Control Factors

Combat, and command and control factors describe the

representational data for the echelon assets and components. A summary of the
factors is provided in the Battle Item Interaction and the Command and Control
Item Interaction directories in Section 3.7 of the main report.
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A.1.3.1.10 Force Crmponents

Force components are a special case of external interface. 5

Force components are things such as weapon systems, communications systems,
etc.

A.1.4 OMBAT EFFECTS a

A.1.4.1 Introduction

A.1.4.1.1

This section describes the way in which the Red and Blue
force structures, organizations, component elements, and functions combine on
the battlefield. It provides the dynamics associated with the static
descriptions provided in Sections A.1.1 and A.1.2. These dynamics are
developed and described to a level of detail suitable for identifying the

combat model functions described in Section 4 of the main report.

The following paragraphs address generic combat and C2

considerations and their importance on the battlefield. These discussions
form the basis for describing the specific items and interactions provided in

the tables and directories in Section 3 of the main report.

A. 1.4.1.2 Geaneral Con siderations

For virtually all applications of the Automated CORDIVEM,

the fundamental problem is to accurately predict combat outcomes between
opposing forces.
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Facts bearing on the problem include:

1) The ability of a weapon system to affect a target is

a function of the variables which comprise the target
servicing time line which are (in turn):

a) Probability of detection (valid recognition of a
potential, man-made, hostile target).

b) Probability of identification (valid

determination that target is hostile).

c) Probability of acquiring (placing sights, cross-
hairs, etc. on target and tracking).

d) Probability of engaging (firing first and

subsequent rounds at target).

e) Probability of hitting (weapon strike on

target).

f) Probability of affecting (target response to

weapons strike or effect of weapon upon striking

target).

2) The probability of detection is a function of the
cues present in the battlefield. Cues are emissions

or reflections, either direct or indirect which the

sensor may identify as a hostile threat.
Intervisabiity, concealment, target activity, target

profile, sensor capability and orientation (scanning
area) all affect the ability to detect targets.
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3) The probability of identification is a function of

valid correlation of cues with target recognition
criteria.

4) The probability of acquiring and engaging is a

function of the acquisition characteristics of the

weapon system, assigned sector of fires, range,

weapon effectiveness, target activity, and fire

control instructions.

5) The probability of hitting is a function of weapon

effectiveness (rate of fire, accuracy, burst radius),

range, target profile (sectional area of an exposure)

and activity.

6) The probability of affecting (given a hit) is a

function of the kinetic and/or chemical energy of the
round, angle of incidence to the target surface,

location of round strike, type and thickness of

target armor at point of strike, and key target

components in the path of the angle of refraction

(given a penetration). Effects are normally grouped

as:

a) Kills: destruction of key target components

(personnel or equipment associated with the

target) which prevent further effective hostile

operations (catastrophic). Kills may be further

subdivided into fire power or mobility.

b) Neutralization: semi-permanent (requires

replacement or regrouping of crew or equipment)

interruption of key operations necessary to

continue effective operations.
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c) Suppression: temporary interruption of key

operations necessary to continue effective

operations.

7) Individual weapons systems are normally grouped into

small organizations (sections or platoons) for

control of specific targets to be engaged or

individual positions to be occupied. These small

organizations are further grouped into larger

companies or teams for control of target populations

or sectors of terrain to be engaged and areas to be

occupied. Companies or teams are also grouped into

battalions or task forces which orchestrate the

employment of both fire and maneuver toward a common
goal or mission and integrate subordinate and

supporting force operations. An adequate

representation of the combat scoring process must

address the synergistic as well as the limiting

aspects of these groups of individual weapons.

8) Individual weapon systems, platoons, and companies
are traditionally assigned preplanned employment

(Figure A-24) positions. The following positions

influence significantly the effective fire power of a

given unit.

a) Primary position: optimum placement

commensurate with terrain from which the

system/organization can sense and fire within

its assigned sector.

A1
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b) Alternate position: other positions which may
be used to sense and fire into its assigned

sector.

c) Supplementary positions: those positions which

the system/organization can move in order to

sense and fire into a new sector.

d) Subsequent positions: positions selected in
depth or to the flank, commensurate with terrain

which require movement to occupy and reorient
areas or sectors to sense and fire into.

e) Objectives: areas to be assaulted, occupied,
and held until further orders.

9) Positions are organized for defense as a function of
resources available (men, equipment, time, available
terrain features, fields of fire) and anticipated
time of occupancy. Based on resources expended and

usable terrain features, positions are generally
classified (from best to worse posture) as:

fortified, improved, reconnoitered, or hasty.
Although none of these "classifications" are

considered discrete protective postures,
fortifications usually are considered positions which

have frontal, flank, and for certain systems,
overhead cover and/or concealment where hasty

positions are those chosen to utilize the cover
and/or concealment of terrain features immediately

available. The organization of a position can have
an overriding influence on the available weapon
systems and thus enhance or detract from the

effective firepower of the unit.
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10) Combat actions (both offensive and defensive) can

also be classified as deliberate, hasty, or immediate
depending on the amount of prior planning and

coordination performed before commencement of the
action. As a rule, deliberate actions are required
when facing substantial opposition and entail S

detailed command and control procedures, total
coordination of all systems (and many include
rehearsals). Immediate actions are typified by

issuing orders and coordinating activities as the S

action occurs.

A.1.4.1.3 General Dsc

Force-on-force confrontations can occur between moving or
stationary forces at virtually any angle and at a wide range of postures
between forces. How well a given force can cope with an opposing force is
generally a function of the forces (anticipated direction of threat),
disposition of weapons or groups of weapons, and the terrain occupied, all of
which are interdependent. Both forces have an ability to influence the combat
outcome through maneuver (moving groups of weapons to more advantagaeous
firing or protective positions), fires (concentrating on most dangerous threat
systems), or reinforcement (committing additional assets to the fight). As a
rule, offensive operations are only conducted by a force when a significant
numerical advantage exists over the opposing force. Here, the attacker
attempts to mass an overwhelming force at optimum engagement range(s),
preferably from a direction not anticipated by the defender. Attacks can be
generally defined as (1) frontal, where the maneuvering force is advancing in
the direction the defender has (probably) oriented the majority of his weapon
systems; (2) flanking, where the maneuvering force is advancing against either
side of the defensive position; (3) enveloping, when the force is attacking

Sthe "deep flank" or rear of the defended position; and (4) attack by fire,
where weapon systems engage enemy positions by fire at optimum ranges but do
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not advance against the defended position. More than one type of attack may

be conducted in any given assault of a defended position. Meeting engagements

may occur between two (or more) moving, opposing forces. Moving forces are

oriented for immediate action in the direction of march and may (depending on

their mission and formation) be capable of immediate action to either flank.

Movement (both advancing and retrograde) is normally characterized by either:

(1) bounding overwatch, where some organizations advance/withdraw while others

overwatch/f ire; or (2) traveling overwatch, where all systems -move

simultaneously.

Based on past conflicts and historical records, the Army has

for some time predicted outcomes for force-on-force conflicts during field

training in terms of "force multipliers". Force multipliers are used to

increase the effectiveness of a given force based on its posture and/or

actions during a conflict. Defending units were given a force multiplier (FM)

of 2 to 5 depending on their utilization of terrain and protective posture.

Today, the Army espouses that it can successfully defend outnumbered 3 to 1.

Frontal assaulting units (Figure A-25) are given no FM but forces striking on
an exposed flank (Figure A-26) or the rear of a defending force are usually

given an FM of 3. Armored forces assaulting dismounted troops or "soft"
targets are usually given an additional FM of 2 for "shock" effect. Forces

conducting ambushes or surprise attacks against unprepared or unsuspecting
forces are usually given an FM of 4. With the advent of more sophisticated

ballistics testing and weapons effectiveness measurements came the capability

to more accurately determine combat outcome measures of performance such as

loss exchange ratios (ratio of enemy to friendly losses). These measurements

can be made in the field using weapon engagement scoring systems (applying a

normalized probability of kill given a laser pairing) or through computerized

* wargaming.

Today, all field devices, as well as computerized war games,

incorporate some degree of averaging of combat effects which tends to cloud or

proportionately reduce the credibility of the combat outcomes. The concern

for the accuracy of data produced is justified due to the sensitivity of the
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cpmbat outcomes to the level of generalization. A clear need exists to
-* develop engagement algorithm(s) which contain sufficient detail or

demonstrated validity to account for all variables in the target servicing
sequence. These algorithms should be capable of incorporating the effects of
not only force sizes, types, orientation, terrain occupied, and
intervisibility but also the effects of two or more forces attacking at any
combination of directions (frontal, flank, rear) relative to the defender's S
orientation and allow the defender, relative to his planned defensive
maneuvers, to adjust to these attacks.

The preceding discussion provides a general context for the I
development of a representation of combat. The discussion addressed combat
interactions at a level of detail which will probably not be represented in
the Automated CORDIVEM, however a discussion at this level does provide a
basis for incorporating essential effects into the model. Section 3 of this
document provides a description of the structure and process to be used for
identifying and describing both command and control and battle effects.
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GLOSSARY

AASJT Air Assault
ABN Airborne

ACAB Air Cavalry Attack Brigade
ACC Airspace Coordination Center
ACFT Aircraft

ACre Armored Cavalry Regiment
AD Air Defense

A Air Defense Artillery
AEr Atomic Demolition Munitions

AlP Autcmatic Data Processing

ADPC Automatic Data Processing Center

AF Air Force
AHB Assault Helicopter Battalion

AI Artificial Intelligence
AI Area of Interest

AIM Armored, Infantry, Mechanized Infantry

1 ~ AMBL Airmobile
AMIP Army Model Improvement Program
A 4W Army Model Improvement Program Managenent Office

ANSI American National Standard Instruction

APC Armored Personnel Carrier
ASHB Assault Support Helicopter Battalion
ASL Authorized Stockage List

ASOC Air Space Operations Center
ASP Amunition Supply Point

Anti-Tank Guided Munition

AVIM Aviation Intermediate Maintenance

AVL3 Armored Vehicle Launched Bridge
AVN Aviation
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GLOSSARY (Continued)

BAI Battlefield Air Interdiction
BrS Battlefield Data System
BN Battalion

BOC Battalion Operations Center
B RY Battery

CA Concepts Analysis Agency
C&iJ C Collection and Jamming Ccmpany

C&J PLT Collection and Jamming Platoon

CAB Close Air Support
@1SAA Combined Arms Studies and Analysis Activity

Cumbined Arms and Support Task Force
C2  Ccmmnd & Control

CENIBN Cummunications Electronic Warfare

Intelligence Battalion
--WIGP Ccmunications Electronic Warfare Intelligence Group

CMS Collection Management and Dissemination Section
QOMINT Communications Intelligence

Comm Ccmunication Zone
CtNUS Continental United States

CDRDIVMd Corps/Division Evaluation Model
COsCOM Corps Support Command

CP Comiand Post

(C Control and Reporting Center
CSA Corps Storage Area

CSAC Combat Support Aviation Canpany
(R Controlled Supply Rate
CSS Ccmtat Service Support

C3(S Corps Support Weapon System

C!MC Corps Tactical Operations Center (in the main

comannd post)
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GLOSSARY (Continued)

DDC Division Data Center

DEPCN Defense Readiness Condition

DF Direction Finding

DISCOM Division Support Command

DIVAD Division Air Defense

DIVARTY Division Artillery

rLOGS Division Logistics System
rNMC Division Materiel Management Center

DS Direct Support

.DSS Direct Support System

DIDC Division Tactical Operations Center

EAC Echelons Above Corps
ECM Electronic Counter Measures

EEI Essential Elements of Information
ELINT Electronic Intelligence

EMP Electromagnetic Pulse

EW Electronic Warfare

FA Field Artillery
FAAR Forward Area Alerting Radar
FAC Forward Air Controller

FARO Functional Area Requirements Objectives

FARP Forward Arming and Refueling Point
FAS Field Artillery Section (Corps)

FAS(D Forward Area Support Coordinating Officer

FDC Fire Direction Center
FIST Fire Support Team

FL4T Forward Line of Own Troops

FORCEM Force Evaluation model
FRAGOED Fragmentary Order
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GLOSSARY (Continued)

FSE Fire Support Element

FSL Field Storage Location

G2 Intelligence Officer/Section

G2/$2 Intelligence Staff

G3 Operations Officer/Section

G3/S3 Operations Staff

GOC Group Operations Center

GP Group

GS General Support

GS RADAR (D Ground Surveillance Radar Company

GSR General Support Reinforcing

GUARERAIL Airborne CWMINT and DF system

HF High Frequency

HIMD High to Medium Air Defense

HPI High-Powered Illumination

ICC Information Coordination Center

ICWAR Improved Continuous Wave Acquisition Radar

I/E Intelligence/Electronic Warfare

IMINT Iagery Intelligence

ISO Interaction Standards Organization

MA Mobile Army Surgical Hospital

MCC Movement Control Center

MLRS Multiple Launcher Rocket System

MECE Mechanized Infantry

MEDM Medical Cmrand

M14C Materiel Management Center
MMDS Mission Management and Dissemination Section
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GLOSSARY (Continued)

MDC Military Occupation Specialty

MOE Measure of Effectiveness

MOHAWK OV-1D fixed wing aircraft which carries SLAR, photo,

imagery systems

MDP Measure of Performance

MDPP Mission Oriented Protective Posture
MP Military Police

MRM Maintenance Reporting and Management System

MSL Missile

MffI Moving Target Indicator

NBC Nuclear, Biological and Chemical

N3F Naval Gunfire

N3F TM Naval Gunfire Team

NGFO Naval Gunfire Officer

NICP National Inventory Control Point

0/I Operations and Intelligence Element

OIR Other Intelligence Requirements

OPLAN Operations Plan

OPD Operations Order
OPS Operations

PAR Pulse Acquisition Radar

IxL Prescribed Load List
POL Petroleum, Oil and Lubricants

PTL Primary Target Lines
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GLOSSARY (Continued)

QUICKFIX Airborne Integrated SIGINT and Jamming System
(helicopter)

QUJICKI0K Airborne ELINT system (fixed wing)

WS Reconnaissance/Surveillance
RACD Rear Area Cbmbat Operations

RATT Radio Teletype

RECCE Reconnaissance
RE Remote Sensors

ROR Range-Only Radar

S/F Sound and Flash
S2 Intelligence Officer
SASP Special Ammunition Supply Point
SELOOM Select Committee

SHRAD Short Range Air Defense

SIGMAPH Special Interest Group in Graphics
SIGINT Enemy Signals Intelligence (including

Communications Intelligence - GOMINT, and
Electronic Intelligence -ELINT)

"- AR Side Looking Airborne Radar
SP Self-propelled
STAM Standardization Agreement

TAB Target Acquisition Battery
TALC CP Tactical Command Post

TCFIRE Tactical Fire Direction System
TACP Tactical Air Control Party

TCE Technical Control Analysis Element
IC Tactical Operations Center

ME Table of Organization & quipment
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GLCSSARY (Continued)

IORA 7RAMC Operations Research Agency

SADXDC Training uid Doctrine Cconand
:"AILAZER Ground Based C01MINT and DF System

-RASANA TRADOC Studies and Analysis Activity
TREE Transient Radiation Effects on Electronics

EUOC Tactical Unit Operations Center

XX Symbol for Division

XXX Symbol for Corps
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